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FOREWORD
The Japanese National Commission for Unesco has been carrying out,
since 1958, a project of translating Japanese philosophical works into
foreign languages and publishing them with a view to introducing Japanese thought to the people of other countries. Under this project, we
have so far brought out nine titles, and the present title is the tenth of
the series.
It is our hope that this edition will be of use for those who are engaged
in the studies of Japan and its culture in deepening their understanding
of Japanese thought.
We are greatly indebted to Professor Shokin Furuta of Nihon University, and Professor N. A. Waddell of Otani University, for their
valuable contribution in many ways to our project.

Kikuo Nishida
Secretary-General
Japanese National Commission for Unesco
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PREFACE

TRANSLATOR'S NOTE
Japanese Spirituality, in Japanese, Nilum-teki reisei, was first published
in 1944, written, as the author writes, between trips to the air-raid shelter
during some of the heaviest bombing o[ the war. It was followed by
three other works on the subject of "Japanese spirituality": Reisei-teki
nihon no kensetsu (The Building of Spiritual Japan, 1946), Nihon-teki
reisei-teki jikaku (The Awakening of Spiritual Japan, 1946), and Nihon
no reisei-ka (Spiritualizing Japan, 1947). ]n 1948 an additional study
of the Myokonin was published, and in 1967, MyDkDnin Asahara Saichi
shu (The Works of Myokonin Asahara Saichi).
When possible, I have attempted to utilize Dr. Suzuki's own English
renderings of terms and passages, found in his many works in English.
For the footnotes, it has likewise seemed desirable to quote at some
length from two of the author's works concerned with Pure Land Buddhism [A Miscellany on the Shin Teaching of Buddhism (Kyoto, 1949);
Mysticism: Christian and Buddhist (New York, 1957)] in order to clarify
for the Western reader some of the terminology of the Pure Land
tradition. All the notes (the Japanese edition has virtually none) not
marked 'Translator' have been composed in this way. A glossary of terms
that occur repeatedly in the text will be found at the end of the volume.
I have needed, and fortunately had, much help and advice in the course
of translating this book. Gratefully I acknowledge my debt to those who
have given freely of their time to answer questions; above all, to Rev.
Sh6jun Bando and Miss Sumiko Kudo, who read the translation at different stages of completion and offered many helpful suggestions.
Japanese Spirituality represents a side of Suzuki Daisetz unknown to
Western readers familiar only with his English works. It was directed to
the Japanese at a time of growing uncertainty and despair. But in attempting to show them their true, unmilitary, might, it lays open for all readers
the thought and wisdom of one of the spiritual masters of our time.

This book was written to consider what I call Japanese spirituality.
It is meant as a preliminary essay, and although it is not a systematic
111111 ordered study, I do believe it is able in some measure to elucidate
my intentions.
Portions of the second chapter dealing with Pure Land thought are
h11Ncd on a shorthand transcription of a talk that I gave during the
111u11111n.:r of 1942 at the Higashi Honganji Branch Temple in Kanazawa.
'l'hr kcturc was arranged by Kaneda Reido, then the head of that temple.
I huw completely rewritten and revised the transcript, so that its present
f11rn1 bears little resemblance to the original lecture.
I havu tried to trace the imprint of the central idea of this book, namely
Jttp111u:se spirituality, in the history of Japanese religious thought. To
lhm•ribe this in a methodical manner has not been possible in the time
1111!1 Ntrnee allotted. I hope for another opportunity to deal with the
111hjl·ct, hut since I do not know when that occasion will arise, I should
Ilk~ lo take this opportunity to offer the present work as a kind of
prl.'h1tk.

Daisetz Suzuki
YafUryU-an, Kita Kamakura,
the beginning of summer, 1944

Norman Waddell, 1969
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DR. SUZUKI:

HIS LlfE AND WORKS
1

In life's journey there is a direct road and a sideway. Dr. Daisetz
T. Suzuki's academic career is a unique example of one who took the
by-path all through his life. He left the university before graduation and
went to the United States to study, but did magazine editorial work
instead of attending college or university. He set his mind on study in
his early days, yet was unable to take the main road from the beginning
due to family and other circumstances. The Meiji and Taisha periods
produced many learned Buddhist scholars. Contrary to the favourable
backgrounds enjoyed by many of them, Daisetz Suzuki was raised in a
poor family.
While doing editorial work for the Open Court magazine, he continued
his study of Buddhism. This resulted in an English translation of
Afvaghosha's Discourse on the Awakening of Faith in the Mahayana,
published in 1900, which won the nameless young Japanese scholar recognition in Western academic circles.
In 1889, Suzuki left Ishikawa High School and went to a primary
school at Iida, Noto, as a teacher of English. Already, no doubt, he
wished to improve his English, to use it as a means of promoting his
study. His efforts led him to the United States in 1897, and three years
later resulted in the translation of such a difficult work as the Awakening
of Faith in the M ahayana. Granting his linguistic gifts, it was his strong
will and a determination to negotiate the sideway that was his destiny
that made him realize his special abilities and made him persevere in
his efforts. During his thirteen year stay in the United States he completed a translation of T'ai-Shang Kan-Ying P'ien (Treatise of the
Exalted One on Response and Retribution), and wrote Outline of Mahayana Buddhism. The latter in particular established his reputation as a
unique and outstanding scholar unaffiliated with the universities.
In 1908, a year after the publication of his Outline of Mahayana Buddhism, he travelled to Europe from the United States, and in April 1909
returned to Japan after a fourteen year absence. Upon return he was
invited to the Peers' School, where he taught English till 1921, when he
moved to Otani University, Kyoto, at the request of its president, Gessho
1

Sasaki. Even after his return home, he continued to tread the sideway
as a Buddhist scholar. For years he was given no more appropriate
position than that of language teacher. While at the Peers' School, Suzuki
taught also at the University of Tokyo for a while, but his post there
again was as an instructor of English. During this period, however, he
published in London A Brief History of Early Chinese Philosophy. He
was not destined to remain a language teacher: he continued his unique
studies in Buddhism based on his Zen experience.
D. T. Suzuki was 52 years old when he was invited to Otani University
and finally entered scholarly life. The great number of his writings tell
of his scholastic achievements, especially the significant number of books
in English. His previous study of English was thus the foundation of
his later achievements, with his ten year role as a language instructor the
basis for a remarkable literary output. The post offered, however, professor at a private university, in Japan was, after all, a by-path, away
from the more established academic posts at the imperial universities.
Thus his new scholarly life did not improve his situation as much as it
might have, except that he could now afford more time for his Buddhist
studies.
After he left Ishikawa High School he graduated from no other school.
Unsatisfied with his possibilities in Japan, he went abroad, and took up
his studies again on his return. The very fact that he remained on the
sideway throughout his life may be said to be all the more impressive.
Not only scholars, everyone wants to take the high road, in whatever field,
and may very well do so, if given the opportunity. However, if one judges
the sideway from the viewpoint of advantages and disadvantages, and
refuses to take it because it does not pay, I would have him consider
Suzuki's life. To take the sideway is not always disadvantageous; it can
be a very worthy way too.

around 1935 with his studies on Bodhidharma and his thought. His
study of Bankei's Fusha (Unborn) Zen around 1940 constitutes the
third intellectual peak. From 1939 to 1942 he wrote on "mushin" (nomind), and this is the fourth peak. This had important connections with
Pure Land thought and later developed to a greater degree. The fifth was
the great summit of Japanese Spirituality which was first delineated around
1944. His profound study of "Rinzai's Person" around 1947 was the
sixth peak.
Throughout these high points, there is one common element, namely,
the great intellectual by-path to his studies in Buddhism. It was this that
made his respective intellectual peaks so unique and creative. What was
this by-path? His philosophy derived from the Zen experience he personally
attained through his Zen training under Masters Imagita Kosen and
Shaku S6en. This training started when he was 22 years old, a student
at Tokyo University. He scarcely attended school, but spent his time
at Engakuji Monastery, Kamakura, in Zen training and discipline. In
other words, D. T. Suzuki did not take the main road of the student. He
took the sideway of Zen training, and this enabled him to make unique
studies of his own.
This academic pattern did not change even after he took leave of
Tokyo University and went to the United States as a working student.
As a professor in the Peers' School upon his return, and later as a
Buddhist scholar at Otani University, he was never apart from Zen training, while thus steadily and calmly carrying on his studies in Buddhism.
I fo did not regard Buddhism merely as a subject of research; his approach
lo Buddhist philosophy was always based on his Zen experience. His
wus a very serious approach, and proceeding was not easy. It was
obviously a sideway which required much digression.
Among his early writings there is a book entitled Zen to wa nanika
(What is Zen?), in which he speaks of the ideal of Mahayana Buddhism
m1 follows:

2

"It is not in words; the ideal of Mahayana Buddhism is not
in the words written in holy and re-spected scriptures, but the
very life of Shakyamuni Buddha itself clearly represents it. Buddhism does not consist of teachings spoken by Buddha based on
his wisdom alone,· we have to look at his actual life which was

D. T. Suzuki's academic work has, briefly speaking, six intellectual
peaks. The first is Kegon philosophy, which developed in connection with
his study of Zen thought around 1934, the year his Essays in Zen Buddhism, Third Series was published in London. The second peak is apparent

3
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As this quotation reveals, he insisted on taking up Buddhism in the
domain of actual experience. When this book was published in a popular
paperback edition (Sagen Bunko and Kadokawa Bunko), I wrote some
i.:omments for it, a part of which I would like to quote here instead of
speaking of the book itself. It shows how Suzuki emphasized the importance of Zen experience:

There are two things necessary for correct understanding of
this book.
First, we should note the depth of D. T. Suzuki's Z en experience
which underlies all his writings. Those who do not know what
Z en is will no doubt fail to understand it when they first read
the book. Yet, if they finish it without taking this point into
account, they will have gained nothing from having read it. To
read this book properly, one should first read it through, to get
a general idea of Zen. Then in order to know this is not a book
of philosophical argumentation about Zen, he should read it once
more, and read into the depth of Zen experience. What is the
depth of Z en experience, one may ask. I am not able to fully
explain it, I can only say that one can only know what Zen is
by seeing into the depth of Zen experience.
When books are written in an easy style, people are apt to
skim over them. The fact that this book is easy to read shows
that it is a good introductory book, but it does not necessarily
mean readers will thereby easily discover what Zen is. For readers
to realize the depth of the Zen experience that underlies this book
will not be easy. For them not to overlook such essential points
as these, they should be prepared to read it with careful and sincere
attention.
Second, it must be understood that is not enough just to know
of Suzuki's Z en experience. For instance, his interpretation of
"Namu-Amida-Butsu" is his own, based on his religious experience,
and he is not bothered with the traditional interpretations. "I am
interpreting "Namu-Amida-Butsu" from a Zen viewpoint, and the
4

l'urc· l .. cmd lllttrprt'tat/011 c·ou/d ht' dlfft'rt'nt from mint.

If ont'

tlm•s not look. at thc'lll dtwlistirnlly as two cliflac•nt interprc•tatiom·,
hut takes it hased 011 the rc>/if.:iou.1· c'.xperience itself, Ile .1'/1011/d be
ahle to find his own free interpmtation based on his personal
experience, no matter what people might have said, or what might
have happened in the past. The criticism or evaluation is left
to you."

Readers should clearly understand the significance of these words.
Suzuki is here being neither dogmatic nor self-assertive. When he speaks
of the "non-dualistic religious experience itself," he does not assume a
synthetic view of Zen and Pure Land. He speaks out of the Zen experience
he personally attained. It does not matter whether the experience itself
is Zen or Pure Land. As we cannot discuss anything without referring
lo certain views, the so-called Zen viewpoint or Pure Land viewpoint is
presumed. But whether it is called Zen or Pure Land, the fundamental
standpoint itself does not change. Needless to say, it is not a mixture
of the two. They are different and yet the same. Here Suzuki's Zen
experience is deep-rooted, and readers should correctly understand it.
He tells us not to worry about what people have said in the past or
what is written in books, but to have one's own interpretation and
understanding. Though this may sound somewhat self-assertive, let me
remind you that to understand Suzuki's interpretation means no other
than for each reader to have his own understanding; D. T. Suzuki's own
free interpretation based on personal experience is each person's own
free interpretation. Haste in this matter, however, carries with it risk of
forming a dogmatic interpretation. We should not forget that it is possible
only for those who go through the long training in Zen that Suzuki himself underwent.
D. T. Suzuki's experiential grasp of Buddhism as seen in this book
underlies all of his thought and ideas. It is the basic source of his thinking.
I have broken down his scholastic achievements into six thought-peaks,
the basis of each being his fundamental experience. In a sense, each
thought-peak just represents a different aspect of the non-dualistic, experiential truth. In his Essays in Zen Buddhism, Third Series (the Chapter
"The Desire for Enlightenment" [Bodhicittotpada]), he says that any
teaching in Buddhism, not in Zen alone, has to be ·understood and accepted

5

on the basis of the personal experience of each individual. On Bodhicittolpada he writes:

The Bodhicitta rises from a great compassionate heart, without
which there will be no Buddhism. This emphasis on Mahiikarunii
is characteristic of the Mahayana. We can say that the whole
panorama of its teachings revolves on this pivot. The philosophy
of Interpenetration so pictorially depicted in the Gandavyuha is
in fact no more than the outburst of this life-energy. As long as
we tarry on the plane of intellection, such Buddhist doctrines as
Emptiness (sunyata), Egolessness (anatmya), etc. may sound
so abstract and devoid of spiritual force as not to excite anyone
to fanatic enthusiasm. The main point is to remember that all
the Buddhist teachings are the outcome of a warm heart cherished
over all sentient beings and not of a cold intellect which tries to
unveil the secrets of existence by logic. That is to say, Buddhism
is personal experience and not impersonal philosophy.
Thus, Suzuki insists that Buddhism should not be treated as a philosophy
apart from actual experience. He took an early interest in Kegon thought.
Starling his study in this direction with such basic work as the editing of
the Gandavyuha chapter of the Kegon sutra in Sanskrit. Later he had a
grand wish of making a correct translation of this sutra. Although unfortunately this unique work was not completed during his lifetime, his
Kegon study developed into other achievements which constitute important
clements of his work.
His second thought-peak took its form in hiis Zen shiso-shi kenkyu, ll
(Studies in the History of Zen Thought, Vol. 11), in which he took up
the Zen of Bodhidharma and the Sixth Patriarch Eno, as well as other
masters of the same period. As it can be clearly noted in this book, his
study of Bodhidharma was neither historical nor philosophical, but was
based on his Zen experience. He writes in the Introduction to this book:

What is Bodhidharma's Zen? What is Eno's Zen? How did
it develop into Koan Zen? It is said that Bodhidharma transmitted
the Lankavatara Sutra to Eka, and that Eno attained satori while
listening to the Diamond Sutra. How did they become one with
6

the• ',\'Ound of ont' ltcmcl dappln1l? We• havr such verst's:
Lotus lt•avc'.I' art' round and smooth,
Even more so than a mirror;
Thistle leave:1· are sharp and pointed,
Even more so than a gimlet (Daie)
and
Rain is gone and clouds are still thick;
The day is about to break.
Mountains are blue and soaring
So picturesque indeed are they! (Setcho)
On the other hand there are Indian r;xpressions like 'Prajnii is
non-wisdom, and is at the same time wisdom.' How should we
unde·rstand these expressions? What experiential basis do they
have which makes them declare that these apparently quite different statements express one and the same Zen truth? Such
questions arose one after another. The desire to somehow solve
them from the standpoint of the history of Zen thought, from
their. aspect as unique Zen expressions., and also in line with
deepening of Zen experience, never left my mind.
As he himself writes, he always approached the history of Zen thought
from the standpoint of deepening Zen experience. In his study of Zen
from the time of Bodhidharma to Eno, or Zen after Eno, the questions
he proposes are unique, without parallel in any other writings dealing
with Zen history. For instance, he introduces an interesting theory as to
how Bodhidharma's idea of anjin (peace of mind) developed into the idea
mushin (no-mind). Doubtlessly, a long period of experiential thinking
and philosophizing was needed for him to attain a clear and definite outlook during this second thought-peak, for the deeper one studies it, the
higher he will find this peak to be.
The third peak was his study of Bankei's Unborn Zen. Its value
may be judged from the fact that it was solely due to his work that
"Unborn" Zen assumed a proper position in the history of Zen thought.
The two major writings in this regard are: BankC'i no fusho zen (Bankei
on the 'Unborn'), and Zen shiso-shi kenkyu, I (Studies in the History of
Zen Thought, Vol. I). In the former, he deals with Zen experience
from beginning till end. In the latter, the two major themes discussed
7

are satori (enlightenment) and satoru (to attain enlightenment). He points
out that in studying Zen in Japan, it can be classified into three
major philosophical types: Dogen's Zen, Hakuin's Zen, and Bankei's
Zen. His study of Bankei's Zen, which had been hitherto unexplored,
revealed great enthusiasm. His study of Koan Zen paralleled that of
Unborn Zen. Closely related to each other, these form the center of
his study of Zen thought based on Zen experience.
His writings on mushin (no-mind) mark his fourth thought-peak.
His thinking at this time seems to have increased in depth and lucidity.
He calmly and steadily trod the by-path, no step wasted, every step made
full use of, finally forming one great stream of thought. A representative
book of this period is Mushin to yukoto (On 'No-mind'). Though this
was transcribed from a lecture, it is one of his great works.
Reading this work, the reader will be reminded of the importance of
having the realm and not the thought of no-mind as the foundation of
the philosophy. Suzuki warns: "No matter how much I may talk about
the realm of no-mind, it will be fruitless unless one actually experiences
it." What may appear easy in this book turns to be extremely difficult
when it comes to the question of actual experience. Though the thought
of "no-mind" was not written in the systematic method of his other books,
it developed in various directions and attained great range of thought.
The fifth thought-peak involves the idea of spiritual awakening as seen
in his great work Nihon-teki reisei (Japanese Spirituality). Spirituality
is synonymous with religious consciousness. To awaken to such spirituality is spiritual awakening or realization. Spirituality as he refers to it is
latent in the inmost recesses of what is generally called spirit or psyche,
and here again he is trying to deal with the domain of religious experience.
Japanese Spirituality describes the awakening process of religious consciousness of the Japanese during the Kamakura period. It can well be
called the history of Japanese religious thought based on spiritual experience. Insofar as this is a book of the history of thought, it shares
the same standpoint with Zen shiso-shi kenkyu, I & II (Studies in the
History of Zen Thought, Vols. I & II), though the approaches and questions proposed in them are quite different.
An outstanding characteristic of Japanese Spirituality is the unusual
interest in Pure Land Buddhism it reveals. This interest is a continuation from his previous work Jodo-kei shis<}-ron (Studies in Pure Land
8

Thought). It seemed to have taken a definite form in Japanese Spirituality,
wherein Suzuki used the term "spirituality" with positive significance for
the first time.
Lastly, in Rinzai no kihon shiso (The Fundamental Thought of Rinzai)
we find D. T. Suzuki's sixth thought-peak, where his thought reaches such
heights of lucidity and profundity. In 1943 he wrote Shukyo keiken
jijitsu (Facts of Religious Experience), another fine work. The result
of his study in seeking the "facts of religious experience" in Rinzai's
thought was The Fundamental Thought of Rinzai. In the first chapter,
entitled "Konnichi no mondai" (The Question of Today), he points out
as "the question of today" that studies in Rinzai's Zen had not developed
at all from the traditional interpretations of Rinzai-roku (Saying of Rinzai) by past Zen masters. He insists that the only way to grasp Rinzai
alive is to inquire into his religious experience, apart from which there
rnuld be no worthwhile discussion. He writes: "By 'The Question of
Today' I mean the facts of religious experience."
ln the succeeding chapters, on "Rinzai no taiken" (Rinzai's Experience),
und "Taiken no seishitsu" (The Nature of his Experience), he stresses
lhc importance of Rinzai's "Nin"-thought. He writes that "Nin" (Person)
is spirituality and that Rinzai's experience was his spiritual awakening.
I k devoted himself completely to writing this book, and in it his great
L'llthusiasm can be clearly traced. This naturally moves the reader. D. T .
Suzuki's thinking attains particular profundity here, where all his previous thought is concentrated to make a great towering monument. The
Fundamental Thought of Rinzai might belong to the same category as
Jla11ke'i on the 'Unborn' since they possess common elements. Suzuki's
Interest in Rinzai's Zen and in Bankei's Zen might be said to be more or
kss identical. I myself, however, think that D. T. Suzuki's thought in
his study on Rinzai is deeper and wider, that his sixth thought-peak does
not yield to the fifth or to any other.
To sum up, D. T. Suzuki's thought always developed in his endeavour
lo ~rusp Buddhism through actual experience. With Bankei, or Rinzai,
or the rest, he wanted to find out experientially what experience gave
hirlh lo Bankci's, or Rinzai's, thought. He did not study their thought
1111lw11rdly or superficially, but inquired inwardly, into their inmost sources.
Nllcdlcss lo say, such an approach is by no means easy; it takes a man
who is prqiarcd to tread a great by-path, step by step, slowly and

steadily.
Contemporary Buddhist studies made remarkable progress from Meiji
through the Taisha and Shawa periods, and we should not fail to appreciate the significance of the work done behind this progress, by people
like D. T. Suzuki who steadily carried on their inner-directed seeking
without dispersing their attention on outward aspects. In his private
life and academic career, his way was never easy, and often he must have
felt keenly the disadvantages of such a route. Yet patiently and serenely
he went his way. Not only in Buddhist studies, but in any field, without
a handful of sincere scholars willing to undertake such a course, shrewd
productions will probably appear, but they will be superficial, with everyone hastening to dash up the main road.
Let me borrow from "The Question of Today," from D. T. Suzuki's
The Fundamental Thought of Rinzai, and remark that the question of
today's Buddhist study is that it neglects the experiential approach to
Buddhist studies based on religious experience.
Though universally known as a Zen scholar, D. T. Suzuki was also
an authoritative scholar of Pure Land Buddhism, another representative
Buddhist thought in Japan. This book will give readers some idea of
his interpretations of Pure Land thought.
The first edition of Nihon-teki reisei (Japanese Spirituality) had a fifth
chapter, "Kongo-kyo no zen" (Zen in the Diamond Sutra), which was
omitted in the second edition. As this translation was based on the
second edition, the fifth chapter has not been included here. I should
mention however that "Zen in the Diamond Sutra," though it remains
untranslated, is an outstanding example of the author's work on Zen
thought.
Shakin Furuta
Director, Matsugaoka Library
Kamakura, Japan
1969
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JAPANESE SPIRITUALITY
INTRODUCTION
I.

The meaning of seishin (frft$)

Before discussing Japanese spirituality I first should draw a distinction
between seishin (psyche; mind; spirit) and reisei (spirituality; spirit-nature).
Reisei is not commonly used, but seishin-especially recently-is often
heard. I think once we clarify the meaning of seishin, reisei's meaning
will become clear as well.
Since seishin is employed with such a wide variety of meanings there
is a great deal of confusion surrounding it. When I was a child, in the
curly years of the Meiji period (1868-1912), the saying "if the seishin is
firm, nothing is impossible," was common. Then, seishin had the meaning
or will: to the possessor of an unbending will all things are possible.
Since basically will-using the word in its broadest sense-could be called
thl.! essential creative force of all things in the universe, when it is manifested in us, in each individual human being, it can be understood in the
psychological sense of "will power." Any task can be accomplished if
only this will power is strong enough.
The Sung Dynasty Confucian Chu Hsi properly emphasized the power
of seishin when he said, "Where emanates the spirit of yang, even metal
nnd stone can be penetrated." In the Buddhist scriptures it is written that
"If the mind is controlled in one place, there is nothing that cannot be
nccomplished." This is because the will is finally none other than the
power of attention. Seishin, then, may be called the power of concentration, But concentration or will power does not seem to be implied in the
words "Japanese seishz'n" that have resounded in our ears in recent
oxpcricncc. That is because power of concentration, will, is not connected
with Jnpun, China, Judea, or any other one country.
Originally, both sei f~ and shin 1$, which together make up the compound word sei-shin, probably had individual meanings of kokoro (•C.'
111lntl; heart). But since the word lwkoro is itself replete with problems,
11yln~ thnt .l'l'ishin is lwkoro brings us no closer to understanding seishin.
We find in the T.m Chuan (the 25th year of the Duke of Chao) 1 : "The
Hl~O MJI( purt of the mind is what we call the soul (kompaku ~().11.l)."

11

Yet here sei ~ of the compound sl'i.1·11 means shin 1$. Thus it seems
that even though sei-shin ~1$ is a compound word, it reverts finally to
the meaning of the single character s!iin tlJr. Inasmuch as shin is the
opposite of (bodily) form % and (material) objl'cts 4?o, it may be said to
be the same as kolwro.
In a book entitled "Dialogues between a Fislicr111an and W oodcutter" 2
we read: "While alive, kon 5\t! functions; when the body returns to earth,
haku ~ remains; kon ascends to heaven, haku returns to the earth." 3
In this light it should not be too difficult to sec the three words kompaku,
seishin, and kokoro as having a similar meaning. It would perhaps be
profitable to delve into this sort of thing using detailed examples (to
clarify the currently popular meaning of the word seishin would be
extremely useful), but since I cannot now pursue that course I will satisfy
myself with a look at how the average Japanese of today understands
the compound word seishin.
Stated briefly, seishin is kokoro, tamashii, the nucleus of things. Yet
in the word tamashii are contained meanings which would not hold for
seishin; this would be true of the word kokoro as well. When we speak
of the samurai's tamashii or of nihon-damashii (the tamashii of Japan),
it would not follow that their meanings are directly transposable to the
meaning of the samurai's seishin, or nihon-seishin. There may well be
situations in which they are the same, but tamashii is imbued with concreteness, while seishin carries with it more of an abstract quality.
This is perhaps because tamashii is originally a Japanese word, while
seishin derives from Chinese literature. All such "Japanese" words seem
to be weak on the abstract, general, conceptual side. Tamashii brings
to mind a round object rolling before one's eyes. To me, seishin suggests
vastness and shapelessness. When we speak of the "fullness of seishin,''
there is something quite concrete and sensitive, but it does not give the
sense of actually seeing something before one's eyes. Therefore, we speak
of the "spirit (seishin) of the age"; for some reason "tamashii of the age"
does not ring true. I wonder if the original meaning of tamashii did not
have some implications pertaining to the individual. As has been seen, in
China seishin could have a meaning of kompaku, but this was not necessarily so in Japan.
One could not say that seishin and kokoro arc one; mental science is
not only psychology. The "scisliin ol' lnw-making" could not be replaced

by kokoro, where the meaning of seishin would include such as advocacy,
reason, and even logic.
In Japan, Chinese characters are used in addition to the original Yamato
language. Moreover, Chinese characters have in most cases been given
to words borrowed from Europe and America. The modern Japanese
language therefore has become strangely and highly complex.
Before the classical Japanese language, that is, Japanese culture, was
able to achieve independent growth, there began an influx of continental
literature and thought, and the Japanese were obliged almost to limp their
way along. Then from the beginning of Meiji, European and American
culture rushed on in waves, and there were really not enough days in
which to make up, helter-skelter, all the new words for all the many
new things people had crammed into their heads. Such is the condition
that has continued to prevail to the present. So, without stopping to
consider whether seishin meant kokoro or tamashii, the Japanese have
combined characters and coined new words indiscriminately, under pretext that the old forms were euphonically uninteresting, etc. Indiscriminate new word combinations have been and still are being manufactured,
consciously and unconsciously, in all cultural quarters. Once they are
coined-even though they might have been intended for just a short
period of use-vested interests form around them which become highly
diflicult to remove. Though they might be inconvenient or even inappropriate, their power to live on becomes more and more tenacious as time
pusses.
The two characters that form that word sei-shin have thus come to
rnntain many meanings. Generally, however, I think it is justified to
understand it in the following way. Seishin, in the phrase "Japanese
s<'isliin," is an idea or ideal. An ideal does not necessarily have to be
recognized as such; historically hidden, it may follow the occasional
diangcs that accompany the trend of the times. If it rises to consciousness,
it. is seishin. It has not actually stayed within the consciousness of the
J upanesc people since the beginning of the national life, nor has it always
nppcared in the same guise throughout history.
Allhough when we speak of an ideal we are concerned with the future
or with ohjl'ctivcs, previous existence seems rather to be implied in
.l't'i.l'/ii11. 111 reality, however, sdslzin always comes to consciousness swelled
wilh the futun:.
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Now it is perhaps time to explain what I mean by spirituality. Although
as was noted before, the word reisei is seldom used, 4 I wish to have its
meaning encompass things not included within the word seishin, or within
the more commonly used kokoro.
In a view that sees seishin (or lwkoro) in opposition to substance,
seishin cannot be contained within substam;e, and substance cannot be

contained within seishin. There is something more which must be seen
at the innermost depths of seishin and substance. As long as two things
oppose each other contradiction, rivalry, mutual suppression, and annihilation will be unavoidable. Where this occurs man's existence cannot
continue. What is needed is something that somehow sees that the two
are really not two, but one, and that the one is, as it is, two. It is reisei
that does this. For the heretofore dualistic world to cease its rivalries
and become conciliatory and fraternal, and for mutual interpenetration
and self-identity to prevail, one must await the awakening of man's
reisei. In a sense, another world opens up on the far side of the world
of seishin and substance, where the two of them must come to harmony,
though still remaining mutually contradictory. This is possible through
spiritual insight, the awakening of spirituality.
Reisei might be called religious consciousness, except that misconceptions
Lend to arise when we speak of religion. Japanese do not seem to have
a very profound understanding when it comes to religion. They think of
it as another name for superstition, or that religious belief can support
something, anything, which has nothing to do with religion. Consequently,
I do not speak of religious consciousness, but reisei.
Yet basically, to the degree one does not raise a consciousness toward
religion it is not understandable. This could probably be said about most
other things as well, and with the ordinary consciousness a certain amount
of sympathy and imagination is allowable.
Only when it comes to religion it is absolutely necessary if the operation of reisei is to come into play: that is, religion is understood only with
the awakening of reisei. I do not mean to suggest reisei possesses an
ability to perform some special activity, but that its hataraki, or "operation," is different from that of seishin. Seishin has an ethical character
which reisei transcends-although this transcendence does not imply
1tl'galion or denial. Seishin is founded in the discriminatory consciousm·ss; n~isei is non-discriminatory wisdom. Again, that does not mean reisei
Iii produced by discarding or ignoring intellectual discrimination. Seishin
dlll'S not always function as an agent in thought or in logic. It sometimes
pl'l'SSl'S on by means of will power and intuition, another area in which
IL dosdy rl'scmblcs rl'isei. Y ct the intuitive power of reisei is based on
11 higlH:r plane than that of scishi11. Seishin's will power is not able to
trnnscl'lld the self unless it relics upon the support of reisei. There is an
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Were it unrelated to the future and capable only of celebrating the past,
it would not be living, and thus not truly be sdshin, but merely the blind
love and devotion of a mother clinging to the body of her dead child.
Japanese seishin has to be called the ideal of the Japanese people. It
also has an ethical nature, for an ideal must always possess a moral
foundation.
When we speak of something having the quality of seishin, it assumes
a nature diametrically opposed to substance. It is of course not limited
to matters of a religious character.
A man of the spirit (seishin-ka) is one who is not attached to forms,
not slave to formalism or to philosophies which stress the pre-eminence
of the material. He carries one moral idea with him and tries to apply
it to all things.
A history of seishin would have the same meaning as a history of
culture. It would deal with the separation of man from nature, and with
all the human productions that have been superimposed upon nature.
Restricted to the area of thought, a history of thought would be more
limited.
To conclude, it may be said that when we speak of seishin we conjure
up an opposition between it and the material, between it and form. In
other words, dualistic thought is always held within seishin. If seishin
is not in rivalry against the material, it holds a position of superiority
over it. It never holds the material within it. Still less can the notion
that seishin is material, or that material is seishin, ever be stated from
the side of seishin. Where seishin is not at odds with the material , it is
certain either to tread over the latter, or else to manifest a clear disposition to do so. Where dualistic thought does not exist, neither does seishin.
Herein is discerned the singularity of the concept seishin.
2.

......_ __

The Meaning of Reisei

(~ii)

impure residue in seishin-power by itself. This residue is the self, or the
various forms the self assumes. As long as it exists, the true meaning of
Prince Sh6toku's words, "Harmony is to be valucd," 5 cannot be penetrated.
3.

Spirituality and the Growth of Culture

A people cannot awaken to spirituality until they have proceeded a
certain degree up the cultural ladder. In a certain sense, the existence of
spirituality cannot be denied even in the consciousness of a primitive
people, though it would have to be of an extremely primitive nature. It
would be a mistake to regard it as the same as genuine and refined
spirituality itself.
Even after a culture has advanced to a certain point, it still cannot be
said that its people as a whole have awakened to, and are in possession
of, spirituality. In speaking of the Japanese of today it cannot be asserted
that all have awakened to spirituality, or that this or that person has a
true understanding. A great number of Japanese today as well have not
emerged beyond a primitive religious consciousness. They would even
pursue true spirituality within such a primitive consciousness. The awakening of spirituality is an individual experience, replete with concreteness.
It accompanies the advancement of national culture and manifests itself
in the individuals within that culture. These people transmit their experience to others, and others may follow in turn, but the people as a
whole do not have this type of experience. Some do not encounter the
opportunity to experience spirituality's awakening. Others do not have
sufficient inner preparation even though provided with the opportunity.
Thus even though they are capable of having a yearning and a liking for
a primitive religious consciousness, they may not be able beyond that
to touch spirituality. Poetry is read to one who understands it, while
wine is to be taken with one who knows you. Those who cannot see the
interest in these things could not understand them even were they given
extensive explanations about them. The mind's consciousness is controlled
with extreme firmness and tenacity by a primitive mentality.
4.

Spirituality and Religious Consciousness
Although I think thl' concL·pt of spirituality can hl' understood from the
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discussion to this point, there might still be some who would consider
placing spirituality outside of seishin, making one more confrontation
in addition to the one between seishin and substance. This placing a
head on top of the one you already have is extremely diffusive, so briefly
let me state once again, that spirituality is the operation latent in the depths
of seishin; when it awakens, the duality with seishin dissolves. Seishin in
this true form can sense, think, will, and act. What is generally called
seishin is unable to touch its own subjectivity, its own true self.
In religious terms, we could say that man's seishin experiences the
awakening of its spirituality. Religious consciousness is the experience of
spirituality. If seishin, when it opposes substance and thereby becomes
all the more enfettered, has an opportunity to come into contact with
spirituality, the troubles of this antagonistic rivalry will fall away of themselves. This is religion in its true sense. Religion is commonly regarded
by Japanese as something organized or institutionalized, whereby something or other manufactured by the group consciousness is added to the
foundation of the individual religious experience. Although spirituality
can sometimes be found there, in most cases this degenerates. into mere
formality. Even though religious thought, ritual, systems, and sentiment
appear, they are by no means religious experience. It is to this experience
itself spirituality belongs.
.'i.

Japanese Spirituality

believe now my definition of spirituality should be generally understood. Clearer also, I hope, is the conceptual sphere which surrounds spiritu:tlity and seishin. Moreover, it should be evident that the awakening of
rl"ligious consciousness is the awakening of spirituality, and that this also
111cans that seishin itself has started to move at its roots. One can understand that because of this, spirituality has universality and is not limited
lo any particular people or nation. To the extent the Chinese, EurollL'ans, Americans, or Japanese possess spirituality, they are similar.
l'nllowing the awakening of spirituality, however, each have their respeclivo dilkrences in the patterns or forms in which the phenomena of
.w•isliin's activity manifest themselves.
What then is the .Japanese character of spirituality? In my own opinion,
It 1·xists in its pllrl'St l'or111 in .Jflllo (Pure Land) thought and in Zen. The
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reason for this is simple. Jodo and Zen are schools of Buddhism. As
an imported religion, Buddhism might appear dubious in a role either
in the awakening of a purely Japanese spirituality or in the expression
of that spirituality. But since in my view Buddhism is not primarily an
imported religion, I feel that neither Zen rnor Pure Land possesses a
foreign nature. Of course, Buddhism did come from the continent, probably during the reign of the Emperor Kimmei (539-571), but what
entered was Buddhist ritual and its trappings. This importation did not
bring with it the awakening of Japanese spirituality. Though it is said
there was opposition to its importation, this opposition was colored with
political overtones and could have had nothing to do with Japanese spirituality itself. Buddhism began to make itself felt in the realm of architecture as well as in other arts and sciences, yet this again had no relation
to Japanese spirituality, being rather the assimilation of various spheres
of continental culture. The spirituality of the Japanese people had not
yet come into operation-there was no living connection between it and
Buddhism.
Through the catalytic influence of Buddhism a genuine religious consciousness came to the fore among the Japanese; that its expression
took Buddhistic form was but a historical accident. We must penetrate
this fortuity in order to discover the true marrow of Japanese spirituality
beneath. Although the sects of Shinto might be regarded as transmitters
of Japanese spirituality, Japanese spirituality does not appear there in
a pure form. Those traditions labelled Shrine Shinto, or Ancient Shinto, 6
being fixations of the Japanese people's primitive conventions, did not
touch spirituality. Of Japaneseness they had more than enough, but the
light of spirituality had not yet emerged from within. No doubt others
would hold that spirituality was there in abundance, but I cannot concur
with such a view. In certain areas the question of spirituality allows no
room for discussion, for the matter would only end in futile argument.

ignite were fully primed at that time. Zen arrived in Japan riding the wave
of Chinese thought, literature, and art, but Japanese spirituality was by
no means seduced by these trappings. It was nothing like the entrance
of Buddhist literature and thought that took place during the Nara period
(646-794). The Buddhism of the Nara and Heian periods was merely
tied conceptually to the life of the upper classes, whereas Zen put down
its roots in the midst of the life of the Japanese samurai. It was cultivated
and it budded in that which existed at the depths of the samurai's seishin.
These buds were not foreign clippings but developed from the very life
of the Japanese warrior. I said it put down roots, but that is not quite
the correct expression. It would be better to say the spirituality of
the samurai was on the verge of breaking through to the surface, and
that Zen removed all the obstacles from its path. This was the occasion,
the exact moment for "breaking out of the shell"; the mother hen pecks
from the outside of the shell at the same time the chick pecks from
within. Thereupon, although the Zen Sect of Japan was content to allow
the supremacy of Chinese literature, the Zen life of the Japanese came
lo full flower in Japanese spirituality.
Because of this Shinto, which is considered the essence of Japanesencss, came under the influence of Zen. This "Zen-ization" reveals all the
more, because it was unconscious, the Zen character of Japanese
spirituality. Shintoists would consciously deny this "unconscious" process
beneath the surface, but those acquainted with the special characteristics
or human consciousness will readily discern that this denial is essentially
none other than affirmation.
7.

!ado (Pure Land) Thought

Zen typifies Japanese spirituality. This does not mean Zen has deep
roots within the life of the Japanese people, rather that Japanese life itself
is 'Zen-like.' The importation of Zen provided the opportunity for Japanese spirituality lo ignite, yet the conslilucnls lhc111sclvcs which were to

To gain an understanding of Japanese spirituality in Pure Land thought,
and in Shinshii belief in particular, it is necessary to distinguish distinctly
hl'lwccn Shinshii the Shin Sect, which is a group entity, and Shinshfi
l'Xpericncc, which is the foundation of this group. Unless this distinction
iK sullicicntly understood, one might be led to conclude that there is
nothing less Japanese than Shinshfi belief. That is because the thought
of nll Pure Land schools is based on the accounts of the Three Pure
1.nnd Sutrns, 7 which, it will be said, arc wholly and decidedly Indian in
111111m~ as well as in fact. Yet such an idea secs only the surface of things;
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6.

Zen

it does not, it must be said, penetrate even the thinnest of paper.
Shinshu followers give scriptural authority to these three sutras. Why;
then, did something like the Shin Sect not unfold in India or China? Although the growth of the Pure Land school took place in China during the
Six Dynasties period (AD. 222-589), since that time 1500 years have
elapsed. In spite of this the Chinese Pure Land school of 1500 years ago is
the same as the Pure Land school of today. It did not produce the ocho
("leaping sideways") 8 experience of the Shin Sect, nor the absolute Tariki
("Other-power") view of Amida's salvation. 9 In Japan, Honen made the
Jodo Sect independant of Tendai doctrine, and tried to clarify its significance as a separate sect. Scarcely had he finished when from among
his disciples appeared Shinran, who effected great and rapid progress in
his master's Pure Land thought. The activity of Japanese spirituality
during the Kamakura period would not allow a stop even at the Pure
Land thought of Honen; it was not satisfied until it had produced
Shinran. 10 This occurrence should not be considered accidental. Had it
not been for Japanese spirituality, the progression of this transcendental
experience would not have born fruit within Pure Land thought.
Pure Land thought existed in India as well as China, but only in Japan
did it assume, via Honen and Shinran, the form of the Shin Sect. That
sequence of events must be said to have been dependent upon the active
manifestation of Japanese spirituality, that is, Japanese religious consciousness. Had this happened with Japanese spirituality as merely a
passive player, probably such a movement would not have occurred, and
Pure Land thought no doubt would merely have been accepted as it
was, foreign importation or whatever. Japanese spirituality's awakening,
and the external means which provided the chance for that awakening,
must be considered separately. Even a passivity which does nothing but
receive has to have some active element; but in this case-the case of
the i5chi5 experience of Shinshu faith-an active nature alone would not
have sufficed. It was absolutely necessary that the influence of a great
and powerful force emerge from within Japanese spirituality. When this
influence was expressed through Pure Land thought the Pure Land Shin
Sect was born.
Shinshu experience is really nothing else than the exercise of J apancsc
spirituality. That it emerged within a Buddhist context was a matter of
historical chance-it does not prevent in the least the essential quality
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of the Shin Sect from being identified with Japanese spirituality.
8.

(

Zen and Jodo-Directness

Pure Land experience is manifested on the affective or emotional side
of Japanese spirituality; on its intellectual side appears the transformation to Zen of Japanese life. Distinctions such as intellectual and emotional are not very satisfactory, their very existence breeds confusion.
But I will nevertheless use them for the moment. The emotional development of Japanese spirituality points to the unconditional Great Compassion
of the Absolute One. It transcends good and evil and brings its allpervading Light to all beings. The Tariki thought of Honen and Shinran
makes clear with the utmost boldness and surety the reason for this. The
(ireat Compassion of the Absolute One, Amida, is neither hindered by
evil nor broadened by good; it is absolutely unconditional, it transcends
all discriminations. It cannot be experienced without Japanese spirituality.
Shinran, for this reason, points in particular to Prince Sh6toku (573<121) as the spiritual head of Japan. Although Shinran's awakening to
Pure Land thought was thanks to Honen, he attained an unmistakable
grasp of the absolute Tariki experience about which Honen had not
spoken exhaustively. Tracing back from Honen until he reached Prince
Shotoku, he was obviously conscious of the Japanese character of his own
spirituality. Should not the fact that this consciousness was not produced
in India or China, and was possible in Japan alone, encourage us to seek
here something of the special characteristics of Japanese spirituality?
It is impossible in the world of dualistic logic for beings to have a
rnnncction to the highest reality without the intervention of some inter111cdiatc condition; yet Japanese spirituality accomplishes this connection
directly, without any difficulty. This is a wonder that can also be disl'OVcred in the Zen character of Japanese life. Zen's singularity rests in
its emphasis upon "going-straight-ahead-ness," finding itself on this point
111 the same orbit as Shinshu experience. The Zen master Bukko Kokushi
11i111l'd at this when he told Hojo Tokimune, in answer to the latter's
ljlll'Stion as to how he should rid himself of his cherished self: "Shut out
1111 your thoughts!" It may also be seen in the words the master Minki
Mpokl· lo Kusunoki Masashigc ( 1294-1336), when the latter came to a
/.1·11 111onasll'ry at I lyiigo as he was about to meet the overwhelming
2'1

army of Ashikaga Takauji. Masashige asked him: "When a man is at
the parting of the ways between life and death, how should he behave?"
Minki answered, "Cut off your dualism and let the one sword stand
serenely by itself against the sky!" 11 Between these two a mediator cannot
enter. Although the "purity" of the Japanese spirit lies in possessing
nothing at all, just thrusting oneself as is into the bosom of the "other,"
it can be discussed in the realm of spirituality as well. Where this purity
has begun to work in its most fundamental aspect spirituality appears.
When the 'bright and pure heart' of the Japanese ceases to work on the
surface of consciousness and begins to move submerged in its deepest
parts, when it is moving unconsciously, with non-discrimination, without
thought, then Japanese spirituality can be understood. The singularity
of Japanese spirituality is manifested in this feature of "no-thought"; it
can be seen in various aspects of Japanese life. This is usually termed
the permeation of Zen thought, but it would be better to say that viewed
from the standpoint of the Japanese people, Japanese spirituality makes
its word and deed speak through the form of Zen.
While Zen arose in China, it did not penetrate deeply the practical
life of the Chinese people. Because Kegon (Hua-yen), Tendai (T'ien-t'ai),
Yuishiki (Wei-shih), and so on were not at all assimilated by the Chinese
people, Chinese Buddhism was made to take the form of Zen and Jodo.
With the Zen development of Buddhism, the School of Reason of the
Sung Confucians was brought to completion, 12 and the Oyomei (Wang
Yang-ming) school of the Ming Dynasty arose. 13 Yet Buddhism did
not permeate the ordinary life of the Chinese people in the form of
Zen, but prevailed instead as a doctrine of karmic retribution. For the
Chinese, guid~d by the thought and feeling of a northern people, a doctrine
of good actions leading to good rewards, which has about it a logical
nature, would probably be more effective than the Zen-type thought of
the south. For this reason too, Pure Land thought could not have been
conceived as a Shinran-like ocho experience. There is, after all, a foundation in the Japanese character which must be called the way of thinking
or way of feeling of the southern Chinese tradition. In this, Zen and
the Japanese people seem to possess naturally the inclination for a ready
and close friendship. The paintings of the Chinese Zen artist Mu-ch'i
(Mokkei) were not appreciated in their native country. That they were
preserved only in Japan may be explained by the above remarks as well.

Motoori Norinaga (1730-1801) was displeased by this inclination to
the logic of the Chinese mind. 14 He avowed he chose to accept things
directly and naively in their natural appearance as they were bequeathed
by his Japanese ancestors. This was due finally to the points of disparity between the northern and southern traditions in their ways of
thinking and feeling. The phrase kannagara 15 must fall into the same
tradition of thought as the "Shut out all your thoughts!" of the southern
school. Here perhaps is the reason as well Shinto thought tends to a
Taoistic vein. Yet Zen is not just "no-thought"; there is also its Chinese
generation and Indian roots. And we must not overlook the fact that
there was a certain speculative refinement added to plain kannagara.
Zen traces its source to the Indian thought of the southern tradition.
Tt materialized within the northern tradition as seen in the Chinese people,
where nurtured by a northern temper, it possessed a quite positive and
practical nature. Going eastward across the sea, it touched the southern
tradition as present in the spirituality of the Japanese people. Japanese
spirituality thus on the one hand accepted the practical, logical nature
of the Chinese people; but more than that, it perceived in Zen what
~hould be termed the intuitive nature of the Indian people as well, with
its southern character. The Japanese felt a kind of satisfaction when
they saw the shape of their spirituality reflected here. From the beginning
there has been something in Japanese spirituality that could be regarded
as "Zen-like." Since this was awakened by the chance appearance of
Zen, it would be confusing cause and effect to say that Zen is foreign.
This explains why Zen sympathized so directly and deeply with the
mentality of the Kamakura warrior class. This meeting occurred during
th~. Kai:iakura period in particular because until that time Japanese
spmtuahty had been in dormancy. The relation between the people and
the earth first became close in Kamakura times, and the breath of
Hpirituality was interchanged between them. Honen and Shinran arose
nhruptly during this age, and the samurai became frequent visitors at the
Zen monasteries. On through the Muromachi period (1336-1568) Zen
llCl~ms to have become an increasingly deep expression of Japanese life.
(A more detailed treatment of this topic will have to wait for a future
time. Some areas are touched upon in my Zen and Japanese Culture, and
lln Jupancscl, Studies in Pure Land Thought. 16)
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NOTES
1

According to Shin Zen is Jiriki and Shin is pure Tariki.
The J6do ;$± and Shin ~ sects (J6do-shil and Shin-shii) both belong to the
Pure Land school. JOdo means the "Pure Land" and the official title of the
. Shin sect is J6do-Shin and not just Shin. Shin means 'true' and its devotees
cl~im that their teaching is truly Tariki whereas the J6do is not quite so, being
mixed with the Jiriki idea; hence Shin ('true') is added to J6do.
The. main points of difference between the Jodo and the Shin teaching are
essent1~1ly two: 1. Jodo fully believes with Shin in the efficacy of Amida's Prayer
but thmks that Amida's Name is to be repeatedly recited, whereas Shin places
its emphasis upon faith and not necessarily upon the Nembutsu, which is the
repeated recitation of the Name. 2. J6do encourages good works as helpful for
the devotee being born in the Pure Land, whereas Shin finds here a residue of
the Jiriki (Self-power) and insists that as long as the devotee awakens his wholehearted faith in Amida, Amida will take care of him unconditionally, absolutely
assuring his entrance into the Pure Land. Whatever Nembutsu he may offer to
Amida it is no more than the grateful appreciation of the favor of the Buddha.
11 Literally, "Cut off two heads, and let one sword stand cold against the sky."
1
~ Li-hstieh (J:J.~: J. Rigaku).
i:i Oyomei is the Japanese rendering of the name Wang Yang-ming C£~Jj,Ej), the
Chinese Neo-Confucianist of the 16th century who became the most important
advocate of the School of Mind, opposing the school of Reason (Principle) of
Chu Hsi and the Sung Confucianists. It became an important school in Japan,
espoused by men such as Nakae Toju (1608-1648) and Kumazawa Banzan (16191691). See Sources of Japanese Tradition, compiled by Theodore De Bary, Donald
Keene and Tsunoda Ryusaku, New York 1958, pp. 378-392. Trans.
H Motoori Norinaga-;;$:1*'.E!::llt the great classical scholar of the Edo period who
:irgued for a return to primitive Shinto and a rejection of Chinese ideas (Confucianism). Trans.
lti Kannagara-a composite term: kan, that is, kanii, is "deity'' and nagara is "in
accordance with," "in conformity with," or "as it is." Kannagara thus means
"in accordance with the gods," or "such as the gods are;" more fully, it is "in
1.:onformity to the gods'will," or "to follow the gods in such a way as they are
in themselves," or "to be like the gods," or "to reflect in oneself the image of the
go<ls. Shinto is called "the Way of the Gods," kannagara, or kannagara no
111ichi. Seit History of Philosophy: Eastern and Western (London: Allen Unwin,
I 'J52), Chapter XXV, p. 596.
111 Jlido-kl'i Shiso-ron r:P±*,\l'l~~, Kyoto: Hozokan, 1942. In Vol. 6 of Suzuki
I >ai.1·1•/z Zcnshtl.
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Yii ch'iao tui wen ~~XiFdl by Shao Yung ~~* (A.D. 1011-1077) of the Sung
Dynasty. Trans.
3 As this passage indicates, the soul or spiritual part of man-represented here by
the compound kompaku-is divided into two elements: kon, which death separates
from the body; and haku, which remains with the body even after death.
4 In a postcard written in 1947 (Suzuki Daisetz Zenshii, Vol. 29, Tokyo, 1970,
p. 409) Dr. Suzuki stated that he felt "spiritual" an inadequate rendering of
reisei. Since, however, there is actually no appropriate English word for reisei
in the sense it is used here, I have chosen for want of a better alternative to
render it as "spirituality" throughout the remainder of the translation. It may
be said to be generally synonymous with "religious consciousness," used elsewhere
in this work. Trans.
s "Harmony is to be valued" comprises the first article of the so-called Seventeen
Article Constitution, a document which, according to the Nihongi (Chronicles
of Japan), was issued by Prince Sh6toku (572-622) in 604. See Zen and Japanese
Culture (New York: 1959) pp. 274--276. Trans.
6 Shrine Shinto (Jinja Shinto) or Ancient Shinto refers to the pre-Buddhist Shinto
centered around the ancient Shinto shrines (jinja) that is said to be Japan's
native religion. It is sometimes called Kokka (State) Shinto as differentiated
from Sectarian Shinto. Trans.
7 Sambu-kyo C=:.$*2), the 3 main sutras of the Pure Land schools: 1. The Sukhllvativyiiha Sutra, which treats of the Land of Bliss inhabited by Amitiibha Buddha,
and of the 48 (forty-three in the Sanskrit text) vows of the same Amitabha; 2.
Sutra of the Meditations on Buddha Amitayus, in which Queen Vaidehi is instruct•
ed by Sakyamuni to practice 16 forms of meditation regarding the Land of Bliss
and its Lord; and 3. The Sutra of Amitabha, which is generally known as the
Smaller Sukhavativyiiha, as it also describes the Land of Bliss. Amitayus (Eternal
Life) and Amitiibha (Infinite Light) refer to one and the same Buddha.
s Ocha :fli\:Jm. Shinran, the founder of the Shin branch of the Pure Land school,
teaches that the way to be absolutely assured of one's rebirth (Ojo) in the Pure
Land is to accept wholeheartedly the Original Prayer announced by Amida,
and that this acceptance is effected when one has what Shinran designates as a
'side-wise leap' or a 'leaping cross-wise' (ochi5). Instead of following a continuous
logical passage of ratiocination, he tells us to abandon all our intellectual calculations and to jump right down into what seems to be a dark bottomless abyss of
the absolute, when the white road to the Pure Land opens up before us.
9 Tariki-"Other-Power" {il!f.1: Shin makes the distinction between Tariki and
Jiriki. Jiriki El jJ means "Self-Power," or depending on one's own virtue for rebirth in the Pure Land, while Tarik/, litcrnlly "Other-Power," is to put oneself in
a state of complete passivily nnd loHo the Helf nlto~clhcr in the Other, i.e., Amida.
2
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JAPANESE SPIRITUALITY AND
THE KAMAKURA PERIOD
CHAPTER 1

Here I will attempt to explain the first awakening of Japanese spirituality in the Kamakura period. This was originally entitled, "One Phase
of Japanese Spiritual History." 1 It first appeared in the magazine Shindo
published by the Shindo Kaikan of Nagoya, and was later included in
Culture and Religion. 2 My original intention was to write a general history
of the Japanese seishin. This has given way to an extremely broad description of the Kamakura period (1185-1333). It appears here in a
more or less revised form. The term "religious consciousness" has at times
been used in addition to "Japanese spirituality," because at that time I saw
Japanese spiritual history mainly from this direction. Because many
readers had considerable interest there, I limited Japanese spirituality, that
is, the rise of religious impulses or religious consciousness, mainly to the
area of the Pure Land sects.

*

*

*

To begin I will give my conclusions. The ancient Japanese, a simple,
natural, and child-like people, really had no religion. Through the Heian
era to the Kamakura, religious impulses for the first time stirred their
spirituality, and the awakening of Japanese spirituality began faintly to
appear. These impulses resulted in the rise of Ise Shinto on the one hand,
and on the other brought about the Buddhism of the Pure Land tradition.
During this period the Japanese first awakened to religion and perceived
their own spirituality.
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I.

1.

THE EMOTIONAL LIFE

The Manyoshu

A look at this collection of verse will, I think, yield general agreement
that the ancient Japanese lacked a strong religious consciousness. The
Manyoshii3 was compiled around twelve hundred years ago. Its poems
give us a nakedly sung record of the spiritual life of the ancient Japanese.
Since poems were collected from the palace and from the populace as well,
we are given, on the whole, very fine data with which to see the ancients'
spiritual life. Briefly, this life could be described as simple, honest, and
natural; love of the mountains, love of the rivers and streams, the sorrow
of parting, bravery in battle, the love of man for woman and woman for
man, yearnings, grief for the dead, respect for the Emperor, fear of the
kami, and on and on; all the feelings of the natural man are sung. Here
man's inherent emotions are just as they are, as yet not having passed
even once through any great trial. The people of these poems have not
wholly emerged from their child-like nature. Theirs is the life, often
referred to by religious scholars, of a soul yet to experience rebirth.
From ancient times the Japanese people have been lovers of the beauties
of nature. Yamabe Akahito's famous

The plum blossoms fall in the garden;
Are they really snow-flakes
Floating from the sky?
This is a bit fanciful. The first line speaks of plum blossoms, then the
poet wonders if they might not be snow-flakes falling in the garden. And
yet that is no doubt how the situation was actually experienced.
Even at this early date the association of plum blossoms and the uguisu,
or Japanese bush warbler, was already established.
Lamenting the plum flowers failing in the garden,
I hear the sad cry of the uguisu.
The next poem was written at a poetry-composing party. The subject
is snow.
Looking at the brightness of the new-fallen snow
Now covering everything under heaven,
My heart is filled with awe.

are truly representative of the Japanese taste.
The ancient Japanese loved the plum blossoms, the cherry blossoms, and
the moon. This is a poem composed at a plum blossom-viewing party:

It is natural that Love Songs should occupy a large part of the collection. Love between man and woman is an emotion of the greatest strength
and the ancients sang of it with especial openness. The theme 'Love' was
one of those used in later times. for training in poetical composition.
Even monks who had supposedly renounced the world wrote love poems
which were chosen for inclusion in Imperial poem collections. But such
was not yet the case in Manyo times. The actual emotions were simple
and honest. What could be called the "arts of love" were really not in
evidence. Happiness at seeing one another, the sadness of parting, yearning for the deceased, etc.-these were merely subjects. Reflections or
speculations on the sorrow that comes from love itself do not appear anywhere in the ManyoshU. Nowhere is a child-like and natural love exceeded. Though love's tragedies are one of many opportunities that may
drive man to religion, man must be mentally ripe for it.
Those who are unable to proceed as far as religion when faced with
disappointment, discontent, or despair sometimes soak themselves in
wine. Wine, in n toxic, psychological way, temporarily presents a face of
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To the beach of Tago
I come, and, behold,
In pure whiteness enveloped
There rises Mount FujiSnowiilg it seems above us!
and
The tide flows into Waka Bay,
And the cranes, with the lagoons lost in flood,
Go crying toward the reedy shore.

life-affirmation. In a certain sense, it smacks of religion. The ancient
Japanese, however, do not seem to have considered it in such a light. The
renowned wine-drinkers of ancient China are placed within a religious
setting. The religion of the Persians praised the virtues of drink. This is
not the case with the Japanese. Since the wine-drinking poems in the
ManyoshU only imitate the tradition of the Seven Wise Men of the Bamboo
Grove and the Eight Sage Drinkers of China, they lack any real spiritual
depth. The pleasures of wine-bibbing do not transcend the emotional
level of the Heian nobility's, "Today, once again, I pass the time away,
shading myself with a spray of cherry blossoms."
The next poem is one of thirteen written in praise of wine by Otomo
Tabito.
Rather than spend thought on unavailing things,
Better to drink a cup of wine.

The meaning here is just as it appears on the surface, with no deeper
spirituality to be found.
The poetry of the Manyoshit is not entirely without ideas of life and
death. References are made to after-life and the like, but they remain
somehow on a speculative level with no evidence of deep religious reflection:
We who are made of impermanent stuff,
Must quickly go the way of our kind.
And so, following the course of my fate,
I dare to enjoy life while I am able.
If I could but be happy in this Zife
What should I care if in the next,
I became a bird or worm.

The first poem is concerned with the transience of living beings, the
second with thoughts of the six paths of transmigration,4 yet the way in
which they affirm present existence reveals but an attitude of sensuality.
Besides sorrow, the Elegies of the Manyoshu reveal feelings of transience, with expressions like "such is the way of impcrmuncncy," "when
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the bubbles are gone, no trace is left." But none are really deep-seated.
The mysterious nature of death, eternal life, existence transcending life and
death, a longing to stay the wax and wane of the shining moon, the struggles or agony of trying to grasp the unknown-such things are not to be
seen in the Manyoshit. Only the ubiquitous lines about "my lover who
may be awaiting me," "my lover I have finally met," "my lover I may not
see again," about the "loneliness of lying alone at night," or the "constant
grief of mornings and nights away from you," etc. These, though no
doubt pretty sentiments, are but secular, sensual, pleasure-seeking, temporal emotions. There are no cries from the depths of the soul for the
eternal feminine. In the case of the somonka-the exchange songs or love
letters in verse-where we might expect to find something transcending
sexual love, we do not. It is the same with existence itself, towards which
the poets of the Manyoshu indicate no real religious profundity. The
following are typical of their view of life and death.
As if to foreshadow
The transiency of our life,
This bright moon waxes and wanes.

This is an elegy on the death of Prince Kashiwadebe, in which the poet
apparently would bring about an awareness as to the transitoriness of all
things by having us watch the wax and wane of the moon. The style is
perfunctory, and the poem sounds like an example drawn from some textbook.
Like the bubbles on the waters
That run echoing by the hill of Makimuku,
Frail human thing, am I.

This too is speculative and colored by a dream-like, foam-like, illusory
nature. No appearance is there of a will to locate something that does
not disappear into the vanishing foam.
We find in a poem by the Buddhist novice Manzei the words,
To what shall I compare this life?
To a /JOaf unmoorrd at dawn,
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Which disappears and leaves no trace.
Since Manzei is said to have entered the priesthood upon retirement from
office, he probably had some elementary understanding of Buddhism. Yet
it is nothing more than that; there is no religion here.
The following two verses show some aspiration for Nirvana. They are
said to have been inscribed on the face of a koto kept in the Buddhist
temple of Kaharadera. Perhaps they give a glimpse of some monk's
sincere spiritual aspirations.
Loathing both seas of Life and Death,
How deeply I long
For the upland of Nirvana,
Untouched by the tides of Change!
Living long in the temporal hovel,
I remain complacent, and ignorant
Of the way of Zife of that land
I have yet to reach.
This is typically Buddhist thought. It has not, of course, attained the
state of prajfiii-wisdom, but a heart that turns away from the world, a
heart searching for the "other shore," is the way to denial of the world.
Without denial religion cannot enter a final affirmation. When denial is
deep and thorough-going, a religious-spiritual--life is possible. It must
he said that the great majority of the Manya poets, whose hearts were not
so weary, who were not searching for the "other shore", were not in contact with the inmost workings of man's mind. Their kami did not develop
into the kami of Ise Shinto until the Kamakura and Muromachi periods.
And this was to be expected. The kami hidden in the clouds, in their
ralaccs above the overhead thunder, are the personifications of physical
rhcnomena, the incarnations of might and authority. Yet even so, when
they do not assist one in having his own will, even offerings once given
may be taken back. Today as then, people pray for worldly advantage,
in exchange for which they give torii to the Shinto diety lnari.
Giv<? hack my oflc'rinR to thC' shrine, o kamiYo11 did not Rrtmt my flf"ll,VC'r to ,\'t't' my lover.

Kept from seeing his lover, someone shows his malice towards the kami by
withdrawing his offering. Such a kami is apparently no higher than man.
Though he appears to possess more power than man, his heart is won, and
things are possible, on the level of exchange. Although sometimes it is a
matter of calling on the kami when one is in distress, prayers are invoked
to the kami whenever the need arises. Since the Manyoshu poets were
particularly keen on love, it is to this the kami are summoned.
Day after day
I pray that I may meet
My love again.
But when this petition is not granted, the petitioner reverts to violent statements and deeds. He becomes desperate to the point of cursing the kami,
threatening to resort to whatever retaliatory means necessary, even in
disregard of his own life and name.
Since even the propitious kami
Has dealt me such a blow,
What care I for uselei,ss life?
In deepest disillusionment
I will dare to cross
The sacred fence of the shrine.
These both have an attitude of self-abandon. There is no concern at all
even with the sanctity of the kami. Here there is absolutely no religion.
There are expressions of the 'inexpressible' or 'recondite' kami, the kami
'beyond speech'; of the kami as ineffable, or 'infinitely awesome,' but when
reciprocal benefits do not accrue the petitioner is even willing to give up
his life in confrontation with the power of the kami.
Such kami, awesome and beyond speech, are simply gods of power.
Religion must have something of another dimension.
Though I went to the shrine
To pray for him
Offt•ri11R wi11e,

Yet he has passed away.
(to reign in the world above.)

Since this is an elegy rather than a love poem, we: find neither the sexual
element nor the abandon, the desperate nature without care for life or
reputation, we saw in the other poems. There is no outburst that would
violate the sanctity of the Shinto shrine. But as in the previous poems,
the element of reciprocity is clearly betrayed. The religious thought of
the people of Manya times usually does not go b1~yond this level. It is a
level of "religion" that appears as well today, however. Prayers are given,
"I wish help for my son even if it means shortening my own life"; "I am
abstaining from something of which I am very fond, please do this, please
do that." The mind of Manya times is all but that of today. Some may
call it religious, but such people do not know what true religion, spiritual
awakening, is.
Although this short section will not allow a thorough study of the religious thought of the ManyashU, I would like to touch upon the Manya
poets' ideas concerning life after death with the following poem as representative. It is an elegy written by Okisome Azumabito for Prince Yuge,
11 son of the Emperor Temmu:
Our lord and prince, rule in peace.
Child of the Bright One above,
Kami as he is, has taken
His divine seat in the Heavenly Palace
Far above; we, awe-stricken,
Lie prostrate and weep,
Day after day, and night after night.
And to our weeping there is no end.
ENVOY

Our lord and prince, because he is a kami,
Has gone to dwell unseen,
In the five hundredfold clouds of heaven.

The Prince hns gone from this world, nnd "kami as he is," has taken his
divine sent in the pnlm.:e hl·yond lhi: fiVl' hundred fold clouds. We, "the
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awe-stricken," lament and weep day and night without end, still we cannot
express our hearts' boundless grief: such seems to be the meaning. The
"Heavenly Palace" apparently is placed somewhere above the clouds,
but, probably because of an insufficient knowledge of Heian literature
on my part, I do not completely understand what "kami as he is "
means. Does "Seated with the kami" mean seated together with the ka,;,,i,
or seated as kami? Somehow or other Prince Yuge has deigned to hide
himself from this world and now dwells in the Heavens. Yet is this the
same for everyone, or is it limited solely to princes? And is it possible for
his common subjects left behind, grieving "day after day, night after
night," to communicate their feelings of grief to him who now "has taken
his divine seat ... dwelling in the Heavenly Palace?" Are these personal
feelings of grief? Do the grievers grieve knowing they reach by some
means the object of their emotion? What manner of life is this celestial
life? These are some of the things I find it very difficult to comprehend.
Yet this is the way Okisome Azumabito wrote it. Can it be called religious? It does have the germ of a religious spirit, and this does not seem
to have been derived from Confucianism, Taoism, Buddhism, or to be
their imitation. It is unquestionably expressive of what our ancestors
g~nuinely felt as Japanese. Shinto developed from this, though its beginmngs are at this point only faintly visible; it had yet had no chance for
a full step forward. This 'grief' must be much more refined, it must
undergo trial, for it is not religious in the true sense of the word. Okisome
Azumabito had not yet even taken the first step beyond what is a traditional and primitive sentiment. This can be understood from a look at
some other Manya poems of the same period: for example, the twentythree poems of lamentation written at the death of another of the Emperor
Temmu's sons, the Crown Prince Kusakabe. They were composed by
members of the Crown Prince's retinue, yet they display a mere tearful
wailing in place of religious introspection, without even a reference to the
"kami in the Heavenly Palace." There is nothing but the lamentations of
the mourners, whose lachrymose chest-drummings do not transcend the
stage of 'artlessness and purity.' We even suspect that the tears and such
are a courtesy, probably the behavior expected of loyal subjects.
Besides the lamentations, Okisome Azumabito's elegy establishes the
whereabouts of the dead Crown Prince. "Our lord and prince, because
he is n kami," the kami dwelling hcyond the celestial clouds, the kami

The Heian era was a long one ( 794-1185). Excepting its early stages
it did not receive the influences of foreign culture, making it a period
during which elements characteristically Japanese evolved above all. The
center of Heian culture was localized in Kyoto, gaining its sustenance
from the rest of the country, which was still not fully developed. Kyoto had
the government, the literary and fine arts, religion, learning, and so on;
culture unfolded brilliuntly in nil directions. But the crcntion, enjoyment,

and appreciation of these cultural assets were limited to the upper classes
of society-a very few people. The whole of Japanese culture at this time
consisted of a nobility clustered about a central court. Therefore, although
in certain areas it reached a high degree of refinement, it was influenced
by the decadant spirit of a materially favored noble class that lived by
the support of the rest of the country. Most will agree that the predominant traits of the Heian are delicacy, effeminacy, elegant refinement, and
sentimentality-characteristics summarized in the word 'courtier'. Within
these traits dwell the traces of formal stiffening.
If the ManyashU could be said to characterize the Japanese temper of
the period prior to Heian, the Kokinshu could probably be said to reflect
the mood of the Heian people. Of the twenty "books" which make up the
Kokinshu, six are of nature poems (the 'poems of the four seasons'), and
five of love poems. This aristocratic life, so materially blest, was pervaded
by a pleasure-filled, playful spirit. But how abundantly their tears flowed!
Their eyes would dampen at the slightest pretext, leaving their long flowing sleeves constantly wet. The Genji Monogatari is called an unexcelled literary work. But for all merits, to make it representative of the
Japanese spirit is, I think, regrettable. Genji, filled with the love complications, sensual pleasures, and literary and rhetorical pastimes of the aristocratic life, is to my mind best not overly applauded. Although I wish to
show admiration to the author as a woman, beyond that I would not go
The same is true regarding the Pillow Book. 5 Compared with the composure and dignity of the Tale of Genji6 it is keen and quick-witted-but
that is all. There is little to learn from its thought, passion, spirit, or religious or spiritual aspirations. Heian culture, as represented in these
ladies, as well as by the authors of the various diaries and monogatari, is
elegant and refined, but with the reservations noted above, I frankly can
attach little merit to it.
The reaction against the culture of Chinese characters and language
that produced the culture of Japanese writing and language was no doubt
a welcome occurrence. But the Japanese language aside, the kana syllabary is a delicate and effeminate instrument. Given the feminine rule of
Heian culture, these feckless court nobles were probably inevitable. They
arc nonetheless quite astonishing. There is no reason men have to strut
around all the time in attitudes of defiance; still some intelligence and
depth is desirable. Profound creation seems to be, all things considered,
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existing in the form of "kami as he is," are not in the least introspective;
they were merely traditional notions circulating within the mind of Okisome
Azumabito. "Kami as he is" presents difficult problems of interpretation,
but death signifies going out of sight behind the 1::louds, that is, above in
the "Heavenly Palace," ruling in Heaven.
But what is kami? What does it mean, "He has ascended the Plain of
Heaven, and is seated on the Heavenly Throne?" What is the relation
of this to the mortal body with its soft skin that remains behind after the
ascension of the kami? Elsewhere in the Manyoshu there is mention of
"eight hundred, one thousand, myriads of kami, assembled in high council
on the shining beach of the Heavenly River." These are the protective
kami of the "Rice-Abounding Land of Reed Plains" [an ancient name for
Japan], but since they do nothing at all, what is the act of 'divine protection'? Can it include things besides those which are political, racial,
material, and ethical? Of course, the Manya poets keep their mouths
closed about these and other questions. In short, religion had not yet
entered into their spiritual world, and the opportunity for contemplative
introspection had not yet penetrated what Shinto calls the "pure and clear"
heart of the Japanese people. The naturalization of foreign thought into
the climate of Japan was still in the future. Japanese spirituality had not
yet awakened.
The "religious" thought of Manya times underwent a lengthy education
throughout the period of the Heian, accommodated an increasing ability
for deep reflection, to arrive for the first time at a Japanese religious
awakening in the Kamakura period, to which I would like to turn my
attention in following sections.

2.

H eian Culture

a masculine affair.
The masculinity of the Heian era was completely hidden away in the
rural areas, while the center of culture passed through the soft hands of
the young nobles. Learning and the arts, not to mention government
itself, naturally stiffened and became formalized. The so-called diaries of
the period are the records of precedents, being used as reference books
for ritual and ceremony. Nothing resembling active politics existed. The
whole of the "government" was nothing more than investiture proceedings.
All this was tightly bound up in a patriarchal system. It is surprising
it lasted for almost four hundred years. That it came into being at all
is probably due to the fact of Japan's insular confinement, without ties to
other nations and supported by the large areas of untapped land still at
her disposal.
Religion does not exist in a world that affirms epicureanism. The period
of the Manyoshi1, with its primitiveness still intact, was unable to generate
religion. Coming to Heian times, the Japanese might well have turned to
religion if even to a small extent, but the cultural educators of the capital
were worldly to an excessive degree. Lacking the needed outside stimulus,
the opportunities for introspection were also lacking. Because there was
no material want, there was growth on the artistic side-but there was no
depth. Indeed, from their very beginnings the Japanese seem to have
had an elegant and refined disposition, but to have lacked something in
the way of strength and depth.
In any case, in Heian times the development of a religious consciousness did not appear. The awakening glow of Japanese spirituality had
not yet started to shine forth.
It is not because there is a word-religion-that the reality of religion
exists. When Buddhism entered Japan, about the time of the Emperor
Kimmei (539-571), the origins of what was to become Shinto were
already present, but religiously the Japanese people did not at that time
have spiritual awakening. In the Nara period (672-780), temples were
constructed, Buddhist scriptures were read, recited, and studied, Buddhist
images and allied objects were fashioned, and there was wide observance
of Buddhist ritual. Later, in the Heian period, Kukai (K6b6 Daishi)
and Saich6 (Dengy6 Daishi) appeared along with many other excellent
Buddhists and Buddhist scholars. 7 Still I would have to say the Japanese
did not yet understand Buddhism. They still did not possess in themselves

that which they were to employ later in its mastery.
Religion could not arise, spirituality could not spring up, from within
cultural forms completely monopolized and congealed by a materially
rich nobility that had easy access to political power, even though this
power meant for them nothing more than change-upward progressionin court rank. The disappointment when a beautiful girl was not born
who could be given to the Emperor and thus bring one closer to the power
and prestige of the throne; the anguish of not being able to swagger with
pride because a promotion was not forthcoming; the pain of not being
sought by the opposite sex because of a lack of literary skill or good
looks-such ordeals will never bring about the rise of religion. It is in
the nature of religion, it is true, to deny the existing world. But this is
something that must be experienced in the depths of the soul, and the
stirring of spirituality must appear. All the melancholy, transience, mono
no aware, 8 and so on that we find in the numerous monogatari and poetry
collections of the Heian period are without depth. The cry that comes
from the ground of the human soul is nowhere heard.
Religion does not spring from prayers for worldly gain. Neither is
there a direct relation between a life of spirituality and the welfare of the
nation. Generally speaking, in Heian times religious observance in the
secular world was tied to the group life. Even though yearnings were
expressed for the Pure Land and love for Amida was manifested in
thought and form, these were no more than an emotional aestheticism,
or a conceptional extension of the secular world, and as such they were
merely ideological pastimes. For the people of Heian, the Pure Land was
an extension of their own world. The imperial courtiers and ladies
pictured the bodhisattvas as being much the same as themselves, spending
all their time simply wandering in and around the imperial palaces. The
bodisattvas that appeared in their entertainments were in fact themselves.
Religion is not merely concerned with future existence. Religious life
-spiritual life---covers the three periods of past, present, and future
existence, and future life is only one part of it. Though some think that
without an after-life there is no religion, they are mistaken. In truth,
religion has a time-transcending nature, and in this sense it can be said
to include t11e future. Shinto never goes beyond a temporal and spatial
nature, in which there is of course neither future nor past. Consequently,
even the present is not the present in the true sense of the word.
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The sun is a blessed thing. Without it there would be no life. All life
points to the sky, but its roots must be in the earth. Life that has no
connection with the earth is not really alive, in the word's true sense.
We should be awed by the heavens, and be intimate with and love the
earth. No matter how much we trample over, strike or pound it, it does
not anger. Life begins from the earth and when we die we return to it.
We must revere the skies, yet our bodies are not received there. Heaven
is distant; the earth is near. In every respect it is a mother, and we feel
a corresponding affection for it. Nothing is more tangible or concrete,
and religion cannot truly come into being save from this concreteness. The
deep recesses of spirituality exist in the earth. Although the people of
Heian felt a sympathy with the beauties of nature they did not know of
labor on the soil, the intimacy of the earth, or its reassurance. They were
consequently incapable of feeling its boundless love, its tolerant, catholic
nature; they could not touch this mother nf nil things.
The sun decomposes death's remnim1 nnd Je111vcs unsightly remnants.

The earth receives all this without so much as a murmur, and resurrects
it with a new breath of life as things of beauty. The Heian people
embraced beautiful women but forgot the affectionate mother able to
embrace even a dead child, and this is an essential reason why religion is
found nowhere in their culture.
The earth is where one experiences the blending of man and nature.
He adds his power to that of the earth, and with industry harvests its products. It assists him in his work in proportion to his exertion. He is able
to measure his own sincerity according to the degree he is helped by the
earth. It does not falsify or cheat or delude, nor will it be deceived; it
reflects man's heart as honestly as a mirror reflects his face. It does not
hurry, knowing that summer can come only after spring. If the sown
seed's season does not come, the sprout does not appear. Without the
appearance of the leaf, the branch does not lengthen, the flower does not
blossom, and therefore the fruit does not come forth and ripen. It does
not disrupt this order in any way. Man learns from this the order of
things, and is taught the need for patience. The earth is man's great educator and his great disciplinarian. How much of his own excellence he
has attained because of it.
Man knows the blessings of the sun by means of the earth. Without it,
the great power of the sun would not be felt. The earth immediately heeds
man's call, the sun, being distant, cannot be reached. Man can offer up
prayers, but beyond that his power does not extend. He is in a completely
passive relation to heaven. Heaven is not dear to him to the extent he
respects it, for vis-a-vis heaven man can know only a crouching fear. Even
were we to grant the possibility of an intimacy with heaven's love, it would
have to come to us through the medium of the earth. The direct relation
between heaven and man lies nowhere but in man's accepting the action
of heaven's will as it is. If the sun is broiling hot, the heat will burn irit•xorably an earth unshadowed by foliage. The winds blow, the rains fall;
lo stave them off there is no protection but outcroppings of rock. In such
cm1cs the aid of the earth must be relied upon. The warmth of spring is
l'loscly felt in the plants and flowers sprouting up from the soil. If this
wnrmth is felt merely in one's own body, the blessings and virtues of the
1111n cnnnot have universality. When its blessing is received in conjunction
with the cnrth, the sun goes heyond the individual human being and affirms
thr lmpnrtinl nnturt~ of its love. The inclusion of both oneself and others
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Though religion is said to come from heaven,, its essence exists in the
earth. Spirituality arises with its roots in the earth. Its sprouting buds
point to the sky, but its roots are buried deep in the soil. For lack of this,
Heian culture was devoid of religion. Its nobility did not set foot on the
earth. The earth that supported Kyoto was distant from it. To set out
on a trip from the capital was an unwelcome duty for the courtier, and
departures were, to say the least, reluctant. To quickly conclude a distasteful burden and to return to be with the people and pleasures of the capital
was the prayer of the local official. The great bother even today's J apanese seem to find it to go abroad might well have its source in Heian
times.
The Heian spanned an extremely long period of nearly four hundred
years. Separated from continental Asia, though Japan was small, her
men of culture still had plenty of resources to draw from, and thus enjoyed
their "cultural life" in Kyoto much as they pleased. However, since they
had no roots in the earth, it is no wonder their lives lacked spirituality,
the life of religion.

3.

The Nature of the Earth

(
\

in the depth of the individual is essential for genuine love, and it is there
religion and the life of spirituality are found.
The sun does not by itself awaken religious consciousness, rather it
must pass via the earth, where man and the earth are joined in full and
unfettered communion. One can understand neither the sun's blessings nor
anything else without these ties, merely floating in mid-air. The sun comes,
in varying degrees, into man's direct and tangible experience via the earth
upon which his feet rest and upon which he works with his hands. In this
way the actions of heaven come to have a connection to him that is dependant upon the earth. Religious consciousness with regard to heaven,
quite simply, will not be brought forth by heaven alone. When heaven
descends to earth man can feel it in his hands; he has knowledge of
heaven's warmth because he can actually touch it. The potential in cultivated land derives from heaven's light falling to earth. For this reason religion bears its greatest authenticity when it appears among peasants and
farmers who live and work on the soil. The courtiers did not and could
not know the land except as an idea or concept, a shadow they approached
only in their poetry and monogatari. The emotions of Heian times are
as a result far from religious. Even among the so-called Buddhists, religion was merely an agency to eminence: it did not become a guide, pointing the way into the deep recesses of one's own heart. Nara and Hiei
Buddhism lacked human authenticity because it was without the direct
experience of the earth.
The four hundred years of Heian rule was a long hibernation, rendered
inevitable by historical, political, geographical, and other considerations.
Still, the sleep was not without advantage.
On the one hand, the Heian period permitted its courtiers the tender
sweetness, sorrow, and elegance of love within a 'world of ideas', but on
the other hand, in the country areas, the areas away from the cities, it
allowed the samurai and the peasants a continuous and extremely direct
connection with the earth. Hence the latter confronted life full face. The
Heian nobility were to be superseded both politically and intellectually
by the class that directly controlled the farmers and peasants-the samurai. Only those grasping the reality of life can become the leaders of the
group life. Although it is said that those who did not or could not realize
their ambitions in the capital went to outlying districts, these ambitions
referred to include hecominl!l ll high government o01cia1 or minister. There-

fore, those with even a little of the "spirit of the Japanese male" (yamato
onoko )-and even in those times it must have existed-probably did
not trouble themselves with such trivialities. They no doubt struggled
to realize their ardent hopes, even to the point of leaving the boundaries of Japan and going abroad. The taste of the times was single-minded
pursuance of pleasure, the men knocking like mud-hens at the doors of
their women as the latter composed poetry. To follow such delicacy and
refinement is not the way of great men or warriors, who would no doubt
wish to live truer lives. In all likelihood they wanted-even if unconsciously-to live closer to the earth. People of this caliber, secluded in
the countryside, accumulated visible and invisible influence during the
latter part of the Heian period. With the power of the central government
doomed to fall, those who would inherit its power would be those firmly
entrenched in the earth.
The points I have indicated above are especially true regarding the
life of spirituality. Spirituality may appear to be a faint and shadowy concept, but there is nothing more deeply rooted in the earth, for spirituality
is life itself.
The depth of the earth is bottomless. Things that soar in the firmament, and things that descend from the sky, are wonderful, but are nonetheless external and do not come from within one's own life. The earth
and the self are one. The roots of the earth are the roots of one's own existence. The earth is oneself. The Kyoto nobles and the priesthood hanging in their train continued to lead lives divorced from the earth, and all
their artistic taste, learning, yugen, and yubi, 9 separated as they are from
real life-from the life of reality-are but castles in the air.
The whole of the Heian era did not produce a single man who can be
~aid to have had a spiritual existence or religious character. Even such men
as Dengy6 Daishi and K6b6 Daishi did not have sufficient contact with
the earth. Their intelligence, virtue, and achievements are truly the pride
of the Japanese people. However, they were the products of an aristocratic culture, and thus provide the good and the bad points discernible in that culture. Since they came to prominence in the early
ycnrs of the Hcian era, the distinctive features of Heian culture-the
feelings of frailty, sorrow, gracefulness, delicacy, etc.-are not present.
They were more continental in character. Their Buddhism-in contrast
lo Nara nuddhism-hnd at first a fresh and pure thrust. After a while
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it came nevertheless to the same road of formalization, ritualization,
aestheticization, and artificiality as the other culture forms, and became
separated from the essential nature of Buddhism. Without any stimulus
from the continent, confined to an island nation, surrounded by the
mountains of Kyoto, the nobles lived on the economic support they gleaned
from the rest of the country. Passing their lives in refined and unmixed
pleasure, they were bent on somehow passing to position and power, regarding this as necessary to uphold the 'pride of family.' The priesthood,
next in line, instead of guiding them as monastics, were dragged along
with the nobles.
Contemporary observers of Heian culture give us the account of men
who followed the lead of their women, taking great pains with their
splendid garments and beautiful personal appearance. Anyone who has
read the Heian monogatari has perceived how rich and beautiful the descriptions of this "masculine attire" are. Men and women, their faces
meticulously adorned with cosmetics, freely exchanged and wore one another's clothing. They were also strangely given to tears; so often we
read, "my sleeves were wet with tears." The extent of their overt sentimentality can be seen in the following: "By the edge of the swift-running
river, the sounds of the falling leaves and the echoing water .... are too
fierce to be described as nice; it is a lonesome, desolate place."
The personal appearance of the priests, as well as the various religious
ceremonies, were obliged to take their keynote from the effeminant tastes
of the nobles. There is no limit to the "exquisiteness, beauty, and delight,"
of the priests reciting the Nembutsu at the Buddhist services. Their attire
is described on page after page, and we are finally told their dress is so
magnificent it cannot be readily adjectivized. And it is no ordinary aspect
we find in the world of smells. The priests are described walking with
weary steps, dragging their robes filled with over-powering odors of incense. We read of their faces covered with cosmetics, their voices delicate as the sound of the Kalavinka bird, and so on and on. We realize
that for them religious functions were spectacles of a wholly sensual
nature. Even such a life is not entirely meaningless, but those who tread
its path cannot help but keep a highly perilous foothold.
It was inevitable Heian culture would be superseded by a culture coming from the earth. Those representing this culture, with a foothold in
the country, were the snmurni, who hnd i111111cdi11lc connections to the
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peasantry. Therefore the nobility was finally to surrender before the gates
of the samurai. This did not happen because of the samurai's physical
strength, but because their roots were deep in the earth. Historians may
call this economic or material strength (or physical force), but to me it is
the spirit of the earth.
The spirit of the earth is the spirit of life. This life always unfolds
itself within the individual, who is a continuation of the earth-he has his
roots there, there is where he appears, and there is where he returns. The
spirit of the earth breathes at the inmost recesses of the individual, so
that reality is ever present in him, sharing a pole in opposition to the
world of ideas. Heian Buddhism was established within the world of ideas
and could not be separated from the pleasure-seeking spirit that followed
in the wake of aristocratic culture. In the Kokinshu 10 we find this poem:
ls this world dream or reality?
I cannot tell-

Because it at once is and is not.
If they could be satisfied with something like this there is little chance for
their attaining the realm of religion; nothing of spirituality is to be found
herein. Such words as "melancholy," "loneliness," "world-weariness" are
common in Heian literature, and they immediately bring Buddhism to the
minds of some people. Regardless, the Heian period had nothing derived
from the earth.
As I said above, the samurai's superseding the nobility did not mean
force replaced ideas. They did have physical force, yet their strength lay
elsewhere, in their relation to the earth. They did not always have
their field of operations fixed in the earth. Physical force did exist, for
the samurai and physical force were inseparable. But if it had not been
entrenched in the earth the physical force would simply have collapsed.
Aristocratic culture would perish because of its frail, delicate nature;
samurai culture was ordained to fall from its violent, despotic character.
Physical force and the earth are not the same thing. Brute force may
exist alone. Had even the Heian courtiers taken notice of the earth, there
is little doubt their culture would have been different than it actually was.
This is a point we should consider deeply. The Kamakura samurai culltm~ which succeeded the Behm had a life of the spirit as well as physical

On coming to the Kamakura period the Japanese truly awakened to
religious or spiritual life. It was then the seeds which had been placed in
position by Saich6 and Kiikai at the beginning of the Heian, and had subsequently settled into the earth, began to germinate. Until then the J apanese people were unaware of the world of spirituality. In the area of
religious thought the Kamakura period produced a spectacle unparalleled,
before or since, in Japan's spiritual history.
The four hundred years of the Heian were by no means wasted, for
during that time the preparations for the Kamakura era were laid. Thanks
to the existence of this kind of root and stem, the springtime of the Kamakura period unfolded, in which the flowers and plants of a beautiful
thought began to blossom forth. Today, seven hundred years after, this
has come in substance to be the basis for the Japanese character, thought,
religious faith, and esthetic taste. With it, I believe in the future there
can be constructed something new of world-wide significance. Such is
the mission of today's Japan.
What is it that characterizes the thought and belief of Kamakura culture? Beginning with Buddhism, I would first mention the new, Japanese developments in Pure Land thought-that is, the rise to influence
of the Jodo, Shin, and other Tariki sects. The source of these developments is primarily to be found in religious belief, from which the life of
the Japanese was able to attain depth.
Next is the importation of the Zen sect. Though it came to Japan by
way of China, its imported character altogether vanished following its
introduction, and it became Japanese. There appears to be an essential
rapport between Zen and the Japanese character. The intelligentsia and

above all the samurai took to it immediately. In general, it pervaded
literature and the arts and came to be the very foundation of Japanese
life. We must not forget to mention the rise of the Nichiren sect, which,
since its thought had connections with the Mongol Invasions, became
imbued with political colorations-patriotic sentiment, nationalism, etc.
Given the international spirit current in Kamakura times, the Nichiren
sect's emergence was perhaps natural.
On the other hand, Shinto Gobugaki, "Five Classics Shinto," 11 which
was to become the well-spring of Ise Shinto, was written. Ryobu Shinto
or "Dual-Aspect" Shinto12 is Shinto as seen from the side of Buddhism;
Five Classics Shinto is Shinto seen from the side of Shinto. Both arc
attempts, within the context of Japanese thought, to unify Shinto with
things provided by transmissions from Buddhist and other external sources.
I do not know whether this usage of the word "Shinto" is technically
correct or not, but in any case I am using it in a practical and general
sense.
I believe one of the external factors involved in the elevation of
consciousness that stimulated Shinto thought was, once again, the Mongol
Invasions. Since Heian times the Japanese had indulged themselves in
the dream that they were living in some kind of insular Eden. Suddenly,
they saw the approach of an external and hostile force, and this made
them take another look at themselves. Of course, prayers were invoked
at shrines whose lineages were rich in traditional and historical associations. But the Japanese were also required to reconsider the concepts and
ideas that had led to the continued subsistence of such shrines.
It is my opinion that the Mongol Invasions had a remarkable influence
upon the growth of Japanese introspective life. Although the often expressed tendency is to treat the Kamakura period solely from a politicul
angle, there is a sore need for a study of Kamakura history that will
earnestly try to trace the psychic or spiritual foundations of the J apanc!lc
people. In Manyo times the Japanese seishin was still primitive, munifcsting merely a child-like simplicity and artlessness. Heian times were
still not favored with an opportunity that would permit the Japune!le
to discover the spirituality lying hidden at the end of deep self-introspection. But now, because of gravely serious political developments, bccnu!le
of many forces in motion within and without, the psyche or spirituality of
the Jnpnncsc--which hnd during this time hccn grndunlly nurtured nlon~
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strength. Were it a question of strength alone, the culture that appeared
in the Kamakura period in all likelihood would not have evolved. This
spiritual life that lived in Kamakura culture was manifested in a religious
direction.
The Heian period was an excessively human one. In Kamakura times
the spirit of the earth can be said to have returned the Japanese people
to their origin.

II.

THE AWAKENING OF JAPANESE SPIRITUALITY

L

smoothly and otherwise-experienced a crisis at its roots. The Japanese
were obliged to consider whether or not their own resources were really
capable of dealing with the impending invasions. The initial pulsations of
both Ryobu Shinto and Five Classics Shinto began here-though they were
no doubt unconscious. But, not unexpectedly, they were mainly political.
Shinto is an essentially political thought, and strictly speaking not a
religious belief. It is not a manifestation of spirituality. The moment the
Shintoists tried to turn it that far they ran into 'foreign' thought and feeling, and had to adapt themselves by taking them in. Since this contradictory nature in inherent in Shinto, the danger is always present that it may
conflict with other spiritual elements. Yet Shinto displayed a catholic
nature in its "Five Classics" form, where it is not yet developed to the
point of exclusiveness. Thanks to various domestic and foreign conditions,
the existing political aspect was here provided a chance for self-examination, and enabled to deepen and broaden in the direction of religious
thought-namely, in the direction of spiritual awakening. Here, faintly,
we may see its sprouting in Shinto. Though we must judge it as far from
sufficient when compared with the systematic upward turning of the contemporaneous Pure Land thought, it cannot be doubted that Five Classics
Shinto was an awakening of the Japanese spirit or seishin. A genuine
spirituality was soon to follow.
Thus, in the Kamakura period the true significance of religious thought
and faith and mood-in a word, spirituality--grew in all directions. ·When
Pure Land thought is discussed in Japan, scholars usually relate it to
masse (Latter-day) thought. 13 I do not necessarily agree. Latter-day
thought must first of all be studied to find whether or not it was prevalent
among the Japanese people as the scholars contend. Since the time of
Dengyo Daishi this kind of thought had probably circulated among Buddhist scholars, but Buddhist scholars were not all of the Buddhists and
certainly not all of the people. What level of familiarity with the Chinese
langnage Buddhist Canon did ordinary Buddhists at that time generally
have? To what degree did missionaries spread a Buddhist consciousness
throughout the general populace? There were temples and monks (though
of course there were-and still are-shameless monks who broke the
Buddhist commandments, as there have been at all times, in all Buddhist
countries), but how much did the average person have to do with Buddhism? How many of them came to hold the Latter-day thought?
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Throughout the Heian, Buddhist attainments-if we grant their existence
at all-were limited to a few Buddhist scholars. The nobles who came to
the temples for memorial services with offerings for the monks had absolutely no understanding of Buddhism, much less belief in it. They regarded
Buddhism as a kind of pastime, and the priests usually did not demand
anything more from them. Even though the government was decadant,
and the peace of society and the lives and property of the populace all
threatened, it was not the degenerate Latter-day (masse). Buddhism's dissemination was not so widespread as to cause people to be conscious of
such things. Buddhism at that time, today as well for that matter, had
virtually no connection to the political and social life. If the advocacy
and acceptance of Pure Land teaching was owing to the flourishing of a
Latter-day thought at all, it was only among a part of the priesthood and
probably never had a general dispersal. I would add that even had there
been a universal acceptance of Pure Land thought, it would not have been
due to masse thought, but because the average person was brought by the
degeneracy of the times to contemplate the meaning of his existence. From
this occurred the awakening of Japanese spirituality.
There has been talk of the Latter-day at all times, cries that the world
is at an end, cries of decadence; it is in no way limited to Buddhism. Such
calls were heard in China from remote antiquity. Though I do not know
if the same was true in ancient Japan, I personally find myself undecided
as to whether the transition from the 'age of the kami' 11 to the 'age of man'
was a progression or a regression. In any case, the idea that the times arc
degenerate, that the Latter-day has come, would seem to be a universal
phenomena. Although we do find such notions in the monogatari and
diaries, they are only the hackneyed expressions of those of the population
able to read and write. The idea of masse somehow becomes just one ol'
the various complaints of the effete and tear-drenched Heian nobility. Although I will not now document my belief, I feel that Pure Land thought
would not have been capable of spreading among the ordinary people in
such a manner. The means by which Buddhism was transmitted to th1.•
common people during Heian times arc not well understood, and there is 11
need for detailed and accurate studies into the extent Buddhist faith nnd
understanding were generally comprehended. Since this has not been don1.·
yet, I assume that even though priests talked of a Latter-day and the intelligentsia followed tl11.·m, it was unrelated to the current propngntion

of Pure Land thought.
Because of their own decadence, there was some meaning to the priests'
and intellectuals' talk of a degenerate Latter-day, but because his lot never
rose in the world there was no need for the common man to feel the
coming of a Latter-day at this particular time-the final years of the
Heian period.
What is the meaning of the spread of Pure Land teaching, especially
Shin teaching, among the common people? I think there was a simultaneous and mutual response between the fundamental religious truths included in tlie special characteristics of absolute Tariki faith and the initial
religious awakening at this time of the spirituality of the Japanese people.
This is what I call the awakening of Japanese spirituality.
There is something in the Shin sect able to penetrate straight into the
heart of the average Japanese. We may call it pure Tariki ('Otherpower'), the power of Great Compassion (mahiilwrunii). It is here the
doors of spirituality open. It is here the ultimate ground of Pure Land
fuith must be.
Because the Shin sect fully grasped this it came to be the faith of the
rnmmon man. Had it not come .this far Pure Land faith would not have
measured up to its original and primary mission. The essence of the
leaching lies in absolute Tariki faith, rather than in such teachings as a
Pure Land of Infinite Bliss. Its true aim is not that "this land" is impure
so let's go to "that land" where we can have a life: of purity. Pure Land
teaching preaches of the Pure Land because through it one is able to free
himself from karmic entanglements and thus enter the way to enlightenment. Pure Land Oja (birth in the Pure Land) 15 is the means, enlightenment is the end. By way of the Other-power of Amida it is possible to
enter into the Pure Land, something impossible for one who is karmabound. One must have, by means of an absolute Other-Power, an existcntial grasp of the world that transcends karma. Though 'Pure Land'
!caching is thought to have the attainment of the Pure Land as the end
object, the real Pure Land is in fact no such place. It is like the waitingroom of a station, where one passes through in transit. The world of the
Lutter-day and the Pure Land should not be considered antithetical. If
there is to be a contrast, it must be between the karmic causation enslaving
mun und the life of enlightenment which transcends it. Logically stated,
to be rclcm1cd from the chains of kurmu is to acquire the transcendental

intuition of prajfia, which may be called the logic of soku-hi. 16 But stated
in terms of religious belief, it refers to great non-discriminative Compassion, that is, the salvation of Amida's Original Prayer. 17 The result of
joining the Pure Land to the concept of a Latter-day and arranging it so it
is an extension of the present world is not religion. It is merely an easy
materialism, an echo of individualism of an extremely inferior grade.
Since from this, the spirit of the earth comes to be camouflaged, materialistic people say that religion is an opiate. A man who has truly achieved
a penetrating insight to the depths of spirituality-the true essence of
Buddhism-would never hold such an idea.
·
With a genuine Tariki faith it does not matter whether the next world
be hell or heaven: this is what Shinran stated in the TannishO. This is
true religion. Naturally, Pure Land teaching did not come this far in a
day. The Pure Land view of the Heian period was without question influenced by an aristocratic culture that made it an extension of the present
world. Nembutsu was discussed as a device for entering the Pure Land.
The Pure Land of Genshin (Eshin Sozu, 942--1017) seems still very rich
in actuality, and the paintings of the time depicting bodhisattvas descending to welcome the spirits of believers· are certainly charged with the
qualities of the Heian era. When we come to Honen we feel much of
religion's essence, but with him also there is a hitch, in. connection with
raigo, the idea of bodhisattvas coming to meet one at death to show the
way to the Pure Land. In the Chokushu goden18 Honen gives the following explanation to Amakasu Taro Tadatsuna:

Amida's Original Prayer does not speak of good and bad, does
not consider the abundance or lack of one's acts, does not choose
between a pure and an impure body. Since it takes no account of
time, place, or other relationships, it doesn't bother about how one
dies. A sinner is a sinner, yet if he calls the Name, he attains the
Pure Land; this is the wonder of the Original Prayer. One born
to a warrior family, even though he fights and falls in battle, if
he says the Nembutsu he shares in the Original Prayer. He must
never have the least doubt that he will be met by the coming of
the bodhisattvas.
With the words, "A sinner is a sinner, yet if he calls the Name, he attains
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the Pure Land; this is the wonder of the Original Prayer," Honen strikes
home to the true and wonderful meaning possessed by the T ariki sects,
but the phrase about raigo (the descent of the bodhisattvas) seems somehow a remainder of the Heian spirit. Honen's real service was his role
of building a bridge between Heian and Kamakura times, and as such he
is one of the brightest luminaries in Japanese spiritual history.
The one who exemplified most fully the life of the earth and the true
spirit of Kamakura times was Shinran. Under Honen, Shinran attained
spiritual awakening as to the great meaning of Tariki (Other-power), but
it was his exile to the northern provinces and later his wanderings around
the Kanto region that brought this great awakening into contact with the
earth. While in Kyoto Shinran would never, no matter what he did, have
been able to extricate himself from the idealities of Heian culture.
What is more, had Honen spent much more time in the countrysidethe areas away from Kyoto-his spirituality would in all probability have
been even more brilliant. This he was unable to do owing to his advanced
age, but Shinran was young, and was able to assume his teacher Honen's
mantle. The characters of these two are inseparable; one coming first,
one following, like beads on a rosary string.
Had it not been for Shinran's many years of exile and wandering in
rural areas, he would not have been able to penetrate to pure Tariki.
His exile provided him with the chance to propagate Buddhism among
the people of remote areas, which was a blessing for them; yet Shinran
himself would have been the first to admit that it was a windfall for himself as well. Because he went and lived there, his own religious experience
assumed an added profundity. Not being a specialist I do not know the
external historical reasons he did not return directly to Kyoto on his
release from exile, but viewing him from the point of view of his inner
life, there is no doubt in my mind that his life in the country close to the
earth caused him to have an increasingly d1eep and existential appreciation of Amida's Great Compassion. His collection of letters, Shosoku
shu, ( Wf,re,~), written for a people who were intimate with the earth,
reflects, I think, the cultural spirit of the Kamakura period.
His twenty-year life in the eastern provinces must not be viewed as
mere historical chance. It should not be difficult to imagine the effect of
this long period in Shinran's life upon the development of existing
Shin sect thought. It was certainly great. The Shin sect never forgot

the country, and one can easily understand that the reason its foundations
exist in the country even today is due more to its faith emanating from
the earth than to doctrine. Japanese spirituality and the earth are inseparable.
Those who make Nembutsu the prime consideration in the Shin sect,
or say ShinshU teaches birth in the Pure Land (Oja), or things to that
effect, have not grasped the true meaning of Shinshfl faith. The stronghold of Shin Buddhism rests in the belief in Amida's Original Prayer,
which means reliance upon Amida's boundless Compassion. I myself
believe the religious life of the Shin sect consists in one throwing oneself
into the unobstructed Light of Compassion which, thus set to work, enables one to transcend karma and free oneself from karmic effects and all
things that accompany it. Whether it happens or not, entrance into a Pure
Land that is an extension of this earth is, not a matter of concern.
It is enough if one realizes that he is embraced within the Light. The
Nembutsu appears from this realization. To say that the realization appears from Nembutsu is wrong. First, one must once be absorbed in
boundless Great Compassion. This absorption can be experienced when
one realizes his profound ties to the earth. One must perceive the truth
that both the sorrows and hardships of the world come from attempting
to live by oneself cut off from the earth. The desire to travel to some
'Pure Land' because this world is difficult is not in accordance with the
true faith of Shin Buddhism, nor is it a characteristic of Japanese spirituality. It is the popularization of faith, the faith of Weltschmerz, and is not
the true form of Tariki. It is the residue of aristocratic culture.
The 'certain hell' often spoken of by Pure Land people docs not exist
beyond life and death. It should not be thought that hell any more thun
the Pure Land is situated at some distant point beyond innumerable
Buddha-lands, the Pure Land lying to the west, hell to the cast. Thut
implausible notion is a handdown from Heian culture. I am not saying
that both heaven and hell exist in this world, but such a viewpoint c.locN
occur, and it comes from an incomplete understanding of this world.
If our throughts progress in a direction isolated from the earth, both
heaven and hell there exist; but if they arc conscious of their identity with
the earth, there, straightaway, is the Land of Purity. The idea itself becomes the earth; the earth is the idea itself. There shines the Light of
Grent Compassion. Where this Orcat Compassion exists, is the I .nml of
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Bliss; where it does not, "certain hell" is actualized.
This is the culmination of Shinshii belief, and here it must lie. Here,
again, is the realization of Japanese religious faith, the awakening of
Japanese spirituality. Until this point the cultural process was in a period
of preparation. Once there was true awakening it was possible for J apanese spiritual history to proceed in the direction of steady development.
(In this Shinshu belief can be said to conform to the Japanese character.
But this cannot be understood without fuller explanation, which, together
with a discussion of Zen's significance in Japanese spiritual history, will
have to be postponed.)
I would summarize by saying that Japanese spiritual history demonstrated its true significance for the first time upon reaching the Kamakura
period. At that time Buddhism's essential nature came into contact with
the life-spirit of the earth. While boundless Great Compassion was manifested on the one hand, intellectual insight was fused into the Japanese
character on the other, bringing with it the realization of unique expressions in artistic life. Absolute Tariki and Zen, the 'transmission outside
letters,' were these two manifestations.
In a mixture with political and patriotic ideas a new Buddhist sect, the
Nichiren, was formed. Also, in the production of Five Classics Shinto,
developments in political thought based on national and local beliefs
were reinforced and stimulated by the acceptance of foreign thought and
beliefs in an attempt to elevate the political environment of the times to
the level of religious introspection. It influenced greatly the future development of all Shinto thought.
The historical environment of modem Japan resembles quite closely
that of Kamakura times, but with even more tenseness and urgency. Not
only in international relations, but in various areas, including thought,
faith, technology, and so forth, many heterogeneous forces are rushing on
in violent assault. Of course, they are not necessarily hostile. Heterogeneity does not have to mean hostility. But precisely because of this
heterogeneity the modem situation greatly differs from Kamakura times
as well from as the times before and after it when Japanese culture encountered things foreign to it. There should not be a mere blind opposition bred of self-esteem or anti-foreign sentiment, for such attitudes
virtually pursue self-destruction. They may for a while promote vigorous
activity, yet even though some glimpse of small success may appear, a
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time of disillusionment is sure to follow. Armed might, the power of the
machine, disputes over wealth-these things are finally, and have been
since the dawn of history, but small twigs. What does matter are spirituality, and faith, and thought. Spirituality and faith, dependant as they
are upon thought and reality, must be all the more refined by means of
them. The Japanese Buddhist's mission must not be to accommodate himself to the occasion. He must have a sufficient understanding of the mission of the Japanese in the world, and moreover, he must broaden, elevate,
and deepen his thinking. I earnestly hope he will be able to do this.
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Nihon seishin-shi no ichidanmen . B;$:~t$~OJ - Wf1fil .
Bunka to Shukyo )tf~c*~ ' Shindo Kaikan, 1943 . (Suzuki D aisetz ZenshU,
Vol. 19).
Many oshil: an anthology of about 4,500 verses compiled in the late 8th century.
The first great Japanese literary work. Trans.
The six realms in which sentient beings transmigrate: Hell, the realms of
hungry ghosts, animals, asuras, men, and Heaven.
Th e Pillow Book, by the Heian court lady Sei ShiSnagon.
Th e Tale of Genji, by Murasaki Shikibu a contemporary of Sei Shonagon, ca.
1008.
Kiikai ~#fj 774-835, the founder of the Shingon Sect in Japan. Known popularly
by his posthumous name, Koba Daishi. Saicho :ill~ 767-822, the founder of
the Tendai sect in Japan. Known by the name Dengy6 Daishi. Trans.
Mon o no aware (sensitivity to things), which swept over the minds of the poets
of: the Heian Period (A.D. 897-1185), sounds somewhat sentimental and the
Japanese are a sentimental people. Mono mean "things" generally, no corresponds to "of, " and aware is "emotional response" in its broadest sense. The
whole phrase thus means "to feel the sentiments moving in things about oneself," and thus may be inanimate objects or sentient beings capable of emotions.
Yii1:en is a term often used in Japanese aesthetics, meaning "obscurity," "unknowability," "mystery," "beyond intellectual calculability," but not "utter dark1wss." Yubi if~; another aesthetical term, indicating an elegant, graceful, and
relined beauty. Trans.
Kokinshii; compiled by Ki no Tsurayuki and others around 905. The first imperially commissioned poetic anthology. Trans.
Shinto Gobugaki (or Gobusho 3i$1f); "The Five Books (or Classics) of Shinto.'
These are forgeries purporting to have been composed in remote antiquity but in
reality probably dating from Kamakura times. They are concerned mainly with
lhc history of the I se Shrine, and attempt to set forth a Shinto philosophy and
clhics. Trans.
Ry6bu Shinto-The Shinto of Buddhist-Shinto syncretism; for example, Tendai
Shinto, Hokke Shinto. The term is also used with reference to Shingon Shinto,
interpreted mainly in accordance with the doctrines of the Shingon sect.
Masse (*fil). It was said that Buddhism would spread through three time
periods, the last of which is mappii. Masse is the world of mapp<J. Shii-zii-matsu
arc the three periods after the Buddha's decease. They are the period of
the s/11)z<J (righteous Jaw), the period of the ;.r)/"; (imitative law), the period
of the 111app1i (last law): T. The period of lhe ri1.d1teous law is the period
when lluddhisl dodrines, prai.:tiecs, nnd cnli11hlcn111ent nil exisl. 11. The period
or lhc imilntive lnw is the period when holh dodrinc nnd prncliecs still exist, but
!here i .~ no lon11cr nny cnli11hlc111111.'nl. 111. 'l'hr period of lho lnsl lnw mcnns the
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period when doctrine alone is still alive, but there is neither practice nor enlightenment. Trans.
14 As to the "Age of the Gods," Motoori Norinaga writes: "The Kami of the
divine age were for the most part human beings of that time [ancient times],
and because the people of that time were all kami, it is called the Age of the
Gods (kami)." Quoted in Ministry of Educ., Religions in Japan, 1963. Trans.
15 Oja (tJ:i±); literally, "to go and be born." Popularly, Shin is understood to teach
the doctrine of 'Nembutsu Ojo,' literally 'to go and be born by thinking of calling
the Buddha.' By this it is meant that when one thinks of the Buddha, i.e. Amida,
with singleness of heart and in all earnest, one after death will go to and be
reborn in the Pure Land. In practice, 'thinking of Amida' is pronouncing his
Name one or more times. According to Shin, once is enough if it comes from
absolute faith in Amida, but J6do tells us to say "Namu-Amida-Butsu" repeatedly; and here lies one of the essential differences between Shin and Jodo. At
any rate the 'Nembutsu Ojo' sums up to popular minds the teaching of both
J6do and Shin. But a closer analysis shows that merely being born in the Pure
Land is not what is really promised in the sutras. Rebirth is advised because of
the Pure Land being the most favorably conditioned environment for enlightenment which is the aim of the Buddhist life, both Tariki and Jiriki. The practical
outcome of this is the identification of rebirth and enlightenment, and being
assured of rebirth means the foretasting of enlightenment. It is for Buddhas
alone, the most highly perfected beings, to enjoy Supreme Enlightenment, while
what is granted to us ordinary mortals is to experience something of enlightenment and thereby to orient ourselves-this orientation is the foretasting and the
assurance of rebirth. Thus according to Shinran, Ojo occurs when one is truly
awakened to the meaning of Amida's Original Prayer while one is yet alive, not
after death.
111 Soku-hi ~i}F; Dr. Suzuki formulated the logic of prajfiii-intuition as "A is not A
and therefore A is A"; this he called the logic of soku-hi. See Studies in Zen,
p. 119 ff. Also The Eastern Buddhist (New Series), Vol. IL No. 1, p. 80: "The
formula is: A is A, because A is not-A; or A is not-A, therefore A is A."
Trans.
r1 Original Prayer-Amida made forty-eight vows or prayers at the beginning of
his career as a Bodhisattva which are detailed in the Sukhavatlvyuha Sutra, the
principal text of Pure Land Buddhism. The most important one of those prayers
is lhe eighteenth, in which Amida, while yet in his Bodhisattvahood, set forth
his slrong resolution to save all beings without exception, if they call upon his
name even only once in sincerity of heart. The term 'prayer' sounds perhaps
somewhat unHuddhistic. It has been generally translated as 'Vow' but this is
not quite salisfactory. "Prayer" is better if it can be understood as having no
.~pecilled pelilionary object to attain as is often the case with most Christian
1111d Buddhist prnyers.
t M tJ:t.1:\ l'.A i d>-'.J111i~XJ. This is also called Clwkushu-Gode11 JllJJ{~iaU{i;: Honen's illu.~l rnlcd lifr st11ry, 1111th111·l·d hy Sl111nshfi (~~d 1i) in B06 at the imperial command
~7

of Gofushimi: 48 vols. Hereafter referred to as Honen's Life. It was translated
by Rev. H. Coates and Rev. Ryugaku Ishizuka and published as Honen, Th e
Buddhist Saint (Kyoto, 192 5). Trans.

CHAPTER 2

I.

1.

MANIFESTATIONS OF JAPANESE
SPIRITUALITY

BUDDHISM AND THE GERMINAL IMPULSES OF
JAPANESE SPIRITUALITY

Buddhism and Foreign Thought

Within Japan's cultural resources there is contained something I believe
to be of a most world-widei significance. I further believe these cultural
forms , as they are, should be spread to the rest of the world. One of these
is Buddhism, which is really a manifestation of Japanese spiritual awakening.
To most people, Buddhism is something that formed in India, and
since India is not Japan, Buddhism is to them a foreign thing. That foreign importations are not Japanese is a simplistic notion; yet there is also
an idea that all things emanating from foreign nations should be rejected
as inconsequential. So some would reject Buddhism because it is foreign,
regardless of its possible value for the world. Rejection of things on such
purely superficial grounds might compel us to glance at our pattern of life
today, where things from other parts of the world are appearing in all
directions, a great many of which we have indeed imitated. To begin
with, you sometimes have to ask whether someone is Japanese or not,
with western clothing, hats, and shoes so prevalent. The degree to which
something is Japanese or not remains a debatable point. Considered
historically, does "Japaneseness" refer to remote antiquity, or to Heian,
or Kamakura times; or does it include Edo or Meiji times as well? Or
should we include the beginning of the Meiji era, or perhaps the end of
Meiji too? It becomes extremely vague and unreliable. As a matter of
fact, "Japanese" is not something easily or clearly conceptualized. I feel
that if something is useful in life, it is all right to use it. Since everyday
life is governed by pragmatism, there should not be much bothe1r about
whether something is Japanese or not. But when we come to the questions of thought and feeling and spirituality it is quite another matter.
Here, the matter of somcthing's J apancsc character should not be thought
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of only in terms of appearance or location or time. To speak only from
the point of time, we find that more than one thousand years have elapsed
since Buddhism was introduced into Japan. Though it is a considerable
period, in some ways it is not such a long time. When Urashima Taro
travelled down to the Dragon Palace beneath the sea, he thought he had
been there only a short time, but upon returning home he found all his
acquaintances had died. 1 Close your eyes and one or two thousand years
pass right by-it is no great matter. Still, being more than ten and less
than twenty times the human span of seventy years, it is a long time. Since
the time it was first implanted in the Japanese earth, Buddhism has
sprouted, flowered, and borne fruit.
I am no great authority when it comes to plants and animals, but since
plants are constantly before my eyes, I am able to make some lay observations about them. For example, when the asagao (morning glory)
is taken and planted in other countries, it blossoms its first year as a J apanese flower, yet the following year its flower becomes smaller and it
reverts to being a regular morning glory, smaller than the Japanese variety.
A few years ago, some tulips and hyacinths were brought from Holland.
Though the first year they were fine, now after two or three seasons all
trace of the imported plant has disappeared. Once they became naturalized into the Japanese climate and became a "Japanese" tulip or
"Japanese" hyacinth, they remained that way. It takes two to five years
for an alpine plant brought down to the lowlands to become a lowland
plant.
In Japan, especially in the northern provinces, chrysanthemums are
assiduously cultivated. Yet in England last year I found that Londoners
raised and exhibited chrysanthemums as well. Naturally, with regard to
flowers the tastes of the English and the Japanese diffeJ.", so there would
be no sense in my trying to assess the success of the exhibition. In the
eyes of the English, they were admirable flowers, and they are not, of
course, to be judged by Japanese criteria.
Chrysanthemums came originally to Japan from China, but on coming
to Japan they became Japanese. When later they were transported to
Europe they became European. Because chrysanthemums originated in
China there is no need to insist that chrysanthemums grown in Japan are
Chinese chrysanthemums, or that those found in Europe are Chinese. If
in each place the chrysanthemum simply manifests its own characteristics

it can be said .to fulfill its chrysanthemum-nature. Chrysanthemums arc
not to be seen with merely a regional eye, we must be able to see into
the life of the chrysanthemum.
With the culture of the spirit the acclimatization period that follows
transplantation is not a question of one, two, twenty, or even fifty or a
hundred years. There is neeed at the very least for two or three centuries,
a period that would vary according to the people. Therefore in view of
the thousand years that have elapsed since the entry of Buddhism into
Japan, we are justified in calling it Japanese, in spite of its Indian origins.
It does not mean we are justified in saying that because Buddhism became
J apanized, Buddhism is Japanese.
I wish now to take up Japanese spirituality and then to consider Buddhism within the framework thus established, rather than speaking of
Buddhism coming from China, being transplanted in Japanese soil, becoming naturalized, and losing its foreign character. It seems to me that
Japanese spirituality existed within the Japanese from the very beginning;
when it fortuitously encountered Buddhism, the Japanese manifested
within themselves what was their original endowment. There is here a
great need to recognize the autonomy of Japanese spirituality. Let me
carry through on this point for a moment.
Some twenty-four hundred years ago Buddhism arose in India, where,
after a thousand years its expansion and development ceased altogether. It
passed on into Central Asia on the one hand, and travelled in the direction of southern Asia on the other. Then it entered China. In other
words, Buddhism arrived in China from the south and from the north.
But, as might be expected, this Buddhism in an intact Indian form wus
not accepted in China. When it first entered there was opposition, jui1t
as there was when it first entered Japan.
Opposition in Japan to the entrance of things western is well-known.
It is said at the time of the Meiji Restoration (1868) some people, seeing
telegraph wires for the first time and thinking them to be apparitions of
some kind, even manifestations of Christianity, covered their top-knotted
heads with their fans before passing beneath them. Strange as such behavior seems to us today, there is no doubt it was an expression or sincere
and deep feeling.
Now, roughly seventy or eighty years have passed since the Meiji Rcstorntion and fntch actions nppcnr silly, so difTl·rcnt is our undcrRtnndln~
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of electricity from that of the Japanese of eighty years ago. It shows us
time is not simply something notched off by clocks. In the very tick of
a clock the changes in our world view and our view of ourselves are
ticked away. Profound indeed is the meaning contained in the ticking of
a clock.
Resistance to that which is new is a natural emotion found within people everywhere. But even within this natural emotion there are inherent
conservative and progressive elements. The conservative element is large
among older people. At some juncture the ways of thinking of old people
and young people are bound to clash. Children have an inevitable tendency to rebel against their parents. The struggles of the world may be said
to be the struggles of age, yet on the other hand they cannot be said to
be regulated by age alone. Because human mentality or natural emotions
are so complex, any simple decisions reached concerning them must end
in failure. Youth's opposition to age will always exist. But human nature
has it that children are also devoted to their parents. They will observe
the rules of their parents years after their death. The elderly one with
whom one has lived for so long has gone, and his way of doing things is
ever so difficult to change. All his articles had to be just so in life, each
in its own special place. One wants to keep the ways and things of the
departed just as they were. Three, five, even ten years later the predilection remains to do things the way of the parent. Father or mother did it
this way, we will do it this way-such is the conservative nature. Practical
convenience or inconvenience, logical or illogical, take on secondary significance. Respect for and compliance with a parent's wishes is to my way
of thinking not a question of a child-parent or a parent-child relationship;
it occurs simply as a natural human instinct.
On the other hand, this sort of thing often happens as well. While
living, the parent had prohibited the child from doing something. With
the death of the parent there is a feeling of release in the child. What
had been forbidden is now at last possible. In one sense this cannot be
censured as being wholly bad. Whether it is all right to encourage it is
another matter, yet psychologically speaking, we can understand the
youth's feeling. On one hand our forbears' conventions go unchanged
for three, ten, or perhaps twenty years, on the other they arc changed
immediately. If in daily life these two tendencies am not wisely seasoned
with mutuul self-restraint, ROcicty's troubles merely continue us before.

The world cannot be thought of as one large family, for such is simply
not the case. What may be good and proper for a family might not be
right applied to larger groups such as a society or a country. Something
practicably applicable to the principle of the household is not necessarily
applicable to the larger areas of group life. Even when it may be applicable, there are still many times it should not, or must not, be applied.
Today's societies and nations have highly complicated structures. There
is no such thing as an isolated country. When we speak of a nation, there
is always at the very least one more nation in relation to it. A nation is
such within a nation group; it can never go in isolation. Each of these
nations has its own traditions, conventions, history, and other singular
features. In relations with others, one nation must not impose its own
self-centered tenets upon another. Individual conventions and traditions
must be respected.
Yet in the world of men-everywhere it is so-it is regrettable each
person merely goes along guarding his own conventions. Since the way
of our time is ceaseless and indomitable movement, each person, in addition to safeguarding his own traditions and continuing in his own peculiarities, comes to be affected by things that influence others as well. It is
from this situation international problems arise. So when confronted
by changes of circumstances-and in certain other cases as well-one
must adapt oneself in some way to these problems at the same time he
protects his own interests. When the adjustment is not forthcoming, it
may happen that one's own traditions cannot be guaranteed. International
discussion becomes more frequent by the day, especially with modern
scientific advances, developments in mechanized life, commerce, bewildering productions of all kinds of thought, and greatly increased avenues of
dissemination. The various entanglements within each individual nation
alone are something that would dazzle the minds of Japanese of the past,
isolated in their distant ocean. This is not the conflict of a household, or
of age and youth, but of nations, and as such, troubles spring up risking
the very existence of whole peoples.
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2.

Buddhism in China

I would now like to turn back to the time Buddhism entered China from
India, to try to sec how these new wavelets of thought were received by

the Chinese, an essentially realistic people with a highly pragmatic nature.
This realism and pragmatism does not like to be separated from the land.
Cut off from the land, the Chinese would be unable to care for their
ancestral shrines. In a nation where ancestor worship is so important,
such severance from one's descendants becomes a serious breach of filial
piety. In Buddhism, when a monk enters a monastery he undertakes to
uphold the precepts of not taking life-not killing living beings-and
celibacy. However, since the Chinese custom of ancestor worship makes
inconceivable severance from the line of descent, one must marry and
produce children, for without children the parents cannot be served by
filial piety. To be divorced from ancestral traditions means a lack of
filial piety. Indian Buddhist life thus collides head-on with the traditions
of the Chinese people. The enshrinement of their ancestors, which is the
same even today in China, is a fact, and it involves live sacrifice of animals
such as pigs, oxen, sheep, or goats, cooked whole amidst great clamor.
If this is not done the service is not considered completed. There is no
greater breach of filial piety than to give one's ancestors insufficient ritual.
It is thus only natural for the Chinese to have regarded the introduction
of something like Buddhism as a disruptive influence. Buddhist logic
aside, it is from this point of view the Chinese utterly rejected Buddhism.
But, in the realm of Buddhist theory the Buddhist philosophies introduced
by the Indian people were not, in the long run, to be resisted by the
Chinese.
India is not very interesting politically. Although recently the movement for independence has appeared, viewed politically the national life
does not strike one as particularly favorable. I do not know what the
future will bring, but to this point Indians h ave thrown their whole being
into religion and philosophy.
So great is the Indian concern for matters religious, when they meet and
talk together one of their foremost salutations is 'What is your religion?'
The majority of Japanese people asked the same question would probably
feel uncertain. After a death in the family, they suddenly ask themselves,
"What is our religion. Shingon. Shin. Zen?" and usually end up running
to a friend's temple. In the larger cities there are people whose occupation is to go about performing funeral ceremonies in any religion desired.
One can see from this that most Japanese arc rather indifferent about
religion.

Indians are different. Now, with the appearance of Gandhi, they have
real cause for pride. Indeed, any country would be proud of producing
such a man. His principles-to which he is always consistent-renounce
all resort to power, either armed power or power of influence; instead, he
resists by means of non-resistence. His own life is that of a true holy-man.
Such a person could not have appeared in any country except India. I
am convinced that in producing such a man, India now has a role to play
which will be of world-wide relevance.
~hina and India are altogether different. In the spheres of religion and
philosophy the Chinese have never been able to match the Indians. They
hav~ not, as a rule, either opposed or attempted to refute Indian thought,
ideology, philosophy, or religious logic. It was on the practical side the
Chinese were extremely antagonistic, when a point was emphasized that
would have caused them to violate the canons of filial piety by preventing
them from properly honoring their ancestors. Buddhism thus came to
China and was assimilated into the thought of the Chinese people. 1t
retained something from its Indian background, at the same time took
in elements of a Chinese nature, and thus became sinicized. In this way,
Chinese Buddhism came into being.
The Buddhism realized in India fused with the Chinese people, becoming Zen on the one hand and the Nembutsu of the Pure Land school on
the other. In China there appeared, among others, the T'en-t'ai (Tcndai
5\::-;§-), Chen-yen (Shingon ;ffel;i§), ' San-lun (Sanron :=:ilifU), and Hua-yen
(Kegon *~) schools, with remarkable men emerging from Kcgon,
Shingon and Yuishiki (Pl~). We of the East should feel proud of such
men, but as for Chinese Buddhism itself, it is in a sense preferable to
call it an Indian product taken and perfected by the Chinese land, rather
than a natural product of the Chinese mentality itself.
Finally, just as the morning-glory ceases after a few years to flower m1
a Japanese morning-glory once it is taken to another land, so the Kcgon
Buddhism and the rest perfected in China and elevated among her dh1tinguished men naturally assumed a Chinese flavor, but it retained something of its native Indian character. It was c.levclopcc.I by the Chinese earth
without losing its original nature. Therefore, Buddhism needed still
further trnnsformntion to become a complete production of ChineNc
spiritunlity. Thnt is why the Buddhism of T'icn-t'ni, Hun-yen, nnd the
rest did not produce the ~rent und lnlcntcd men needed lo follow prlcNtN
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Indian Buddhism passed through China and entered Japan. Since at
that time Japan had already been exposed to the influences of Chinese
culture, it was thought Buddhism would 1(!nter without difficulty. But

factions divided over the question of its introduction, and controversy
and political strife ensued. Although controversy is one thing, the fact
that there was conflict is indeed unfortunate. Buddhism, nevertheless,
entered Japan and various schools appeared, among them Kegon, Tendai,
Sanron, Yuishiki, and Kusha. When we speak of this we must keep in
mind that although they did of course come into Japan, their main ideac1
are today studied as theory and have not found their way into the actual
life of the Japanese at all. Their success if any must be said to have
occurred during the Nara period (646-794), when they flowed along as
*e conceptualizations of the pleasure-seeking upper classes.
I I wonder how Buddhism would have been received had it been transmitted directly from India. This we cannot know of course, though certainly the reception would have been vastly different from that accorded
the Buddhism which came via China. Still, it did come by way of China,
and it was thus it was received in Japan.
Yet it was not until long after its importation that Buddhism finally
became Japanese. In the interim it assumed the character of Chinese
Buddhism. Japanese spirituality had not yet made its appearance through
the medium of Buddhism. Although there seems almost to have been
some design or meaning in the historical fact that Buddhism entered via
China, we probably do not have to go so far as to say that. The fact
remains that the Buddhism that settled in Japan did arrive from China
via Central Asia, and after it united in harmony with Japan and received
the baptismal rites of Japanese spirituality, it was neither Indian nor
Chinese but Japanese Buddhism. It is not sufficient to say it became
Japanese, for it was the affirmation of Japanese spirituality, and at the
same time possessed what we may call Oriental characteristics. That lK
because the Buddhism developed in India naturally possessed an Tndlnn
character; when it passed through Central Asia it took on the nature of
that region as well; since it underwent its great change in China there wnN
an abundant store of Chinese elements; finally, upon entering Japan it wnM
transformed into Japanese spirituality. Thus Japanese Buddhism must he
said to have a wholly Asian nature. Moreover, since it came throu~h
southern Asia too, it contains a southern accent. Japanese Buddhism
is therefore endowed with the characters of the northern and the southern
peoples, the power of Tndian intuition, and the practical-mindedness of the
Chinese, nil in one. The unique chnrncti:ristics or each of them were not
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such as Fa-tsang (643-712) and Chih-i (538-597). 2
Even if we say that Hua-yen and T'ien-t'ai-both splendid systems of
religious thought created upon Indian forms-were initially possible
owing to the Chinese genius, the fact remains they do not seem to
have grown up from Chinese spirituality, and so they did not develop
beyond the ideas of their respective founders, Fa-tsang and Chih-i. To
attain further development the Chinese would have had to dig deeper, to
grasp what was germinating within their own religious consciousness.
People usually think of something being transplanted from without and
then putting down roots. I prefer to think that the seeds and seedlingsspirituality-were in the earth from the beginning, and that this began to
move availing itself of the opportunity the transplantation afforded. Instead of placing importance on things said to have come from without,
would it not be closer to the truth to look to the things already extant
within, and say that they became the main constituents? Otherwise, we
could not explain the historical fact of the genesis and steady growth of
Zen and Nembutsu. Although we may say that Zen and Nembutsu appeared directly from Chinese spirituality, I believe that Zen did not flow
in the midst of the national life in China as it did later in Japan because
something somewhere in Chinese life could not yet move together in complete harmony with Zen. Were not one aspect of Chinese spirituality unquestionably manifested in Zen, Zen itself would not have been possible
in China. Still, in one area of the Chinese mentality there exists a deepseated belief in inga (retribution, cause and effect: IZS!::W:). Then there is
Nembutsu which, more than Zen, can be said to represent the elevation
of Chinese spirituality. Though the sutras connected with Nembutsu
originally came from India, what must be called the Nembutsu sects would
not have been possible outside of China.
These two schools entered Japan, where Japanese spirituality made
them Japanese, and where they both assumed special Japanese characteristics.
3.

__ _

Japanese Spirituality and Buddhism

just arranged within Japanese Buddhism physically and spatially in some
confused manner, but grew and worked with Japanese spirituality as their
center. It seems to me the thought that binds greater Asia into one, that
is, the motive force behind it, exists within Japanese Buddhism. Of course
Buddhism as it is probably would not be helpful even were it introduced
universally in the world. But the Japanese spirituality that flows along intrinsically within it must be found and promulgated by means of modern
thought. Japanese spirituality connotes something which is able to subsist
on a world scale. This is a point deserving special discussion. I will leave
it for the moment and turn to examine the things that exist within J apanese Buddhism.
Because Buddhism died out completely in India, doubts are sometimes
expressed as to the need for such a death-stmck thing in Japan. Nothing
could be more superficial. It is a type of thinking that sees only the form
and not that which moves the form.
In India, where the sects of Buddhism were seemingly extinguished,
Buddhism lost political influence by opposing the traditional caste system.
That was an unavoidable occurrence. Still today its spirit has been absorbed within the other religious sects. It is really as if Gandhi is one of
those living within this spirit today. The primary cause for the broken
road Buddhism came upon in India is that it was too abstract and conceptualized, that it became separated from life itself, that is, separated
completely from life grounded in the earth.
Spirituality reveres concreteness highest of :all. Deciding whether something is concrete or not presents considerable philosophical problems, but
here I am speaking in terms of common sense. Mountains seen as mountains, rivers as rivers-this is the concrete w:ay of looking at things. To
feel cold water coldly, and warm water warmly, is feeling concretely.
Concreteness is what is not divorced from the earth. Being is nothingness,
nothingness is being; mind is such, will is such, and consciousness is such
-these are abstract. Thoughts dealt with in such works as the Churon
or the Yuishikiron 3 are conceptual, separated from the earth, and without foundations. In Buddhism, as long as one controls his own acts, that
is, as long as he strictly observes the life of the sangha, the Buddhist life
is present. If laxity in any sense comes into this life, conceptual diversions will dominate it. Basically, thought is an act too, it is life. In this
regard it has a concrete nature. Yet once tlhis thought is severed from
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its connections with the earth, it becomes like a balloon and for man its
force is lost. Here there is a vital manifestation and a death manifestation.
Buddhism in India became a death manifestation, but fortunately it
travelled to China where it regenerated in the midst of the pragmatism of
the Chinese people.
China is the land of the Four Books and Five Classics. 4 She has no
Vedas or Upanishads, no Mahabharata or Avatamsaka Sutra. The extravagant imagination and profound speculative powers of the Indian people became functional for the first time when joined with the common
everyday path of the Five Confucian Virtues (Benevolence, Justice,
Politeness, Wisdom, and Fidelity) and Five Confucian Filial Piety Relationships that existed in China. Usefulness suggests the principle of
pragmatism first. Promotion of the public welfare is an ideal of the
Chinese people. Buddhism must also be of benefit in this life.
Since Indian imagination and speculative powers, fused to the Chinese
way of everyday-mindedness, came to Japan and developed there, it is in
a sense correct to say that Japan swallowed up all the choicest parts of
the banquet. On the one hand, this developed into Zen; on the other, it
was manifested in Pure Land thought and accepted in the form of Nembutsu; The finest essence of the best milk, that is, the finest flavor of all
things, is in India called sarpirmanda. This is the Zen and Nembutsu of
Japanese Buddhism. When we deal with Zen and Nembutsu we cover
almost the whole of Japanese Buddhism. It is really in them that Japanese spirituality was incorporated into Buddhism, and through them that
it has been giving life to it.

4.

Japanese Spiritual Awakening in the Kamakura Period

It was not until Kamakura times Buddhism brought about full realization of Japanese spirituality. Had the illustrious sect-founders KOknl
and Saicho not set the proper foundations, I believe the opportunity present in the Kamakura period would not have occurred. Yet Shingon nn<.1
Tendai did not penetrate to the center in Japan. They were present solely
as conceptualizations of an upper class. Shingon (Tcndai could he included here too), in a peculiar blend with Shinto, evolved into ShllR<'lld<J,
the Way of the Yumnbushi or Mountain Ascetic.~ Pnrt Shinto nnd pnrt
Buddhist, Sh1tf.{t'11tl<1 c1tn he said lo touch the surface of Japanese spirilu-
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ality. In one sense, Shingon holds within it the Japanese religious consciousness, yet its deepest parts are Indian. It is rich in conceptual elements the great majority of J opanese could not approach. They captured
instead its surface features, added a part of Shinto explanation and with
that were inclined to feel that an effective spirituality had fully appeared.
When with the advent of Kamakura times government and culture lost
their distinctively aristocratic and conceptual conventions and took on the
qualities of the earth, Japanese spirituality awakened to itself.
The Kamakura period offered a fit opportunity for the entrance of Zen,
that is, Zen entered Japan at just the right time. I personally believe
that the Kamakura era was an age in which the depths of the Japanese
people, where is found their spirituality, were exhibited. Until this time
.J npancse spirituality had barely come to the fore. Reaching Kamakurn times it assumed an autonomy that moved it to its very ground. A
look at Japanese history (perhaps the same is trne of other countries as
well) reveals that when some external or foreign incident occurs, things
lwrctnforc unnoticed or hidden away are suddenly found to be inspiring,
nnd the vibrations produced from this are revealed on the face of all
things. Without stimulation of some sort a man's heart will weaken, and
this is true of the group life as well. For a long time prior to the start of
thl~ Knmakura period communications with other countries had been nonexistent. That they then started once again is something that should
never be overlooked in the history of Japanese: cultural development.
When the Heian revealed a collapse of political e:nergy and an overripencss and deterioration culturally, the national spirit, with no stimulation
provided, was on the verge of decay and stagnation. It finally reached
a point of no recovery. The voice of the earth began to strengthen
within a samurai class backed by the common people. There came
frequent news of the Mongols, about to attempt incursions into western
Jnpnn following their successes pressing back the Southern Sung. Priests
visiting Sung China returned to Japan breathing a fresh continental atmosphere. The emotions and thought of the common class-the spirit
of the earth-which had until this time been quiiet thus came to have a
voice through the medium of the samurai. Something like the sound of
the J apnncse people's spirituality itself must have nt this time been heard.
So it happened that the samurai took the way of Zen, and the common
people Aave rise to n Pun~ 1.nml thought. With snmnrai culture sup-

planting to a greater and greater extent the culture of the court, the Zen
spirit was made to permeate deeply Japanese life and art. On the other
hand, Pure Land thought, in an intimacy with the earth, bore fruit as a
direct manifestation of Japanese spirituality.
Whatever else is said of it, the Heian was an age of feminine culture,
or perhaps it should be termed the period of Court culture, the golden age
of the courtier. One facet of what has been praised as the Japanese
spirit was given unrestricted play. Had it not passed through the Heian
period this aspect might never have emerged. The Heian was indeed deli\ cate and elegant compared with the magnificence and splendor of the
·. Nara period. Even in letters women occupied the throne. The names
Murasaki Shikibu, Izumi Shikibu, and Sei Sh6nagon6 are known to all,
and are a source of pride to Japanese. They were truly remarkable,
going against the formal and difficult Chinese language and literature,
developing the onna-moji ("woman's writing") and using it freely and
unrestrictedly to express their soft and delicate natures. The men followed
in their train here as well, writing diaries in the style evolved by the
women.
The women thus cultivated a unique world to themselves. It might
even seem such things as a delicate awareness of and sensitivity to nature,
to the seasonal scenery of the natural world, cannot be grasped except
by a Japanese woman. In these areas the ladies of Heian were truly outstanding.
One must recognize fully the extent the development of the Japanese
syllabary (kana moji) played in the characteristic evolution of Japanese
thought. As long as it was controlled by the Chinese style of writing and
literature, Japanese thought could not operate in a free and untrammeled
attitude. The 'National Learning' 7 that flourished during the Edo period
(1603-1868) owes its emergence and self-assertive manner in part to
Jiterature written in the Japanese syllabary as well. The Chinese style of
writing limited the natural expression of thought for the Japanese, being
for them deficient in freedom and flexibility and lacking a close interrelation between words.
The fact that one is bound and shackled by the tools he creates emerges
in all of man's acts. Modem thought by creating machines, technology,
and science, has lost freedom; instead of aiding man they seem to lead
him nil the more toward his destruction.
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Were it not for this kana literature I do not believe Japan would have
been capable of attaining the great achievement of the Meiji Restoration.
Imported literature, thought, and art could all be freely taken into the
development of the national psyche because of the linkability and flexibility of the Japanese syllabary. Considering this, we must show ample
gratitude in honoring the creative gifts of the Heian women.
There is no doubt the syllabary of Manya times (manyo-gana) 8 was
incapable of being handed down from generation to generation for an
indefinite period. Still I believe without the Heian women's rise to prominence the Japanese syllabary would not have been used at such an
early date, and the 'women's literature' as well would not have developed.
Even had the literature been entrusted to the men Japanese culture still
probably would have been unable to extricate itself from the oppressive
influences of Chinese literature. Chinese characters, Chinese style writing,
and Chinese literature have a distinctive muscular strength, a charm and
beauty, a feeling and color extremely difficult to relinquish. Yet since
J npan is not China she should not become an extension of China. The
Hcian women of this era must be given credit for the promotion of the
Jnpanese spirit.
But the strong point of the feminine culture was its defect as well.
Mildness and softness are fine but must not be without bone and structure.
Gentleness is all right but effeminacy is not to be overly welcomed. Tears
have a certain mystery about them yet to be continually "wet with tears"
is absurd. Though the Heian women exemplify perfectly the Japanese
emotional character, actual life cannot be emotion alone; intellect is
needed, as well as the working of spirituality. Women are replete with the
emotional and sensual natures, but lacking in logic and spiritual insight.
Logic aside, without spiritual insight the Japanese would be left with nothing to add to the advancement of world culture.
In the Heian period the time was not yet ripe. The progression is from
the senses to the emotions, from the emotions to spirituality. It is a route
that goes progressively deeper yet inevitably takes time. There remained
many political and social trials to be undergone. Feminine culture had
a kind of greenhouse atmosphere in the miniature garden in which
upper-class Heian J apancse lived. There the most favorable growth conditions existed on the side of the Japanese feminine character. Seedlings
raised without being exposed to wind or open to rain arc frail and delicate.

For a tree to grow large with deep rootage, exposure to wind and rain is
a necessity, in order for its roots to run deep into the soil. Such tenacious
root and trunk structure could not grow in the world of mono no aware.
It needed to pass through one more trial.
The feelings and emotions of the Heian women were still on the ·periphery of Japanese spirituality. Once its surface is broken through there
has to be a wedging-in to the midst of spirituality itself. Then, via the
eye of intuition which opens there, the world of the emotions and senses
must be reexamined. When that happens the incomplete nature of the
world of intuition prior to the attainment of spirituality will be understood. Both emotion and sensory experience have an intuitive nature
similar to that of spirituality, and the former are on that account confused with the latter. This is an error that must be very carefully avoided.
During the Kamakura period the outer wall of the Heian's feminine,
emotional, sensory nature crumbled and the center of spirituality began
to move. That is, the religious consciousness of the Japanese people underwent a self-affirmation. In the Nara period, and previous to it as well,
Buddhism moved the people of ancient Japan, giving expression to their
artistic sensibilities and feelings in the production of architectural works
such as Horyuji and Todaiji, and the construction of the Daibutsu at Nara.
Here we witness the manifestation of a feeling that is sometimes sublime
and sometimes refined, but still without disclosure of Japanese spirituality.
Although there are some things-like the prosperity Buddhism experienced
in the early years of Heian-which cast a truly radiant religious light, I
cannot help but consider them as being of an abstract and hedonistic
quality. The use of Chinese literature was prevalent, Indian thought was
discussed on every side, all manner of religious ceremony, ritual, lecture
meeting, and the like prevailed, all of which presented the outward appearance of a grand religious scene. But the feeling it imparts of being
somehow vague and hollow is irrepressible. The strengthening of J apanese spirituality still had not begun in earnest.
There are perhaps many reasons for the collapse of Heian culture.
Political factors, though they might not have been political in the word's
strict sense, no doubt played a role. But the real underlying cause is that
the very thought that had created the culture ran up against a blank wall.
That is to say the court culture-feminine culture, culture of a conceptual
nature-flouted on the periphery of spirituality because it lacked firm
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roots in the earth. It could not continue to maintain itself indefinitely
along such lines.
Even granting something comes to be conscious of its own capability,
it still has to be able once to pass through the moment of collapse, to be
capable of surviving chance collisions with external or foreign elements.
Kamakura times provided precisely such opportunities and conditions.
Even after the decision to discontinue the dispatch of envoys to T'ang
China, news was occasionally transmitted by merchant shipping between
the two countries. Coming to the Kamakura period, the political situation
in China gradually came to be understood from Japanese Buddhist monks
who travelled and studied there. Word was no doubt received concerning
the serious situation slowly building up in China, as well as information
as to when Japan herself might expect invasion. There would otherwise
have been no basis for the forebodings of calamity voiced by such men
as Nichiren ..
With that the case, the strife of Heian's last stages saw political and
economic unrest and public ferment. Add to these the anticipation of an
impending national disaster and it can be seen why the Japanese could
no longer live simply with an appreciation of mono no aware.
The Japanese had unquestionably begun to feel deep stirrings of spirituality. Of course such a fundamental thing is not experienced consciously.
At such times human beings-especially those yet to have experienced
any awakening of religious consciousness whatever-are simply, without
knowing exactly why, carried away by a kind of uneasiness. No doubt
this insecure feeling simply discovered its outlets through existing means
of expression.
Although this cannot be seen unless we take a detailed look at the various records, mainly the literary ones, of the period, I personally believe the
great historical event of the Mongol Invasions, the effects of which passed
high and low throughout the entire country, spreading in all directions in
the national life, probably generated an extraordinary excitement. One of
these many agitations, in the psychic realm, caused the Japanese to reflect
deeply about their country. There grew up a consciousness of Shinto, the
"Way of the Gods." Though this had probably lbccn given consideration
prior to Kamakura times, I think it had not previously been related to
other nations.
Because of his dissatisfaction with imported Chinese Buddhism, Shinrnn

The working of spirituality begins from deep contemplation of the
phenomena of the world, progressing finally to a desire to grasp the
eternally constant something that is beyond the world of cause and effect.
The pressures of karma give rise to aspirations of somehow evading them.
If through one's own power this turns out to be impossible, one comes
in the end to search at any cost for the absolute Great Compassionate
One that will enable him to free himself from the shackles of karmic
cause and effect. Unless the weight of karma is experienced the existence
of spirituality cannot be felt. Some hold that this is in some way abnormal. But even were that so, unless one has at some time been possessed
of this abnormality and undergone subsequent regeneration, all talk of
religion, and the circumstances of spirituality, will be totally and unavoidably incomprehensible. Those who say it is abnormal have never undergone the experience themselves.
Although there is little need to be concerned with whether or not it
is abnormal, unless one has at one time 'rolled in the swells' of karmic
suffering he has no chance to realize spirituality. The people of the
Heian age were by nature too primitive and sensual. They entered in
some measure the world of emotion but could not touch spirituality.
Mono no aware still lingers in the realm of emotion, wherein spirituality's
stirrings are not discernible. They had not yet penetrated to the basic
ground of the self. In a manner of speaking, they had yet to contract the
disease or abnormality. They had not gone through the process of selfnegation which I have spoken of here as disease. Disease is, generally
speaking, denial of the body; through it the body's true existence is encountered. There is a difference in kind in this regard between human
beings and other creatures. It is here that religious consciousness first
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came to regard Prince ShOtoku as the spiritual head of Japan. And Nichiren's position in all this is well known. Were the history of the spiritual
life of the Japanese to be written, I think its center would have to be
placed in the Kamakura period.

II.

1.

SPIRITUALITY

The Negation of Reality

begins to breathe, and unless one is led this far, the weight of karma cannot be felt. As long as he leads an artless and primitive existence man
does not leave his infancy. The world of kannagara, the Way of the Gods,
must once be reflected upon. Once life has transited this reflection and
illness, denial and experience, it cannot be included in the category of a
primitive or infant nature. Here mono no aware is experienced more
thoroughly than it was by the Heian poets. The fundamental reality of
things themselves is touched.
The Heian poets were still in the shadow of the lamp, still in the state
described by the Chinese Zen master Nansen (Case 40 of the Hekiganroku) : 9 pointing to a flowering plant, he said, "People of this world look
at these flowers as if they were in a dream." This manner of understanding, it must be said, is not yet true understanding.
2.

The Person That Transcends Individuality

is truly a wonder, a "true man of no title" to use Rinzai's words, or in
the terms of another master, "a solitary body revealing itself amidst the
myriad phenomena." Mono no aware as experienced by this Person is
the rhythmic movement of Japanese spirituality. The supra-individual
Person is the genuine individual, the "one individual person, Shinran," in
the following passage:
When I refiect deeply on Amida's Original Prayer which issues
from his meditation for five long kalpas, I realize that it was solely
for the sake of this one individual person, Shinran. (Tannish6)

This Person appears as well in the Hyakujo hOwa zuimonki
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I alone in this world am evil, I alone will go to Hell, I alone
will go to heaven. In all things, I realize, it is each one alone, one
by one.

Although emotion, the senses, and thought discrimination as well are
basically rooted in the working of spirituality, unless they actually encounter spirituality itself they are like rootless water-plants, unable to emerge
from a life of floating from one place to another. Such is the life of the
individual self, in which audience has not yet been gained to the supraindividual Person that lies at the basic ground of the individual self.
Thus stated, it sounds very mysterious, one might even imagine it is a
world of the mind existing apart from the world of things. For this reason it is absolutely necessary this point be clearly understood.
Usually, men look only upon the world of the individual self. Even
principles that esteem the whole are not yet freed from the individual
self. One is completely bound by the world of the individual self. Because the supra-individual Person transcends individuality, it is not within
the realm of the individual self. Thus, even though I speak of Person,
it is not a person functioning in the individual self. And yet neither is it
a person that remains excluded from the things of the world, for such a
person would still be the person of the individual self.
The supra-individual Person is not without a relation to the individual
self; there is a deep, in fact inseparable, relation between them. Though
we cnnnot sny thnt the Person is the individual selr, still the Person cannot exist npart from it. Tlw Pl·rson that transcends the individual self

Shin believers who thoroughly embody this Person understand experientially the movement of Japanese spirituality.
Different tendencies or directions in the movement of Japanese spirituality are noticeable between Shin (and the other Pure Land sects) and
Zen. The former always sees the supra-individual Person in the direction
of the individual self, while the latter sees the individual self in the direc~
tion of the supra-individual Person. Rinzai thus speaks of a "true man
of no title," words of an intellectual cast. With Shin, the shape of the
individual self is manifest in the previously cited, "one individual person, Shinran," and in "I, alone." Of course, in Zen too the individual
appears above the shouts and blows, and even Shin says 'Just Namu
Amida Butsu!' But in the overall nature of their teachings, Zen inclines
its experience in intellectual-though this is different from ordinary word
usage-directions and Shin experience tends towards the emotional
sphere. A more or less conceptual element comes to be added to the
intellectual situation; the emotional aspect clings to each concrete phenomenon. In my view the man of Zen does not ordinarily understand Pure
I ,nnd thought, thinking its end to be the recitation of Nembutsu which
results in rchirth in n Pure Land or Paradise. Even if he does tinder-
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stand this aspect he is usually unable to understand that the Original
Prayer is for the sake of "this one individual person." But not to dwell
too much on the side of differences; it is enough to understand the following: all that is needed in regard to spirituality is the realization that the
supra-individual Person is at the same time the individual self.
The realization that the supra-individual Person is none other than
each individual, and that these individuals one by one are none other
than the supra-individual Person, was experienced only by Japanese spirituality. Although the Pure Land thought developed in India became the
basis for the formation of the sect in China, even after the passage of
over a thousand years it did not evolve into a Pure Land thought comparable to that of the Shin sect. There did not sufficiently appear in the
Chinese mentality something capable of grasping the reality that supraindividual self is individual self and individual self is supra-individual self.
Of course the Chinese did understand this, graspilng it either as thought
or as a kind of insight, but they were not fully conscious of the one by
one character of rebirth the Pure Land. Teachings such as "the Dharmabody preaches the Law" 11 and "your body itself is the Buddha" 1 2 of
Chen-yen (Shingon) thought come very near to Shin Pure Land thought,
yet still fail to grasp the emotional side, the feeling of emotional insight
that signifies the supra-individual experience of the individual self. Since
this experience is a phenomenon that can only occur in the individual
self, the supra-individual self might even be regarded as meaningless. But
because it simply cannot arise in a consciousness limited to the individual
self it is never felt unless one tries to accommodate the supra-individual
self. The reason it is called faith and differentiated from ordinary knowing, comprehending, or realizing is found here. In other religions it is said
Divine Rievelation is beyond human intelligence and must be accepted just
as it is. The passive nature of religious consciousness indeed lies here. Be
that as it may, Japanese spirituality possesses considerable emotional or
affective qualities, and its operation always inclines in their general direction.

That Japanese spirituality possesses something that works within the
emotional nuturc of the individuul sclr, is seen in the fact that the dcvcl-

opment of imported Chinese Pure Land thought soon advanced along
such lines in Japan. Soon after Honen said he would establish a new
Pure Land sect, Shinran began consciously to draw elements from within
it. As long as Amida's Original Prayer did not emerge from the confines
of generality Japanese spirituality did not adequately respond to it. J apanese spirituality had not yet broken open its shell and emerged from
within, because that 'one by one' most primal and concrete element was
not yet at work. "Primal" may be thought to be some abstract, general,
or conceptual supposition of a logical nature; but that is only because
(things are considered objectively. When "primal" is emotional, when it
is the individual self, there is nothing more concrete. Then it is "one by
one," "for the sake of this one individual person, Shinran." It is highly significant someone like Shinran did not appear in China but in Japan; also
meaningful is the fact that his emergence followed closely upon Honen's.
In fact, we are probably quite right in viewing Honen and Shinran as one.
That Shinran did not have a thousand-year Chinese Pure Land thought
behind him and did have the thousand-year development of Japanese
spirituality is meaningful, for such was the situation present in the Kamakura period. It obliges us to find the meaning Kamakura times has in
Japan's spiritual history.
Had Shinran's appearance in Japan parallelled that of Chih-i or Fatsang in China, his teaching would probably have died out like those of
T'ien-t'ai and Hua-yen. Though we of the East may well be proud of
Chih-i and Fa-tsang as great religious thinkers, they had not completely
shed their Indian mantles. Is there not sufficient cause for us to say that
their thought was not an indigenous growth from the psyche of the Chinese
people themselves? Because Shinran's experience of 'one by one' came
from the spiritual life of the Japanese people-from spirituality itself-it
began to work deeply within the Japanese mentality, and is working there
even today. Because Honen's and Shinran's spiritual experience was acquired from the earth, we may say that is where its absolute value exists.
In this context, this spiritual activity imbued with the qualities of the
earth was only possible in the Kamakura period.
There is little question Japanese spirituality began to stir somewhat
through the religious genius of men like Saich6 and Kukai. But it still
lacked sufficient concreteness in that it did not possess a close enough
relation to the enrth. The individual self remained unawakened to the
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3.

Japanese Spirituality

essential origin of its own existence through contact and union with the
supra-individual self. This first was possible in the world in which Shinran lived. Although he was to some extent the product of an aristocratic
culture, his individual self awakened to its original ground while he was
in Echigo. He received his initial baptism in Kyoto owing to Honen, but
that did not yet bring forth the Person of the supra-individual self, which
only was actuated when he took up life in a remote area untouched by
Kyoto culture. Dwelling among the rural people of Echigo in northern
Japan, who lived with the earth as a concrete reality, he came into contact with their spirituality thence derived and experienced via his own
individual self something beyond the individual self. No matter how
much faith Honen might have instilled in him, had he not gained the
chance to pass beyond the cultural influences of Kyoto it is extremely
doubtful whether the Shinran of the Tariki Original Prayer would have
gone beyond either Saicho or Kiikai. Certainly he would have been unable to attain full maturity in Kyoto, for although Buddhism did exist
there, it did not possess the experience of Japanese spirituality.

4.

Japanese Spiritual Awakening in the Tannish6

The characteristics of Shinran's sect are thus not found in his Kyagyashin.sha, but in his letters, W asan (Buddhist hymns) , and above all in the
Tannishi5:1 3 Although it is natural for Shin scholars to regard Kyagyaslzinsha as supreme sacred book, Shinran's true h1eights are not to be met
with there. Rather we feel them intuitively in the openhearted utterances
contained in other of his works. Kyagyashinsho exhibits a residue of
aristocratic culture, a sectarian philosophy, and a scholarly air; it does not
form his substance. Compelled to judge him by this work alone it would
be difficult to refrain from stating that his spiritual awakening was still
incomplete. Let us take a look at the following excerpt from the Tannishi5.

Your intention in coming here, after a long journey through
more than ten different provinces even at the risk of your lives,
was simply to hear from me concerning the way of rebirth in the
Pure Land. You would, nevertheless, be greatly mistaken to dl'sume I had some knowledge of being reborn in the Pure Land
other than sayinR the Nen1hutsu, or that I possessed knowledge
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of some secret religious texts, and envy me on that account. It
would be better, if that is what you believe, to go to Nara or to
Mount Hiei, where you will find many learned scholars of Buddhism, and learn from them the essential means of being reborn
in the Pitre Land. As far as I, Shinran, am concerned, the only
reason for saying the Nembutsu lies in the instruction of my good
teacher who made me realize that the only condition for Amida's
salvation i.s to say the Nembutsu. I do not even know whether
the calling of the Name will take me to the Pure Land or to Hell.
Even if my teacher Hanen is deceiving me, and I am sent to Hell
by the calling of the Name of Amida Buddha, I shall never regret
calling the Name. Those who have practiced enough to attain
Buddhahood may regret calling his Name when they are sent to
Hell and find that they were deceived. But I am far from doing
enough for the attainment of Buddhahood. Hell may be my proper residence. If the Original Prayer is true, the teaching of Shakyamuni cannot be untrue; if the teaching of Shakyamuni is true, the
commentaries of Zenda cannot be untrue; if Zenda' s commentaries
.are true, the teaching of Hanen cannot be untrue; if the teaching
of Hanen is true, how is it po~ible for me, Shinran, to utter untruth? In short, such is my faith. Beyond this, you must decide
for yourselves whether to believe in the Nembutsu or discard it
altogether. ...
This shows that the concrete foundation for Shinran's sect exists in the
earth, in the rural areas among the peasants and farmers, directly opposite
intellectual discrimination. Here is where they rise and here is where
they fall. That the earth has political and economic significance goes
without saying. That by virtue of this the earth is man's very body should
also be comprehensible. But in Shinran's sect the earth itself is its religious significance, its spiritual value. This value did not, and could not,
emerge from a superficial, Kyoto-bound, aristocratic culture. The words
of the Tannisha, "Your ... coming here after a long journey through
more than ten provinces even at risk of your lives ... " are not mere
verbiage. If wc can imagine these rural people traveling the great distances
from homes in fnr-off Hitachi to Kyoto, we can grasp the idea that their
relntion to Shinrnn wns not in the least conceptual, metaphysical, or
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verbal but was bound to the earth. What does not appear among the
'scholars of Nara and Hiei' 14 must be said to exist here. Shinran's heart
would not have been so deep-seated in the earth had he not had the chance
to leave Kyoto.
I often wonder what kind of life in exile Shinran led when he found
himself away from the capital for the first time. Surely he did not reside
in the near-by Tendai or Shingon temples. He probably did not even
have a small hermitage. We may suppose he led life as a layman. As
for his livelihood during this period, it would seem there was not much
for him besides farming. At any rate, he did not exist as a mere begging
monk among the farmers. Can we not imagine him attempting to polish
and refine in this practical life the faith he had acquired thanks to Honen?
It is not likely he tried to test his faith in writing as he had done before
when he had lived and studied on Mt. Hiei. He seems to have held no
ambition to publish writings such as his KyogyoshinshO. Did he, who had
nothing save the path of attaining Ojo in the Pure Land through the
practice of the Nembutsu, probably not try to practice this way in an
everyday life in touch with the earth, with the plow and hoe, a life of a
Buddhist layman, eating meat and taking wife? I do not think he was
capable of engaging in a life of trade, or of being a hunter or a fisherman.
I do not suppose he possessed the temperament to try life as a craftsman.
There was not even the opportunity for him to teach the villagers to read
and write, as might have been the case had he lived as a lordless samurai
in Edo times. Villagers in the Kamakura period probably as yet would
have had little need for such things. Furthermore, there is no evidence
he had any dealings with the regional authorities or local samurai classes.
It is perhaps most appropriate to think that Shinran attempted to live a
quiet life as a farmer, saying the Nembutsu as one common man among
others. We must remember those who came to Kyoto to see him from
the Kanta region were not intellectuals, they held no influence or power
at all. At a remote rural site in Echigo Shinran took the first steps in his
lay buddhist life, as a gutoku, a bald-headed, simple-hearted man. He
continued this way of life during his stay in the Kanta area, a course said
to have been suggested to him by the example of a Pure Land devotee of
the late Hcinn period named Kyoshin. (Mention might also be made in
thh1 connection of ZcnsMM. Sec the chapter on Honen.)
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5.

Japanese Spirituality and the Earth

The life of the earth is the life of reality, the life of faith that does not
permit deceit, the life of Nembutsu. There seems little doubt, therefore,
that given the opportunity his exile provided, Shinran attempted to test
the Nembutsu faith he had acquired from Honen where the life of the
earth was actually found. Life in Kyoto would never have given him this
opportunity. He took advantage of his exile to put his own faith to the
trial. He already possessed the experience that 'Nembutsu alone is true,' so
he did not spend his days merely mouthing empty Nembutsu. His was a
true Nembutsu bound to the earth, and for him to live among those who
worked the plow and hoe and not to use them himself as well would have
turned his faith into the kind of "gibberish and nonsense" he himself
condemns in the TannishO. His life in Echigo was in direct and immediate conformity with the earth. The reason he did not content himself
with continuing in the 'spotless' life of purity he had been leading to this
point-rich in ideality alone, possessed of nothing positive-was because he wished to put the Nembutsu to work in man's ordinary life.
Otherwise, it would be difficult to comprehend his reasons for eating
meat and marrying in disregard of the Buddhist precepts. He made
no attempt to draw distinctions between Shodomon (the "Holy Path,"
leading to salvation through self power, or by works; Jiriki) and Jodomon
(the "Pure Land Path," bringing salvation by means of Amida's grace;
Tariki) merely in terms of whether one ate meat or practiced celibacy,
or whether one repeated a continual Nembutsu or not. He tested in the
actual life of the earth whether he could experience the Buddha's grace
or favor in ordinary human existence. Here one cannot help but see the
earnestness of his faith. He did not differentiate between priest and layman, and though he was unable to extricate himself completely from the
ideologies of his time, he had already withdrawn from his previous existence of saint-like purity, both in his view of Nembutsu and in his
awareness of faith. For him "raging passions" and "certain Hell" were
not matters that could be said merely to relate to forms external to life;
for this reason he discarded a conceptual life without hesitation. I think
Shin believers who have come after him still lack a firm realization of
this. His ccntrnl thought is absolute faith in the Original Prayer of Amida.
Of other mnttcrs, even though they might be highly praiseworthy accord-

ing to the pronouncements of traditional Buddhism, he took no notice.
The following passage comes from a book entitled Roankyi5 0! ~ ;JI
literally, "Donkey-Saddle Bridge"), which records the words and deeds
of the Tokugawa Zen teacher Suzuki Shosan ( ~!f;::.IE:=: 1579-1655).
In the eighth month of the year 1652, the master [Suzuki
Shosan] arrived at Hoshi5zen-ji, a temple at Hatogcrya in BushU
of the Kanto district. Scores of farmers from all the neighboring
parts came to hear his Buddhist teachings. The master said,
"Farming is the work of the Buddha. Do not search outside o1 it.
Each of your bodies is the body of Buddha. Your hearts are the
heart of Buddha. Your work is the work of the Buddha. But
since your minds are inclined to evil, you will fall into hell even
with all yout good qualities [roots]. Isn't it regrettable, dreaming
up all kinds of wickedness in oneself-hate, attachment, stinginess,
greed, and so on-agonizing day and night in this life, and in the
life after falling into the evil courses eternally? But with farming
ydu can exhaust bad karma, thus kindling the power of the Great
Prayer. Farm, repeating the Nembutsu hoe-stroke by hoe-stroke.
... you will then surely attain Buddhahood ... (Part I, 98)

tures for what he had attained-the unattainable.
Later on, we may see recurring in him the passion of his youth-he:nce
the Kyi5gyi5shinshi5 came to be written. But on the other hand, the light
of his faith in Amida, flowing over from his personality and life could
not help but have influenced those near him. There began to materialize
around him a kind of religious order during the twenty years he lived in
the eastern provinces. This would never have happened without his
sojourn in Echigo.
6.

The Sincerity and Depth of Spirituality-The Person

He does not ·mean evil karma can be exhausted by the repetition of
thousands of hoe-strokes. With the Namu-Amida-Butsu of each hoestroke the bad karma of incalculable ages past comes to naught. It is not
a question of how many hoe-strokes or Nembutsu are required for so
much bad karma. One hoe-stroke up, one hoe-stroke down ... that is
the absolute, it passes into the Original Prayer itself. No, it is the Original
Prayer. In the rise and fall of the hoe is heard the soft whisper of the
Original Prayer. Because Shosan is a man of Zen he uses a Zen vocabulary,
but his unconscious consciousness penetrates deeply to the marrow of
Shinran's sect. There is not the least doubt that his Nembutsu appears
from and returns to the earth. The five or six years Shinran spent in
Echigo enabled him to attain this realization.
Upon receiving a pardon, Shinran proceeded to Hitachi instead of returning to the capital. It is not known whether this had any connection
with his relatives there or not. But is it not probable he went to this
urea, where books were obtninnblc, to find cvidenc1:! in the Buddhist scrip-

The Heian courtiers experienced mono no aware but were unable to
penetrate to its truth. It was Shinran in the Kamakura period who saw
and penetrated the "truth of Nembutsu." The former sang of their yearnings in the beauties of nature, the latter came to embody the truth by
Jiving in intimacy with the earth. Although the courtiers could not transcend the region of sensation and emotion, Shinran was able to plunge
to the center of spirituality. Before the advent of the Kamakura period
the Japanese were unable to go beyond sensory or emotional insight. The
ancient Japanese, as can be seen throughout the wealth of Heian literature,
displayed a wonderful sensitivity in many intuitive directions; yet they
were, finally, feminine and aristocratic, and lacked reality in the real sense
of the word.
The bitter taste of decline and fall must once be known. Just such
an experience resulted in the regeneration or rebirth of the Kamakura
period. Here there was a testing that plumbed the depths of Japanese
spirituality: sensory and emotional insights deepened into spiritual awakening, and mono no aware deepened into the "truth of Nembutsu." This
was indeed brought about by the spirituality of one man, Shinran. · The
Person of the supra-individual-in this case Amida's Original Prayer
-always affirms itself through the spirituality of the individual. This
is the experience of "for the sake of this one individual person, Shinran," and the religious consciousness in the words, "I alone will go to
Hell; I alone will go to the Pure Land." It is a region the Japanese did
not even dream of prior to Heian. "Only when the skin is shed does the
one real substance appear": here the one real substance is the Person
itself.
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This Person may best be symbolized by the earth. The concreteness
of the earth and the concreteness of the Person are identical, and cannot
be replaced by anything else. The beauty of the natural world embraces
the four changing seasons, and this movement acts in concert with the
mentality of mono no aware. But within it there is nothing possessed of
the imperturbability, the constant unchangeableness, the indifference to
season, of the earth. With the earth's momentary changes of aspect man's
sensitivity stirs and his emotions rise-this is the poetry-composing heart
of the courtier. Unless this heart is broken asunder spirituality does not
appear. Spirituality shines forth when one encounters the earth that
sustains the beauties of nature. The concreteness of the Person is at the
same time the Person's reality. This is existentially understood only when
man returns to the earth. Where the courtiers lived there was no earth.
It was found where the common people walked.. It was in their hearts
and minds that spirituality flowered.
It was essential for Shinran of the capital to become a humble gutoku,
a bald-headed, simple-hearted country man. When he was sent into exile
he was divested of his priesthood and given the secular name Fujii Yoshizane. For him the assumption of this name meant not disgrace, it was
the title that was to awaken his spirituality. Shinran built no temples.
A thatched cottage was suitable for a simple man, not the Nara or Kyoto
temple-complexes. The common people of the countryside had nothing.
to do with the extremes of magnificence and splendor wrought by those
ensconced in Kyoto. For the Nembutsu a thatched hut is most appropriate. A Nembutsu that seeps out from under great roof-structures
carries with it much falsehood. Amida does not lend his ear to choruses
of empty Nembutsu. Here there is a universal but no individual, and
the individual-the Person-is the object of the Original Prayer. In a
f?Uioku's faith there is nothing so useless as palatial buildings. Edifices
like the present-day Honganji Temples 15 are far removed from the intentions of the sect founder. Within the ancestral halls of their main temples
the f?Ufoku is not to be found. The "one individual person, Shinran"if he is there at all-no doubt cries in the shade of the candle-light. But
although the true nature of Shinran's sect disappeared from the opulent
structures of Kyoto, it has continued to live in the humble thatched
dwellings of the Myokonin, with their worn and leaky roofs. Myokoninsurcly there is no more honored name in the seclt of Shinran. The Person
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always lives in him. The authoritative and learned scholar-priests were
not the inheritors of Shinran's faith and belief.
'The truth of Nembutsu,' Shinran's Person, the Person of the supraindividual self, Japanese spirituality-all these intuitively respond to the
absolute nature, the 'one-by-one-ness,' and concrete finality of the earth.
Here is the insight that plunges into the realm of spirituality beyond all
sensory and emotional insight. It does not stop at mono no aware. The
particularly Japanese character of spiritual insight is discernible within
the earth or masculine culture of Kamakura that opened up a vista apart
from the aristocratic or feminine culture of Kyoto. The essence of this
spiritual insight is readily perceived within these words of Shinran:
I do not even know whether the calling of the Name will take
me to the Pure Land or to Hell . ... In short, such is my faith.
Beyond this, you must decide for yourselves whether to believe
in the Nembutsu or discard it altogether. (Tannish6)
/

This certainly is a straightforward disclosure of Shinran's true face. It
would be impossible even in the dreams of a tear-drenched Heian poet
with his mono no aware. Shinran was truly a man of spiritual insight,
for the above declaration could never have issued from someone living
within a conceptual world. Here we see the aspect of the Kamakura
samurai spirit communicated in such utterances as "Shut out all your
thoughts!" and "Go right straight ahead!" And certainly Shin belief has
underlying Zen-like elements. It is in such beliefs the characteristics of
Japanese spiritual insight can be found.
There is an absolute truth, the truth of spiritual insight, in Shinran's
enunciation of the "one individual person." Although we readily speak
of truth, truth is not nearly so easily attained. Only when sensory and
emotional truth are illumined by the light of spirituality are they capable
of Truth. Since in the farmer's case truth is still on the plane of a. subject-object duality, it is relative and as such cannot be called absolute.
The absolute nature of truth is seen when the individual self is broken
through and the Person of the supra-individual self is encountered face
to face:
A fiRurc• hetween Heaven and Earth-solitariness itself,
StandinR alone hefore an ;n{initely expandinf? vista.
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This is the domicile of Shinran's Person. Because it cannot be replaced
it is absolute. Nothing could exist that is more true. In the 13th book
of the Manyoshu the following verse is found:

Were there another like you in this land oi reeds,
Then why should I continue this constant longing?
This is a love poem, but even with its emotional intent the fac~ of. the~e
being two people who are the same is denied. The truth of love hes m this
inadmissibility. If there were two, one would have to be false. It goes
without saying that this meaning holds much greater importance for
spirituality.
.
Shinran had absolute trust in the teachings of Honen because their
origin existed in spirituality. From Amida's Original Pray~r to the st~te
ments of Honen and then to Shinran's own words there ts a connection
through the absolute nature of truth, inasmuch as they are. all ripp~ng
the waves of spiritualitv. Too often we find those of the Shm sect ~sing
exceedingly roundabout expressions where a Zen-man would exclall_n with
no beating about, "Confront it face to face!" Shin tends to see time as
a straight-line, probably because it always wants to operate within se~s~ry
and emotional spheres. Hence even Pure Land Ojo comes to s1gmfy
something that takes place after death. Opposed to this, Zen tries to insist
on a circular view of time, so that all things are immediately settled in
this absolute instant. But to the discerning eye the straight line holds
true as well as the circular. Did not Shinran himself teach ogen-niso
eko 1a rebirth in the Pure Land and return to this life to dedicate all one's
me;its toward the enlightenment of one's fellow-beings? Truth, in any
case, can only be discovered in the world of spirituality, the world of the
Person.

7.

The Awakening of the Unlettered to the Person

It was his exile and his everyday experience with the common people
that enabled Shinran to become the first person to awaken to Japanese
spirituality. Japanese spirituality is extremely concrete, realistic, and personal; it is "I alone." Only when this was experientially understood was
the fundamental truth of Japanese religious consciousness established.
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Until then preparations were obliged to advance along in a conceptual
order based upon the original Indian Buddhism that had entered via
China. The many eminent priests and scholars that appeared starting with
Saich6 and Kukai were essential; the virtue, learning, and art of Genshin
in the closing years of the Heian were especially indispensable. It is difficult to judge the extent his Ojoyoshu 17 influenced the common people of
the time. In all likelihood it was merely circulated among the Buddhist
scholars of Nara and Hiei. His ideas on morality probably did not reach
a wider audience. But inasmuch as his paintings appealed to the sense
of sight, anyone with the opportunity of seeing them must have received
an exceptional impression. Moreover, his art probably gave rise to many
imitators. Sculpture aside, ink-drawings in the form of e-makimono or
handscrolls were copied and transmitted to many areas. From the close
of Heian times to Kamakura's beginnings, the 'Torments of Hell' were
depicted a great deal. Even those unable to understand Chinese writing
and without access to eminent priests could not only see something that
was drawn on paper, they could not fail to be moved by what they saw
as well.
Prior to Shinran's arrival such preparations existed among the common
people. After Genshin came Honen, and without these two Shinran might
never have appeared. Honen, who came later than Genshin, was for that
reason alone much easier for people to approach. Although Gcnshin is a
figure very much in the style of the holy-man, Honen has a very familiar
air about him. In his lchimaikish0mon 18 especially, Honen shows a feeling for the earth that is only one step this side of Shinran. Honcn, like
Shinran, underwent the bitter experience of exile, and because of it his
latter years took on a particularly strong spiritual radiance. Had exile
come in younger days this would probably have been even more intense.
He bequeathed this light to Shinran. The One Page Testament still hns
lingering academic earmarks, but at its roots there is the insight of Jnrnnese spirituality, without however the thorough-going maturity of Shinrnn.
I will devote a separate section to this work in a ]ater chapter.
(Rather than viewing Honcn and Shinran as two separate individuals I think it would be more appropriate to view them us one.
H~nen uppcared reborn in Shinran. Herc we mny perceive the
existence of something vitnl in the life of H~ncn. Which Is to HllY

Although in the One Page Testament Honen refers to such disciplines
as the threefold heart and the four sorts of exercise, that is probably because the T,estamen.t was written at the request of scholarship inclined
disciples. In exile he came into frequent contact with those (in his own
words) "simple-hearted, ignorant folk who know not a single letter," who
had nothing whatever to do with scholarly endeavor. They repeated the
Name of Amida over and over and conducted themselves as "ignorant
men and women of simple and honest faith." Hone.n was without question
struck by their sincerity, a sincerity he himself finally realized following
his lifelong opposition to the oppression of traditional thought and struggle
against his own scholarship and intellectualism. When he was exiled to
Tosa on the island of Shikoku, he welcomed it as an opportunity to spread
his faith to people in remote and isolated regions. It was not necessarily
only a matter of influencing others, he probably had some premonition
they would be able to teach him as well. Regrettably, he was at the time
:drcady declining in years and was unable to pass on to his disciples a
more vital and energetic teaching, as Shinran w:as later able to do. Yet
hccausc of Honen's life Shinran's own experience became possible. This
clearly attests to the fact that spirituality works in the individual, the
Person, and that at the same time it is supra-individual.
THlnen's encounter with a prostitute at Muro-no-tomari in the province
or Harima, while on route to his place of exile is an event to be recorded
in the annals of Japanese spiritual history. The life and death of millions
of humnn heings in war has its place in such a history and is capable of
striking 11s by its very numhers; yet qualitatively speaking, something able

to stir the religious consciousness of a prostitute must possess great and
universal truth as well. The problem of karma, of being caught within
the web of cause and effect, is not surprising because of quantitative
measure. The Zen master Gutei said his "One-Finger Zen" could not be
used up in a whole lifetime. It is exactly as he said. It is possible for a
single utterance of Nembutsu to bring about changes effecting the entire
surface of the world. If the whisper of Japanese spirituality does not
reach unto the minds of illiterates as well, then it is a lie. In fact, it is
just because they do not know a single word that they are able to hear
its voice.
A prostitute might be thought to have an existence quite isolated from
the earth. Knowledge of the kind of life such a person led in Honen's
time is not known to me. I do not know what their place in society was.
But they seem to have been included among the 'ignorant men and women
of simple and honest faith' Honen refers to his Testament. The center of
Japanese culture during this period was, as an aristocratic culture, the
exclusive possession of the Kyoto court nobles. A prostitute in this remote area of the country would not, I think, even though gasping in the
throes of karmic suffering, have considered the reasons behind her condition. But since suffering is suffering, she probably wondered, indeed
worried deeply, about how she might possibly escape it. Otherwise she
would not have approached Hemen for advice. As I said previously, I do
not know the degree of Buddhism's dispersion during that time, or the
extent to which it had been adopted, but its seems certain that Honen's
"Namu-Amida-Butsu" was warmly welcomed by the rural people. Until
this time Buddhism had been based upon benefits in this present world.
That the world of the Japanese spirit (which until then had known only
such benefits) should, thanks to Honen's travel in this remote area, first
awaken the spirituality of a prostitute was not simply fortuitous.
Although she was not particularly close to the earth, the gap that separated her was no doubt never even near the size of the one that separated
the courtiers from it. Such women did not directly encounter the earth
in their daily Jives, though the earth was always near at hand and its
fragrance undoubtedly surrounded them. Their existence was not conceptual or abstract; indeed, it possessed the raw, direct quality of life's
reality, the earth's fundamental quality. In this respect, Honen's religion
can be said to have found an extraordinary point of communion in J apa-
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that Japanese spirituality first awakened in Honen, and then was
taken over by Shinran. When we read over the records of Honen,
we can well understand the reason for his persecution by the
scholars of Nara and Hiei, men who simply turned out literary
documents and kept to a world of groundless concepts. Therefore, seen from the viewpoint of those who would possess the world
of success and vanity, men like Honen were criminals, utterly
ignorant, and totally unacceptable to their circles. Hemen was a
dangerous element. Their persecution of Honen and his followers
thus had a very rational basis. This point will be taken up again
later.)

Arriving at the harbor of Muro-no-tomari in Harima, Honen
was approached by a small boat carrying a prostitute. She said to
him, "Many are the ways through the world, what great sin could
I have committed in a fonmer Zife to bring me to such a situation
of heavy sins? How may I rid myself of them?" Honen replied
with great pity, "Truly such a life is heavy with iniquity, the extent
of its retribution is indeed incalculable. Try to find some other
livelihood if you can and change your ways as soon as possible.
If this proves impossible, ij the intention to sacrifice your very life
in seeking for salvation has not arisen in your heart, then stay
what you are and repeat earnestly the Nembutsu. It is for the
sake of just such sin-laden people that Amida Nyorai has taken
the Vow of universal salvation. Put all your trust and faith in his
Original Prayer and do not abase yourself. Place your faith in
the Prayer and repeat the Nembutsu and you will certainly be reborn in the Pure Land." Upon receiving this kind-hearted advice
she wept with joy. Later, Honen told his followers that her faith
was very firm and that she was certain to attain Ojo. When his
exile was ended and he was returning home, Honen called at the
village where he had taught her, and inquired about her. He was
told that upon receiving his instruction she had gone to live in a
village in the mountains where she had practiced the N embutsu
single-heartedly. Soon after she had died. On her deathbed she
is said to have rightly achieved Ojo. This pleased Honen extremely, and confirmed his opinion of her.

nese spirituality.
Before crossing the Inland Sea to Shikoku, Honen was visited by an
elderly fisherman and his wife on the Takasago seacoast, in the province
of Harima. It was another chance encounter of Nembutsu with the reality
of human life. These people were without learning or political or social
standing, the very figures of the ordinary man standing by himself alone
on the earth. Provided with the chance to reflect upon the karma of their
lives, there burgeoned in them a dread of Hell's torments, and it was no
mere mentally conceived idea. This is the process in which a sincere emotional nature penetrates to spirituality. Consequently, Honen did not give
them conceptual phrases. He taught simply about the Nembutsu and the
Compassionate Prayer of the Buddha. The old couple took to the teaching immediately. Japanese spirituality is produced from within precisely
the realistic and genuine nature we see in these fishermen. A fisherman's
life was not as peaceful as that of farmer working the land, but in having
a realistic and untainted character it too is not separated f~m the earth.
Prostitutes and fishermen might appear poetical opposites, but in terms
of spiritual life, in their connection to that which conforms to the earth,
they both represent the perfect recipient or object for H6nen's teaching.
Their stories were taken from the following excerpts found in H onen' s
Life.

Upon reaching the seacoast of Takasago in Harima Province,
an elderly couple, the man about 70 his wife over sixty, came to
Honen and said, "We are fishermen of this coast. From early
childhood we have taken the lives of fish. This we have done from
morning until night. It is said that those who take life will fall to
Hell and suffer its terrible torments. Is there any way we might
escape this fate?" Honen said, "Anyone like you, just by saying
Namu-Amida-Butsu over and over again, will attain the Pure Land
by virtue of Amida's Compassionate Prayer." Upon hearing this
the old man and his wife wept with joy. Thereafter, although they
went out to fish as before, they always repeated the Name. After
they returned home at night their neighbors were surprised to hear
the sound Namu-Amida-Butsu, Namu-Amida-Butsu ... late into
the night.
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III.

1.

THE AUTONOMY OF JAPANESE SPIRITUALITY

The Advance to

Buddhi~m

We must not view Japanese spirituality merely in terms of deliverance
through the Nembutsu and avoidance of Hell. Were it that alone, Japanese spirituality would have existed in China as well, not to mention Japan
herself prior to the Kamakura period. Japanese spirituality is not to be
regarded us the deepening of a Buddhist religious consciousness which
came to nllow imch ideas ns the nbove to permeate the populace. These

explanations would deal only with the popular nature of Buddhism, and
would not touch those fundamental ingredients possessed deep within by
the Japanese people. Because of the universal relation that exists between
spirituality and Buddhism, if we were to speak abstractly about spirituality
by itself we would have to settle merely for a discussion of Buddhism's
permeability. But what I would like to indicate is how Japanese spirituality influenced Buddhism. First I will set Japanese spirituality apart from
Buddhism and try to discover historically what sort of influence it advanced upon Buddhism when, given the opportunity of gradually rising
to prominence, it came unexpectedly face to face with the latter. It is, of
course, historical chance which brought about Buddhism's importation,
acceptance, study, spread, and so on. Looking no farther, it would seem
Japanese spirituality only busied itself trying to follow and then to absorb
Buddhism. But since spirituality is essentially a living thing it does not
always assume a position of passivity. Even in the physical world the
existence of a genuinely passive thing has never been possiple. If w_e
suppose one thing's existence to be one power, then any po'wer that is
added to it will breed many varied responses, according to the force of
the original element. This is all the more so concerning spirituality with
its apparant passivity that is in reality an active force in great movement.
For this reason it is more appropriate to call Japanese Buddhism an expression of Japanese spirituality than to say it is a J apanized Buddhism.
When the time came ripe for this expression Japanese spirituality lent
itself to the shape of Buddhism. Such, in my opinion, is the best way to
understand the words "Japanese Buddhism."
Still were it not for Buddhism I imagine we should have nothing much
to say about Japanese spirituality. Yet to call it a Japanized Buddhism
would be to confuse cause and effect, like saying that because grass will
not grow without rain, therefore rain is grass.
The growth of plants and trees is brought about thanks to rain, sun,
wind, and soil, but they do not themselves produce plants and trees. They
have their own primary essence. I should like to take up Japanese spirituality as one such primary essence.
One thing I wish to have clearly understood is that there are no political
connotations whatsoever attached to the Japanese spirituality of which I
speak. It just happens that Japanese spirituality is Japanese. It has no
wish to excel, politically or in uny other way, or to rise above any other
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spirituality with its particular characteristics. It does not want to subjugate other elements of any kind. Moreover, it is not something to be
brandished by any group or faction as its own exclusive possession. Nor
is it connected in any fashion with such things as ancestral honor.
Plum trees are not cherry trees. Cherry trees and tree peonies likewise
have their pwn special characteristics, endowed with their own respective
merits. To support only one individual self and suppress all others is a
shortcut to the self's destruction. That is why I do not wish any political
coloring at all to be attributed to Japanese spirituality, for really it is
something to which such values should not be attached.
The idea of the existence of a distinct phenomenon called Japanese
spirituality might be considered audacious. It might further seem that
spirituality is spirituality because it is universal, that particularized it
would cease to be spirituality and become nothing more than a psychological characteristic or idea. That would be true only when spirituailty is
treated scientifically or philosophically. When we discover, as I believe
we do, individual instances that are historically distinct, I believe is it all
right to posit the existence of Japanese elements in spirituality. Just as
there are Japanese qualities in both the sensory and emotional natures,
Japanese elements are present in spirituality as well. When we closely
investigate the sensory nature, we find that various quantitative and qualitative differences exist between individual as well as racial groups. But
the easiest for most people to understand is emotional individuality. To
illustrate this, here is an example from a work entitled Lectures on National Morality (Kokumin Dotoku ni kansuru Kowa, Hori Koretake,
1913):

The indefinable essential of the refreshing, manly spirit of the
Kamakura samurai is finally the feeling of aware bequeathed to
them from Heian timer>. The lives of Heian men and women differed from those of the Kamakura samurai, so naturally this feeling was also manifested in diffaent ways. We find it in the appreciation of natural beauty and the loves, etc., in the former, and
in the latter's battlefield concerns; loyalty, filial piety, and so forth.
But when we leave externals aside and look at their true existence,
we see them submerged in the same emotional tone. There is
Taira Tadanori who, wantin1-: his poems included in the Imperial
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Collection, returned in the night from a battlefield path at the risk
of death to knock at the gate of his poetry teacher. Shinra Saburo transmitting the secret of the reed flute in the moonlight
of Mount Ashigara; Minamoto Yoshiie regretting the wind blowing against the fallin g cherry blossoms; Hatakeyama Kagesue
rushing on the enemy with a spray of plum blo.ssoms inserted in
his quiver; Kumagai Jira Naozane wanting to spare his captive
Taira Atsumori. These figures exhibit clearly the style of the
Kamakura samurai. The clarity is indeed perhaps too intense,
throwing the examples into a superficial light.
The Kamakura samurai were brave and strong. Their feeling
of loyalty to their master was very deep. But it was their spirit of
aware that imparted a refined elegance to their bravery and loyalty, rendering them more beautiful than flowers. The way of the
samurai will never be known by literary exposition, nor can it ever
be organized into theories or creeds. Rules and theories could
show only the appearances. There is no way to grasp its genuine
spiritual marrow, which could only be known by bodily experience. Herein is the reason Zen lived in the Kamakura warrior.
There are various interpretations of this: some say the samurai
depended on religion because they did not know at what moment
they would die; others say Zen W£41S accepted because of the decay
of existing Buddhist traditions. But I believe the intujtive realization of Zen and mono no aware, which constituted the essence of
the way of the samurai, are one and the same thing.

guided by mere narrow-minded reason it comes to breed difficulties in no
small measure, in international politics and scholarly research to name
just two areas.
The emotional insight in which a special Japanese character can be
found not only appears in the so-called elegant artistic pursuits or ethical
concerns, but is frequently seen emphasized in the political structure as
well. However, since all of these fail to leave the realm of the emotions
no spirituality is visible. The unusual contacts with foreign countries that
started during Kamakura times, teachings such as the taigi-meibun ('true
sovereign-subject relation') that were transmitted by Zen monks from the
Southern Sung, stimulated and largely influenced the author of the Jinno
Shotoki.19 Due to such stimuli there occurred a greater and greater
elevation of the Japanese seishin along political and emotional lines. This
was limited to the rise and emphasis of the Japanese emotional nature
alone, however, and had no relation to Japanese spirituality. Spirituality
has a sphere to itself, independent of its Japanese character, its movement
different from those of the emotional sphere. If these spheres are confused, unsavory complications arise in human life, which will work even
to hinder advancement on a national level as well. Emotional insight has
to secure its balance on the one hand by means of the intellect, but on
the other, its characteristic narrowness must be corrected through its
convergence into spirituality.
2.

The Manner of Spirituality's Operation

I hope to return to spend more time on this relation between the samurai and Zen. Regardless, one cannot imagine the spiritual breadth the
appreciation of refined and elegant matters added to the life of the samurai, who are generally regarded as bonded to military affairs alone. This
traditional insight-what must be termed the Japanese emotional insight
--flowing not only within the warrior classes but within the townspeople
us well is a historical shape which must be accorded great consideration.
Even in other areas the Japanese have this wealth of emotion and seem
in some cases unable to shed their primitive nature. When manifested
in the right direction, with suppression of self and in benevolent accord,
it is rcnlly quite beautiful. But when it is nn expression of something

Now we must shift our concern to spirituality's role in human life.
"Spirituality" is not something that has an existence somewhere, but since
its operation can be felt we call it spirituality for the sake of convenience.
Although I said its operation can be felt, it is nothing like the cosmic
rays one hears about these days that are detectable by man-made devices.
In trying to think about and give meaning to human life it is easier to
communicate if we posit something like spirituality. Under no condition
should we acquire a fixed idea regarding it. Although human life is a
harmonious whole the intellect longs to analyze it-indeed, analyzing is
the intellect, or perhaps, the analyzing faculty is called the intellect. The
intellect tries to distinguish spirituality apart from the senses and emotions.
In talking with one nnothcr human beings call this is a plum tree and
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not move the individual's will to desire beautiful objects or to seek refreshment; rather, it causes the will to turn to the supra-individual Person.
Although this function may be thought to be one performed by the intellect, the intellect does not possess the power to influence the will. It
remains slave to the will. Although many recent philosophers have spoken
of the powerlessness of the intellect, in the Orient the great power of the
will has long been recognized, and all effort has been focused upon its
subjugation. The intellect can never equal the power of the will solely
through its own efforts. In a sense it is by means of the will that the intellect can be said to sustain its capabilities. In other words, the intellect
is the product of the will. It could even be said that the will moves the
intellect in order to render its own capabilities stronger and more efficacious. In any case, the intellect is incapable of ridding itself of the will's
yoke by itself. That is possible through the operation of spirituality,
thanks to which the intellect is able to transcend the individual self. The
discrimination of non-discrimination works in a similar manner.
But spirituality's operation does not simply end there. If it did, J apanese spirituality would not be possible, and spirituality would end at the
Great Mirror Wisdom and the Wisdom of Exquisite Observation. Things
general or universal prepare only black or white ground, and become both
things of the sea and things of the mountain. They are, as a consequence,
neither things of the sea nor things of the mountain. In Buddhist terminology, spirituality also possesses the Wisdom of Action. 20 Here the special characteristic of Japanese spirituality is revealed; that is, here spirituality begins to operate in its Japanese manner. To find the "where"
of this operation's appearance this discussion would have to turn in a
different direction. If we call the Great Mirror Wisdom the intellectual
insight of spirituality, then the Wisdom of Action would be its volitional
insight. Although this is an extremely awkward use of words, I will use
it for the time being.

that a pine tree, say that this is rain, this is water, that ice, this steam,
and on and on; this is wisdom, this virtue, that is courage and that is
science, philosophy, law-we make various distinctions and want to establish spheres for each idea or concept. This is done for convenience; they
are not rigid divisions with inviolable boundaries, and to think they were
would breed unforeseeable confusion in everyday life. Human beings expect that through such precise delineations their thought will be clear, precise, and decisive; instead they often attain the opposite result. Like the
entomologist discovering a new insect, or the researcher detecting an unknown microbe, the thinker contrives new concepts from things hitherto
unperceived within the existing confusion of thought. However, newly
contrived concepts do not have the isolated existence of newly found
microbes. They are what men of genius have devi~loped in order to put
the existing entanglements of thought into some kilnd of order. I would
like to interpret the concept of spirituality in this manner as well. Therefore I would like to sketch in a rough manner the way spirituality's role
is manifested in the operation of the human psyche.
We see flowers as red, willows as green, feel cool water as cool and
warm water as warm. This is the function of our senses. Human beings
do not stop there, they say red flowers are beautiful, cool water is refreshing. This is man's emotional nature. The sensory world is given various
values, on top of that beautiful things are desired, the feeling of refreshing
coolness is yearned for. Instead of separating oneself from these things
objectively and attaching values to them, we want to take pq>ssession of
them. This is the work of the will. It is also possible to/say that the
previous value-attaching derives from the will, but in any case it is convenient to place some distinction between emotion and will. And to make
such distinctions in these various functions is the work of the intellect. It
is for the psychologist to study their every side, yet there are points I
should like to give much more detailed discussion. But now I must turn
to the subject of spirituality.
Spirituality is the name applied to the operations that cannot be clearly explained by the mental functions of the above mentioned varieties.
It is spirituality's operation that makes the refreshing quality of water or
the redness of flowers felt in their unalloyed truth. In other words, spirituality's operation enables man to perceive the genuine value of the truth
that redness is beautiful or that coolness is refreshing. Spirituality docs

Intellectual and volitional insight are the two modes of spirituality's
operation. The former moves in the sensory and emotional natures, the
latter in the will. The volitional aspect of human life is found in man's
nets and conduct. Herc we could include karmic retribution and ideas
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Japanese Spiritual Insight

f.
such as sin, death, and future existence, all of which are associated with
Buddhist thought. But though the vocabulary is Buddhist, the thought is
the product of religious consciousness generally.
How did the Japanese of times past foster their own characteristics
with regard to these ideas? It is my belief these characteristics were first
clearly evident in Kamakura times, and that this was owing to Shinran.
He does not speak of salvation from sin, he does not preach freedom
from the shackles of karma. He wants this existence-this worldly, relative existence of karmic suffering as it is-to give itself up completely
to the working of the power of Amida's absolute Prayer. Here lies the
existential experience relating Amida (the Absolute One) and Shinran
himself. Since the Great Compassion of the Absolute One transcends
good and evil and right and wrong, one can never reach it through one's
own insignificant intellection or acts of goodness. Man simply receives the
fnfinite Light of Great Compassion and delivers himself into the working
of naturalness without any intention of discarding or retaining anything
he might consider his possession. This is none other than the consciousness in Japanese spirituality of kannagara, the "Way of the Gods."
Chinese Buddhism was incapable of passing beyond cause and effect;
Indian Buddhism sunk into the depths of emptiness. Japanese spirituality
alone, in not destroying cause and effect, nor the existence of this world,
succeeded in including all things as they are completely within Amida's
Light. This w~s possible with Japanese spiritu~lity. alo~7 an? it was the
Kamakura penod that produced the opportumty J:or it. It 1s a strange
thing indeed, that while Pure Land thought has had a continuous existence
of over fifteen hundred years in China, it still has not arrived at a Shinranlike spiritual insight. In Japan it progressed from Genshin to Hon en and
then came directly to the fore in the thought of the Shinran school. It is
a thought that existed neither in India nor China, nor in the Judaism or
Christianity of the Western world. Therefore it is often justifiably said
that Shinran's teaching is not Buddhist, inasmuch as it is something that
emerged from the insight of Japanese spirituality meeting the stimulus of
Buddhist Amidist thought which uprose suddenly in Karnakura times.
Life in this world is felt to be sinful. When we see from the standrmint of our present existence that with a single thought of resolute
rnith this sinfulness can be received absolutely and unconditionally into
Amida's compassionate hanc.ls, then this standpoint as it is is affirmed as
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good. This is jinen honi (naturalness), the shimo ( thusness) of Zen.
It is Shinran's 'meaningless meaning,' the Way of kannagara, the heart
that dwells in suchness through and through (jikishin). 21 It is the consciousness of unconsciousness that does not admit of the discriminations
of man. It is the presentation of the true heart in all its nakedness, without
calculation, severed from all inclination to gauge or measure. There is
one thing not be forgotten-Absolute Compassion. When a heart is embraced by Great Compassion it achieves truth and purity, and non-dependence upon words or letters is possible.
Kannagara is "The Way of the Gods." With one more leap (in Shinran's terminology, i5chi5), Japanese spirituality is revealed in the purity of
its suchness. One by one each individual touches the person of the supraindividual self, and one by one each becomes the person of "this one individual person, Shinran." It is faith that grasps this wonderful change. The
person of the individual self does not grasp faith by placing an object
opposite and confronting it. The person of the individual self is 'one by
one,' yet at the same time it is, as it is, the supra-individual Person. Since
this spiritual insight first appeared in the Japanese people we are obliged
to call it Japanese spirituality. Abstractly, it was present in India and
China, but concretely, as personal experiential reality, it was realized
in one Japanese man. Since its realization, Japanese all have possessed
the opportunity whereby they too might experience it. (In this fundamental area those of the present-day Shin sect do not fully grasp their
own faith. They attempt to view it in terms of historical relationships to
other groups, traditional creeds, outward behavior, ritual manners, etc. I
think these attempts are mistaken. At another time I intend to deal with
this problem separately.)
4.

The Background of Shinran's Japanese Spirituality

To discover how Shinran's Pure Land thought got the backing of the
religious consciousness that arose during the Kamakura period, the following historical facts must be appraised.
Historians tell us that during the final years of the Heian period a mappo
(Latter-day) thought took hold and people began to feel an aversion to
the world, and that seizing upon this opportunity, Pure Land teaching was
able to prosper nnd spread. Among Buddhists some had even calculated
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that mappo started the seventh year of Eish6 ( 1052). Yet we must, I
respective juncture of changing history. Therefore a great individual spirit
may be said to be a mirror in which the universal spirit, the transcendent
spirit, is reflected. We may say that by viewing the working of the superior individual spirit it is possible to see the working of the transcendent
spirit. Shinran's individual spirit was able to attain to this and was able
to touch Japanese spirituality which then was functioning in accord with
the earth.
Whatever is said of mappo, surely such an abstract concept cannot be
called the source of the Pure Land Shin sect. Scholars in attempting to
discover religion in written matter or in institutions or systems of one
kind or other, are unable to touch the breath of religious life itself.
They even try to derive Amida's Absolute Love from their speculations.
Speculations and logic come afterwards, the first experience must be
Absolute Love itself. Therefore, I wish to view Shinran in the realization
of his spirituality, and not as the great majority of historians and Buddhist
scholars do, in reference to the tradition or history of Pure Land thought.

think, study much more deeply the question of whether human thought
is influenced by such conceptual propaganda. Regarding mappo thought
in particular, it was those Buddhists possessed of some measure of intellectual attainment who began to speak of mapp6. Unless their declarations were rooted firmly in a life of reality they would be useless, incapable of producing anything of a positive nature. In my opinion, the
average Japanese of that time did not care one way or another about
mappo. Still, there was an indefinable uneasiness abroad, and it was felt
that the world was on the brink of an onslaught of political, social, and
intellectual change. Later in Heian times changes came in life conditions,
there was a collapse of economic structures, changes in political power,
in ideological transformations, and in Japanese life as a whole, probably
generated a vaguely unconscious feeling that things could not continue as
they were. I do not think this was taken as mappo in any specific sense.
The upper classes of society-the intelligentsia--gave the name mappo
to the general feeling of uneasiness in society, and thought to devise
some plan to counter it. Among Buddhists this was probably particularly
true, and it was no doubt they who evolved countermeasures. But for
those whose lives were passed in proximity to the earth, without concern
or relation whatever to the politics, religion, or current abstract culture,
for those of the soil whose lives were lived within reality, there was
probably no undue concern with this feeling. Their spirituality tried to
grasp something fundamental outside the existing emotional life and insight and there to seek composure of mind. They were unable to sustain
an interest in complicated argument, science, class structure, and the like.
They were unceasing in their search for something capable of working
much more directly and strongly on their daily lives. They might not have
felt such a need consciously, but there seems little: doubt they felt anxiety.
A sensitive religious spirit could not help but notice this kind of uneasiness and anxiety rippling through the social consciousness. A heart spiritually pure and lucid and filled with love would have to be extremely
sensitive to such a mood. It is said that if there is a call Kannon is sure
to answer. The possessor of a deep and keen spirituality will likewise
grasp directly and immediately those occasional shifts in the heart and
mind of man. Or perhaps it should be put this way: the great spirit of
the universe, the supra-individual Person, reflects itself in those persons
endowed with the greatest receptivity of all who live and die at each

Doubtless there are various causes for the awakening of the spirituality
of the Japanese during the Kamakura period; the actual fact that it did
occur alone is certain. It is something that can also be seen in the contemporaneous promulgation of Ise Shinto. 22 Although the opportunities
that appeared to produce Ise Shinto have no direct connection to spirituality, such a connection is manifest in what was produced. It is
generally believed Shinto is totally lacking in thought content, and that
even if there may be some Shinto thought, it has merely been borrowed
from Buddhism, Taoism, or Confucianism. This is not altogether an unreasonable assertion, yet even were something borrowed, there have to
have been some constituents present to begin with to do the borrowing. It
has been said that since what content Shinto may have is of a simple and
primitive character and without any essence of its own, it is therefore
incapable of resisting so-called foreign elements. I do not think the picture
can be drawn with so broad a brushstroke. That is because Shinto always
emphasizes its independence by going under its own name in opposition
to these foreign l'lemcnts. Of course that this contains strong political
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5.

Ise Shinto

overtones is beyond question, still if there were nothing there at all, it
would not be able to affirm itself in this manner. What then are the "it"
and "itself" of the preceding sentence?
I personally feel that Shinto first realized itself in Ise Shinto-that is,
that Ise Shinto was the awakening of Shinto-and consequently that Ise
Shinto has come to be the essence of all Shinto. When this essence appears
via the discriminatory nature of the individual self, it becomes Laotzean,
Chuangtzean, Buddhistic or Confucianistic. It assumes these varied modes
of expression according to the person and time in which it happens to
appear. In most cases its appearance is thickly coated with political
colorations that depict Shinto in a utilitarian light; that is certainly a deviation from the essence of Shinto.
Although one aspect of Japanese spirituality certainly is manifested in
Shinto, there is another aspect not in evidence; the Absolute Compassion
of the Absolute One (Boundless Great Compassion) found only in the
Shinran tradition. The sin and retribution of each and every person can
he completely absorbed within the Great Compassion of the Absolute One
- such is Shinran's view of the supra-individual spirit. I believe it would
thus be appropriate to state that the Person of Shinran that had experienced the supra-individual spirituality is the incarnation of Japanese spirituality. Neither Ise Shinto nor any of the other forms of Shinto were
awakened to the supra-individual Great Compassionate One. But Japanese spirituality caused the Great Compassionate One to be reflected in
the individual spirit of Shinran. Spirituality that does not know the Great
Compassionate One has not yet awakened to the true essence of spirituality. And there is in the manner of this awakeni~ something possible for
the Japanese people alone. It is in the possible world-wide application of
this we must find Japanese spirituality's meaning. What works only in the
Japanese pattern with no world-wide nature-and which is incompatible
with such a nature--cannot be said to have attained true J apaneseness.
This would be especially true with the question of spirituality.

The insights by which Shinto in its basic nature attempts to maintain its
independence arc not spiritual but emotional. In trying to maintain, in
addition to such insights, a conceptual system based on spiritual awaken-

ing with which to consolidate these insights, the Shinto of the Kamakura
period can be said to have moved a step, albeit unconscious, in the direction of spirituality. Shinto virtues such as sincerity, honesty, purity, and
cheerfulness of heart are emotional in nature, and do not enter the domain
of spirituality. When abstinence and purification are not accompanied
by an added depth they do not exceed the mentality of a primitive people.
Although Ise Shinto made attempts to build metaphysical and religious
foundations with these insights, they could not be termed successful because they were not spiritual insights. Because things belonging to the
emotional aspect cannot maintain a metaphysical base, these attempts were
nothing more than psychological characteristics. Hence those who wished
to establish a Shinto philosophy tended to rely upon Buddhist, Confucian,
or other thought systems, which meant a resultant loss in Shinto's independence. Though insights such as Shinto possesses have the Japanese
emotional nature; they do not have Japanese spirituality.
Shinto's insights are emotional because they have yet to pass through
the stage of denial. This is true of sensory insight as well. Insight of a
simple and primal character will not attain spirituality unless it undergoes denial. And metaphysical systems cannot be erected upon insight
or affirmation that has not gone through this denial. Japanese do feel in
Shinto that which is indefinably Japanese. At this point Japanese-all
Japanese-are Shintoist. But somehow or other an unsatisfactory feeling
remains that cannot be repressed, that derives from the lack of Japanese
spirituality in the insights of Shinto. There is an undeniable charm attached
to the primitive and child-like that attracts all men. But this is as
adults, as mature or elderly people. When one is a child, consciousness
of a child-like nature is of course impossible. When one does become
conscious of it, is the time of denial. In proportion to the strength and
profundity of this denial there will also be a yearning for and consequent
appreciation of the primitive nature; and this will result in an accordingly
increasing purification of spirituality. What is produced is no longer
emotional insight but spirituality.
"Aru ga mama no aru" means "to exist in suchness." Plants and trees
exist in suchness, as do dogs and cats and mountains and rivers and
streams. When existence in suchness undergoes negation and returns to
aru f?a mama (to suchness), it then becomes the original, primary "existing in suchncss." Humnn consciousness passes through such a process.
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The Way to the Fundamental Source

I
If someone argues this away, calling it unnecessarily complicated, or say-

Moreover, from the standpoint of Absolute Love good and evil are not
abandoned, but are taken in within the Love itself. Seeing impurities and
driving them out does not transcend the region of objective logic either.
Impurities once driven out are certain to return. This is inevitable in the
objective world. Impurity can be said to recur as soon as the purification
has been performed. The moment we speak of a region of purity which
must not be touched by the dust of the world, has not the first speck of
dust already drifted in? Purification belongs to the world of the senses
and emotions. With the world of spiritual insight there is no dust to be
cleansed, the very act of cleansing becomes needless. This is "aru ga
mama no aru," existing in suchness, where the impurities are being swept
away at every moment. This must be the actual fact intuitively experienced when one comes to the "primary, ultimate, and original nature" in
its true meaning. Shinto while in the world of the emotions tries to realize
the spiritual world conceptually, and it is in this we feel something unsatisfactory, that something is somehow missing. What is missing is the
existential reality in which Absolute Love is experienced through Japanese
spirituality.

ing that it is morbid or unhealthy, then that will be the end of it, for
nothing would persuade such a person. He is like the golden carp that is
without the experience of breaking through the net of the fish-enclosure.
Even if it is told what to feed upon in the outer pond, it will have no
reason to understand.
It is not a case of either right or wrong, but of the existence of such a
reality in the world of insight. From a higher insight, what is beneath can
be seen, since it is a prior stage that has already been passed through.
But from beneath, what is above is not visible. It depends upon spatial
conditions. Be this as it may, 'existing in suchness' must once have been
strongly denied, existence must once have been non-existence. There is
only one way for sensory or emotional insight to enter the realm of
spiritual insight, and that is through denial. If red flowers are not at one
time not-red, if beauty has not once been not-beautiful, then red flowers
are not really red and beauty is not really beauty. Some may think this
strange, and for them it will never be otherwise.
In the realization of spiritual insight, therefore, impurity is not simply
impurity, it must be a sin the weight of which will cause a fall to certain
hell. The true and honest heart of Shinto must become black as blackest
soot, until both Heaven and Earth are hidden by its dark clouds, and man
has no place to lay his head.
In itself it is not enough that "the kami dwell in an honest man's
heart." 23 The kami, the honest man's heart, the heart pure and uprightthese must be renounced completely, and all must sink into the bottomless abyss. When one returns and is revivified, the doors of heaven will
open and spring will come to Heaven and Earth for the first time. Such
an experience of spiritual awakening is lacking i111 Shinto. Attempts to
complete this conceptually are like making clothing from borrowed materials. The process in which existing in suchness follows the path of denial
and then returns to the place of origin, bears a Japanese character. It is
the direct passing to Japanese spirituality, and the discovery of the Absolute Love of the Absolute One, which attaches no relative conditions of
any kind on its objects. Its acceptance just as it is, in the form of its
suchncss, is the insight of Japanese spirituality. The usual ethic is the
aflirmation of good and the negation of evil, but in this case good is
ncp:nted as well as evil, and afterwards, good is flood and evil is Evil.

One might assume that because Shinran was a Buddhist his experience
and statements were Buddhistic. Such a view of him is incomplete, however, for he was a Japanese as well, and therein lies his essence; that he
was a Buddhist is somewhat secondary. We can be parents and children
at the same time, and both aspects must be taken into account. There is
a certain inevitability in Shinran's becoming a Pure Land Buddhist, that
lies in the fact he was born in the Kamakura period and became Honen's
disciple. Yet his Japanese character can be seen in his substantiating the
thought inherited from his master by means of Japanese spirituality. Although spirituality is fundamentally supra-individual, it does not express
itself unless it passes through the individual. That is, it had to be "for
the sake of this one individual person, Shinran." Absolute Love is basically supra-individual, but only when it is known intuitively in the individual
docs it become a genuinely Absolute Love. This contradiction is Shinran's religious experience, anJ finally it has to be our religious experience
as well.
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I
This experience was encountered by a Japanese in Kamakura times,
and not by any other religious person in any other place in the world, not
even by Chinese Buddhists with a nearly two thousand year Pure Land
tradition. Consequently, I call it the insight of Japanese spirituality.
There seems to be something within Japanese spirituality that is essential
for producing the possibility of insight or intuition of this kind.
Why was this not experienced by someone of Shinto, that most typically
of all Japanese things? Some even assert one is not truly Japanese unless
one subscribes to Shinto. Regardless, why did a man of Shinto not possess
something like this spiritual insight? It is because, as has been indicated
above, Shinto experience is sensory and emotional, not spiritual. Spiritual
insight-the insight of the Person-is not possible except in the spirit
of the individual. Shinto, though amply blessed with elements of the
group and with a political character, has nothing like this Person. The
emotions and senses like the collective or group situation. It is when
reflected on the group that one's existence is most clearly recognized.
Spiritual insight has a solitary element that is not found in Shinto.
For that reason there is in Shinto no one who could be called a founder.
Since a founder is inevitably the Person that has expressed the supraindividual in the individual, he is not able to have or to maintain a group
or collective character. The group is what comes to gather around the
Person of the founder. Something spread throughout the group has no
center. In a sense it covers the whole, but it is a wholeness with a multi! udc and no center. There is nothing but the multitude, among whom uncertain actions are common, actions at the mercy of the prevailing movement of the emotional or sensory nature. They must be guided by spiritual insight, for a metaphysical system can be added only to spiritual
awakening. Moreover, if this system is not p1esent, the various sensory
and emotionally based insights alone will hate no constancy. It is here
Shrine Shinto and Sectarian Shinto are differentiated. (Although I feel
these terms [Shrine Shinto and Sectarian Shinto] lack preciseness as well
as appropriateness.) The former, without the Person of spiritual insight
to act as its axis, tends to launch into political action. The confusing of
the world of emotion with the world of spirituality is not only logically
inconsistent, it hrecds considerable risk in everyday life and for the actions
of the group.
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8.

Shinto and Buddhism

When I envisage Shinto, the following images begin to appear, which
evoke an indefinable fondness in me as a Japanese. A small, quiet clearing, not infinitely expansive, surrounded by deep woods. Within, a structure of plain white wood stands alone, open on all sides. It is not
large. Surrounding it is an open area covered with white pebbles. All
is very neat and tidy, not a speck of dust to be seen. A small stream
wends its way onto the scene, with fresh water running clear enough to
reveal its stony bottom. At dawn, the morning sun, from nowhere, starts
its rise. Through the trees its light begins to filter in, shining on the whiteness of the small pebbles that encircle the solitary structure, then hitting
the structure itself. A refreshing mist drifts all around. There is a feeling of inexpressible serenity and freshness. If you listen a voice may be
heard from within the building, where a solitary figure dressed in white is
seated reverently reading something aloud. How humble and modest is the
clear sound of his voice-a quality probably produced by his awe and
reverence before the majestic. He is filled with a tense and serious bearing.
Yet from this a restful feeling does not emerge. What is discernible is· a
brightness, a feeling of infinite clarity and elation, like the New Year's
Day morning spoken of by the poet Kyorai in the following haiku:
New Year's Day;
I will gird on this sword,
Heirloom of my house.

(trans. Blyth)
In contrast to this, what kinds of images are produced from the spiritual
insight of Absolute Love. We might imagine the figure of the exiled
Shinran, bending down like a peasant over the soil. Shinran is said to
have admired Kyoshin, a Nembutsu follower of the Heian period. Some
idea of Kyoshin's manner of life may be gained from the following.
Kyoshin mastered the teachings of Buddhist psychology
logic as a scholar at Kofukuji Temple, where food, clothing,
servants were in abundant supply. Yet there quickened in
a deep dlslik<• of and urf(e to renounce the world of impurity,
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a desire to seek the Pure Land arose. He finally resolved to leave
the temple. Smearing his body with ashes and leaving no trace
behind him, he proceeded to the west until he reached a place
called Nishinoguchi, Kakogun, in Banshii province. From there,
far to the west, it looked so clear; it was an ideal place for seeking
Paradise. He built a hermitage and left his own appearance to
nature, no longer wearing priestly clothing. To the west he built
no fences, and he did not enshrine any images. He rai"sed a family
and worked under the villagers, toiling in the paddies, or acting as
a porter for occasional travelers, always repeating the Nembutsu
day and night without ceasing. People g(Ji\le him the name 'Amida
Maru.' He seemed to have forgotten everything save the Nembutsu. Thirty years were spent in thi!s way. He passed away
quietly the 7th year of li5gan (865), the 15th day of the eighth
month. 24

He is flecked with mud all over, a farmer with only thin one-layer
cotton clothing. He does not even bother to wipe off his sweat-covered
face. He knows nothing but strenuous labor. The Nembutsu comes with
each up-and-down sweep of his hoe. One cannot tell whether his hands
round the hoe into the earth or the Nembutsu becomes the hoe and
allows itself to be swallowed into the soil, yet his hoe swings through the
air. When he becomes tired he throws himself back onto the earth with
his arms outstretched, his face to the sky. Warm spring sunlight flickers
through the leaves overhead. Tasting this to his heart's content, not a
sound is heard except his deep snoring. Someone brings tea in a. plain
earthen pot. Awakened, he drinks a few cups; there might be some
amusing exchange between the two, followe<} by laughter. They might
conjecture about the fall harvest, or perhaps the soft light of spring brings
about a natural relaxation. All the while there comes from their mouths
the strain of Nembutsu. Their mud-covered hands and feet passing through
the fields of grasses and leaves-this is the genuine scenery of the Way of
the Gods. Shinto's 'pure heart,' or 'honest heart,' or 'upright heart' does
not appear here, just the great stark sweat-dripping faces in full smile.
Devoid of "heart,'' possessed of bare skin-such is the distinctive feature
of this landscape.
Arc we to 1my the mnn sitting erect in white in the small plain wooden
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structure in the sun's first rays is Japanese, and that the laborer, his hands
dirtied with night-soil, his body covered by sweat, is not? One is a riceeater, the other a rice-grower. Rice-eaters tend to abstraction; ricegrowers live in constant conformity with reality. Spirituality wants its
food within this reality. Clean white robes do not go together with the
hoe. Traditional ceremonial dress is not suited to daily life on the earth.
Those who do not grasp the hoe and live close to the earth are totally
without knowledge of the earth, and are incapable of experiencing the
earth in a concrete manner. They may say that they do, and even feel
that they do in their hearts, but it can only be conceptual and abstract.
Those who know the earth only through the fruits. or blessings it imparts
to them really do not know the earth. To be familiar with the earth is
to taste its sufferings. It does not reveal its secrets merely by the raising
and lowering of the hoe. It does not make any criticism, yet it will take
to itself those who work upon it, if they are sincere and become one with
it, leaving their self-centeredness behind. The earth hates deception. The
farmer's simplicity and honesty derive from his receiving the spirit of the
earth. Those absorbed in the explanations of old books know of the
earth's blessings and the taste of rice only conceptually. The experience
of Absolute Love through spiritual insight cannot spring from such conceptual foundations. Japanese spirituality has been nourished in an especially tangible reality. Where this reality is not at work spirituality
will not begin to function. Japanese spiritual insight has nothing to do
with the searching of documents or other writings, for anything produced
from them is necessarily intellectual.
Of course, the intellect's importance cannot be denied, but it is necessary that its working come from within spiritual insight. There must not
be, in reverse of this, intellectual polemics and then attempts to bring
about insight, for that would be impossible. Those who preach the virtues
of emotional insight abhor the polemics of the intellect too, but it must
be well remembered that this aversion does not belong to the same category as that which issues from spirituality.
9.

The Temporal Nature of Spiritual Insight

It would seem Shinto seeks to lay its total significance in cosmogony,
and thut it considers the uttaching of political, historical, and ethical
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through time and space is seen really to have infinite circularity. We
must not use the discriminatory intellect to conjecture upon, gauge, or
criticize this insight, for the intellect must be based on spiritual insight,
spiritual insight cannot be extracted from it. If the order is reversed, the
most concrete reality becomes abstract and conceptual, as in a dream.
What comes to mind here is the story of the Zen master Nansen (Nanch'uan ffi::iR: 748-834) and the flowering plant:

values to this the culmination of its work. Such a course is certainly not
unwarranted, but it produces a tendency, which leaves much to be desired,
to overlook the existence of the Japanese spirituality. If the continued existence of the Japanese holds any world-wide meaniing, if they have something to contribute to the formation of world histoiry (it is my conviction
that they do: this book was written with that idea in mind), then the
Japanese must not neglect to promote the special characteristics of Japanese spirituality.
Though Shintoists have a cosmogonic theory, it bears a straight line,
temporal nature that does not entitle it truly to be called creation. When
attempts are made to interpret history by means of this rectilinearity it is
impossible to include either present or future, and even the past is limited
I .acking creativity, history hardens up completely and any capacity for
spirituality to function disappears as well. With the straight line view,
everything is a geometrical diagram, and the generative and transforming
nature of the universe vanishes. Living is not something signified by drawing a long line. A thousand, ten thousand, one hundred thousand years
notwithstanding, every form of life that has a beginning has an end.
I·:tcrnity must apply to the directions of both past and future. It cannot
he a finite straight line. Actually all straight lines are finite; because they
arc finite they are straight lines. When we try to cut off eternity at some
point, that interval alone is a straight line. Eternity cannot be a straight
line, the very moment a beginning is indicated an end is already decided.
Something thus limited is not living, for life must be without limits; it cannot be a straight line. It is a circle that has no center, or rather, it is a
circle with its center everywhere. This infinite circularity of life can be
intuited only by spirituality. All other insights are certain to have some
limitation somewhere.
There are many who will say that things sueh as this infinite 'great
circle nature' are incomprehensible, that they are mere conceptual abstrnctions, that they are the ultimate in nonsense; those without spiritual
insight will all say this. Those without the experience that has attained
I he world of spirituality will inevitably come around to such an opposition.
In fact, people who view life or history or the world in terms of a straight
line hold a view in which their time-their straight line-limits the infinite
l"irclc. They do not realize that things thus limited arc all the more abstract
nnd conccptunl. With spiritual insight, life that seems to be functioning

The chrysanthemums flowering fragrantly before one might seem the
ultimate in concreteness, but one who is really able to see them so is one
who is spiritually awakened. He who views all Creation as one substance
cannot separate himself from between philosophical concepts, he cannot
see the flowers as flowers. Even flowers become a kind of dream, their
form fades away, and they become completely abstract. Though the sensory world may be real, if it is not supported by spiritual insight, it becomes a floating thing. And one who wanders in the regions of intellectual
discrimination will be all the more unable to strike home to the true concreteness.
If we believe it sufficient to interpret cosmogonic theory by means of
a rectilinear temporality, the Creative Spirit becomes a piece of biological
life and loses its spirituality. Then the interpretation of the kontai ryo
mandara 2 " as taught by the Shingon sect could be adopted, with its duality
and cmotionnl nature. It was in this area Shinto came naturally to merge
with Shingon. The Buddhist /10kkai-cn1:i, the interdependence of all
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Once a high official named Rikko (Lu Keng) visited Nansen.
He quoted the words of the noted scholar monk of an earlier
dynasty, Sojo (Seng-chao 1J'!il~), to the effect that,
"Heaven and earth and I are of the same root,
The ten-housand things and I are of one substance."
and continued, "Is this not a most remarkable statement?"
Nansen did not give any direct answer to this question, but
called the attention of his visitor to a ff.owering plant in the garden
and said, "People of the world look at these fiowers as if they were
in a dream."

I
things, is based on Kegon teachings, but whether it ever exerted any
influence on Shinto, I do not know. Inasmuch as Shinto interprets time
as a straight line, it is doubtful it ever had any relation to the Kegon
world-view.
Being surrounded by the sea, it is strange I apan did not conceive an
oceanic (circular) world or historical view, instead of one with the flowing straight line nature of a river. This probably did not happen because
the Japanese did not attain spiritual realization until Kamakura times.
When cosmogony cannot go beyond the level of sensory or emotional life
it inevitably is established upon a rectilinear aspect of time. Spiritual
insight does not destroy this, rather deepens and elevates it, gives it a
foundation and makes it real. Where it can be erected upon spiritual
insight it settles right into place, assuming a stability and catholicity.
When cosmogony is not seen as a straight-line and is regarded intuitively
us having an infinite circularity, the straight line view as well naturally
assumes its proper place. If ethics, politics, history, science, philosophy,
or logic takes rectilinearity alone as ultimate, the consciousness of J apanese spirituality, without any other background, will become not only
meaningless, but its relation to the universal spirit, the supra-individual
Person, will be severed as well. That would probably mean the destruction of all things, nothing less than a suicidal negation of life itself.
Because spiritual insight has this infinite circularity, its center can exist
everywhere. In this light it should become possible to realize the meaning
of Shinran's Person in his words, "for the sake of this one individual person."
Perhaps it bears repeating once again that this Person is not the individual self, for to think so would be a great error. It is the supra-individual Person, and it forms the center of a centerless infinite circle. When
this centerless center is gained, spiritual awakening is accomplished. At
that moment one becomes the I of the Buddha's assertion, "Heaven above,
earth below, I alone am the honored one." This is the real individual
person-the self-realization of the supra-individual Person. The contradiction of a self that is not a self is then. perceived as the most concrete
fact, and its existence assumes ultimate reality. While on the one hand
the Japanese spirituality of Shinran was stimulated along traditional lines
by Honen, it gained on the other hand the materialization of an insight
thnt wns brought nbout through a vital contact with the earth as a truly

The I of absolute aloneness is none other than the infinite variety of individuals. Such a contradiction is possible because there exists a stern
reality, a most concrete fact, that each of us is living out his daily life in
the centerless center within the infinite circle. This is spiritual insight.
Since spiritual awakening is the ultimate experience of the individual,
it has the nature of the Person. Solely from the standpoint of ordinary
logic this could be called solipsistic. In those terms that is what it is. But
since to call it solipsistic already implies the working of something not
solipsistic, a solipsism would not really obtain even in ordinary logic.
Be that as it may, in the world of spiritual insight everything else is
wholly secondary to the insight itself. Those things not possessed of an
individual-type directness are all treated as stale and aged. It is not a
world in which one worries oneself miserable interpreting the documents
of others. Being old books, left-overs, hearsay, second-hand information,
etc., they are as such valueless. Because spirituality is always the Person,
always immediately open and unbared, it dislikes to live in the world of
old books. The individual spirit begins a relation straightforward to the
supra-individual spirit. In no case does it allow intermediaries. In this
insight the supra-individual spirit is transformed into the individual. The
spirituality of the individual is the spirituality of the individual and yet
it is not the spirituality of the individual. Therefore it must be that the
individual is the supra-individual, the supra-individual is the individual.
For this reason as well it is said that "the mind is the Buddha" is "no
mind, no Buddha"; that "no mind, no Buddha" is "the mind is the
Buddhn."
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living thing.
Being a supra-individual individual, the Person possesses a solitariness
that must be said to be absolutely solitary. It is "a figure, solitariness
itself, between Heaven and Earth, standing alone before an infinitely expanding vista." The meaning of experiencing the I, the center, within the
infinite centerless circle has such a contradictory quality. Therefore, aloneness is absolute aloneness, and at the same time
The spring mountain is seen piling up one layer of green over
another;
The spring stream is refiecting, as it fiows, wavy shadows of green.

It is often said that Pure Land thought popularized Buddhism. I cannot agree with such a statement, inasmuch as religion essentially is based
upon spiritual consciousness, and its foundation is not deduced from
some definite conceptual system or built up in an arbitrary manner.
The popularization of Buddhism seems to imply something of artificial,
man-made manufacture, an exercise of an intellect making something
suited to fit a preconceived objective. Intellectually manufactured elements can be added provided spirituality is once attained; no, elements
of this kind must be added to it. Insight cannot simply end with insight,
human consciousness wants to give it some form of expression. Therefore, in the materialization of religious consciousmess as well, there must
be some metaphysical system. Nevertheless, to draw spiritual experience
from within the system itself is to hit the cart and not the horse, because
it tries to place first what properly comes afterward.
To say Honen extracted Pure Land thought from Tendai doctrine and
adapted it for the populace fails to grasp the essence of his religious experience. It also reveals an insufficient understanding of the spiritual life
of the very common people that became tl:le object of this popularization.
J would like to discover the reasons why this so-called popularization had
to come about. There arc such things as right opportunity and proper
timing, but I believe'. even when they arc present thc:re must also be mutual
response on the part of subject and object. There must be a simultaneous

pecking from the inside and from the outside of the egg and a box-andcover suitability. Though one side may be passive and the other active,
if there is no activity on the side of passivity as well there will be no
possibility for any sort of response between the two. This is likewise true
of Buddhism's popularization. If we say the Buddhism that prevailed
among the upper classes was unacceptable to the common people, and
therefore had to be popularized by a watering-down or sugar-coating process so as to be swallowed by the latter as children swallow candied
pills, it would follow that a good many other things alien to the essence
of Buddhism-harmless though they may have been-were also taken. in.
I wonder if this "popularization" was generally such a process. It should
have a clearer and more distinct meaning. In any case, I think we should
expect there was something positive and spontaneous in the minds of the
masses who were the recipients of this popularized Buddhism.
To my mind, the reason the popularization became possible in the
Kamakura period in particular developed within the populace, and that
this same reason gave rise to a movement in the spiritual life of the
ordinary people. Because this movement appeared, an intellectual structure in response to it projected or else exuded from the existing systems
of religious thought. Hands were held out from both sides and for the
first time they were in accord. Most scholars tend to think if only the
structure of the external world is changed through some artificial maneuvering, the inner life will adapt itself to it. The influences of environment
are of course strong, but heredity is not to be disregarded in this respect.
Above all, the relationship between causes and conditions must be opportune. I feel that scholars should give full attention to cause, which is
easily overlooked, to heredity, and to spirituality as well.
Now I would like to dwell for a moment on the thought of the so-called
Dual-Aspect Shinto and the Shinto-Buddhist "amalgamation" that first
came into being as the theory of honji suijaku. 26 Though scholars usually
attribute this theory to Buddhists conforming their teaching to Shinto,
or to a Buddhist cunning that attempted to develop and amplify Buddhism among the people, or some similar theory, such explanations seem
to me extremely strange. I do not think the Buddhists, who are generally
regarded as the originators of upiiya (ways or means of leading sentient
beings to the truth), would have thought to indiscriminately twist their
teaching in order to capture the Shinto kami. I feel that a Shinto-
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Because spiritual awakening is ultimate concreteness, it is individual
in the utmost. And because of this it is utterly general and universal.
It is the insight of the Person, the realization of occupying the centerless
center of a circumferenceless circle. Presented in terms of Shinran's J apanese spirituality, it is his words, "Amida's Original Prayer is ... for the
sake of this one individual person, Shinran." Good and evil are received
within Absolute Love just as they are. Dualistic:, historical, rectilinear
life remains as it is, and need not be denied. The contradictory logic that
states that negation is affirmation and affirmation is negation can also be
applied appropriately to Absolute Love or Boundless Compassion. Only
we must not forget that Japanese spirituality sees this not as logic, it sees
it as the intuition or direct apprehension of reality.

10.

The "Popularization" of Buddhism

Buddhist accommodation could be accomplished in a more natural way.
In the aspect of mental training, the Buddhists had undergone many trials
and difficulties, so from the beginning they were not rival to the simple
and artless Shintoists. Shinto never had an identity that could contend
with the Buddhist, therefore it was silent. But that did not mean a
Buddhist silence regarding Shinto, for although Buddhism was an import
that became an organic body after a period of time, it could not have
built itself up without assimilating what was already there, i.e., Shinto.
Buddhism could not have lasted as an organic body in Japanese soil
without giving some consideration to it. I feel the combination and coexistence of Shinto and Buddhism were produced without anything artificial or unnatural whatever, by a natural process under natural conditions,
by which I mean that no artificial means were added to the process of
amalgamation.
Such a description would apply as well to the popularization of Buddism. H6nen, for example, did not use traditional means of thought to
attempt to effect the popularization of Pure Land teaching, setting
about this work intellectually. Even masse thought is a mixture containing conceptual elements, so that it would not describe correctly in itself
the prevailing spiritual life of the Japanese people. What I wish this section to emphasize is that in the establishing of religious consciousness,
spiritual awakening must be first, and intellectual or thought structures
must be erected on it. In what manner, then, is this spiritual insight
produced? All we can say is that it is naturally produced in the process
in which human spirituality makes its historical development. Contained
within this historical development is a rather complicated factor, which
I will not get into now: briefly, it is that the human seishin will develop,
historically and temporally, the possibilities contained within it in a oneaftcr-another sequence. The spiritual life of the Japanese was not experienced in its essential meaning until the Kamakura period.

I J.

Tradition-Following Another's Teaching-Faith

I would next like to examine the relation between teaching and selfnwakcning. It is an age-old question tha~ has b<~en explained in many
wnys; from political, ethical, religious, and ;educational standpoints among
others. They all finally boil down to the subject-object relation that ex118

ists between oneself and others. It should perhaps be added that this
is a mutual reliance between the two. In religious terms, it is a relation
between Jiriki, "Self-power" and Tariki, "Other-power,'' between ho ( ?'!),
the dharma, and ki
the recipient of the dharma. It is a problem
that exists in Christian theology as well. It should not be put off as long
as there is the notion of an individual self. In human terms it is the
relation between the teacher and the taught, concerned with the question:
Is that which is taught everything, or is there something that must come
from the taught as well? Here, by way of example, is a well-known
passage from Shobi5genzi5 Zuimonki. 21

<m ),

We know of Shakya and Amida with the thirty-two bodily characteristics, crowned with light, preaching for the benefit of all
beings. Yet if the master should say that frogs and earthworms
are Buddha, then the disciple would have to surrender his previous conceptions and believe that frogs and earthworms are
Buddha....
Here, on the surface, it would appear everything is to be passed down
from master to disciple, believed just as it has been taught by the master.
If mountains are called rivers, the response should be a resounding, "Hai"
(yes). Were the master to point to a horse and call it a deer, if the disciple does not reply "splendid!" he will be reproached as a fool for relying
upon his own judgement and not trusting in his master. If it is true
that reliance in the master-the supra-individual self-is the road of the
disciple, then the disciple would be incapable of any creativity whatever.
Even the changes in the external world would gradually assume the dreary
changelessness of a cemetery. Is this really what Dogen meant to say?
From one angle we might say yes, but from another it becomes manifestly
not so. Religious tradition may be said to be produced from just such a
contradiction.
In the Tannisho, Shinran makes the following confession: "As for me,
Shinran, I but trust in the word of my good master, by whom I was told
that only through the Nembutsu are we embraced by Amida Buddha.
There is no other thought." This is the other side of Dogen's statement;
the acknowledgement from the side of the disciple. But there is no difference in their view thnt the relation of both individuals is based upon
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faith. In other words, the problem here is never concerned with an
ethical category of "obedience," but with the realm of spiritual realization. If this is not clearly understood, Dogen and Shinran are both incomprehensible, and their Japanese character is not grasped. Spiritual awakening, if expressed in terms of a human relation, is faith. In the reply 'Hai'
that comes on hearing the word 'Oi' called out from the master, 28 we
should not see simply sensory or emotional insight, but beyond that,
we must experience something of much greater profoundity. The realm
of spiritual response is said to lie in immediate obedience, but if one fails
to see the faith within this, one sees only the superficial appearance of
things.
The Confucians would ask, "What does Heaven say?"; yet "the seasons
come and go and all creation grows"-that is faith. The Confucian dictim,
"without the people's faith nothing is possible, is a political principle,
hut only when this belief is well rooted in spiritual awakening is it unNhakable. Standing within this insight, Dogen demands a disciple's obedience and Shinran confesses his own devotion. In this light Dogen's "frogund-earthworm view" continues: "If you seek Buddha's shining countenance and his many virtues in an earthworm, your mind remains deluded
us before."
Dogen is merely telling the disciple to see earthworms as earthworms
und frogs as frogs. Trying to find the thirty-two physical marks of a
Buddha in an earthworm is merely an example of view-attachment. He
continues: "Simply know what you are seeing is, as it is, Buddha." When
we sec earthworms as earthworms we then know earthworms are Buddha.
"Throw aside this persistent illusion and attachment, follow these teachings, and you will come to natural accordance with the Way." "Natural
accordance with the Way" is the gist of the whole passage. It means nothing less than spiritual insight. When this insight is achieved one discovers
the true meaning of obedience to one's master. When ordered to the
top of a hundred-foot pole and then told to let go with hands and feet
nntl kep on going, the disciple answers "Hai," and does just that; then
nnd only then natural accordance with the Way is attained and frogs and
earthworms are Buddha. This 'Hai' does not emerge simply from following another's teaching, it docs not appear until after many repeated
doubts and hesitations. If obedience does not first pass through negation
or denial it is not obedience In the profou?d sense of that wore.I. But
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when it does pass through denial, obedience is an act of spirituality, and
natural accordance with the Way. It is something that has passed through
denial. In short, obedience is obedience because it is not obedience. Where
this is not so, earthworms are not Buddhas, or perhaps we should say,
earthworms are not earthworms.
Shinran's case is similar. First it is "receive the word," then, he said,
"there is nothing but faith." Still the ultimate reality of his mental experience has faith, and then he hears "the word of my good master." He
said he realized spiritual insight thanks to Honen's indications. But insight and indications regarding it are two manifestly different things.
Honen's instructions were imparted to all his disciples, but all did not
attain insight. Shinran alone possessed an immediate "Hai" that conformed to Honen's "Oi." If the sequence of "Oi" and "Hai" is not observed, then continuing on, "Oi" cannot be "Hai" and "Hai" cannot be
"Oi." This contradiction characterizes spiritual insight.
Faith materializes because there is this contradiction. It can even be
said there is no faith without the contradiction. In the same way, a Christian theologian once said, "Credo quia absurdum est," I believe because it
is irrational. Shinran's obedience to his master comes into being through
faith; his faith comes into being through non-obedience. Nothing could
be as "absurd" as this. It means spiritual awakening cannot be gauged
by the discriminatory standards of the intellect. Shinran's Nembutsu develops from his words, "Nembutsu has meaningless meaning," where for
the first time the "words of my good master" materialize. Do we not
know at all whether the Nembutsu is a guide to Heaven or a passport
of Hell? (Of this I will have more to say later.)
Dogen's required absolute obedience is impossible to realize unless conditions for it are ripe. 'Ripeness' means the conditions are ready for the
follower's spiritual insight to work. Spirituality is endowed with something active; touch it and the effect is like the tremendous explosion of
gunpowder from a single match. Through intellectual discrimination
alone, man cannot advance even though ordered to go beyond the
end of a hundred-foot pole. When something impelling comes to stir within
him, then, indifferent to discrimination, he will advance. Looking back
there is obedience on the part of the disciple; but seen by one who has
experienced the reality of natural accordance with the Way, obedient
following can be none other than accordance with the Way. It is like
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the simultaneous pecking within and without the egg, or like drops of
water that freeze the instant they strike the ground. Obedience never
comes about fortuitously, and it is not mere passivity. The subtle moment of spiritual intercommunion can only be grasped when one has
spiritual insight. The relation that existed between Honen and Shinran
must also be seen with this insight at center. Thie insight is none other
than faith. With the attainment of faith's essence the term "obedience"
becomes an appropriate one.
Generally speaking, a realm that speaks of isolating object from subject cannot attain a genuine passivity. When we speak of a popularization
of Buddhism, or of the combining of Shinto and Buddhism, it will not
do to think of them solely from a singly-directed viewpoint. A world in
which two things confront one another is only possible when one fully
understands the nature of their reciprocal relation. It is not that one is
always passive and the other active, or that one is life and the other death.
Obedience is, after all, the mutual influence of one upon the other, a
reciprocal activity. It is the emergence of the true essence of life.
Absolute obedience, a submissive spirit, is a requirement in some of
the priestly orders of Catholicism, where the command of one's superior
is absolute. As a magistrate of God his word is supreme command, and
the slightest transgression from it is unallowable. Although first hearing
of their extreme arbitrariness and dogmatism, one wonder how someone
could spend a whole lifetime under such conditions, in reality, such a life
in fact is viewed as being a happy one. When a sheet of paper is desired
one does not just go and pick it up; first permission must be obtained
from the superior-something that would appear difficult for an adult
to tolerate. Further, if commanded to jump from a cliff and sink into the
sea, the answer is simply "yes," jump, and no objection. Saint Francis
likens one who obeys to a corpse; pushed to the left you fall to the left,
pushed to the right you fall to the right, stand up, sit down, all is done
exactly as ordered by another. This is taught as being the absolutely
necessary state for a servant of God. The absolute obedience of Dagen
is intellectual, but the above-mentioned obedience of the Catholic orders
permeates even to the center of the will. Though I speak of the intellect
the root is probably the will. Still Dogen's, that is, the Zen man's requirellll'nt lie~ in casting aside the discriminatory intellect at one stroke. Thanks
lo this, natural accordance with the Way is attained, and the ahsolutc,
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incomparable affirmation of being "the only one in Heaven and Earth" is
realized.
However, there is nothing like this in the case of Christianity. God is
absolute power, not absolute wisdom or compassion; no, God is compassion and wisdom, but since on the part of those who accept Him the
power or authority aspect is emphasized over these, it is only submission
or obedience that becomes prominent.
Here an interesting mental situation appears. Although there is a certain sense of mushin (no-mind) or muga (no-self) in the Christian orders,
it differs greatly from that of their Buddhist counterparts. The idea of
power is strong in Christianity, where one entrusts one's own will to something more powerful. It is not that one does not have one's own will, but
that the will becomes enfeebled to the point it does not come into play
of its own accord. Since the muga of Buddhism is natural accordance
with the Way (realization, enlightenment) that materializes in spiritual
insight, one is utterly free and unrestrained in moving and in being moved,
and therein the world of naturalness unfolds itself. The muga of Christianity is wholly T ariki, placing the self opposite the Other and then setting
Him up as the sole Other-power. In Buddhism, the opposition of self and
other is an opposition, but the operation of something beyond opposition
is intuitively known (call this something spiritual insight), and from this
insight another look is taken at the world of opposition. Which is to say
that through the working of this insight the world of the opposition of
oneself and others-the infinite variation of each of the myriad individuals
-comes to have no room for the problems of obedience or submission,
helpless servitude, or the oppression of absolute power.
That does not mean to suggest all comes from a single distinct cause.
All things in the world are subject to the so-called Law of Dependent
Origination. All the myriad variety of individuals are, just as they are,
individualistic and independent; they do not hinder one another and are
completely free. Here the circumference-less circle defines itself and establishes its center everywher. Here Shinran's I is realized, here the Great
Way with Obstacles passes straightway to eternity. This differs vastly from
the absolute submission or absolute reliance of Christianity.
However, Christianity's absolute obedience has a psychological foundation. Postulate an individual self and it will come about that it must carry
the responsibility for its actions. This causes all sorts of difficulties. Man,
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who must carry on in the group life, must also be ethical. If each individual self is not responsible for its acts, then the group cannot maintain
its combined resources. On the other hand, human beings, besides being
like colonies of ants or bees, exist like lions and tigers, attempting to live
and act alone. In a word, human beings have on one hand an ethical
feeling or responsibility, but on the other hand have an independant, selfindulgent nature that likes to operate in its own way without responsibility,
on the principle of the self. Man desires the latter, but life's reality does
not permit this, and he must follow the dictates of the former. Since he
finds this irksome, his mental configuration is divided, one aspect tries to
be as wilful as it can and weaken as much as possible the feeling of
ethical responsibility, and the other is passive. Even though the willwhich wishes to be wilful-is strong, the powers of criticism and selfexamination are yet stronger. The feeling of responsibility is great. Hence,
self-suffering is great. The first is abundant in the so-called great man,
the second is found in the figure of the saint. The type of man who
troubles himself with self-examination, because he will probably try to
escape his worry and suffering, will try to debilitate his will as far as
possible. To accomplish this he searches for something much stronger
than himself and casts everything to it. To it all the responsibility for
his conduct thereupon reverts. Since with the functioning of the Otherpower one's own actions do not come from one's own will, whatever
occurs is not one's own responsibility. Living or dying, killing others or
oneself, good or evil, are all due to outside forces. It is a feeling of extreme relief. This is the mentality of the Catholic priesthoods. Although
it is a military mode the inner motive force might e~ven be termed passive.
Still, it is based on the idea of power.
Either way, when considering the disciple's obedience to his master,
attention must be given to the fact that we must under certain conditions
view it ethically and emotionally, and under other conditions view it
spiritually. If a Dogen-type obedience is understood without spirituality,
it risks falling into the mentality of the Catholic-type priesthoods. Actually the latter possess spirituality as well, but their way of viewing it is
different from that of Japanese spirituality.
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NOTES

i

In the popular story of Urashima Taro, a fisherman named Urashima is taken
to the Dragon Palace at the bottom of the sea by the sea-god's daughter. After
three years of happiness he becomes homesick and returns to his parents' home,
to find that seven hundred years have passed. Trans.
2 Fa-tsang ?t;i'i. 643-712 (J. H6z6).
Patriarch and systematizer of the Chinese
Hua-yen (Kegon) sect. Chih-i ~~ 538-597 (J. Chigi). The Chinese Buddhist
patriarch regarded as the founder of the T'ien-t'ai Sect.
s Churan tj:tilia: Nagarjuna's Mulamadhyamikakarika. Yuishikiron ot~~fiB: Vasubandhu's Vijfiaptimatratasiddhi.
4 The Four Books of Confucianism: Analects, Mencius, Great Learning, and
Doctrine of the Mean. The Five Classics are the Book of Poetry, Book of History, Book of Changes, Spring and Autumn Annals, and the Book of Rites.
5 A good discussion of Shugendo in a western language is Gaston Renondeau's
Le Shugendo. Histoire, doctrine et rites des anachoretes dits Y amabushi, Cahiers
de la Societe Asiatique, 18, Imprimerie Nationale, Paris, 1965. Trans.
6 Murasaki Shikibu, Izumi Shikibu, and Sei Shonagon, active around the year
1000, are the three famous literary ladies of the Heian period.
7 "National Learning" (Kokugaku), a movement of nationalistic thought that arose
in the Tokugawa Period in response to the Japanese Confucianism of the time;
represented by such men as Kamo Mabuchi (1697-1769) and Motoori Norinaga.
Trans.
s Manyo-gana. In the original text of the Manyoshu, the poems are transcribed
in Chinese characters that are generally used phonetically and for meaning as
well to represent the individual syllables in Japanese. This manyo-gana ("manyo
syllabary") gave rise later to the purely phonetic kana syllabaries, hiragana and
katakana. Trans.
9 Hekiganroku, "Blue-Cliff Records" (C. Pi-yen-lu: ~1l!Hi). A collection of 100
koan with commentary much used by the Rinzai Zen sect. Trans.
10 Shindo (April, 1944).
11 Hosshin seppo rt;;!1J-m,rt;; the Shingon teaching that the Hosshin, the dharma-kaya
or dharma-body, also preaches the Law.
12 Sokushin sokubutsu; RP;!1J-RP15fl.
1 :i Kyogyoslzinsho ("Teaching, Practice. Faith, Realization" $Y::fff§fil[); a six fascicle
work by Shinran.
Tannisha ("Tract Deploring the Heterodoxies" lliXJl!l#) written by Yuiembo, one
of Shinran's disciples.
H The "scholars of Nara and Hiei" refers to the priests of the old pre-Kamakura
temples at Nara, and on Mt. Hiei, adjacent to Kyoto, who were inclined to an
aristonatic, ri111:ili1cd, philosophic Buddhism, contrasted with the opposite
tcndt•nt·y ol' the prnl"lical Pure Land schools.
ir. The ori1-dn11l I lo11g11n·ii Trn1plt', tlw head !cmple of the largest branch of the
1
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Shin sect, was divided in the early seventeenth century into Nishi (Western)
Hongan-ji and Higashi (Eastern) Hongan-ji. Since then both of their hugestructured temples have been located in Kyoto. Trans.
Hi iJgen-nisO-ekO (1!JS!=.tEJ~[f:l]), the two aspects of me:rit-t.ransference: going to
the Pure Land (oso eko), and returning to this world (genso eko) to help sentient
beings. Shin teaching makes Amida the source of all the activities belonging
to merit-transference, going and returning aspects alike, and individual beings
are made passive recipients (ki) owing all to the Other-power (Amida).
17 Genshin i1ilt{1§ (942--1017), is the first Japanese patriarch of the Pure Land
school. His influential work, 6joyoshu ("The Essentials of Salvation" 1±:!EJ'f~),
is a collection concerned with birth in the Pure Land.
18
"One Page Testament" -&ffi\ltJt. Written in 1212, two days prior to Honen's
death.
iu Jinno Shotoki 1$.l~LiE;t/C§c ("Succession of the Imperial Rulers in Japan"), by
Kitabatake Chikafusa, 1292-1354.
:',o Great Mirror Wisdom, Daienkyi5chi *[gj~i§l; Mirror of Exquisite Wisdom, MyOkanzatchi M>WBJ~~; Wisdom of Action, Joshosachi flX:i31r1t-~.
: 11
Jinen-hani El ?'J\~m; Shimo .R~; Jikishin [11[,L.,.
Isc Shinto, generally -speaking, is a school of Shinto established at the Ise Shrine
'
containing Buddhist, and later, Confucian elements. Trans.
:!:I ;\ Shinto saying. Trans.
:•-1 /lukkyo Daiji-i.
:in Kontai ryo mandara ~~i;jjljj/111\;~-the two mandalas of esoteric Buddhism,
representing the two aspects of cosmic life: the Diamond World ~lilrl~W. (Kong6kai) and the Womb-store World ~ii~W. (Taizokai).
'.!II llonji suijaku ;Ljs::ttl!.~~, "traces of descent from the original soil." An explanation that regards Shinto kami as manifestations or r1eincarnations of Buddhas
and Bodhisattvas. Trans.
~ 7 ShiJMgenzo zuimonki, a collection of Degen Zenji's t eaching compiled by his
disciple Ejo. Trans.
:ix "Oil" is a call (Hey!); "Hai!" is the answer to it (Yes!). Trans.
11
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CHAPTER 3

HONEN AND NEMBUTSU

SHOMYO

I think it reasonable to regard Honen and Shinran as one when viewing
them as individual manifestations of Japanese spirituality. Of course it
will be necessary to see them separately in some instances, but when we
try to consider the Japanese character in the manifested forms of spirituality, they are most easily understood as one. Thanks to them the true
significance in Nembutsu sh0myo1 was developed. Without either of
them it probably would not have evolved completely. Thus we may view
them as one character. This is corraborated by Shinran's own statements
professing only to obey the teachings of H6nen. Yet there was not
only this subjective side to Shinran's faith, for it is certain there was an
objective element supporting it. It seems that in trying to endorse him
alone, thus separating him from H6nen, his followers were overly zealous.
He rather should be seen together with Honen, and it should be said that
in them Japanese spirituality reveals its characteristics.

I.

I.

THE FALL OF THE HEIKE

The Heike Monogatari-The Significance of Honen's Appearance

To my mind, nothing in the political history of Japan is as tragic as the
downfall of the Heike clan. Taira Kiyomori ( 1118-81) was an extremely suitable figure to decorate the close of the Heian era. Kiyomori,
who through military might swept away four hundred years and more of
deepseated political evil, because he became thoroughly aristocratized as
well, had no alternative but to taste the bitterness of defeat himself.
He became the Chancellor of the Realm (Daj6 Daijin) in 1167, and
in 1171 his daughter entered the imperial court as Kenreimon-in, the consort of the Emperor Takakura. This was the pinnacle of the Heike's pro126
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sperity; nineteen years after Kiyomori became Chancellor they were delivered their final stroke on the seacoast of Dannoura. The swiftness of
the complete reversal accompanying this rise and fall, and the extreme
misery of the Heike's last moments, can all be known in full by reading
the Heike Monogatari, 2 the supreme masterpiece of its kind. Not only
is it an epic story of political tragedy, it is also an outstanding example
of poetic literature describing life in this fleeting, unpredictable world.
That the Heike Monogatari was written in Karnakura times must be
given deep significance. During the long duration of the Heian, literary
production was considerable and varied, yet nothing like the Heike appeared. It is not so much there were no battles during the Heian period,
just that no 'Battle Literature' evolved. Constant karmic vicissitudes
obtain naturally in all worlds, but in the world of the Heian they were
treated in an intellectual, literary manner, and dicll not appear as a raw
experience of human life. The following could be said anywhere by anyone, yet when we open the Heike Monogatari and begin to read, we do
not feel that the words are merely abstract and conceptual: "The tolling
of the bell of Gion Temple echoes the transience of all things." "The
color of the flowers of the Sala trees reveals the truth that all who rise
must fall." "Prosperity is not long, it is but like a dream on a spring
night." "Brave men in the end must vanish too, as dust before the wind."
11 ad these appeared in Heian literature, the words would carry an empty
ring. When we come upon them in the Heike Monogatari, we receive the
profound impression that the author is directly conversant with the reality
of human life. Coming to the Kamakura period, the Japanese first underwent a keen introspection regarding human existence.
There is still in the Heike Monogatari quite a bit of the residue of
the Heian's feminine culture. What perhaps ought to be called the sentimentality of the Japanese people is quite apparent, but behind the sentimentality an introspection was added. It is here the awakening of J apanese spirituality is to be perceived. Spiritual life begins from introspect ion; without it there can be no spiritual life. Introspection is denial. It
occurs when a person who has gone wholeheartedly and directly straightl'orward without looking to the rear or to the right or left, questions, stops,
holds his ground, and looks to himself and to his situation. It is the
denial of a prior reckless attitude. lt is a privilege limited to man, and
is not found in lllL' olllL'r animals, ewn cdcstial beings do not possess it.
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If we say animals move solely by means of instinctive affirmation, we
would have to say that celestial beings do as well. We may imagine this
to be bad in the former and good in the latter. But without introspection
and denial there is no good or bad; accordingly, there is neither freedom
nor creativity, which become possible only through the experience of
denial. Spiritual existence springs from this. In the Heike Monogatari we
are able to see the situation of the Japanese of Kamakura times as they
were awakening to spirituality. Whoever the author was, he touched the
current of spirituality running at that time. This current or movement
has at its hub Pure Land thought, which makes its starting point the
denial of this life. Although denial of this life does not necessarily imply
birth in the Pure Land, still it shows serious criticism of present existence.
Though Pure Land thought existed even in Heian times, it was then
conceived of as an extension of the present world. People of that age
lacked denial, criticism, and introspection of the present world. Even
had these been present, they would have been conceptual or else of a merely imitative or educative nature without firm roots in profound human experience. The spiritual life of the Japanese had not yet come to the fore.
The differences between Heian and Kamakura Pure Land thought are
really differences between that which was added from without and that
which emerged from within. Therefore, though people of Kamakura
times spoke of doing Nembutsu shOmyo and gaining rebirth in Paradise,
that which moved at the ground of their consciousness was not rooted in
mere convention or tradition. It is there we must seek the meaning of
Honen's appearance.
If we except those with an especially rich inborn genius, the movement
of spiritual life is not visible among the courtiers who lived between Heian
and Kamakura times. Many Buddhist scriptures were read and recited,
lectured upon, and studied; Buddhist images were worshipped, and ceremonial rites of various sorts were conducted, yet it would be very difficult
to regard them as anything but cultural pastimes. There were few indeed
even in monastic circles on a truly spiritual footing. Even after entering
the priesthood and donning black robes, it is necessary to "enter the priesthood" once again, and the black robes have to be "re-dyed" occasionally
as well. Thus, no matter how many times the Nembutsu was voiced, the
minds of the so-called men of culture, the intelligentsia, or even the priests
of the time, probnhly did not move in accord with it. As they came to
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confront the reality of war's ruthlessness and sorrow, and the vicissitudes
of human life that accompanied the downfall of the Heike, both the courtiers and the priests were compelled to be in earrn!st. Here is the example of Taira Shigehira, from Chapter Ten of the Heike Monogatari.
[Shigehira, of the Heike, is captive of the Genji, who had offered to ransom him in return for the Three Sacred Treasures. The Heike refused.]

When the answer was received, the Genji decided to send him
to the Eastern Provinces. The prospect of leaving the capital
filled him with regret. He asked Doi Jiro whether he might be
permitted to become a monk. His request was communicated to
Yoshitsune who reported it to his Majesty, who decided to refer
the matter to Yoritomo. Informed of this Shigehira said, "May
I not then see a priest and old friend o1 rnine in order to speak
with him about future existence?" "Who is this priest?" asked Doi.
"His name," replied Shigehira, "is Honen of Kurodani." "In that
case permission is given."
Very pleased, Shigehira soon met with the priest and said to
him, weeping: "I was captured alive and brought here to the capital. Yet what will be my fate in my future existence? When I had
rank and high position in the world I was distracted by many things
and grasped tightly the bonds of this life. My heart was totally
given up to pride, without a thought for what might befall me.
Then when misfortune came to our house and we fled the capital,
fighting and struggling here and there, my mind was obstructed
with the evil desire of killing others and saving my own liife, so
that no good thoughts could dwell in me. As to the burning of
Nara, whether it was an imperial order or a military order, since
the way of this world is difficult to escape, on account of the evil
deeds of the monks we marched against them, and the chance
burning of the temples that followed was beyond my power to
prevent. Still, as I was the Commander at that time, if punishment is to fall on one person, it must be on my head that it will
fall. So whatever shame may overwhelm me I know that it is but
retribution for this deed. Therefore I would like to shave my
head and go as a mendicant priest, keeping precepts and seeking
only tlw Way of the lluddha. Rut such being my situation, I can-
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not do as I would like. Since my own lot is unforeseeable for
today or tomorrow, I feel it regrettable that it appears most unlikely that my past karmic life will be resolved, whatever discipline I may practice. Alas! When I think over the conduct of
my past life, my guilt is greater than Mount Sumeru, while all my
righteousness is less than a speck of dust; and if thus in vain I end
my life, without doubt I shall be reborn in the three ways of torment. And so I beseech you, Honen, of your kindness and compa,'{.sion to help even such a worthless one as myself, and to show
me how to achieve salvation."
At this Hi5nen, choked by tears, could answer nothing for a
while. Finally, however, he raised himself and spoke as follows:
"After having the rare opportunity of being born ~ man, to fall
again into the three ways of torment is too grievous a lot. But if
in disgust at this sinful world you seek rebirth in the Pure Land,
cleansing your mind of evil and turning to good, all the Buddhas
of the three worlds will certainly rejoice and be glad. There are
different ways to salvation, but in the degeneracy of the Latterday, Nembutsu is the best. Thus fixing the whole mind and concentrating all practices into the repetition uf the six syllables, none
can be so dull or ignorant but his Nembutsu will be heard. Even
though your guilt be ever so deep, do not feel despised. Even a
man of the ten transgressions and five rebellions will attain Paradise if only he will return to Amida. However small your merit,
do not give up your desire. If with earnest mind you repeat the
Nembutsu, surely Amida will come to meet you. If with faith
that Paradise is to be obtained by the repetition of the Nembutsu,
you wholeheartedly repeat it, then Paradise is yours. If you repeat
Nembutsu with repentance, you do indeed repent. If you trust
Nembutsu as the all powerful sword, no evil karma can approach,
and if you have faith in the Nembutsu to cleanise from sin, all
your sins will be washed away. The essence of the Pure Land
teaching lies in this, and can be summed up as above. The attainment of Paradise depends on faith. If you deeply believe this
teaching, and have faith in your mind and repeat Nembutsu with
yo11r mnuth in all your actions of hody, speech, and mind, and in
your four mnd111· nf lifr (going. standing, sitting, and lying), the
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instant your life ends, departing from this world of trouble, you
shall without doubt be reborn into the Land of No-Return, the
Western Paradise." At this exposition Shigehira was greatly overjoyed, and replied, "I would now like to receive the precepts. But
is it possible that I can do this without becoming a monk? "Indeed," said Honen, "it is quite itsual to observe the precepts without becoming a monk." And taking a razor he laid it on his forehead and made the motions of shaving his head, after which he
instructed him in the ten precepts. Shigehira received his instruction with tears of gladness, and Honen as well, filled with extreme
sympathy, taught him the ordinances in a voice broken by sobs.
Although we do not know when Shigehira first met Honen, there is little
doubt that his mental attitude at that time was a sky-breadth different
from his state at the time he was a captive being taken to the Eastern
Provinces. His seemingly reverent echoing of "What will be my fate after
death?" was a mannerism of the people of the time-seen even todayand does not necessarily mean he desired birth in the Pure Land. He
docs not, in saying that a mind obstructed with evil desire has no room
for good thoughts, that it is unlikely for him to be saved no matter what
discipline he might undertake, seem to be a man afraid of falling into
Hell. It would be better to see him as one invoking stern criticism of
human life. When he says that "My heart was totally given up to pride
without a thought for what might befall me," he is acknowledging his
downsliding animal-like existence that lived for the day alone without any
introspection whatever. Though such a life is "evil," something spiritual
begins to flicker when he says "I desire salvation." This is the earnest confession of Shigehira the "evil man." As a person of high governmental
rank he would be unable to make such a confession, or, if he did do so
the words would have to be empty ones. Herein is the difference between
I kian and Kamakura times.

2.

Nembutsu and the Kamakura Bushi

Once again we have a fine example in the religious awakening of
Renshl'ibl'> Kumagai Naozanc. From the Hcian to the Scngoku period
(794-1558) the number of intellectuals and warriors entering the priest-
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hood increased considerably. I wonder what meaning shaving the head
and donning black robes has with regard to a life of spirituality. Although
the accord between them is indeed a mysterious one, numerous historical
examples attest to its existence. I am not sure whether this is a good
or a bad aspect, but something of the Japanese character can be seen
therein. When a man who has led a pleasure-seeking, worldly life, or
a life of brutality, shaves his head and fingers a rosary, he appears in a
favourable light, assuming a gentle and elegant air. This is all esthetically
and emotionally agreeable, but after all is fallacious and totally removed
from spiritual existence. Renshob6, however, was certainly one among
other warriors of the Sengoku period, the "period of wars," who had a
sober opinion of human life. His alleged encounter with Taira Atsumori 3
aside, what is true beyond doubt is that N aozane cast stern censure on his
own life.
Here are two poems ascribed to Naozane, in which the bent of his
extreme sincerity is well exhibited:

"This paper clothing [of monkhootlj is preferable to my former
armor;
Even the arrows of the wind cannot penetrate it."
"I am uttering the Nembutsu I promised Amida;
Whether I am born in the Pure Land or not is in his hands."
The latter can be said to reveal clearly the mental attitude of the samurai. One utters the Nembutsu and gives oneself up to the Prayer, and
whether the Pure Land is attained or not is entirely in Amida's hands,
not according to one's own calculations-this is the attitude of Renshobo
the Tariki believer, an attitude that enables him to remain true to the way
of the samurai as well. His lack of concern regarding the result of his
Nembutsu-calling-the idea that such is not for him to know-expresses
very well the ever so honest and straightforward character of the people
of the Kanta area. Once he has exchanged his armor for monk's clothing
there is nothing at all to fear, however much the winds of transience bring
misfortune's arrows-this describes quite accurately the mental state of
the monk Rcnshobl'1.
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II.

1.

ASPECTS OF PURE LAND THOUGHT

The Nembutsu-Pure Land Oja-Prayer

The heart of Pure Land thought lies in the Nembutsu and not in attaining birth in the Pure Land. Pure Land adherents all believe that Nembutsu is the means and attainment of rebirth in the Pure Land the
end. But without Nembutsu there is no Oja. The succession is Nembutsu~Oja: Oja~Nembutsu. This being the case, Nembutsu is Oja, Oja
is Nembutsu. In accommodation to our everyday consciousness, which
contrasts "this world" and "that world," a movement from Nembutsu to
Oja is spoken of. Yet this of course is not reality, only an intellectual contrivance, for were rebirth to exist outside of Nembutsu, the way of Oja
would also have to exist outside of Nembutsu. If one says the Nembutsu,
Oja will be attained: it then follows that Paradise exists, Oja exists,
where there is Nembutsu. This is the life of Nembutsu samadhi. Nemhutsu uttered with the idea to attain Oja would not be genuine, would
not be an absolute Nembutsu.
Hemen taught the monk Rensh6b6 that "The practice of the Nembutsu
is the practice of the Original Prayer of the Buddha. There should be
only the Nembutsu of the Original Prayer." He continued,

To attain Oja, just repeat the Nembutsu 30,000, 50,000, or
60,000 times with all your heart. If you still have time left, other
practices of good merit may be undertaken. If you say it 60,000
times, you do not have to do anything more. If you will repeat
it 30,000 or 50,000 times with singlehearted assiduity, even if
precepts cannot be fully observed, it does not matter, for precepts
do not determine rebirth in the Pure Land.
What does he mean? It would take at least ten hours to repeat 30,000
Nembutsu; to do it 60 or 100 thousand times would probably leave little
time for sleep at night. To say "Namu-Amida-Butsu" "Namu-AmidaButsu" with a mindless rapidity 30,000 times a day would require an extremely large amount of time and leave one physically exhausted to boot.
There would he no time to do any good deeds, or bad ones either for that
mntter Oni.: would become a Ncmhutsu machine. The "mind" of the
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"singleminded" Nembutsu would have no room to enter.
Why must Pure Land Oja be so avidly pursued when there is really
nothing known of the Pure Land? Since there is a study of the Pure
Land in my !Oda-kei shiso-ron [Studies in Pure Land Thought], I will
leave detailed treatment of the subject to it, but frankly, I am rather inclined to think of Pure Land Oja as a kind of symbol.
What is important is Nembutsu itself; singleminded Nembutsu alone
is important. Tentatively, we suppose that Pure Land Oja lies beyond
the denial of the present world, but in "Namu-Amida-Butsu" Oja
and the denial are really unified. Therefore, thanks to the repetition
of the 6-syllable Name, all bad karma can be eliminated. This elimination
is Pure Land Oja. Honen and his disciples, in the traditional way, consciously felt that Nembutsu shOmya was the required act to achieve Oja.
but their spiritual insight was not necessarily there. Since this insight was
not yet completely realized in them, "this land," "that land," abhorrence
of and release from the world of impurity, joy at and seeking after the
Land of Purity were imagined to be opposite one another. "Singleminded
Nembutsu" had not been realized. Moreover, since their aim was always
fixed on singlemindedness, they never forgot it even as they spoke of Oja
In one sense, the Nembutsu is also a prayer. Criticism of this life is
its denial, and behind the denial hides the affirmation of the Pure Land.
Prayer is none other than the inclination toward that hidden affirmation.
It is not concerned with consciousness or unconsciousness. Where one
attempts to rise above his present existence there is prayer. When Shigehira said that a heart obstructed by evil could not harbor good, he was reflecting upon his own evil heart and attempting to transcend it. Unless one
can somehow realize how it will be after transcendence is accomplished,
the aspiration to transcend will not arise. This is where prayer and
"Namu-Amida-Butsu" come in. Here the Nembutsu of the Original
Prayer begins to function. Prayer is eternal, and for that reason Nembutsu
is eternal, and the Original Prayer of the Buddha is eternal as well.
Thirty, sixty, or one hundred thousand Nembutsu merely suggest the
eternity of Nembutsu-of prayer. Rather than saying they suggest it, it
would probably be better to say they concretize it. If it is not singleminded, the eternal Nembutsu does not appear. Eternity is in the singlemindedncss. It is the eternal present. It is the voice of "Namu-AmidaButsu."

2.

Continuous Succession of Nembutsu Shomyo-The Instant of the
'One Thought' 4

The question of Nembutsu shomyo is not one of numbers. Honen's
words, "Though an ordinary man practice the Nembutsu twenty or
thirty thousand times daily, the number means nothing. Yet numerous
repetitions are advised," seem to suggest he felt large numbers of repetitions in themselves were desirable. But he immediately continues,
"This is because I would secure the continuity (sozoku) of the calling of
the Name. Numbers are not necessarily essential, but there is a need
for constant Nembutsu. If a definite number of repetitions is not prescribed it might lead to negligence. Large numbers of repetitions are
therefore advised."
The question therefore is one of continual Right Mindfulness, which
is none other than singlemindedness. Because it is singleminded all acts
are contained within it. Generally speaking, 'all acts' would be in a timesuccession; but here they are included in the very thought-instant of
the calling of the Name, where the singlemindedness must be unobtainable
in the three worlds of past, present, and future. For one's acts, that is,
time considered as a progression, to be embraced within the instant of
one calling of the Name is beyond the comprehension of the discriminating intellect; it is, in a spatial sense, like Mount Sumeru being held within
a mustard grain, which is incomprehensible on the level of discriminatory
consciousness. May it not be more easily understandable if we say instead
that the instant of the calling of the Name is time-succession itself.
Without this understanding it is not possible to understand that Amida's
Original Prayer cannot be used up in an eternity, or that the practice of
Nembutsu leads one immediately to the Pure Land.
"No matter whether one is learned or not, I solely urge him to the
exclusive practice of Nembutsu." "All acts are contained in the calling
of the six syllable Name ... if you are very attentive to the Nembutsu
you will surely attain Ojo." In my opinion the only way to properly
understand these words is to say that Nembutsu must not be a Nembutsu
of discrimination, but one that appears from within non-discriminatory
wisdom. If it does not flow naturally from spiritual insight, "continual"
attention is not possible, and neither is senju Nembutsu, singlcminded
Ncmbutsu done to the exclusion of all other practices.

"The practice of the Nembutsu does not depend upon one's other
modes of action or upon time or place."-such words do not emerge
from within the discriminating intellect. Pure Land followers always
advocate Nembutsu from a situation of discrimination. Although this is
to make it more readily acceptable to people, its true meaning thereby
is more difficult to attain. Suzuki Sh6san was a man of Zen and for that
reason he is very direct on this point, making it all the more easily understood. "Vomit up all learning, delusory Buddhist teachings, and just
become a man of Nernbutsu through and through. The 'cutting-off' Nembutsu clears away both good and bad thoughts with the sword of Nembutsu, 'Namu-Amida-Butsu,' 'Namu-Amida-Butsu.'" To a samurai who
asked him about the Nembutsu he said, "As a samurai, create the idea of
your enemy's defense and jump right into it saying Nembutsu. Practice
this 'jumping-in' Nembutsu until you can do it freely.''
When, after cutting off all ideas of good and evil, yes and no, all actions
at all times become one with the calling of the N arne, that is the practice
of singleminded Nembutsu. It then becomes a Nembutsu of all acts.
Though people of the orthodox groups may explain sen ju (exclusive)
Nernbutsu in many ways, it is all dogmatic finery. Senju Nembutsu is not
one act chosen from among others; to say that it signifies absolute Nembutsu would be in more accord with the true intent of both Hemen and
Shinran. It is Nembutsu seen from spiritual insight itself, and it is J apanese. When instead of conceptually following the historical Nembutsu,
one sees the Nembutsu of Amida's Original Prayer directly with the
awakening of his own individual spirituality, it is felt clearly and intimately. This is Honen's "Nembutsu of plain wood." Intellectually-minded
priests have an unfortunate habit of discussion and argument for their own
sake. Even this would not be bad in some instances, but for one who
would confront life's truth the Nembutsu must be spoken with spiritual
insight, in "plain wood.'' 5
For most of us spirituality cannot send forth its essential light because
the intellect stands in the way. That is why Pure Land Nembutsu is the
practice of those who "know nothing.'' In one sense, since spirituality has
an immediacy that is emotional or sensory, when we speak of "simpleh1:artcd women" aml so on, we arc liable to imagine spirituality as something instinctive, completely shorn of intellectuality. But as has been
repented over nod over, spiritunl insight holds its significance within itself.
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For those "ignorant and unlettered" this has an all the more incomprehensible charm. That is why the Nembutsu was so readily accepted among
the common people.
3.

Japanese Spiritual Insight and the lchimai-Kishomon (The One Page
Testament)

As a document that sets forth the circumstances heretofore dealt with,
Honen's One Page Testament 6 establishes the fundamental truth of Pure
Land faith.
By Nembutsu I do not mean such practice of meditation on the
Buddha as is referred to by the wise men of China and Japan,
nor is lt the recitation of the Buddha's Name which is practiced
as the result of study and understanding as to the meaning of
Nembutsu. It is just to recite the Name of Amida, without doubting that this will issue in the rebirth of the believer ln the Pure
Land. Just this, no other considerations, are needed. Mention is
often made of the threefold heart and the four modes of practice,
but these are all included in the belief that rebirth in the Pure
Land is most conclusively assured by "Namu-Amida-Butsu." If
one imagines something more than this, he will be excluded from
the blessings of the two holy ones, Amida and Shakyamuni, and
left out of the Original Prayer. He who believes in the Nembutsu,
however learned he may be in all the teachings of Shakyamuni,
should behave like an ignoramus who knows nothing, or like a
simple-hearted woman devotee; avoid pedantry, and recite the
Buddha's Name with singleness of heart.
It is in Pure Land Ojo that the thought of the Pure Land sects can be
said to have its heart. But Pure Land believers do not speak much of
this Pure Land, relying instead upon narrative expositions in the scriptures.
It is something that should naturally come into question, but strangely
enough it is not dealt with. 6jl5 alone is vociferously extolled, and
Nembutsu is emphasized as the only path to Ojo. The Pure Land is not
clearly conceived. Rebirth in the Pure Land and the Nembutsu as the
nhsolutc requirement for rebirth arc alone given imposing stress.

In terms of everyday experience Oja means denial of this world, and
thus Nembutsu clearly signifies the transcending of the world. "Everyday
experience" signifies the spiritual life. Were we to criticize or consider
this intellectually, there is much literature that might be offered-someone said this, another refuted it, and on and on. One becomes enmeshed
in the words and phrases of others, and succumbs in the end to debating
and emulating the furrowed brows of the learned Hiei and Nara scholars,
the result of which is a lifetime in which nothing beneficial comes, a lifetime that does not throw a single thread of light on the life of spirituality.
Since Japanese spirituality always endeavors above all to grasp existential
reality it has little interest in the vicissitudes of abstract argument.
Had he limited himself to a scholarly outlook, ensconced himself behind
the time-honored teachings of the scriptures, and discussed the principle
of Nembutsu being essential, Honen would have been revered as the foremost scholar and wiseman of his day, and would have averted the wrath
and persecution of the Hiei and Nara establishment. At most there might
have been something akin to the "Discussion at Ohara." 7 It so happened,
however, that there ensued a full-blown persecution, with the issuance of
a ban upon the practice of Nembutsu, the requiring of a written pledge,
and finally, Honen's exile to a remote part of the country. These developments testify that Honen's Nembutsu was not just a hollow conceptualization, but had achieved an ultimate contact with the reality of human life.
The Hiei and Nara scholars had not touched the genuine experience of
spiritual life. Kenshin ( 1131-1192), a head priest of the Tendai sect,
even acknowledged this shortcoming, as well as affirming the validity of
Honen's teaching, when he said:

I have studied the doctrines of the esoteric and exoteric sects
alike, yet have been so busy looking to my worldly fame that I have
not earnestly been seeking birth in the Pure Land, and have not
even looked at the expositions of Doshaku and Zendo. 8 No one
but Honen could make such a declaration. (Honen's Life)
Since they did not yet know what spiritual insight was, they felt that
excellence in scholarship and intellectual matters was the end of all
things religious. Yct all the more because of this, even though the priesthoods udvunccd under the patronage of the Imperial Court and had the
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respect of all, did they not come to be nothing more than lay communities? We find in such circumstances, I believe, the reason Honen stood
with the ignorant and simple-hearted, and took no special notice of the
commandments, to a degree that may even have seemed excessive.
To the question, "Is there any merit in bringing offerings to a commandment-breaking or ignorant (guchi) priest?" Honen answered, "In
these Latter-days we should honor such priests even as the Buddha." This
answer in itself is not altogether clear, and since he immediately continued,
"All my answers have been entrusted to the messenger-ask him," there
was apparently some additional (oral) information given for purposes of
clarification that has not come down to us in Honen's records. Yet it seems
Honen felt if one was able to repeat the Nembutsu with singleness of
heart, then precepts kept for their own sake did not really matter.
Once Honen pointed to the tatami mats on which he was seated, and
said, "It is because these mats exist we are able to say they are either worn
out or not. If there were no mats, how could they be worn out or not?
In like manner, in the Latter-days (mappo) we may say that the commandments are neither kept nor broken, for the priests themselves are
such in name only. There should thus be no question of the breaking or
keeping of commandments." It is from this standpoint that Honen saw
the priests and priestly commandments of his time.
I do not now wish to go into a discussion as to the meaning the word
guchi (~~) had in Honen's time, but will understand it as meaning
"ignorant" or "unlettered." Those described as guchi are the very ones
Honen encouraged and welcomed with such zeal. Really, unless one is a
guchi, one cannot invoke the Nembutsu. Since a Nembutsu of scholarship
and intellectuality does not leave the plane of discrimination, the Pure
Land rebirth of such a Nembutsu-caller, that is, his spiritual insight, is
impossible, and his practice is in vain.
"I no longer wear the cap of the court. I am only the foolish Honen,
weighed down by the ten evils. Yet such a man is to gain Ojo by invoking the Nembutsu." Here we see the essence of Honen.
He also said, "The Nembutsu of the Original Prayer makes one stand
alone, without help. Help means help through wisdom, help through precepts, help through virtue or compassion. A good man says the Ncmbutsu
as n good man, an evil man says it as an evil man: one simply says the
Ncmhutsu ns one is innately. That is the 'Ncmhutsu without help.' "
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Doesn't this strike to the very heart of the matter! It returns one to
essential ignorance, becoming as one was at birth, an ignoramus who
knows nothing. It attains to the ultimate ground of individuum. It is the
Nembutsu of "the only exalted one in all the universe." It is precisely
here the cherished desire of Ojo is realized. Other than this there is no
Ojo. Pure Land believers are inclined to dwell too much upon Ojo and
to forget the Nembutsu itself. When "Namu-Amida-Butsu" is Rinzai's
"Real Man of No Title above the man of red flesh," it penetrates to the
meaning of the words: "Even though you do something else, do it while
reciting Nembutsu. Do not allow it to become secondary to anything
else." The Nembutsu is not to be recited while doing something. The
Nembutsu itself wakes up in the morning, goes to bed at night, responds
Yes when called to, feels cold when it touches the mountain stream, feels
warmth when immersed in warm water. If the Nembutsu and the caller
are separated, a single-hearted Nembutsu will not be possible, nor will the
state spoken of by Zendo; "Walking or standing, sitting or lying, never
cease the practice of it [Nembutsu] even for a moment. ... " If the Name
and oneself do not become one, one cannot attain the Nembutsu samadhi
Zendo describes. The Honen who said, "In looking at Zendo's Commentary, to the eyes of Genkft (Honen) the threefold heart is NamuAmida-Butsu, the four modes of practice are Namu-Amida-Butsu, the
five kinds of practice are Namu-Amida-Butsu," 9 was a man who truly
had penetrated to spiritual insight. A mere scholar could never speak
such words, words which tally with the utterances of the Myokonin of
the Shin sect. On this point the man of Zen who exists "I alone, in all
the universe" is together with Honen. But a peculiar characteristic of
Honen's insight is that he does not cry "Satori!" as the Zen man does.
In the Roankyi5, Suzuki Sh6san says:

It says in an old poem, "Satori is satori that is not satori; satori
that is satori is an illusion of satori." Truly, satori that is satori
is dangerous! I too like satori that is not satori. Honen's Nembutsu Ojo is also satori that is not satori.
4.

Honen and Suzuki ShOsan
I would now like 111 turn lo Suzuki Shosan, whose view of Ncmbutsu
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is strongly reminiscent of H6nen's. As manifestations of Japanese spirituality they may be said to have lived in the same ray of light.
Sh6san says: "Have a great desire to use up all karmic hindrance in
farming. If you farm with a 'Namu-Amida-Butsu' at each hoe-stroke
you will surely attain Buddhahood." Again the raising up and striking
down of the hoe by means of Nembutsu is not implied here. "NamuAmida-Butsu" should move the hoe, stroke by stroke. Honen's teaching
is similar. Rejecting Nembutsu done while doing something else, he teaches
that which utters Nembutsu is that which performs these "other things."
When asked, "What should I do when distracting thoughts come into my
mind?" H6nen explained, "Just repeat Nembutsu zealously."
Though this is something that could conceivably be encountered in
kc)an Zen, here Pure Land Ojo is also included in the 'distracting
thoughts.' For one who says Nembutsu with singleness of heart, all apart
from Nembutsu is distracting ideas, illusions, complications, and ratiocinations. The insignificant routine of merely liking this and disliking that is
not involved in 'distracting thoughts.' Joyfully seeking the Pure Land
and trying to avert Hell as odious are the great and principal distracting
thoughts, and the source of every Nembutsu. Hemen does not say one
should cut these off, simply give them no heed. This, in its positive aspect,
is Nembutsu senju, "exclusive" Nembutsu.
Shosan says:
There are two ways of saying Nembutsu: To think to become
Buddha by saying the Nembut,su is an act of karmic transmigration. In reality, the correct way is to recite away all passions by
means of Nembutsu. Therefore, one does not generally become
Buddha through Ne.mbutsu; if one recites away these passions one
knows that one's fundamental self is Buddha. Nevertheless,
thoughts that you will become Buddha after death and the like are
all post-mortem thirsts ... The only way for you is to case aside all
things "Namu-Amida-Butsu" "Namu-Amida-Butsu", regulate your
respiration, continually study death, say the Nembutsu for all your
worth, and die a peaceful death. You must simply do singleminded
Nembutsu. (Roankyo)

are revealed. We can also see a contrast to H6nen in Shosan's bent for
rushing on straightforward with Nembutsu. The pedantic air of the Hiei
and Nara scholars and the left-over customs of the Heian period appear
to some extent in Hemen, and this has its own peculiar interest. But
Sh6san was a samurai of Mikawa province during the beginning years of
the Tokugawa era (1615- 1866). That his words come alive may be attributed simply to the circumstances of samurai life, striving and dying in
physical conflict.
You must simply employ the Nembutsu with singleness of purpose, without distractions, until you are detached from self. To
be detached from self means to learn death while repeating "NamuA.mida-Butsu" "Namu-Amida-Butsu," and to be enlightened as to
lhe matter of death. I know that you too must cherish your individual self greatly, but it is not a difficult or lengthy matter, just
use up the self with Nembutsu. (Ibid.)

The self Sh6san speaks of-jihon, 13 *-is the consciousness of the
individual self. He teaches to exhaust this through Nembutsu. When one
goes straight forward saying "Namu-Amida-Butsu" "Namu-Amida-Butsu,"
both life and death disappear. At that time the self is naturally uttered
away, and the true form of singlemindedness appears. This is the occasion
of Pure Land Ojo.
In another place, Shosan states, "Do not think of the past, do not make
judgements about the future, do not just trifle away the present thoughtinstant in vain. Use it purely." Singlemindedness is none other than "the
present thought-instant."
Among Honen's writings something similar to the following is found.
According to Sh6san who quotes it, it goes like this:
One wintry day someone asked Honen how to prepare for future
existence. He answered that as for desires about the next exz'stence,
one must say the Nembutsu in the state of mind of someone about
to he instantly beheaded. This is a good teaching: If the Nembut.m is not done in this way, self-attachment cannot be extinRuished. (I hid. )

In these lines the special characteristics of Shosan's "Nemhutsu Zen"
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Unless this state of mind is attained, the "Nembutsu of standing alone,"
the Nembutsu without crutches, the single-hearted Nembutsu of Amida's
Original Prayer cannot be called out. At such a time knowledge is of no
help: precepts, morality, good and bad, compassion and non-compassion
-none of these will suffice. We may call the state of the mind at this
time "plain wood," innate or natural, or a "mind of settled faith." Honen
said that "the Name of Amida's Original Prayer has the greatest potential
when spoken by woodcutters, fuel-gatherers, water-carriers, and the like,
who know not a single written word, who continually repeat the Name
with deep and genuine desire in the belief they will surely be reborn into
the Pure Land."
Honen did not establish the meaning of singleminded Nembutsu by
means of learning. He and the Zen tea1:::her Suzuki Sh6san are at this
point on the same footing, one which breeds spiritual insight. Honen's true
aspect must be seen in his making 'ignorance' instead of learning the
primary factor. He boldly challenged the scholars because they put too
much store in knowledge and were devoted to the fame and wealth and
greed of the world, conditions least conducive to the awakening of their
Japanese spirituality. Honen walked firmly on the real earth, unseparated
from it even for a moment. "He became," in the words of Shosan, "one
with the earth." It is here we can really appreciate the significance of
Honen's appearance-the rise of Japanese spiritual awakening-in the
Kamakura period.

III.
I.

NEMBUTSU AND 'THE UNLETTERED'

The Meaning of Honen's Persecution
Honen's teaching spread to all parts of the land. However,
some of his disciples were guilty of acts of self-indulgence, which
they committed under the guise of the exclusive practice of the
Nembutsu of the Original Prayer. Using this, the priests of Nara
and Hiei worked to have the practice of Nembutsu outlawed and to
have Hi'inen's infl,uence blocked.
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The above comes from chapter 31 of Honen's Life. No doubt there
were those among his disciples who went to extremes of conduct, but for
that matter I am sure there were numbers of such commandment-breakers
among the priests of the established sects as well. Certainly it was not
limited just to the followers of Honen. The attempt to use this to censure
Honen and his followers seems to have been a pretext, with the real reason lying elsewhere.
These scholars passed their days in discussion of abstract teachings
and writings, and did not even try to proceed along the path of spirituality.
Opposed to this, Honen steadily moved along such a path, and this stirred
the others to envy. Of course, abstract discussion is necessary too, but it
must be supported by the reality of firm and concrete experience. This
the scholars of Hiei and Nara did not have, and thus their influence could
never prevail among the illiterate common people. Nor was it welcomed
by the samurai class, engaged in mortal struggle on the battlefield. Although some of the so-called intellectual nobles might have inclined their
ears as if to hear, theirs was in any case Buddhism of a shallow, ceremonial
nature, and not an expression of spiritual life. What H6nen was aiming
at was entirely different from what they desired. He tried to seize the
spirituality of the Japanese in its natural expression. Although he said
the Buddhist teaching was not suited to the dull-witted common people
of the Latter-Day, such words are probably traditional utterance, mere
reiteration of the sect founders. What he was unconsciously doing was
attempting to touch the life of spirituality which existed among those very
people referred to in the Seven Article Pledge that he signed. They were
the ones able to touch its true and living elements. Who were these people? In the following Seven Article Pledge I have indicated them with
roman type. These seven articles were written by Honen to quiet the
resentment of the priests of the traditional sects and to warn his own
disciples against excesses.

To my disciples, and to Nembutsu priests, I make the following
declaration:
(1) You must not adversely criticize the principles of either
Shinf.:on or Tendai without consulting sutras and commentaries,
or de.~p/.1·r the other nuddhas and bodisattvas.
14~

(2) The ignorant must not allow themselves to engage in disputes with men of knowledge, or with those who differ from them
in religious theory and practice.
(3) You must not foolishly or narrowly insist that those of
different faith and practice give up their distinctive religious
practices, and you must never jest at them.
(4) You must not encourage people to indulge in meat-eating
or wine-drinking, in the name of the Nembutsu which you say
requires no precepts. Never say of those who strictly observe precepts that they are the "miscellaneous practice people," or that
those who trust in the Buddha's Original Prayer never need be
afraid of evils.
( 5) Ignorant people, who are not yet clear in their own minds
about moral distinctions, must not wilfully press their own ideas
upon others, departing from the sacred teachings of the sutras
and opposing the opinions of their teachers. You must not lead
the ignorant astray by getting into quarrelsome disputes with them,
which can only bring you the derision of the learned.
(6) Being dullards, you must not undertake to preach about
the Way, and in ignorance of the right Dharma, expound all sorts
of evil doctrines to infiuence ignorant priests and laymen.
(7) You must not set forth distorted teachings contrary to the
teaching of the Buddhas, wrongly calling them the views of the
patriarchs.
Signed and sealed by the priest Genku (Honen), on the
seventeenth day of the eleventh month of the first year of Genkyu
(1204).

2.

Japanese Spirituality-"the Foolish and Illiterate"

In illustrating how Honen reached spiritual circumstances in everyday
life, let us first look at the noteworthy case of the diviner Awanosuke.
Diviners at that time were, I suppose, something like the street fortunetellers of today. Honen said this diviner, who belonged to the class of the
so-called ignorant and unlettered, possessed the same Nembutsu as he himself did. This is identical in meaning with Shinran's words, "Honen's faith
was given by the Tathagata; Zenshin's (Shinran) too comes from the
Tathagata. Therefore our faith is the same." Such an acknowledgement
could not have come from the scholar-priests of the time. Not only in
theory, but to say it right in front of his master as Shinran did would not
have been possible unless he had touched the ultimate reality of human
life. The following is from Chapter 19 of Honen's Life.

I. !

A follower of Honen, a diviner named Awanosuke, waited on
Honen and practiced the Nembutsu. Once Honen pointed to him
and said, 'Which is better, that diviner's Nembutsu or mine?' The
question was directed to one of his disciples, Sh6kob6. Shi5kob6,
understanding quite well the meaning of Hi5nen's question, yet
still wanting to make certain of his own idea, replied 'How can
your Nemb utsu always be the same as his?' This reply brought a
change to Honen's countenance. 'Well then, how have you been
listening to the teaching of the Pure Land all this time? That
diviner calls on the Buddha to save him by saying the Nembutsu,
and so do I. There is not a bit of difference between us.' Although
that was the understanding Sh6k6b6 had held from the first , it
seemed as if its true and essential meaning had come to him
anew, nad tears began to fall from his eyes.

The people these pledges deal with stood opposite the scholars of the
establishment. The latter were intelligent men of different faiths and pracl iccs, who observed precepts, who knew right and wrong, followed the
scriptural teachings and conformed to the teachings of the saints, and held
to the right Dharma; they were not simple or ignorant. Because they were
diametrically opposed to Harren and his disciples, when they saw Honen
mnking great strides in the actual life of the people they were unable to
l'ontrol their indignalion---a natural human reaction, I suppose.

Nobles who came under Honen's influence, such as the ex-Regent
Fujiwara Kanezane (Tsukinowa no Zenk6) and his wife, no doubt would
have become objects of other Buddhist teaching even without Honen, but
diviners, fishermen, prostitutes, thieves, women, and the like, probably
would not have been saved without him. The episode of the Buddhist
novice Zuircn gives us yet another chance to clarify Honen's Nembutsu.
To sec II lotus nowcr ns II lotus nowcr, and a plum blossom as a plum
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your mind." Zuiren had never told a single soul anything about
it, so he wondered how in the world Honen could have known.
He proceeded therefore to tell him the whole story as above related. At this Hanen said, "Suppose there were someone who
talked nonsense to you, saying that the lotus fiowers over there in
the pond were not lotuses but plum or cherry blossoms, would you
believe him?" Zuiren replied, "So long as they are really lotuses,
how could I believe otherwise no matter what anyone says?"
"Then," Hanen continued, "it is just the same with the Nembutsu.
For you to believe the teaching of Genku, and not doubt the
certainty of birth into the Pure Land by the practice of the Nembutsu, is just the same as beU.eving that a lotus fiower is a lotus
fiower. The only thing to do is to firmly believe in the Nembutsu
without worrying about the reasons. Do not believe such an absurdity as that a lotus fiower is a cherry or plum fiower." With
this he awoke from his dream, and all his doubts were gone.
It is said that he accumulated merit in the Nembutsu, and when
the end came he attained his long cherished desire of birth into
the Pure Land with perfect composure. (Honen's Life, 20)

blossom-that is a Nembutsu "whose peculiarity is the absence of peculiarity," and apart from it there is no room for such things as the threefold
mind. The lives of those who become absorbed in the five modes of practice, the four modes of practice, or the threefold mind know nothing but
the ascetic environment of the mountains and forests. They have been
brought up in limited surroundings.
A novice named Zuiren became a faithful follower of Honen,
and went with him as his attendant to his place of banishment.
Hanen had a feeling of deep compassion for him, and explained
the way to attain Oja. He received the teaching with profound
faith, and practiced the Nembutsu with undivided heart. After
Hanen's death, in the second year of Kempa (1214), someone
said to him that no matter how much one practiced the Nembutsu,
unless he studied and understood fully about the so-called threefold mind he could not be born into the Pure Land. At this
Zuiren said: "The late H anen used to say that the peculiarity
of the Nembutsu is the absence of peculiarity, and that the only
thing is to believe the Buddha's word and practice the Nembutsu,
and one would surely be born into the Pure Land. He said nothing
whatP.ver about the threefold mind." Thereupon the person
went on to say, "But he was there speaking for the benefit of
those who would find such things difficult to understand, to
make it easy for them." He then proceeded to give his own interpretation of Hanen's real meaning. He gave many quotations
from the sutras and commentaries, until Zuiren began to wonder
whether he might not be right, and began to doubt.
Then one night he had a dream. As he was going through the
western gate of HoshOji Temple, he saw a great variety of lotws
plants in the pond, all in full bloom. As he went towards the west
veranda of the temple, there were a great many priests sitting in
rows, talking together about the Pure Land doctrines. He went
up the steps and saw Hanen sitting on the north side facing south;
he bowed reverently towards him. Hanen perceived this and told
him to come over beside him. He went near, and before he had
said a word, Hlinen addressed him as follows: "Do not have the
least anxiety about the .ml1ject that has recently been engaging
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3.

Hanen and The Unlettered Samurai

Now a few words concerning Honen's relation to the samurai. The
Nembutsu conversion of Kumagai Naozane and others has already been
related. Here I would like to mention the example of Amakasu Taro
Tadatsuna, characterized by the same extreme pragmatism we found in
the story of Taira Shigehira. As Amakasu took up arms and readied
himself to rush off to the field of battle, he felt a contradiction between
the essential meaning of Oja and his occupation as a samurai. In order
to resolve it he decided to visit Honen. On the 15th day of the 11th
month, 1192, he called upon him at his residence. He reminds us of Arjuna
in the Bhagavad-Gita, though Amakasu's case was a personal affair. His
problem took on an all the more pressing urgency because he was a
samurai, at a time when such men had little affinity with learning. His
story is found in H<>nen's Ufe.
In the province of Musashi there lived a samurai of the lnomata
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clan called Amakasu Taro Tadatsuna, who was in the service of
the Minamoto family. He became a follower of Hanen and got
to be very assiduous in the practice of Nembutsu. At this time
the soldier-priests of Enryakuji Temple on Mount Hiei, in defiance of the more moderate elements in the priesthood, began to
prepare for armed resistance against the authorities. They took
their stand at the Hiyoshi Hachioji Shrine,. and Tadatsuna wats by
Imperial Order put in command of a body of troops which the
Government dispatched to suppress the rising. On the 15th day
in the 11th month of 1192, as he made ready to depart, he paid
a visit to Hanen and said to him, "I have often heard you say
that even sinners like us, if they only say the Nembutsu and put
their whole trust in Amida's Original Prayer, will undoubtedly
attain Ojo. Though I firmly believe in it, I suppose such is the case
only with those who are lying in sickbeds, calmly waiting for the
end to come. Being a samurai, I cannot do as I would like, and
now in obedience to an Imperial Order I am setting out for the
castle at Hachioji to punish some rebellious Sammon priests. I
was born into a soldier's family and trained in the use of martial
weapons, being on the one hand under obligation not to fail in
carrying out at least in some measure the will of my ancestors, and
on the other, responsible for handing down something of glory to
my posterity. Yet if, as a soldier, I abandon myself to the driving
back of the enemy, wicked and furious passions will be stirred
within me, and it will be very difficult to awaken any pious feeling
in my heart. Yet if I allow myself to keep thinking all the time
about the transitoriness of life and about the truth of Nembutsu
Oja, I will be in danger of being taken captive by my enemies,
and thereby be eternally branded a coward and straightaway have
all my patrimony confiscated. For a foolish person like me it is
verv hard to decide which path to choose. Will you tell me how
I c~n accomplish my cherished desire for Oja without sacrificing
the honor of my family as a samurai?"
To this H6nen made the following reply: "Amida's Original
Prayer savs nothing ahout whether a man is good or bad, nor does
it <ii.1·cus,1.' tlw amount of his relif?ious practice. It makes no distinction he tween the pure and the impure. and takes no account
1~0

of time, space, or any other of the diverse circumstances in men's
lives. It matters not how a man dies. The wicked man, just as
he is, will attain Ojo if he calls on the Name. This is the wonderful
thing about Amida's Prayer. So, though a man born into a samurai family goes to war and loses his life, if only he repeats the
Name and relies on Amida's Prayer, there is not the slightest
doubt whatever that Amida will come to welcome him to his
Paradise." Under these gentle instructions his doubts left him
and with a glad heart he exclaimed, "Tadatsuna's Oja will take
place this very day." Hanen handed him a sacred scarf which
he put on under his armor, and he finally set out for Hachioji,
where he abandoned himself to battle with the rebel priests. In
the midst of the struggle his sword was broken, and he received
a deep wound. Seeing it was hopeless, he fiung down his sword,
and clasping his hands he called the Name in a loud voice, giving
himself over into the hands of the enemy . ...
4.

Spirituality, the 'Ignorant and Unlettered'

Although now would be a good point to speak of Honen's role as a
catalyst in the rise of Nembutsu among the ignorant and illiterate warriors and common people, that will have to be put aside momentarily, for
I wish to concentrate on the idea that the awakening of Japanese spirituality in the Kamakura period came not from the intellectuals, but from the
soul of the ignorant and illiterate common man. In this respect, Honen
may be said to have marked a turning point in Japanese spiritual history.
Though he was not altogether free from vestiges of Heian thought,
without him Shinran could not have appeared. It is this that enables us
to regard Shinran and Honen as a single spiritual personality.
The awakening of spirituality has to pass through a denial of intellectuality. Therefore, it may be said that a person who is completely illiterate
cannot, in a real sense, be spiritually awakened. Yet in a more profound
sense, awakening can be said to appear naturally from spirituality itself.
Even where there is intellectual denial, if spirituality's spontaneity does not
appear, only the occasion will be present and the actual materialization
will not occur. Shinran and Honen came to possess both the occasion
nnd the nctunli:r.ntinn, nnd their hrillinnt spiritual lives thus emerged. But
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for the "illiterate samurai," the "simple-hearted devotee," and the like,
the only course open was to follow faithfully the path laid down by their
leaders. Still, in the matter of achieving spiritual insight itself there is no
difference in the two cases. One who follows the path of intellectual
denial and subsequently attains spiritual awakening, by transiting the
vicissitudes incurred in such a passage comes to know not only himself,
but others as well. Accordingly, he believes the teaching himself, and
can make others believe in it as well. If his belief is possible, it means the
belief of others is possible too.
Whereas for those termed unlearned or foolish the road to spirituality
is comparatively direct, the spirituality of the intellectually-minded person is not easily awakened because of the obstacle of his intellect. This
is like the poet Saigyo's autumn twilight-throughout east and west, now
and in times past, everywhere the same. Since the intellectually-minded are
of course also the objects of salvation, the saint's concern is with them as
well. However, in Japanese spiritual history there was really no opportunity for this to be expressed until Kamakura times. It would do us
little good to dwell on those saints who themselves bore the hard thick
husk of the intellect. Since Japanese spiritual awakening manifested itself
through the individual personalities of H6nen and Shinran, our attention
turns naturally to them-as individuals. However, when we view Japanese
spiritual awakening we must see it in the context of the illiterate common
people and the preparations these people possessed that enabled them to
respond and follow Shinran and Honen so readily and obediently. With
the onset of the Kamakura period, the spirituality of the general populace
that was to become the structural foundation of this awakening, those
people termed ignorant, foolish, and illiterate, came to possess the natural
fertility of the soil itself. That is why Honen and other spiritual leaders
were then first able to make their appearance in the spiritual history of
Japan.
The initial expression of Japanese spiritual realization is found in the
One Page Testament. It was Zenshob6, a monk at Rengeji Temple in
Totomi province and a scholar of Tendai teaching, who actually put into
practice the purport of this Testament of Honen's. When he heard from
Kumagai RensMbo about Honen and his teaching of Nembutsu as the
way for ignorant sinners to gain rebirth in the Pure Land, he obtained an
introduction and proceeded to the capital to visit Honen at Yoshimizu.

After an exchange of questions and answers he was able to gain a deep
understanding of Pure Land thought. Honen taught him that Amida's
Original Prayer would save all ignorant sinners. Even those without
knowledge of such things as the Three Teachings (commandments, meditation, and wisdom) would not be rejected by the Buddha. "Those who call
upon the Name should do it with the nature they now have, the wise man
as a wise man, the fool as a fool-thus all equally may attain Oja." "It
would be a mistake to think that I, Honen, cannot attain Oja unless I
gain high religious rank ... that Oja is impossible for me just as I am.
Our daily lives should be such that they enable us to say Nembutsu most
easily." "Avoid and discard anything that stands in the way of Nembutsu .... If you cannot say Nembutsu in celibacy, say it as a husband
and householder ... if you cannot say it as a householder, say it as a
hermit ... in the consummation of Nembutsu all else become secondary.... "
Thanks to his detailed teaching, Zenshob6 became deeply devoted to
Honen's Nembutsu. H6nen gave him the following message in parting:
"According to the doctrine of the Holy Path we must develop our intellectual faculties to the very highest to get free from the fated transmigratory round, whereas the Pure Land practice requires us to return to our
native simplicity in order to find birth in the Land of Bliss."
After returning to his native place, elated and deeply convinced of the
truth of Honen's Nembutsu, Zenshobo decided not to enter the temple,
but earned his livelihood as a carpenter.
Passing nearby on the way to his place of exile, the priest Ryiikan
(1148-1227) stopped at Kokubu in T6tomi Province to inquire of
Zensh6b6. He asked if a priest named Zensh6b6 was living in Rengeji
Temple. The priests said they knew of no such master, but that there was
a carpenter named Zensho working in the area. Ryiikan immediately sent
and asked him to come. It is reported that as Zensh6 entered the courtyard Ryiikan came out grasped him by the hand and led him inside. Both
were in tears as they spoke of the past. When the samurai, who had
looked down upon Zensh6 as a lowly carpenter, witnessed this moving
scene they were wonderstruck. As the two men parted, Ryiikan's disciples
asked Zensh6 for some word to keep with them. After a brief silence he
said, "Always diligently say the Ncmbutsu, and attain Oja." Then he
disappeared.
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IV.
1.

NEMBUTSU SHOMY6

Nembutsu Sh8myo in Honen's Nimai-Kishomon (Two Page Testament)

In addition the One Page Testament, Honen wrote this Two Page
Testament.

Priests and laymen alike should consider that they have not a
whit of intelligence. Do they believe that the serious matter of Oja
of those who are caught in wretchedness will be attained without
relying upon the Prayer of the Buddha? You must believe in the
Compassionate Prayer of Amida Buddha, call upon the Other
Power through the constant invocation of the Name; this is the
matter of the Original Prayer. Nothing is more commendable than
the voicing of his Name, solely imploring for his salvation. Do
not let pride mislead you into thinking 'This act of mine is good.'
Generally stated, to rely upon the Buddha does not mean to engage
in meditative recollection, but just to invoke the Name; this is
none other than relying upon the Original Prayer. The practitioner
of the Nembutsu should not stop at mere meditative recollection
of the Buddha, but should audibly pronounce the Name. For
besides this shomyo [pronouncing the Name] there is no right
cause that will definitely determine our rebirth; besides sh6my6
there is no right act that will definitely determine our rebirth; besides sh6my6 there is no right karma that will definitely determine
our rebirth; besides sh6my6 there is no meditative recollection that
will definitely determine our rebirth,· besides sh6my6 there is no
transcendental wisdom that will definitely determine our rebirth.
Further, there is no threefold mind apart from sh6my6; there is
no four modes of practice apart from sh6my6; there is no fivefold
recollection apart from sh6my6. Amida's Original Prayer is no
other than sh6my6; the mind that loathes this world of defilement
li<'s at the bottom of this sh6my6. We should believe in the unrestricted and unconditional power of Amida Nyorai derivinf! from
non<' othrr than the Other-power of the Orif!inal Prayer of
l>lwrmakara Rodhisattva of aws past. F:vcn if you are awar<' of
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matters more profound and erudite than this, if you keep to them
and do not do the Nembwtsu, then you will be subject in this life
to greater and smaller punishment within the sixty-odd provinces
of Japan. You will be deprived of the forty-eight Vows, and you
will fall into a hell of incessant torment and suffering in the life
to come.
Although the Two Page Testament cannot be said to strike home to
man's inmost heart as does the One Page Testament, its emphasis
of sh8myo gives it great significance. Though it may be said with certainty
that Nembutsu is shomyo, in this passage Honen stresses the actual utterance of Nembutsu. Without confining it to meditative recollection in one's
heart, he exalts the importance of the act of speaking the words of the
Name. How can there be the kind of meaning Hon en speaks of in the
"Namu-Amida-Butsu" "Namu-Amida-Butsu" that flows forth from the
mouth? He himself is reported to have repeated the Nembutsu tens of
thousands of times each day. Whether Shinran said such great numbers
of Nembutsu I do not know, but he did recognize its profound meaning,
and the practice of the Nembutsu was not discontinued among his disciples and fellow-believers. Some of them were even suspected of harboring heretical beliefs because of this practice.
In modern times, for example, Shichiri Gojun, Murata Josho, Teishinni, and other believers like them all continued Nembutsu sh8myo. If
faith has already been attained, then why Nembutsu? It has been stated
that Nembutsu is an expression of one's gratitude for the Buddha's Compassion, but what exactly does that mean? Were it simply a matter of
gratitude, why the need for a continuous succession of Nembutsu? There
is little difficulty attached to the interpretation that views sh8myo in terms
of Self-power, but the Nembutsu as an act of thankfulness for the Buddha's Compassion-particularly the 'continual' Nembutsu-how are we
to interpret that?
I have considered elsewhere the question of Nembutsu shomyo in more
detail, though still in insufficient measure. I shall have to return to it at
a later time.

l;'i;'i

2.

Becoming the Master of Namu-Amida-Butsu-Gratitude for the
Buddha's Favor

In Rennyo's (1415-1499) Goichidaiki Kikigaki ("The Writing of
Things Heard during a Life") it is written that "one becomes the master
of Namu-Amida-Butsu when one accepts Amida. To become the master
of Namu-Amida-Butsu is to have faith." Stated conversely, to acquire
faith is to become the master of Namu-Amida-Butsu. "To become the
master" means to accept Amida. Ordinarily, to become the master of
Namu-Amida-Butsu would necessitate becoming Namu-Amida-Butsu itself. Which is to say that oneself and Namu-Amida-Butsu must not be
two. If they are, then whichever becomes the master renders the other
subordinate. To "become Namu-Amida-Butsu" is for one to become one's
own master. It means casting away the ego-self of the individual, thereby
awakening to a spirituality which transcends the ego-self. Here faith is
established. In this "relying upon Amida" the self that relies on Amida
and Amida who is relied upon must not be two; it must be as if one
is relying upon oneself. Or we might say that Amida awakens to the
existence of Amida. In other words faith does not come about in the two
but where the one is realized as the one. For this reason repeating "Namu~
Amida-Butsu" is nothing else but Amida calling out to himself through
himself. The "oneself" calling out is the spirituality that transcends the
self; the "oneself" who is called upon is the individual self. When Amida
thus halves himself the materialization of the Original Prayer occurs.
When the Prayer is manifested the attainment of faith arrives. In the
Anjin Ketsujo Sho 10 we find, "Therefore, it should be understood that although the Nembutsu samadhi just referred to is a reverential calling out
of Nembutsu on our part, it is not our act. We are performing Amida's
act." This is the same as was previously stated. If the self of the individual self is the direct embodiment of Nembutsu samadhi and the master
of Namu-Amida-Butsu, then what is the meaning of shomyo-vocal Nemhutsu-as an act of thankfulness towards the Buddha? Rennyo says,

After attaining faith, your gratitude for the Buddha's favor,
by means of the recitation of the Name, should not be neglected.
But it would be a great mistake for you to think that heartfelt
reverence and watltude are due to the Buddha',\' favor, and not to

give your attention to the actual reciting of Nembutsu that comes
from the mouth as if unintentionally. The natural and unrestricted
recitation of the Name is caused by the Buddha's Wisdom, and is
nothing else but the Nembutsu of thankfulness for the Buddha's
favor. ( Goichidaiki Kikigaki)
According to the above, one must say the Nembutsu after attaining
faith, as a Nembutsu of gratitude for the Buddha's favor. Mere thankfulness or reverence is not expressive of one's regard for his favor. After
attainment of faith there must be uttering of Nembutsu, which is itself a
praising of the Buddha's favor. If this is true, it would follow that to
experience the Buddha's grace is a revelation that comes naturally upon
the attainment of faith. In this case the form of the revelation happens
to be "Namu-Amida-Butsu." Nembutsu cannot be forced from without, it
must emerge naturally. Then it is something in which faith is acquired
in the simple repetition of "Namu-Amida-Butsu," without consciousness
or anything else derived from thoughts of reverence or thankfulness for
the Buddha's mercy or favor. Nembutsu that is not so must, in a certain
sense, be called artifical. A mere thoughtless, loud-voiced "Namu-AmidaButsu" must be said to have no relation whatsoever to the faith of Pure
Land tradition. And indeed, it cannot be identified with a heart that is
grateful for the Buddha's favor.
In Songoshinzomeimon, Part 111, there is this inscription in praise of
the Chinese Pure Land patriarch Zendo:
Zenda is the incarnation of Amida Buddha. Recite the Buddha's six syllables and you praise the Buddha, you confess and
repent, you issue the vow to attain Ojo and to save all beings, and
all your good deeds adorn the Land of Purity.
Regarding this inscription, which was written by Chih-yung (J. Chiei),
Shinran comments:
Chiei was a saint of China. He praised Zendo's special virtues,
calling him the incarnation of Amida Buddha. "Recite the Buddha's six syllables" means to recite the six syllables Na-mu-a-mida-lmts(u). The next phrase means that to recite "Namu-Amida157

Butsu" is to confess and repent one's sins that extend back to beginningless time. The next means that to say Namu-Amida-Butsu
is to aspire to attain Oja in the Pure Land of Restful Bliss and
to transfer one's good merits to all living beings. The last sentence
means that since all good deeds are contained within the three
syllables A-mi-da, to repeat the Name is to adorn the Pure Land.
Thus Chiei Zenji praised Zenda.

The Nembutsu of gratitude does not appear in these comments. However, on this point Murata Waj6 comments simply and briefly:
Nembutsu is Namu-Amida-Butsu.
Namu-Amida-Butsu is Amida Sama.
Amida Sama saves us.
Say Nembutsu in gratitude for this.
That is all that is needed.

Here indeed the essence is apparently grasped. Still it seems to me that
in order to express "gratitude" it should not be necessary-as Murata
Waj6 advocated-for people to gather together in one place and send out
loud choruses of "Namu-Amida-Butsu," "Namu-Amida-Butsu."
3.

The Nembutsu Sazoku ("Continuous Nembutsu") of Murata Jasha
Waja

Murata J6sh6 Waj6 of Isshinden in Ise Prefecture was a prominent
Ncmbutsu practitioner of recent times. He was raised by Shichiri Gojun 1 2
of Hakata, Kyushu. Some of his words and deeds are recorded in a book
entitled Negusari. It is indeed a welcome book, for those not only of the
Pure Land, but for all men to read deeply and take to heart. Murata
Waj6 brought people together and had them do nothing but repeat Nembutsu aloud to no specific purpose, while he himself would speak his
thoughts as they occurred to him or answer questions put to him. For
this reason he has been pointed out as being heterodoxical by those of
the Shin sect. The following description should give some idea of the
munncr of his 'assemblies.'
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W aja Sama, why do we come here and yell ourselves hoarse
with all this loud reciting? Listen ... from some directions we hear
"Na Na Na ..." from some directions, "Da Da Da Da .. ." from
other directions, "Nan Nan Nan . .. " That one nun in particular
seems to be saying "Ise Ise Ise ... Yamada Yamada Yamada ... "
no one seems to be reciting the six syllables of the Name.

This brings the assembly into sharp focus, enabling us to imagine the
cacophonous clamor of the voices. Waj6 himself remained unconcerned
with the goings-on and just gave out a continuous stream of "N amuAmida-Butsu," "Namu-Amida-Butsu." Judging from this there would
seem to be something in the repeating of "Namu-Amida-Butsu," "NamuAmida-Butsu," either softly or loudly, which is not simply a matter of
thankfulness for the Buddha's favor.
Did Waj6 really have some aim or purpose in this? Wondering if the
ways of his teacher Shichiri G6jun1 2 were "in disagreement with the sacred
teachings," Waj6 asked a scholar if they really were, and received the reply:
"That is Gojun's greatness." This he reported to the assembly, and added,
"We are all crawling infants, and thus have no need to get caught up in
reason and logic." He then took up the litany again, "Namu-AmidaButsu."
It is without any gratitude to the Buddha, or anything else, that he just
repeats "Namu-Amida-Butsu" "Namu-Amida-Butsu" and gets others to
do the same? However one may say that something will be forthcoming
if only we utter the Nembutsu, the leader of the assembly still repeats a
continuous Nembutsu and entrusts everything to the power of the Buddha.
And that is all right, though people like me want to theorize about it.
Before the war we heard about a religious movement in England called
the Oxford Movement, which seems to have had considerable success.
This somehow reminds me of it.
Suzuki Shosan enumerates five different kinds of Nembutsu in his
Roankya. Though presumably only meant as suggestions, they can also
serve as points of reference. They appear in response to a farmer's question concerning the essence of Nembutsu. First Sh6san describes a Nembutsu of merit, done while mindful of the profound meaning of the virtue
in each of the six syllables of the Name. Second, there is a Nembutsu of
shnmc and rcpcntnnce. Next, n "cutting-off" Ncmhutsu, that is, a Nern-

butsu which clears away both good and bad thoughts with the sword of
Nembutsu, "Namu-Amida-Butsu" "Namu-Amida-Butsu .... " The fourth
he calls the Nembutsu of the time of death. The fifth is a Nembutsu of
sameness, Nembutsu that flows out completely unhindered like breeze
rustling through pine trees. This explanation greatly pleased the farmer.
"All of them," he said, "are fine, but I think I will choose the 'cuttingoff' Nembutsu alone. It will do for everything." He left exuberant with
joy. Six years later he was reported to have attained a magnificent Ojo.
Though the meaning of the "cutting-off" Nembutsu appears to be quite
far removed from the Nembutsu of Pure Land tradition, the ability to remain unfettered by good or evil cannot be understood unless one becomes
the master of Nembutsu. Nevertheless, Shosan's case might also be called
different from becoming the master of Nembutsu upon the acquiring of
faith, because he establishes the idea of "cutting-off" from the very beginning.
There is yet another case given in Roankyo, and it does not seem to
fit into any of the previously mentioned five types of Nembutsu. It resembles Honen's practice of Nembutsu repetitions, which sometimes
reached as many as 60,000 a day. Or perhaps it might be likened to the
koan studies in Kanna Zen.

Once a man told of a remarkable event which had taken place
recently in his town. There was a sixty year-old man who had a
very avaricious nature and who was completely indifferent to religion. His son was so grieved at this state that when he found
what he thought was a way to correct it, he resolved to try. He
said to his father, "Here I am, I have found a way to get some
money, but I don't have the time to do the work. If you were
interested in religion, I think it would be a fine opportunity for
you." Hearing the mention of money, the father badgered the son
for more details, until finally the son assented. "There is a
man who will give ten ryo to anyone who will repeat for him,
for a period of three years, 60,000 Nembutsu each day." His
father said, "It's just the work for me. Don't let anyone else have
it. Get the money. I will do it." The son made sure of the promise, then happily gave the money to his father. From morning
until niRhtfall he did the Nembutsu as promised without ever
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putting down his rosary. This went on for almost two years. Then
one day he summoned his son and said, "I am old and my end
is near, I have no need of anything anymore. I don't know why
I took that money-what a miserable thing to have done. Now
it is too late for me to work for my own future life, to which I
have been oblivious. I have wasted all my time working for someone else's future. I want to turn the Nembutsu I repeated during
the past year to my own salvation, and to return the money I received. I will even add my own to it. Give it back with my deepest
certain apologies." He was sad and repentant. The son said he
wasn't certain what the man would say, but promised to return the
money. His father is said to have awakened to the truth in increasing measure, and to have become a remarkable man of faith.

1.
•

There is a similar story involving one of Hakuin's disciples. 13 That
does not mean, however, that Honen's 60,000 daily Nembutsu necessarily
has the same meaning as the Nembutsu sozoku of the Zen-man. Murata
Wajo's "continuous Nembutsu" cannot be placed in the same category as
the Nembutsu of either Sh6san or Hakuin. Each must be given separate
and detailed study.

4.

Nembutsu and "Sitting with Stable Trunk"-The Subjugation of Wild
Animals-Charging the Enemy Camp

The author of Negusari writes that "At his peak, he [Murata Wajo]
was marked by a strictness and severity; it was just like the training of
the Zen sect. When you come across someone who passed under his
guidance during that time, you still can feel his influence." "W aj6 taught
that when doing the Nembutsu you should straighten up and allow your
strength to flow to the lower trunk of your body." Naturally, we cannot
know the whole of Wajo's Nembutsu from the above words, but they do
give a feeling that is somewhat indicative of it.
A tea-master once said, "In the tea ceremony it is necessary to sit
with a stable trunk." Here are some of Murata Wajo's own words regarding this instruction. "Namu-Amida-Butsu ... there is nothing wondrous about the way in which the great teaching spreads, because it is
till' wondrous teaching of l\111ida Sama .... It is not the spread of the
I <ii

leaching, rather the Nembutsu done while sitting with stable trunk ...
Namu-Amida-Butsu ... " "Sitting with stable trunk," "letting your power
llow down into your abdomen," "like Zen training," these words show
that the Nembutsu of gratitude for the Buddha's compassion does not stop
at mere thankfulness. They are secondary matters, and not related to
Wajo's true intention. That spiritual insight can include even such things
may be seen, I think, as the reflection of something Japanese.
While thinking about Nembutsu shomyo, I came across something in
lhe Negusari I would like to relate. It is the story of nineteen year-old
girl from Ecchii who passed a terrifying night in the wind and rain in the
mountain forest behind the Inner Shrine at Ise, under threat of attack by
wild animals.
Terribly frightened, she repeated the Nembutsu for all her worth. When
her voice weakened, the animals began to close in, so she had to stay up
all through the night keeping up a continual Nembutsu. This kept the
animals at bay until she was finally rescued. There is another story,
similar to this one, about a Mikawa woman named Osono, who while
walking alone along a mountain path was suddenly set upon by a large
dog. There was no visible way of escape so she took her rosary in hand,
faced the onrushing animal and began to recite the Nembutsu. For some
unknown reason the dog turned abruptly and disappeared into the forest.
I believe many more examples similar to this must exist. In cases like this,
it docs not necessarily have to be the Nembutsu-"Namu-Amida-Butsu."
.Repeating the Nichiren sect's Namumyohorengekyo would do just as well,
or perhaps repeating the Heart Sutra. When the seventh century Chinese
priest Hslian-tsang travelled to India it is reported that he never forgot to
r~citc the Heart Sutra. For the Shingon sect there is omuabokiya, for
those of Tcnrikyo the words, tenri-o-no-mikoto. All these I believe would
obtain the same result. More than the miraculous power of the words, or
the mysterious nature of their meanings, it is a kind of spiritual air
which comes from the whole bearing and attitude of a particular person
al a particular time that is able to ward off an adversary. Animals seem
able to sense this instinctively. Swordsmen often speak of there being no
".l'Uki", no opening in their line of concentration for the opponent to take
advantage of.
At the time of the Shanghai Incident some years ago, a group of Japanese soldiers engaged in huttlc charged an enemy position. At first they
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just rushed forward yelling, but before they knew it this cry had changed
into "Namu-Amida-Butsu," "Namu-Amida-Butsu." With Nembutsu they
rushed on to the enemy. This brings to mind Suzuki Shosan's answer,
"Wade right in, saying Nembutsu,'' addressed to a samurai's inquiry as
to how he should say the Nembutsu. When you are about to be beheaded,
"Namu-Amida-Butsu"; when you are about to dispatch your enemy,
"Namu-Amida-Butsu"; passivity, activity, negation, affirmation-Nembutsu comes from all of these.
Although I have digressed in this discussion, let me just say that contained in Nembutsu shi5myi5 are, historically, various meanings. Here it
is the appearance of spiritual insight and there it is the training that tries
to open up the road to that insight; and again it might be something that
aims at psychological efficacy, or a sense of gratitude for the Buddha's
favor as is spoken of in Pure Land thought. There is one that attempts
to arouse the consciousness of this gratitude as well. Others could be
added in addition to these. Nevertheless, I will be content to reemphasize
here that the growth and development of Japanese spirituality awakened
by the "Namu-Amida-Butsu" of Honen was not a matter of only one
direction or of a single aspect.
Further, independent studies of Nembutsu shOmyo will have to wait for
another day.
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NOTES
.ff];~ (literally, 'pronouncing or uttering the Name.') In the beginning of the history of the Pure Land school, the Nembutsu was practised in
its literal sense, the followers thought of the Buddha in their minds, formed
his images before their eyes, and perhaps recounted all the excellent virtues belonging to him. This is thinking of the Buddha, Nembutsu. The object of the
Ncmbutsu, 'thinking of the Buddha' was to see him face to face so that the
devotee could advance in his spiritual life and finally even come to the attainment of Buddhahood. But since this 'thinking of the Buddha' involves so much
psychological energy, it cannot be practised by every Buddhist follower however
devotionally minded he may be. He must be given a new way much easier than
lhc 'thinking of the Buddha', and this was found in repeatedly uttering (shi5myi5)
lhc Name of the Buddha. Now the devotee while pronouncing the Name may
not necessarily meditate on the Buddha with any degree of mental concentration,
hut the recitation at least directs his attention towards Buddha with all that
follows from it. Thus the shomyo, 'pronouncing the Name,' came to help the
Ncmbutsu, 'thinking of the Buddha.' While the shomyo is not the Nembutsu,
lhe former, as time went on, came to be identified with the latter, and nowadays
when we talk of the Nembutsu, it may not mean 'thinking of the Buddha' but
'pronouncing or reciting the name,' unless a reservation is made. In the Shin
Sect, both Nembutsu, 'thinking of the Buddha,' and shomyo, 'vocal utterance of
lhc Name,' are regarded as synonymous, meaning invocation of the name of
/\mida.
'' The Heike Monogatari ("The Tales of the Heike") is the epic tale of the 12th
century wars between the clans of the Minamoto and the Taira (Heike), chroniding the struggles of 1180-1185, in which the Minamoto finally triumphed,
bringing an end to the Heian court culture and establishing the Kamakura
Shogunate. The present translation is based on that of A. L. Sadler, in the Trans111·tio11s, Asiatic Society of Japan, 46, 2 (1918) and 49, 1 (1921). Trans.
:i The episode of Taira Atsumori and Kumagai Naozane, during the battle of Ichi
110 tani. is describ~d in Brinkley's History of the Japanese People (New York:
I 'J 15). as follows: "Atsumori, a stripling of fifteen, was seized by Naozane, a
slalwart warrior on the Minamoto side . When Naozane tore off the boy's helmet,
preparatory to beheading him, and saw a young face vividly recalling his own
son who had perished early in the fight, he was moved with compassion and
would fain have stayed his hand. To have done so, however, would merely have
hccn to reserve Atsumori for a crueller death. He explained his scruples and
his sorrows to the hoy, who submitted to his fate with calm courage." Trans.
·l 'One calling,' or 'one thought' (-;d:) is a momentous term in the philosophy of
Shin and J1ido. lls Sanskrit original is eka-kshana, meaning 'one instant' or
'one mo111cnl .' As we say in English 'quick as thought' or 'quick as a flash,'
'olll' though!' rcprl·scnts in tcr111s of ti111c the shortest possible duration, which
1 Shumyi5
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is to say, one instant. The one instant of faith-establishment is the moment
when Amida's Eternal Life cuts crosswise the flow of birth-and-death, or when
his Infinite Light flashes into the darkening succession of love and hate which is
experienced by our relative consciousness. This event takes place in 'one thought'
and is never repeated, and therefore is known here as 'the last moment,' 'the ~nd
of this world,' and I would say, it is even the coming into the presence of Am1da.
This moment of 'one calling' or 'one thought' is the one in our life most
deeply impregnated with meaning, and for that reason must come to us in our
'ordinary moments of life' and not wait for the 'last moment' in its relative sense.
5 Plain or 'white-wood' s:;f;: Nembutsu-a Nembutsu completely uncolored by
external elements. Trans.
G See Chapter 2, Note 18.
7 The Discussion at Ohara-about the year 1186 H6nen, at the invitation of Kenshin
from Mr. Hiei, engaged in a debate on the Pure Land teachings with several
scholars from Nara and Mt. Hiei. It is said, H6nen so successfully defended the
Pure Land teaching that three hundred learned priests present finally accepted
his position and chanted the Nembutsu for three days and nights. Trans.
s Doshaku )!!~ (Tao-ch'o) 562-645; Chinese Pure Land patriarch and teacher
of Zend6. His main work is the Anraku shu (An-lo-chi). Zend6 ~~ (Shan-tao),
died 681, was a Chinese Pure Land patriarch who left several important works
on the Pure Land teaching, the chief of which is a commentary on the Meditation Sutra. Trans.
9 The threefold heart (.:=.1C.,)-(l) sincerity of heart (~~,c,,); (2) a deep (believing)
heart (i*1C.,); (3) desire to be reborn in Amida's Pure Land (IE\lrPJ9i§m\&1C.,).
Four modes of practice (Im {~); (1) Treating with profound reverence and respect all sacred objects, such as Sutras, the Buddhas' Images, etc. ($!\:/!&{~); (2)
practising nothing but the Nembutsu as all else is superfluous (;Im:*{~); (3) leaving no intervals of time between the Nembutsu repetitions, but keeping them
up continuously (:lm Fs~{~); (4) the continued practice throughout one's whole life
of the foregoing three (;R ~{~).
Five modes of practice (11.;2:); (!) prostrating oneself before Amida Buddha
(:f.Lf:f); (2) praising His sacred Name in terms befitting the Buddha of boundless
light and wisdom (~~); (3) desire to be born into the Buddha's Land (fFJ®'j);
(4) meditation upon Him and things of his land (!fill.~); (5) feeling compassion
for the suffering of living beings and wishing to save them by imputing all
one's own accumulated merits to them (IE\l rPJ).
1:1 A 11 jiiz Ketsujo Shi5 ~,c,, ~)Ef')> ("On the Attainment of Spiritual Peace"). A work
of unknown authorship; one of the most important of all the Pure Land tradition.
11 So11gi',shi11;:iillleimo11 :iJ -l']-rJ{2'~ 0f, )(.
I" Shichiri Gojun l.;111.f/J.JIJi'j (1834-1900), a Shin priest from Hakata, Kyushu. Dr.
Suzuki 1ra11::h1tcd portions of his recorded sayings in "Sayings of a Tariki Mystic,"
i11ch1lkd in A /11isrl'/lr111y of iii<' Shi11 Tc11c/1i11~ of Buddhism (Kyoto: 1949).
Trans.
1:1 Sl'l' /·.'.1".11/,l'.I' in /1·11 /111,/,J/1i.1"111 t.~111/ S1·rit·s), Rider. l .ondon; 1958, p. 149. (Trans.)

CHAPTER 4

THE MYOKONIN

I.

1.

DOSHU

His Life and Relation to Rennyo

Among Pure Land believers those particularly rich in faith and goodness are called Myokonin, literally, the "wondrous good men." A
Myokonin does not excell in scholarship or in discussing fine points of
religious teaching; he experiences the thought of the Pure Land tradition
personally and it lives in him. Though all Jodo believers, including
scholars, should be so, it is the Myokonin who is especially blessed in
this respect. Since he is a rare person, the term Myokonin can be applied
truly to few people. Any Life of the Myokonin would have to consist of
the individual life histories of these devout people.
Heading the list of Myokonin is thought to be one who served as escortguard to Rennyo Sh6nin (1414-1499) 1 with devotion bred of deep faith.
This man was Doshii, of Akao in Etchii (Toyama) Province. Of his life
we know in fact very little; in Rennyo's Goichidaiki Kikigaki he is mentioned or quoted in two or three places, and in the Zoku Shinshu Taikei
there is something as well.
Myokonin would make fine material for any work concerned with the
historical development of Japanese spirituality, in which we would have
to examine the contents of their faith. As one small such study, no more
than a suggestion and extremely unsystematic, I would first like to turn
to Doshii, and then to another Myokonin, Asahara Saichi. I think with
that I will have generally shown how I view spirituality, and how I would
search for evidence of its development.
In spite of our limited knowledge of Doshfi, he appears as a seeker
after truth possessed of excellent and persevering mental ability. While
the exact substance of his faith cannot be clearly seen, there is no doubt
that he worked for Rennyo with utmost spiritual devotion, in this way
attempting to thank the TI11dclhn for his favor. He compiled 21 "Rcsolu167

tions," which, although not containing the essence of his faith do give us
a glimpse of it. The following is based on information supplied me
by Mr. Seiji Iwakura, and from letters sent to Mr. Yasushi Kusunoki by
Rev. Shizuo Doshfl, the head priest of Doshiiji Temple. This has been
assembled by Mr. Iwakura into a book which I have learned will soon be
published. It delves deeply into Doshii's life and I am sure that readers
will find it well worth reading. I for one am eagerly awaiting its publication.
Doshii's birth date is unknown. He was born in Etchii in a small valley
village named Akao, near the upper reaches of the Sho River. To reach
Akao one must travel a distance of over twenty miles after leaving Jogahana, a dangerous journey through valleys and high mountain passes. I
heard recently it can now be reached by bus. The mountain road is so
perilous the slightest mistake would mean a thousand-foot fall. In winter
the region is covered with more than 20 feet of snow, and a trip between
Akao and the Honganji Branch Temple at Jogahana would literally be
at the risk of life and limb.
Legend has it Doshii's ancestors were retainers of Go-Daigo's Southern
Court that survived the dissolution of that house. If true it would mean
he had samurai blood in his veins. It is said he accompanied Rennyo
to various parts of the country during the difficulties of the Sengoku period.
Tims in a sense his role was one of bodyguard, and he was probably well
wrsed in the martial arts. According to Mr. lwakura, Doshu's handwriting closely resembles that of Rennyo, except that it is even stronger
and more skillful. This in itself tells us something of the man.
His secular name was Yashichi. His parents both died while he was
young and he was raised by an uncle named Jotoku. Because his parents
had been very dear to him he wished to find someone like them. He was
told to go to the Temple of the 500 Arhats in Tsukushi (Kyushu) where
he was assured he would find one among the Arhats who would resemble
his parents, and that when that particular Arhat saw Yashichi there would
he a smile of secret understanding whereby he would know him. So
Ynshichi resolved to travel to Kyushu, and went as far as Asozu in Echizen
Prefecture where tradition says he met a priest who led him to Rennyo
Shl\nin, under whose guidance he then fell. That DoshU possessed a discerning eye in matters of spiritual insight is made clear in the 131 st part
of Rennyo's Goichidaiki Kikil(aki.
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"Doshu said that though he heard a certain word constantly, he always
felt as grateful as if he heard it for the first time." In part 130, Rennyo
holds up Doshu as an example in explaining why spirituality .is always
fresh and new, an experience like hearing the first note of the uguisu.
"Most men wish to have something new and novel; but a man of faith
feels each thing new and fresh, even though he might have heard the same
thing many times before. No matter how many times you hear something, it should be heard as fresh and as new as if hearing it for the first
time."
It is curious that in spiritual insight each thing is always experienced
as if for the first time. Therefore no matter now many times it comes,
it is always fresh and new, even as the changing times roll on. Since
Doshu achieved this spirituality, his words are transmitted in Rennyo's
Goichidaiki Kikigaki as those of a saint.
Doshii. of Akao said, "As a matter of daily concern, you should
never neglect the morning service at the family altar; you should
make monthly visits to the nearest sub-temple to worship the Sect
founder, Shinran; and each year you should make a pilgrimage to
the Head Temple ...."
Here Doshu shows himself to be the Confucian gentleman, "respectfully attentive all day long." He was intrepid and resolute in seeking the way and then in continuing along it. In him we see something
of ~he spirit of the "Period of Wars" of 15th century Japan. When he
was in his native place, he never missed the early morning services at the
I nami Branch Temple. The path from his residence in Akao to the Inami
Temple was strewn with mountain peaks, piled one after the other. Only
an extremely strong hiker would be able to come and go without difficulty,
especially in winter with its 20 or 30 foot-deep snowdrifts, when a misstep
could send one thousands of feet to the valley bottom. Yet this did not
deter him in the least. How long did he continue these exploits? Even
arter making allowance for legend's exaggerations his deeds are still extraordinary. They gained for him the respect and admiration of all. Two or
three times each year, without fail, he would travel to the capital Kyoto,
paying no attention to his master Rennyo, who told him it was unnecessary to come so ortcn from so fnr away. It seems he considered Rennyo
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an incarnation of Amida. Legend even tells of him worshipping a ray of
light that shone forth from Rennyo's body. He once said he would fill up
Lake Biwa with mud by himself if ordered to do so by Rennyo. This
statement in its religious ardency shares a common spiritual ground with
Shinran's avowal that he would gladly go to Hell together with Honen.
Doshfi's actions may be said to possess an almost ascetic element. Most
J6do followers appear to be lacking in just this sense of self-control or
discipline. This is probably because they tend on the one hand to depend on Amida's Other-power, and on the other not to arouse the
clTort of self-control which would keep a tight rein on the passions.
But Doshfi applied himself to a honing process of severe austerity. That
docs not mean, of course, he was trying to achieve approbation and
thus gain birth in the Pure Land. He devoted himself assiduously to remaining mindful of his graditude toward the s1;!ct patriarchs and urged
himself continuously against laxity or backsliding. He never sought severe
ascetic practice for its own sake. At home in Akao he would stack up
wood-forty-eight sticks-and sleep upon them. The forty-eight were for
the forty-eight Vows of Amida. He did this to keep himself from sound
sleep, to enable himself to keep clearly in mind and taste the fact that
Amie.la accumulated numberless eons of practice for the sake of sentient
hcings. Another report has him hanging down from the branch of a
Zclkova tree he found growing out over a swift current of water. To
admonish himself against negligence he would repeat to himself, "Below
lies the torrent of the three evil courses, should I be irresolute.... " In
this concrete way he drove his admonitions into sharp relief before his
own eyes. While travelling he would sleep on grain husks he spread on
the floor of his shelter.
He took great pains to collect the Ofumi ( Gobunsho, "Honorable
I ,cttcrs"), 2 letters written by Renn yo to his followers. This was not merely
because he wished them for his own sake, to help him attain faith, he
wanted them to show to the villagers of Akao as well, to help instruct
them in the Way. Number 281 in Rennyo's Goichidaiki Kikigaki states:
"Oiishu, hcgging Rennyo to give him some written instruction, was told:
'You may lose a letter, but faith kept in the heart can never be Jost.'
Nevertheless, the following year he acceded to Doshfi's request."
The next story tells how once, while he was setting out for Kyoto, his
wife asked that he ohtain from Rcnnyo some instructions for her concern-

ing the acqumng of faith. After a Jong and arduous return trip from
Kyoto, before even stopping to take off his straw sandals, he produced a
piece of paper on which was written the six letters, Na-mu-a-mi-da-butsu.
This brought a look of some disappointment from his wife, who had obviously expected something more detailed. Seeing her reaction, and still
without having taken off his footwear, he said, "All right," and set off for
Kyoto once again, many miles, days, and hardships distant. Though he
had that very moment returned from a more than ten day trip through
the mountains, he began the same journey once more. I think this story
-even if only legendary-enables us to understand the extent of Doshfi's
purity and honesty, such that hardship and privation could make no inroad.
There are preserved in Doshfi's temple three handscrolls in his own
hand, containing copies of twenty-three of Rennyo's letters. That and
the fact that the temple in Akao has been maintained to the present day
by his descendants clearly reveal the great influence of Doshi.i's teaching
among the people. The story of his giving his wife the 'letter' from
Rennyo also ties in here, perhaps. He was the object of veneration in his
village.
At a time Doshfi's goodness was widely known, a Tendai priest from
a neighboring village thought to test this man about whom he had heard
so much. Finding him bent down weeding in the fields, the priest came
up behind and kicked him over. Without even changing his expression,
Doshii got up and began to weed again. The priest gave another try,
kicking him over again. The reaction was the same. At this the priest
could not contain himself. "For no reason at all someone comes up and
kicks you down, yet you don't show any anger. In what region do you
exist?" Continuing to smile, Doshfi answered, "It was to pay the debts
of my former existence. I probably have many more still to pay."
The notion of debt for a former existence comes originally from the
idea of karmic retribution in the three periods (past, present, future),
but it is my belief that in this form, payment of debt from a former existence, it is something that originated in China. The second Chinese Zen
patriarch Hui-k'o (Eka) speaks of it. Since Zen places much faith in the
assertions of the Diamond Sutra, the expression often appears from the
mouths of Zen-men. This is what is called 'using up karma.' In the
mamond Sutra we read:
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Furthermore Subhuti, if a good man or good woman who is
about to fall into evil ways due to evil karma from former existence is belittled by others, the evil karma from his former existences will be exhausted and he will attain Supreme Enlightenment.

self and not to harbor the thought that through such acts one would
become a Buddha. Concerning those who say, "I do not fear karma in the
least" he answered they were proof of the words, "Those who do not fear
karma are those with the greatest karma." He said:
It would be best for a beginner to pray for faith first of all, and
then to repeat mantras and dharanis, using up his mind and body.
Or, if one invocates the eight-syllable dharani I 00, 200, or even
300 thousand times, he can use up karmic hindrances, deepen
his faith, and awaken to the truth. He should discard any wish
to become a venerable priest and work earnestly to become one
with the earth. 4

We all shoulder the burden of this debt, and it must at some time be
paid. The debt is this present existence-the individual self. Therefore,
at some point this existence must be overturned and penetrated to its core.
We must at some point succeed in jumping from the individual self to
the supra-individual self. This is called oso-eko, receiving the blessing
of being born in the Land of Bliss. When it is achieved there is gens6ek6, "return and transfer," the return to this life and the dedication
of all one's merits toward the enlightenment of one's fellow beings. But
it is not a process of achieving rebirth, followed by the transference
of_ one's merit. Rebirth is the return and transfer, Oja is genso, between
them there is a mutual relation. "Paying the debt" is speech from the
consciousness of the indivic,lual self. Actually, there are no debts to be
paid, no debtors, no debtees. The debt and man appear and disappear
in the universe of the supra-individual self. Buddhists call this hokkai
engi, and also "sportive" samadhi. 3 But it is in the existence of the individual self that the karma must be exhausted. At this Doshfi was a truly
resolute master, reminiscent of Suzuki Sh6san, who lived long after him
during the first years of Tokugawa rule.
Since Shosan was a man of Zen his attitude toward Buddhist teaching
naturally was different from that of Doshfi, but there is somehow a close
resemblance in their characters, their indomitable wills and resolute temperaments. I do not remember Shosan speaking of "payment of debt," but
for teaching purposes he does talk of exhausting karmic hindrances, of
exhausting self, of self-abandonment, of "not being deluded by this putrid
flesh." To pilgrims who were making the temple pilgrimage around the
island of Shikoku, he said to mourn at each temple for those who died
without descendants to mourn them. He taught those chanting dahrani that
karmic hindrance would be naturally removed through the intent repetition
of the dahrani's words. He said that even in the invocation of Nembutsu
one should simply have faith in the Buddha's grace; he taught that to worship for all one's being would consume karmic hindrances; to exhaust the

The self, in any case, must be consumed. The self is the karmic
hindrance. It is the debt of one's former existence. Because of this encumbrance one cannot arrive at the supra-individual Person, one cannot awaken to spiritual insight. It is not necessary to wait for a kick
from someone to pay the debt. One must advance himself, and test and
realize the truth that he is a self of burning passions and desires.
This cannot be concretely experienced in this body simply by hearing of
the existence of such passions from anot_her. When the existence of the
passions and desires is experienced as reality in one's own body the
opportunity to attain the Believing Heart (faith) appears naturally; To
the degree of the farmer's earnestness, the latter will be firm and clear.
First realize the former without taking into account beforehand the
arrival of the latter. Otherwise, you will be honoring the Buddha and
expecting thereby to become a Buddha yourself.
Doshii was really travelling along the road of spiritual awakening while
undergoing his intense self-training. Superficially, the realms of austerity,
hard work, diligence, absolute passivity, absolute trust, etc., seem to contain many disparities. But with a little thought one may feel at their
depths the spiritual awakening that is common to them all. And the
shape of this feeling may be said to bear a Japanese character.
Doshii's "21 Resolutions," which will be given in the following section, were drawn up the third winter following the death of Rennyo, and
were intcn<leu as personal directives. There is no doubt, however, that ·
they were used chiefly to indicate the rigl1t path to the villagers, Doshu's
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follow believers. Since these "Resolutions" were none other than those
practices he himself had followed up until this time, there would seem
little need for him to have taken the trouble of enumerating them then.
It may be conjectured, however, that after Rennyo's death the villagers
asked Doshii to write something, and that he just dipped into his past
experience and came up with these directives. Nothing in particular pertaining to faith itself is found therein. We may regard them as guides
for conduct for his fellow-believ ers (and for himself as well), both to
encourage correct practice and to help prevent a tendency to slide into
negligence. If there is any section concerned with faith, it would have
to be the last part of article twenty-one: "Never breach the laws and rules
of society. In your heart preserve the reliability and blessedness of the
'One Thought,' while externally acting with deep prudence toward others."
Followers of Jodo often speak of compliance with the laws of the world
and of faith without ostentation; one is simply to keep the reliability and
virtue of the 'one thought' deep within one's own heart. Though it should
not necessarily be taken in an extreme sense of keeping one's faith a secret,
the admonition against flaunting one's faith under any circumstances may
be interpreted to mean that spiritual insight should not be approached
lightly. Such insight, in some cases, may tend to disregard the laws of the
world-society's morality, customs, and written laws. Some among the
Christian mystics of the European Middle Ages committed highly dubious
acts under the pretext that "I am God. My will is God's will. I may act
just as I wish." This is something always to be guarded against, and it
applies to all religions. It was probably this both Rennyo and Doshii
were concerned about.

(1) Do not be forgetful of the One Great Matter [of your rebirth]
ns long as you live.
(2) Should something other than the Buddha dharma enter deeply
into your heart, consider it shameful and dispatch it forthwith.
(3) You must resolutely break through and sweep away any tendency
to indolence, laxity, or self-indulgence.
( 4) If you feel something to be shameful in light of the Buddha
dhnrmn, you must sever immedintcly nntl without hesitation all connec-

tion with it.
(5) Hold no favoritism in your heart. Do no evil to others.
(6) You are always being watched, therefore do not think you may do
evil just because no one is watching your actions.
(7) You must always respect and honor deeply the Buddha dharma,
be ever modest yourself, and behave with prudence.
( 8) However you look at it, it is shameful to consider trying to use
others by means of the Buddha dharma. Should such an intent come to
your mind, consider that there is no other reason for having faith in the
Buddha dharma than to assist you in the One Great Matter of this one
life, and reject such thoughts.
(9) If you find yourself somewhere evil is being committed, regardless of its relative merits, you should leave.
(10) The very thought Amida knows the wretchedness in my heart
brings me deep sadness and pain. Though I am well aware he has forgiven me all my prior actions, the fact that he knows my inner state is
cause for shame and sorrow. When I think that my heart was anchored in
wretchedness in the world before and is now still so, I know a wretchedness beyond description. Even though I chanced to meet Amida my heart
would still remain in wretchedness. Oh, wondrous compassion! I beg
forgiveness for my prior transgression. I must entrust myself to your compassion.
( 11) If you are still alive today or tomorrow and you become lax
with regard to the dharma, you must consider it shameful, sweep the laxity
aside, and attend to the dharma.
( 12) If wonder does not rise fully in your heart you should consider
it shameful and wasteful, and resolve that though you starve to death or
freeze to death you will attain Oja and decide the One Great Matter in
this present existence, the fulfillment of your desire from beginningless
kalpas in the past, and press yourself resolutely in order to recover your
sense of wonder. If even then wonder is not obtained, consider you are
probably being punished by the Buddha; break through your laxity and
praise the dharma to fellow devotees, because those acts at least should
be matters of wonder.
(13) You must not make the mistake of being self-indulgent, of
sleeping away your life in vain, failing to consider the One Great Matter.
( 14) Do not make excuses for not having friends. Encountering those
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Doshu's Twenty-One Resolutions

of your household, though they may not be conscious of the dharma,
direct their attention to it as best you can, above all ask them about the
One Great Matter and be attentive to retaining a sense of wonder in your
hearts.
( 15) Keep fully in mind that the matters of the temple are important
above all else.
( 16) You must not hold thoughts of hate or vengeance toward those
who hate you.
(17) You must simply keep the One Great Matter deeply and unceasingly in your heart, and follow the suggestions given you by your
fellow believers.
( 18) Do not become attached to the myriad things of the world, just
keep deep in your heart this One Great Matter.
(19) As I write in this way, because my heart is so incorrigible and
shameful, even though I consult with it deeply and gain resolve, I wonder
if something will be forthcoming. I must follow without fail the advice
of others.
(20) I think of nothing but the hope you will give me your incomparable compassion, keep me from going astray, and correct what is in my
heart.
(21) Oh, this wretched heart! If I am to resolve the One Great
Matter I cannot think of the fate of this existence. Wherever I am ordered
to go I must go. I must resolve even to journey to China or to India in
search of the dharma. Compared with such resolution, is there anything
so easy as following the way of Amida? Consider deeply the transience of
the world. One is not long upon this earth. Death from hunger, freezing
to death, make little difference. Do not think twice about such consideral ions, and constantly work for the One Great Matter. Do not go against
these resolutions; strive, be attentive, never breach the laws and rules of
society, preserve inwardly the reliability and blessedness of the one
thought, and outwardly act with deep humility toward others.
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II.

I.

ASAHARA SAICHI

Myi5ki5nin Asahara Saichi

I first heard of Myokonin Saichi from Professor Nishitani Keiji almost
two years ago. I wanted very much to read his poems. Then this year I received a book entitled Daiji5 Si5i5 no Chi ("A Land Suited for Mahayana")
by Rev. Fuji Shlisui, in which some of Saichi's poems were included.
Upon reading them I felt that Japanese spiritual insight was here manifested in its pure form. In the following chapter some of his poems will
be given, along with my own comments. I think it best to place Saichi's
experience within the wider one of Pure Land thought, and not within
that of the Jodo or Shin sects in particular.
According to Rev. Fuji, Myokonin Saichi-as Asahara Saichi is called
-lived in the small country town of Kohama in the province of Iwami,
now Shimane Prefecture. He died in December of 1933 at the age of
eighty-three. Until his fiftieth year he worked as a shipwright, at which
time he became a maker of geta, a type of wooden footwear, the occupation he continued up until his death. His father was a deeply religious
man who lived hims·elf to be over eighty.
While working Saichi wrote poems on the wood shavings which fell
from his planer. These poems gradually accumulated until they attained
considerable numbers. Carrying on his work in the midst of a samadhi of
religious joy, a Nembutsu samadhi, he wrote artlessly of the thoughts which
chanced to enter his head, without in any way letting this interfere with
his work. On the contrary, he did more work than any average getamaker. Very often those immersed in the "ecstasy" of samadhi are least
inclined for practical life-forgetting their work, dropping dishes, or
stitches. Saichi was totally different from such people, his work itself was
the blissful Nembutsu samadhi. But the human consciousness is selfreflective, and the words of poems cannot help but flow naturally from
the mouth. Saichi's "poems" are completely unshaped, unpolished, without technique or artifice of any kind. He uses what small literary knowledge and skill he has and, like a spider weaving out thread, he produces
a natural poetry, without style, and without adhering to 31 or any other
set number of syllabics. They arc truly wonderful expressions of religious
sentiment.
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Rev. Fuji's book relates how from the time Saichi was eighteen or
nineteen years old he was ardent in his desire to learn of the Way. Yet
because he was unable to gain any kind of resolution whatever, he abandoned the search after five or six years. At age twenty-seven or twentyeight he came to realize the impossibility of abandoning his great undertaking even for a single day, and began to advance once again along the
Way, inquiring after the dharma. Were he able to travel to Kyoto and
just listen to some great abbot he thought the Way would be revealed to
him. But to go from his village in Iwami to the capital was an undertaking of such magnitude he could not even consider it. So he went to
local country temples or to the houses of lay Buddhists whenever sermons
were held, and listened to the expositions of the teaching. It was said
only after he had passed the age of fifty did he finally attain anjin 5 • We
can well imagine the hard struggle he underwent during that period, but
at the same time we are very thankful his poetry does not smack of formal
Shin sect terminology. Those who are too concerned with letters to give
thdr attention to actual experience are apt to speak conceptually. This
tendency does not appear in the Myokonin, who fall directly under the
experience itself. It is the taste of this experience which must be known,
thought systems may be constructed afterwards. To produce the system
first and then try to squeeze the experience out from it is like trying to
rxtract blood from turnips.
Due probably to Saichi's completely artless mode of expressing himself
and to the lack of connective particles to indicate the relationship between
words and phrases in his poems, it is at times difficult to grasp their meaning. We arc unavoidably caught in the words. In such cases, we the
readers will have to take the initiative as interpreters.

What first strikes one about Saichi's poetry is the constant repetition
of "Namu-Amida-Butsu." "I'm thankful, Namu-Amida-Butsu," "I'm
miserable, Namu-Amida-Butsu," "Amida Oyasama, Namu-Amida-Butsu,"
"I'm blessed with Amida's Compassion, Namu-Amida-Butsu," "My
hrcuth flows in and out, Namu-Amida-Butsu," "The day is over, NamuAmklu-Butsu," "Night is here, Namu-Amida-Butsu," and on and on.
Ncmhutsu wells forth in un endless stream. The "Namu-Amida-Butsu"

of his Nembutsu seems to contain many layers of meaning. Now, instead of trying to analyze them one by one, I shall plunge into "NamuAmida-Butsu" itself.
As to what his "Namu-Amida-Butsu" means, my own answer is that
Saichi's entire being has become "Namu-Amida-Butsu." Or rather, Saichi
is nothing but "Namu-Amida-Butsu" itself. To say that his consciousness is completely filled with Nembutsu only perpetuates the dualistic
view, for consciousness and Nembutsu have become two. Saichi's Nembutsu does not emerge from the dualistic viewpoint. His central identity
is "Namu-Amida-Butsu" itself. His consciousness is one in which "NamuAmida-Butsu" realizes "Namu-Amida-Butsu." When Rinzai's "true man"
or Shinran's "I, alone" are realized, there Rinzai and Shinran are born. It
is then "Namu-Amida-Butsu" rushes forth from the mouth. Saichi did
not make the geta, "Namu-Amida-Butsu" made them. When this "NamuAmida-Butsu" chances to return to the individual self, the uttering of the
Name, the repeating of Nembutsu, "Namu-Amida-Butsu," "Namu-AmidaButsu," comes about. It was to attain this experience Asahara Saichi spent
thirty years of his life seeking. He was a lost child who had not strayed
from his doorstep even a single pace, yet had he not been lost, he would
not have understood.
The supra-individual Person that breaks through the consciousness of
the individual self must tell us that it has been there. This exclamation
is spiritual insight. It is the realization of "Namu-Amida-Butsu." Therein
Saichi's poems all have their genesis.
It would be foolish for us to try to explain them by saying that "Namu"
is kimyo in Japanese, which means "taking refuge," "adoration," "worshipping," etc., and that "Amida Butsu" is the Tathagata of Infinite Light.
No doubt at times such explanations are needed, but for Myokonin, for
ordinary religious men and women, such talk only tends to drive them into
paths of illusion. Just "Namu-Amida-Butsu"-that is all that is needed.
The oak tree in the yard does not state, "I am a tree of the cypress
family," but simply grows up in the garden as it is. "Namu-Amida-Butsu"
is "meaningless meaning," and if we try to give it some kind of meaning, or start to think that some significance should exist within it, then
the six-syllable Name is no longer one's own, but moves away up to the
highest clouds. Since "Namu-Amida-Butsu" transcends time and place,
if even the slightest hit of discrimination, distinction, or computation is
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The "Namu-Amida-Butsu" Poems
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allowed, the geta will not get made, the work will fail, and Saichi will
disappear as Saichi. Contradiction alone will be felt, the mind will become turbulent, heart and mind will be obstructed, and joy, the emotion
that flows from the supra-individual Person, will fly.
Whenever I meet with Joy,
I speak not of time or place;
I'm joyful, you're joyfulThat is pleasure, "Namu-Amida-Butsu."
Saichi's joy is not a conscious phenomenon of his individual self. The
participation of the supra-individual Person in it can be perceived with
utmost clarity. Neither is it of a temporal nature, nor can it be limited
to any fixed place. It occupies Saichi's consciousness constantly. It is a
continual joy without distinctions of time or place. For that reason Amida
participates in it as well. Were it limited by the consciousness of Saichi's
individual self, it would be an accidental and occasional thing, and moreover would be tinged with the character of the indi,vidual self. Were that
so, it would be the same as ordinary joy, and would not be of the sphere
of spirituality. Herein lies the distinctive feature of religious emotion.
3.

Joy and Repentance
Nembutsu is the Buddha of unceasing joy and repentance,
The Buddha born with "Namu-Amida-Butsu."

Repentance is joy, joy is repentance. This constant mixture is immediately Namu-Amida-Butsu. Because of "Namu-Amida-Butsu," Saichi is,
as he is, fully consciousness of his repentance and wretchedness and folly,
and at the same time is the Buddha of joy. Spiritual insight realizes this
contradiction and at the same time knows, intuitively, that there is no
contradiction. This can be seen in the following:
When I encounter the opportunity of repentance,
Time and occasion are utterly wretched.
This becomes the source of joy,
In "Namu-Amida-Butsu;''
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This is full of contradiction. Since this bombu is wretched, he is repentant. The possibility of realizing his wretchedness is in the "opportunity." If there is no opportunity realization is not possible. This realization is the source of joy. It is joy itself. Wretchedness-repentance
-joy-"Namu-Amida-Butsu": this is the chain of experience. It is not
a straight line sequence from any one to any other. They occur simultaneously. When analyzed by the consciousness of the individual self the
emotional image of a contradictory repentance and joy is incompatible.
But viewed from spirituality, repentance and joy, wretchedness and
"Namu-Amida-Butsu" are interfused, and are three-dimensional or circular. The true and appropriate form for this is "Namu-Amida-Butsu,"
"Namu-Amida-Butsu." "Namu-Amida-Butsu" rejoices in "Namu-AmidaButsu." Or perhaps we might say that Nembutsu says Nembutsu.
This dharma is the dharma of repentance.
If it is the dharma of repentance, it is the dharma of joy;
If it is the dharma of joy, "Namu-Amida-Butsu."
Repentance and joy and "Namu-Amida-Butsu" are tied together as in
an endless, beginningless circle. If you have any one of them the others
are there naturally. Repentance and joy, joy and repentance, are not two,
but one, one yet they are two. The one is the many and the many are
the one. This is uncontrollable when viewed from the aspect of the contradiction, but since there is another side where such is not the case, we
are able to carry on with our lives. This is compassion, the compassion
of "Namu-Amida-Butsu." Saichi's life until the end had this "NamuAmida-Butsu" at its center. When he experienced the momentousness and
grandeur of this center he experienced the momentousness and grandeur
of repentance and joy. He expresses it as follows:
Abundance of joy is wretchedness too;
Abundance of wretchedness, and abundance of mountain waters
too,
Zs due naturally to the abundance of the waters of the sea.
The taste of joy and repentance is thus known.
Shame and joy are an Ocean of Compassion . ...
The six syllables, Na-mu-a-mi-da-butsu.
llH

Saichi's poems are always "Namu-Amida-Butsu" from beginning to end,
and it is also their center. There is little doubt that the opening of his
enlightenment was profoundly and thoroughly grounded in the six syllables
of the Name.

f

Again:

f.· I

Great favor, great favor, oh, great favor,
This Buddha is the Buddha
Who makes Saichi Buddha,
The great favor that says "Namu-Amida-Butsu."

I

4.

Receive Amida San from Amida San

By means of "Namu-Amida-Butsu" Saichi's individual self, heavily
laden with sin and full of wretchedness, goes straightway to become a
charitable Buddha in the realm of Amida Nyoraii. This is the Great Compassion of the Nyorai. For Saichi it is Amida's great favor. 7 The Great
Compassion of the Original Prayer and thankfulness for Amida's great
mercy are but two aspects of the same thing. When the supra-individual
Person starts to function, it is called Great Compassion. When this Great
Compassion strikes the individual self of "wr,etched Saichi," the consciousness of the individual self calls it the (Buddha's) great favor. The
worshipped and the worshipper are the same "Namu-Amida-Butsu."
Saichi says :

I receive Amida San from Amida San,
He has me say, "Namu-Amida-Butsu."
"Receiving," "Accepting," "Has me say," are Compassion, the Buddha's
favor, and the heart of joy. They are "Namu-Amida-Butsu" itself.

Compassion is Amida San.
Compassion that makes me worship,
"Namu-Amida-Butsu,"
Is "Namu-Amida-Butsu."
The meeting point of individual self and supra-individual Person is
"Namu-Amida-Butsu." This point is invariably the beginning of all
Saichi's poetry.

Great favor
That makt•s my sin a virtuous Buddha,
"Namu-Amida-Butsu."
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The Buddha makes this wretched, many-sinned, foolish Saichi a Buddha;
through his great favor and Compassion, "Namu-Amida-Butsu" is accorded from the Other, immediately becoming one's own "Namu-AmidaButsu." Saichi's insight of self-identity amid contradiction becomes more
and more vivid. Let us look at the next poem:

Namu Buddha is Saichi, Saichi is the Buddha.
Saichi's satori comes, "Namu-Amlda-Butsu"This is received, "Namu-Amida-Butsu."
Where Saichi is the Buddha and the Buddha is Saichi there is "NainuAmida-Butsu." He does not say, "Saichi is the Buddha; the Buddha is
Saichi"; between there is the giving and receiving of "Namu-Amida-Butsu."
When realization of this comes, Saichi's satori "opens up." The "HolyPath" (Shodomon) may say that supra-individual Person= individual self,
individual self = supra-individual Person, but with the insight of the Pure
Land Path "Namu-Amida-Butsu" is included. It is the starting point and
the goal as well.
5.

Buddha's Saichi-Saichi's Buddha

What is this Namu-Amida-Butsu that has wretched Saichi on one hand,
Great Compassionate Amida (or Oyasama the author of the great favor)
on the other, and "Namu-Amida-Butsu" as the central point or connecting line? Is it not the six-syllable Name, simply a stream of sounds coming from the mouth? Doesn't it merely mean reliance upon Amida Buddha,
seeking refuge in him? What incomprehensibility is this, which allows
Saichi, the square handle, to be connected to Amida, the round socket.
Saichi is, as the ordinary man, an actual individual self. The Buddha
does not possess the reality of the ordinary man as Saichi does, but has
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a supra-individual reality that can be considered in opposition to it. At
any rate, since these two confront one another from opposing extremities,
they are at odds. What do the six syllables connecting them mean? Were
they simply linked together in a line we might view them symbolically.
But in the actual life of the individual self the working of the Name
makes them into one, and that is something that cannot be comprehended
by the ordinary discriminating consciousness. How then does the supraindividual Buddha, via the six syllables, enter into Saichi's individual
self? Is it not true that the six syllables themselves are not to be found
anywhere within the actuality of Saichi's wretchedness?
The problem returns once again to the root. What is "Namu-AmidaButsu"? Saichi is understandable and the Buddha is understandable, yet
what is this six-syllable Name? But in reality, neither Saichi nor the
Buddha can be known. Is it not true that they can never be understood
no matter how much searching is done via discrimination? For the Name
of six syllables this would probably be even more true. Still philosophers
will try in some way or another to elucidate it by means of logic. That is
man's intellectual effort. For the rest of us the only way to settle it is
through spiritual insight. Which is to say that in striking directly home to
the six-syllable Name itself, we are able to comprehend Saichi and the
Buddha cutting capers in self-identity and free intercommunion.
Granting lay thought must produce some kind of statement, it might
be something like this: the moment the heart of Saichi-the ordinary man
-turns to search for the Way, the six syllable Name makes its appearance.
The appearance of the six-syllables occurs when Saichi comes into contact
with the Great Compassion of Amida. When Saichi awakens to this he
says "'Namu-Amida-Butsu,' I am struck." This is the incomprehensibility
spoken of before. It lies outside the bounds of ordinary thought. Here is
a Buddhist's view of the Buddha-wisdom's incomprehensibility:

Namu is the Name of Amida,
Amida is the Name of NamuThis is Saichi's "Namu-Amida-Butsu".
Saichi does not speak of theory but expresses unadorned his insight
as it comes to him:
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It is not I who heard it,
It is not I who heard it;
"Namu-Amida-Butsu" strikes into my heart.
Now I am hit and taken by you.
The word 'strikes' relates plainly Saichi's experience of being struck
by the Name. If you place the Buddha over there and yourself here and
then try to connect them, it cannot be done, water and oil do not mix.
If the realization that you are the Buddha is not present, then no matter
how hard you may try, you cannot become the six syllables.
I do not become Amida,

Amida becomes me"N amu-Amida-Butsu."
The Name comes from Amida and 'strikes' Saichi. Although Saichi
remains Saichi, he is no longer the former Saichi; he is "Namu-AmidaButsu." Viewed from "Namu-Amida-Butsu" one side is Amida and the
other side is Saichi, and moreover each side is retained. "N amu-AmidaButsu" is another name for spiritual insight. It might be said that it is the
substance or content of insight. Or couldn't we say that Amida, becoming
the individual self, is "Namu-Amida-Butsu"? In going through Saichi's
writings there is no other conclusion to be reached. A philosopher would
have to erect some logical sequence; Saichi says:

My heart is your heart,
Your heart is my heart;
To become mine ... is your heart.
To genuinely know this heart is "Namu-Amida-Butsu." Stated otherwise, if you become "Namu-Amida-Butsu" you will understand the meaning of the 'your' in the word, "To become mine ... is your heart." The
following situation,

Compassion and Light, all one.
Saichi and Amida, all one.
"Namu-Amida-Rutsu."
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in which all are one, is "Namu-Amida-Butsu." Here is "Namu-AmidaButsu," Light, Compassion, and Saichi. I call this awakening, spiritual
insight, and there seems to be something Japanese in its configuration.

How happy I am!
Amida's seal is stamped on my heart.
The seal of "Namu-Amida-Butsu,''
The seal of Oyasama, 8
The child has received.
I say simply "Namu-Amida-Butsu."
I wish to consider the parent-child relation between Amida and Saichi
later, but first a word concerning the "seal" of "Namu-Amida-Butsu."
This seal is a bond which says that Saichi and the Buddha are contradictory yet have a nature of self-identity, which means that this seal is the sixsyllable Name. To call the Nembutsu a seal is an unusual choice of
words, yet it clearly shows Saichi's feeling.
If we say Saichi and Amida San are one, or that "Namu-AmidaButsu" is a seal given as proof of the existence of this identity, the sense
becomes wholly spatial, producing an inclination to regard the relation
between them as a merely static one. When this happens Buddhism assumes a pantheistic view. Even today some Buddhist scholars might make
such an assertion, I do not know, but there could be nothing more mistaken with regard to Buddhism. The self-identity of Saichi and the Buddha
must be seen through a viewpoint in which spatial is temporal, where it
might even be said that space is time and time is space. Space and time
must be linked in what might be termed an active relationship. In any
case, Saichi operates within Amida, and Amida moves within Saichi, and
that is exactly the manner in which "Namu-Amida-Butsu" must exist.
"Namu-Amida-Butsu" must be uttered. "Uttered" means spoken in the
three activities of mouth, mind, and body. The Zen sect says, "the feet
run, the hands grasp." Those of the Nembutsu schools do not address
themselves to this point as distinctly as the Zen-man; on the other hand,
they show more interest in the emotional aspect that speaks of the relation
of parent and child, or of the all-pervading Light: of Compassion.
Oya.l'(lma

dwells in my fiery hand.1·;
1R6

Oyasama who says "Namu-Amida-Butsu."
The words "Oyasama dwells in my fiery hands" suggests the infinitude
of hellish contradictions that seem to make up the boundless passion, the
endless torment to which human life is subject. Within all this dwells
Amida. Saichi's 'dwell' suggests passive non-action, something without
emotion. But, actually, Saichi's feeling is not so, for it burns intensely
together with the flame itself, though Amida is not touched by the flames.
That is how I understand "Oyasama who says 'Namu-Amida-Butsu.' " It
is not merely a matter of remaining quiet and motionless and repeating
the Nembutsu. Uttering, saying is an act. As the fire burns "NamuAmida-Butsu" burns with it, and "Namu-Amida-Butsu" is uttered. Each
movement of the planer, sweeping wood shavings stroke by stroke to the
floor, is the sound of "Namu-Amida-Butsu." Oyasama moves in Saichi's
hands and feet, and the wood shavings fall away from the plane-strokes
until they lie all around him at his work table-the hands and feet are not
Saichi's. He is empty-handed yet grasping the handle of the hoe, on foot
yet riding the bullock-the feet and the hands are Oyasama's. This in
itself is the "Namu-Amida-Butsu" uttered by Oyasama.
Prior to his fiftieth year Saichi, who had been striving hard to attain
the Way, would probably have said, "Saichi says the Nembutsu." Until
"Saichi" was blown about and knocked down by Amida's great wind he
was too conscious of "Saichi." "Saichi" was buffeted about and struck
onto something-"Namu-Amida-Butsu." From that time forth he dwelled
in fire; no, he dwelled together with the fire, and came to "taste" fully
the life of Nembutsu samadhi.

Though we speak of the sameness of illusions,
Illusion in illusion
And dharma in illusion
Are difjerentH ere Tariki and Jiriki are known.
Here Saichi becomes objective and critical, which is rather unusual.
But as he rightly says, insofar as illusion exists in illusion, that is, insofar
as it has not yet emerged from the plane of discrimination, a Nembutsu
uttered hy Oyasama will be necessarily incomprehensible. One has to be
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knocked down by the wind. He must have broken the threads of discrimination and been cast into the immense Void of non-discrimination.
Yet by itself that will not suffice, for he must strike on the dharma, he must
run up against the dharma, or rather, he must be struck by the dharma.
Since this will come from the Other (Amida), it is not his own act. While
there is a question of karmic opportunity here, man's own part is completely passive. This is where the Tariki view materializes. The Oyasama
of "Namu-Amida-Butsu" is the Oyasama who says "Namu-Amida-Butsu."
They are one and the same. It is Nembutsu thatt says Nembutsu.

appear. The home of "Namu-Amida-Butsu" is "Namu-Amida-Butsu";
whether it is in this life or the next is not clear. Saichi mentions the next
life, but his "Namu-Amida-Butsu" is always Saichi himself, now, the
present Saichi, and within this a future life apparently is not included.

6.

According to this Paradise clearly comes before death. You do not go
there after death but while still alive. Saichi is there now. I have rendered
the word sumete in the third line as "entrust," although such an interpretation is not certain. It seems to imply that when you are entrusted
to or occupied with Amida you need not worry over this or that, or
something similar. For Saichi, all that is needed is "Namu-Amida-Butsu"
"Namu-Amida-Butsu," hence his unconcern whether he goes to Paradise
or to Hell. All is left to Amida San to do as he wills, it is not to be
calculated by this "wretched person"-this is Saichi's heart become
"Namu-Amida-Butsu." For Saichi is the new Buddha, and Amida is the
old Buddha, and Saichi the ignorant ordinary man is prepared to go anywhere Saichi the new Buddha takes him.

Saichi's View of Rebirth (Ojo)

A salient characteristic of the poems included in Rev. Fuji's bookpoems we might call Saichi's 'Nembutsu-Samadhi Poetry Collection'-is
that Saichi's thoughts never refer to the idea of rebirth in the Pure Land
after death. The idea that after death one is received into Paradise, therefore let the trials and sorrows of this world be as they will, never comes
up even once. It is generally believed that the Nembutsu sects state the
following: shaba (this world) is suffering; gokuraku (the Land of Bliss)
is, as its name says, a place of happiness. Therefore, in this world one
must above all else practice perseverance, obedience, etc., and meet the
end in quiet composure. Simply believe in Amida's Original Prayer and
without any doubt you will attain Ojo . . Thus all one's days should be
spent repeating "Namu-Amida-Butsu." There is little more than this.
It is generally thought that the ideas that Amida's heart is your heart,
and that you can receive the Pure Land in this shaba world, belong only
to the Holy Path and are not found in the Pure Land or Tariki Path. In
spite of this, there is no mention at all of future life in Saichi's poetry.
His heart is filled completely with the Name of six syllables received
from Oya, and there seems to be no room left over for anything else.
Saichi, where will you go in the next life?
I'll be received into the native place of Namu-Amida-Butsu.
"Namu-A mida-Butsu."

This poem is the only clue for establishing Saichi's Oja-view, his view
ol' future rebirths. Within it the idea of a Pure I .and after dl'alh docs not
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You don't go to the Pure Land after death,
You go be/ore the end has come;
Being entrusted to "Namu-Amida-Butsu,"
"Namu-Amida-Butsu."

Saichi is the new Buddha, Amida is the old Buddha;
Old Buddha Oyasama 'is my Oyasama"Namu-Amida-Butsu."

To speak of "one's own Amida" is to utter the very words of the Holy
Path. But Saichi lives constantly with "Namu-Amida-Butsu," he does not
forget the central "Namu-Amida-Butsu" even when his expression seem
incomprehensible. In the following,
Wind and air two, but it is
One wind, one air;
A mida and 1 are two,
Rut the Compassion of "Namu-Amida-Butsu" is one.

) 81)

two is one, one is two. The secret of this wonder is "Namu-Amida-Butsu."
And "Namu-Amida-Butsu" is nothing but Compassion itself. Saichi existed in the Name's six syllables from beginning to middle to end. He is
"Namu-Amida-Butsu," "Namu-Amida-Butsu" is Saichi. He is wholly
embraced within Amida's Great Compassion.
Received [by Amida], my heart goes to the
Pure Land for the first time.
Returns again to the foul taste of the shaba world;
Sent back, to work for the salvation of all beings.
According to this poem, Saichi has already gone to the Pure Land for
the first time, and here and now he has returned. This is the "return
and tr an sfer" for the sake of all beings. Saichi is truly the adopted son
of Amida. Sweeping his planer, he surrounds himself with falling chips
and shavings. Are they not the pieces of a sincere heart working for the
salvation of all living beings? And after all is said, is it not quite obvious
why he adds nothing about going to the Pure Land after death?
Saichi regarded himself as one who had long be:fore finished the business of dying. Thus he naturally did not bother about after death. Neither
was he wandering about in the region of birth-and-death. The next poem
clcurly reveals his own spiritual attitude.
You have stolen the end of my life,
My passing, my funeral, finished.

The joy afterwards, "Namu-Amida-Butsu."
The expression "you have stolen the end of my life" is indeed fresh.
It expresses marvelously transcendance of birth-and-death.
Death has not yet come ...
No wonderlt has already passed,·
The end of life is over,
"Namu-Amida-Butsu."
In the first of the above two poems he says his death is already past,
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in the second he questions whether it might be still to come, and in the
next, he says his end is now.
Now is the end ... my ·end,
Which is yours;
Joyfulness, "Namu-Amida-Butsu."
In a book entitled ShUjishO ("A Tract on Steadily Holding [to the
Faith]" iii.~~)) by Kakunyo ShOnin (1270-1351), it is written:
When in accordance with the words of a good master you
awaken in your ordinary moments one thought of trust in Amida,
let this be regarded as the last moment, the end of this world for
you.
Saichi's expressions are vivid because they are not conceptual.
7.

The Salvation of Sentient Beings

How did Saichi view the salvation of sentient beings? The line "Sent
back, to work for the salvation of all beings," quoted above signifies
clearly that this salvation is his present work. Yet how should the following monologue be intrepreted? Since Saichi is deeply immersed in the
Nembutsu samadhi, and occupied with singing of his mental state, he
would seem to have little time to worry himself with scholarly exposition
on such things as the salvation of sentient beings. Yet since he does speak
of the oneness of ho and ki, 9 of the thoughts that are irrelevant to a
Believing Heart, of the inability of wise men and saints to enter the
Pure Land, neither is he incapable of adopting an objective, critical attitude. This being the case, he probably did some thinking about the
salvation of living beings as well.
Saichi san, are you in?
Yes, I'm home.
The head of the house isn't in.
He's gone out, to the salvation of livinR beings ...
He'll be back shortly, please wait.
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"Namu-Amida-Butsu," "Namu-Amida-Butsu."
He's back, he's come back!
How should we understand this salvation of beings? Amida has now
left to engage in the salvation of sentient beings, and Saichi feels he is not
at home. Is Amida's work of salvation different from Saichi's present
business? Could "not at home" mean that Saichi's work and Saichi's
self have separated, and that outside, irrelevant ideas have intruded between them? Is this a monologue of self-examination, as to whether
a fissure has developed in Saichi's maintenance of Right Mindfulness?
Ts he e~ami~ing himself, pressing the needle to himself, testing his ability
to contmue m Nembutsu samadhi, that is, testing the unconscious consciousness of his attainment of faith? This is different from the constant
dilige~ce in someone not yet possessed of established faith, put forth as
~ device to perpet~ate Right Mindfulness. Is it not rather a playful question a?~ answer with the. master, Amida Buddha? All of us have this playful spmt.. Humi:n consc10usness is not always dashing forward, it is also
good a~ sightseemg. To leave after fragrant grasses and return following
the falling flower petals is the privilege of man alone. He thus sometimes wanders from illusion to illusion. Nevertheless Saichi's salvation
~f living beings is not something that needs to be pla~ned and then earned out elsewhere, he ~hould have no need to strive in this or that specific
act to work for salvat10n. There is no doubt Saichi's life was passed in
the manner of a sportive samadhi, examining the constancy of his faith
all the while doing his work fashioning geta. In short, for Saichi, salvatio~
sentient beings was not accomplished by emptying, going outside of
h1msel~, but by leading a life of Nembutsu samadhi, giving life to his everyda~ mmdedness; that is, doing, acting, was for him the salvation of living
bemgs. The next poem may be read in this light as well.

o!'

The Believing Heart is the principal
Of the salvation of living beings,·
I receive it, "Namu-Amida-Butsu."
The Believing Heart is the "principal" received from Amida thanks
lo which !his life is s~iri.tually moved. When one reverently and thankfully receives the ncllcvmg Heart nnd becomes "Namu-Amida-Butsu,"
f 1)2

that is the salvation of living beings. The salvation of sentient beings is our
everyday life itself, and no others acts in addition need be considered.
The "capital funds" for a life devoted to the salvation of living beings is
granted upon attainment of faith, upon the receipt of the Believing Heart.
Life without "Namu-Amida-Butsu" is life of empty promise, extremely
unstable and insecure. Most of us are creatures of just such lives, our
actions never attaining the level of effortlessness and purposelessness, of
life unaware of conscious strivings (Skt: anabhogacarya). The salvation
of living beings is none other than this kind of purposeless life. It has
to be a salvation within a sportive samadhi. Saichi's planing and fashioning of his geta woodblocks is an act of sportive samadhi, the purposeless
act of the salvation of all beings. Saichi's life was that of a saint, though
he himself calls it playing with Oyasama. Playing he goes hand in hand
with Amida, and playing he goes to the Pure Land. As Saichi puts it,
"By playing you are taken to the Pure Land." In Zen, this is said to
indicate the stage of enlightenment where one is able freely to enlighten
others.

This wretched one is now playing with Oyasama,
In this shaba world.
I will be taken into the Pure Land of Amida,
Playing with Oyasama.

In this present shaba world, this wretched self just as it is, I lead a life
of sportive samadhi together with Amida; the Pure Land is but the extension of this sport: such statements could be made with authenticity only
by one thoroughly possessed of a Believing Heart. With a bit of logic
someone might produce something similar, but Saichi's straightforward,
artless declaration is something no amount of ordinary training could produce. In Asahara Saichi Japanese spiritual insight can be said to have
formed a crystal of utmost brilliance and purity.
I think the following poem helps clarify the meaning of Saichi's previous words about the salvation of living beings:
This evil person takes delight in Buddha, "Namu-Amida-Butsu."
Buddha takes delil(ht in Saichi's ki, "Namu-Amida-Butsu."
SendinR me to the salvation of living beings,
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Joyfully, "Namu-Amida-Butsu."

With this, "Namu-Amida-Butsu" becomes the main constituent of all
conceivable things. The evil person delights in the Buddha through its
mediation. The Buddha delights in Saichi as a ki, in the evil person,
through its mediation. Here, and nowhere else, is this joy; the acts of
the evil person, Saichi's everyday mind, the geta shavings, the toil in the
ricc-ficlds-"Namu-Amida-Butsu" is doing "Namu-Amida-Butsu." This is
the salvation of sentient beings. Going away from oneself, one leaves
behind "Namu-Amida-Butsu." It means being absent from one's home,
und that could not be the salvation of living be:ings. "Living beings" is
Hingular. This wicked person, this ki, Saichi himself, this must be saved,
for otherwise there would be no meaning in the salvation of living beings
(In the plural), in the supra-individual, or in an other. And this salvation
is the joyous sportive samadhi.
8.

Saichi's Satori

Snichi was a master of enlightenment. He does not brandish it about
like n Zen-man. He uses terms such as gratefulness, joyfulness, happiness,
plensurc, etc., instead of intellectual expressions. This is a distinctive
feuturc of those associated with the Pure Land tradition, who express
themselves in emotional or affective language. Yet of course things of
nn intellectual nature appear in their vocabulary. Even Saichi must speak
of satori.
Namu Buddha is Saichi's Buddha-he is Saichi.
Saichi's satori opens up, "Namu-Amida-Butsu."
He has received it, "Namu-Amida-Butsu."

and the Buddha. The idea of the three is that they are three and they are
one. When the discriminatory intellect speaks, they become three, but
with spiritual awakening there is nothing but "Namu-Amida-Butsu" alone,
there is no Buddha and no Saichi. This is apparent in the following:
Impermanence is me, this impermanence
Attains the enlightenment of Nirvana,
"Namu-Amida-Butsu."

Saichi dissolves the opposition of Nirvana and impermanence in "NamuAmida-Butsu." In personalistic terms, since impermanence is Saichi himself Nirvana is Amida Butsu. The self-identity of these two is "Namu~ida~Butsu." "Namu-Amida-Butsu" is always employed by Saichi with
absolute independence. It is his Person, "the only one in all the universe,"
Shinran's "one person," the "man" of Rinzai's true man of no title.
Saichi lived constantly within "Namu-Amida-Butsu's" Right Mindfulness.
He lived in it and acted in it. Gutei has his one-finger Zen that he could
not use up in a lifetime. Saichi's one finger is "Namu-Amida-Butsu." If
we are to call Gutei a man of enlightenment, we must say the same of
Saichi. He speaks of "walking, standing, sitting, lying, N amu-AmidaButsu." He is the enlightened man himself, who dwells with the Buddha,
rising with him and retiring with him.
The Anjin Ketsuja Sha tells us that "Namu-Amida-Butsu" is the
form in which we accomplish Oja. Saichi actualizes this form.
Not listening to it as something as 'it should be,
Listening to "Namu-Amida-Butsu" as for the first time.

The meaning of the first line is unclear, but as a whole the poem means:
Snichi is the Buddha, the Buddha is Saichi. "Namu-Amida-Butsu" is the
agent for this realization. Through it the Buddha and Saichi are linked
In u circle; that is, Saichi's satori is received from the six letters of the
Name. All is Namu-Amida-Butsu, there is nothing else. It is not Saichi
equals Buddhn, Buddha equals Saichi, it is "Namu-Amida-Butsu." "NamuAmlda-But1m" mm1t not be thought of ni1 an intermediary connecting Saichi

Even here Saichi's enlightenment · is clearly perceived. Something as it
should be has no relation to what is present now, actually manifest before
one's eyes. It is limited to conceptual reasoning. Saichi's Name is not
such a feeble ooncept. It is an actual "Namu-Amida-Butsu" heard here
and now this very instant. It is thus always new and fresh, each time it
is new everyday it is new, always felt as if for the first time.
To iive is not to have lived, nor is it an expectation to live. It is not
the potential to live or "ought to live." It is living now, instant by in11tant thu11 It Is continual creation. Tn Saichi's words it is "Namu-Amida-
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Butsu heard as for the first time." Saichi was definitely a man smitten
by "Namu-Amida-Butsu."
He often uses the word ataru, meaning to hit, to strike, or to smite, yet
with profound meaning, the meaning of "encounter" or "clash" that Zen
men often speak of. It describes well the experience Saichi had.

"Namu-Amida-Butsu hits me."
"Namu-Amida-Butsu strikes my heart."
"You strike my heart."
"The Name of Amida hits my heart, Namu-Amida-Butsu."
"Strikes my heart."
"Namu-Amida-Butsu strikes my heart."
Such lines are frequent in Saichi's poetry. "Strikes" (ataru) means Saichi
and ~amu-Amida-Butsu meet like two arrows head-on, and their meeting
can m no way be avoided. It means something that has until now moved
continuously straight ahead suddenly has its movement stopped and
changed to a new direction or movement. It means advancing beyond
the end of a hundred-foot pole, where something unanticipated and unplanned by the discriminating intellect suddenly opens up. Ataru denotes
discontinuity, breaking-out, fortuity, intuitiveness. Though it can have
var!ous meanings, with good and bad connotations, here it speaks of a
rcg10n beyond reach of discriminatory wisdom. Saichi searches and
questions, "Is 'Namu-Amida-Butsu' this? Is it that?" but these all miss
the mark completely, and he is "struck" unexpectingly. After all, Saichi's
ataru is a kind of magure-atari, "changing to hit,"' a chance or fortuitous
encounter.

cold and warmth by oneself. To man who exists by means of words all
things are ideas and concepts, and he does not taste. With someone like
Saichi, whose relation to words is only remote, word examination is
avoided, and all things are spoken of through experience. For this reason his words penetrate to the quick. It is highly refreshing, even exhilarating, to see him put so easily into words what is beyond reach of
the scholar's imagination. I am not at all certain his jottings should be
called poems, in any case, they read like the Anjin Ketsujo Sho. Or we
might even compare them with Ippen's Sayings. 10
Saichi's poems, according to Rev. Fuji, begin with this:

Nam.u Amlda, on the way to Amida Butsu.
Tasting Namu, "Namu-Amida-Butsu."
His notebooks, which appear to have been kept over a period of many
years, are a genuine chronicle of his experience. They note unreservedly,
simply, innocently, without affectation or calculation, as a spider spins out
its thread, how Saichi 'tasted' Namu-Amida-Butsu according to his daily
mood. Like the Zen "lunatics" Kanzan and Jittoku, who used to write
their poems on tree trunks and the broad leaves of plantain trees, Saichi
took up his brush and sang of "Namu-Amida-Butsu" as the natural poet
of spirituality. Clouds, it is said, rise up mindlessly in the mountain peaks,
and if the mountains are high, clouds will be naturally abundant. If one's
spiritual insight is deep enough he cannot help but try to express that
experience in words. And because his words are artless and shorn of
technique they touch all the more the true nature of his experience. Saichi's
three lines,

A heart of joy tasting today,
A Believing Heart bred of "Namu-Aimida-Butsu."
"Namu-Amida-Butsu."

Salehi also uses the word "taste". Taste is experience. One knows by
tm1ting whether something is sweet, bitter, or otherwise. One knows

contain boundless meaning. "Namu-Amida-Butsu" is the incomparable
Iron Hammer wielded by the Buddha's all-conquering power. Knocked
down by this hammer, Saichi attains faith. Now, this very instant, his
faith, his Believing Heart, is tasted. Now is the eternal present, the absolute present. Tl is not the now thnt continues in the straight line of past,
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present, and future. It is the present unattainable in the three periods
of past, present, and future. Its center is found only within the infinite
circle. Here is where Saichi stands. No, Saichi is the center. And here
spiritual insight is grasped, overflowing the emotional plane as the heart
of joy.
JOdo followers in some respects are men of simplicity. They themselves call it simple-heartedness or genuine-mindedness and go no farther.
Compared with them, Zen men might even seem philosophically-minded.
They are not professional philosophers of course, but somehow there is
an odour of reason about them, and they understand the charge of literary
expression as well. In illustration of this, let us see what Saichi's "heart
of joy tasting today" would become in the hands of a man of Zen, in this
case the well-known founder of Daitokuji Templ1~ in Kyoto, Daito Kokushi
(1282-1337).
Daito Kokushi lived the life of a beggar for more than twenty years and
tasted the lowest levels of human life. In his day the beggar's lot might
not have been as bad in some ways as it is today. But they no doubt were
despised as being less than human. I think Daito's life as a beggar was
an attempt on his part to experience the wretchedness of the outcast,
rather than a desire for material poverty.
He received a call from the Imperial Court requesting him to found
a temple in the north of the capital, which he did. In spite of his many
years as a wandering beggar he was very learned, and this turned out
to be very helpful later when he became a distinguished abbot. I frankly
wish he had left some record of his daily life, in addition to the writings
which reveal his learning, literary ability, and Zen genius. In the case
of Saichi, whose utterances come straight from the heart in the language
of everyday speech, without undergoing any c:arving or polishing whatever, it is possible to see his character in each and every word, whereas
Dait~, or any other Zen master, uses words and phrases not always readily
comprehensible at first encounter. Even though the written word is
addressed to the eye, if one does not possess some knowledge of Chinese
literature and Zen literature as well, such writings are quite incomprehensible. It is not only because one does not have the necessary Zen experience that they are incomprehensible, but because to break through the
Rhell that covers this experience-which is very thick-and get to the
tm1te within is an arduous tm1k. Since Saichi's verses arc made much ns

he threw off his roughhewn geta, we are pretty well able to discern at a
glance what they are about. Objects of art highly ornamented or finely
finished are destined for the tokonoma. This is not to slight Daito Kokushi's writings in any way, for as the Kokushi, the "National Teacher," he
was naturally confined by the influences of accumulated convention and
the background of the age in which he lived. The following quotation
appears in Part Four of the Kaian Kaku Go ("Words from Dreamland"),
a collection of Daito's poems and sermons with commentary by Hakuin.
It is a sermon for New Year's Eve.
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New Year's Eve. The sun rises, and the moon rises. The morning comes, the night comes. Twelve months, three hundred and
sixty days are here culminated. The new and the old are intermingled and tonight come together. If any man puts his body in
the old year, he will not discharge his newly decided potential in
the new.' And if he puts his mind in the new year, he will lose his
primary function. Therefore, Hokuzen roasted the big white bullock [the symbol of Highe:st Reality] that used to roam in the
monastery courtyard, and Soo shouldered the midnight lantern.
Though things are so, I do not enter such caverns. Why? "The
December snows filling up to the horizon make all things look
white, while the spring winds blowing against the doors are still
severely cold."

There are some traditional allusions in this, but there is no reason to
explain them in detail now. The aim of the sermon is that the past year
is going, the new year is about to come, how are we to view the now of
this moment, this juncture? New Year's Eve is the intersection where
the old and the new blend together, and the past and future change places.
This is the point of the question, "Now, this very moment, what is. it!"
Toin Iida, a Zen master, comments on the sermon as follows in his Kaian
Kokugo Teisha Roku:
In the present there is no new and old. The past perishing, the
future heing horn-that is the work of the present, which does
not cease even for an instant. If you are diligent, there will be
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tim<' for the 1w11<·r-wlll'<'l to f r<'<'Z<' to <I stop. On<' must enjoy

a life in which each day is new, every day new. A man's death
is like the final day of the year, the following day, the new
year, is immediately the beginning of life. There is not an instant's
stop. Even though we attach the provisional names of life and
death the time is always the same time. Its activity has gone
along since beginningless time. Death is located among the activities of time too; without death there is no life. In other words,
the present; except for the present there is nothing. The eternal
past is also the present, and it is beginningless. It is said in the
Lotus Sutra, 'Many kalp·as have passed since I attained Buddhahood.' Eternity throughout the whole future is the present as well,
and it is endless. So if you would know the beginningless and
endless present, simply look at the present. Eternity is becoming
the present. If you would know the ·eternal future, look at the
present. The present extended is the future. Miroku billions of
years in the future is but another name for us here in the present . .. (Kaian Koku Go TeishO Roku, IV)
It would be interesting to compare the criticisms of Daito or this
modern Zen master regarding "A heart of joy tasting today" with Saichi's
own simple remarks on the same subject. Since Saichi spent his eighteenth
through fiftieth years listening to expositions of the dharma, it can be
supposed he was fairly conversant with the vocabulary of Pure Land
thought. In spite of this we find no literary or scriptural words among
his notations. His writing is extremely colloquial, simple, and natural. The
words ki and ho do appear, but they are commonly known to Pure Land
believers.

Don't listen to reason and logic,
Be captured by the taste, listen to the taste;
"Namu-Amida-Butsu."
Snichi lived from beginning to end a life of "tasting." His words,
"Be cuptured by the taste, listen to the taste," have a wonderful freshness.
All expressions should enable us to sec Saichi living immersed in a "NamuAmidu-Butsu" sumudhi. He had from the first no interest in reason or
logic. From lho ugc of nineteen or so, when his sincere heart first resolved
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to seek the Way, the voice of Japanese spirituality was constantly whispering in his ear. He determined that one way or other he would understand
this voice in all its clarity. For a while, it seems he had a touch of laxity.
But spirituality is not something that always appears on the surface of
consciousness, it operates constantly hidden in the unconscious area of
the heart. Saichi had to throw back his ears with a new determination
and plunge on ahead in the direction of the whisper. Prior to his fiftieth
year he must have undergone much hard struggle. Yet there is no record
whatever of that period of his life, and there is really no reason for him to
have written any, for he was too busy tasting the samadhi of his Believing
Heart. He was living now, by the "unborn" the Zen master Bankei speaks
of. Saichi did not cling to his past experience and repeat it in vain. To
follow the memory is to reconstruct experience. Indeed, that is needed
too, for the salvation of all in the world would be impossible without it.
But it entails great harm. It is separated from the world of true existence
and experience. That is why Saichi adopted taste and excluded logic.
There was no special reason for this, it was simply the natural thing for
him to do.
JO.

The Buddha is the Ordinary Man, the Ordinary Man is the Buddha
-Guchi (Ignorance)

I would now like to speak of Saichi's view that the Buddha and the
ordinary man, the world of purity and the world of defilement, are
identical. Because this is a view that has issued from experience we should
concern ourselves with its disparity from the concepts of scholars and
teachers who tend to calculations and conclusions. We must not summarily reject what is so calculated, for the human consciousness has need
of the mind's logic if it is rooted in a life experience. There should be
no singleminded disparagement of teachers and scholars. The key is to
investigate the degree to which the logic of the mind is firmly entrenched
in the reality of life. Although Saichi listened presumably for many years
to the expositions of Buddhist teachers, he on his part noted down on
wood-chips his own experience in his own manner of expression. It is to
these we must look. Saichi says:

The death annlvrr.l'ary of the sect founder
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Is the death anniversary of Saichi.
This is Saichi, isn't it? "Namu-Amida-Butsu."
The anniversary is for the death of Shinran, the founder of the Shin sect,
and is at the same time the "death anniversary" of Saichi the geta-maker.
This is certainly a bold statement. Bold, that is, from an ordinary Pure
Land follower, for Saichi it is nothing out of the ordinary. With a cavalier
unconcern he says it no differently than he would state that a cat is a cat.
It is not easy to speak so with such artless simplicity. The line "This is
Saichi, isn't it?" is a bit difficult to understand. What does "this" refer to?
Although there are various interpretations possible, I wonder what Saichi
was trying to say. We must separate ourselves from the text and try to
put ourselves in his place.
Since he is standing within the realization that today's anniversary for
lhc death of Shinran is his own, 'this' must be the realization Saichi the
geta-makcr and Shinran the sect-founder are different, and at the same
time one and the same. This very experience is Saichi's own self, at the
same time it is "Namu-Amida-Butsu." "Isn't it?" added to "This is
Saichi" is his own playful charm. A Zen man would have nothing of it.
I le would immediately tweak his opposite's nose, or give him a shove,
L'Xdaiming, "What's 'this'?" Saichi belongs to the J6do tradition. He
l'ocks his head to one side, questions "is it not?" and goes on sweeping
his plane through the wood-block before him, repeating "Namu-AmidaB11tsu" all the while. It is interesting how this brings out his personality.
We might recall the lines quoted before: "Namu Buddha is Saichi's
Buddha, it is Saichi." The Namu-Amida-Butsu that is moving within
Saichi's heart, the six syllables of the Name that have been granted from
Amida have an incalculable force here. Were it an insight of the discriminating intellect Saichi would be raised to a vain exaltation, and become a lump of unmanageable egotism. But since his insight in "NamuAmicla-nutsu" is one that secs the contradiction between Saichi and the
Buddha as sameness, it is non-discriminatory discrimination, discriminatory non-discrimination. Saichi repeats "Namu-Amida-Butsu" whcncwr he says anything, and uses it to end his poems, because the center
or his l'ntirc c:onseiousness is constantly controlled and guided hy "Nam11Amicl11-Butsu."
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I don't listen as an ordinary man,
The ordinary man is a fraud. 11
You strike my heart.
Being "heart-struck" is nothing other than "Namu-Amida-Butsu." In
short, "Namu-Amida-Butsu" recites "Namu-Amida-Butsu" and listens
to it as well. From someone like Ippen Shonin this would sound quite
convincing, but from the lips of My6k6nin Saichi it comes as something
of a surprise. Still, on second thought, isn't an experiential reality such
as Saichi's an Oriental one, that shows in particular the spiritual insight
of the Japanese?

I do not become Amida,
Amida becomes me,
N amu-Amida-Butsu.
I-the ordinary man-Saichi, all are a result, a product, an idea of the
discriminating intellect. This is the "fraud." It is not based upon truth.
Fraud-that which is produced by discrimination or analyzation-is what
is hypothesized as the objective world by the consciousness. It is what
Shinran calls hollow apparitions or unreality. Therefore, there is nothing at all in the I of Saichi or in the individual self of the discriminating intellect capable of becoming Amida. To be able to say as
Saichi does that Saichi is the Buddha, that the death anniversary of
Shinran is his own, is something that must be conferred from an Other,
from Amida. It must be Compassion from Amida, the working of Tariki.
Such a self-realization materializes in spiritual insight. This is the truth,
there is no other. It is concrete reality in the ultimate sense, and the
reason "Namu-Amida-Butsu alone is true." Saichi, Shinran, and Honen
all lived within this consciousness.

Both Compassion and [Boundless] Light are one.
Both Saichi and Amida are one,
"Namu-Amida-Butsu."
The truth of Pure Land thought rests here, in the experience of becoming one through "Namu-Amida-Butsu." Since Honen, Shinran, and
Saichi arc one in this cxpcrience, the death anniversary of the founder
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is Saichi's own death anniversary. Christians are told, "For as in Adam
all die, even so in Christ shall all be made alive." Pure Land followers
die in Amida and live in Amida. Therefore, Saichi is Amida's Saichi and
Amida is Saichi's Amida. Realization of this is "Namu-Amida-Butsu."
Eternal illusion and eternal enlightenment, Saichi doomed to Hell, and
Amida Buddha abiding in perfect purity, are inevitably and indissolubly
opposed, they are contradictions that reject any idea of resolution. They
arc absolute opposites, and that is how it must be. The contradiction is
n contradiction yet there must be free and unobstructed interpenetration.
To attempt to insert a third party would only perpetuate the opposition
into a limitless succession. Since the ordinary man is beyond help, Saichi
cannot cxcape eternal illusion and ignorance. This, by means of Japanese
spiritual insight, he easily dissolves away as follows:
Though I am in eternal illusion,
My Oyasama is an eternal Oya;
Joyous gratitude, "Namu-Amida-Butsu."

Jf ignorance is eternal one cannot be rid of it in an eternity. If enlightenment is eternal one cannot enter into ignorance in an eternity. However, this enlightenment is the eternal Oya, the embodiment of Amida's
eternal Prayer. Therefore, in the light of this Prayer alone enlightenment
and illusion become one. One caught in ignorance receives this as the
great favor or Buddha's favor, and here is where the materialization of free
and unobstructed interpenetration occurs. Saichi scribbled down on his
shavings the reality of his own experience as he fashioned his geta. That
is the great meaning of his poetry collection. I believe it is for the logicians to erect something new upon this reality.
Snichi's poems gained in profundity as they poured out. The following
could only come from someone with Saichi's experience, from a scholar's
lips it would be a piece of logic, and would carry with it the aura of a
second-hand clothing box.
The world is foolish, I am foolish,
Amlda is foolish too,·
No matlt•r, Oyasama relieves foolishness,
"Namu-Amlda-nur.m."
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"Amida is foolish too" is a daring assertion. Perhaps only Saichi could
have made it. When Vimalakirti said "I am ill because all beings arc
ill"
, he inserted the word "because" between "I" and "all beings."
Saichi inserts nothing, he simply enumerates: "The world is foolish, I am
foolish, Amida is foolish." There are no words connecting these three.
Then he shifts his tack, "no matter, Oyasama relieves foolishness." Only
then is it known that Amida's foolishness and the foolishness of all beings
are different. But from Amida issues no requirement that Saichi and the
rest of the world relinquish their foolishness. All is as it is. That foolish
people are saved as they are is the characteristic of Japanese spiritual
insight. The contradiction is not dissolved, it remains as it is. Still the
remaining contradiction is not the original one. It is a contradiction
which has become tinged with a free and unobstructed interpenetration.
It is "Namu-Amida-Butsu."
The external phenomena of the prior Saichi's ignorance are the same
as those of the present Saichi, but the present Saichi's ignorance is supported by "Namu-Amida-Butsu." It is foolishness taken in hand by
Oyasama, not foolishness of Saichi's discriminatory consciousness. Of
course, Saichi's individual self is not lost; yet it is the Person of the supraindividual. It cannot be said the foolishness has been purified, yet the
foolishness no longer emerges from the individual self. There is no purification of the foolishness, for it is eternal, but it must not be forgotten
it is a foolishness which is in contact with the eternal Oyasama. It cannot
exist in ordinary logic or language, but in spiritual insight the contradiction is accepted as it is, and is given life.
II.

Saichi and Joshu 12

It should be interesting to compare Saichi's guchi (ignorance) and
J6shu's view of bonno (desires and passions); Saichi's "Namu-Amida-

Butsu" and J6shu's crystal. Once Joshu said to the assembled monks:
This is like holding up a transparent crystal in your hand. When
a stranger comes it reflects him as such,- when a native Chinese
comes it reflects him as such. I pick up a blade of grass and make
it work as a f?Olden-bodied Buddha 16 feet high. I again take
hold of a f?oldt•n-lindird Tluddha 16 feet hiRh and make him act
20~

as a blade of grass. The Buddha is what constitutes human desires (bonn6) and human desires are no other than Buddhahood."
A monk asked, "For whom are the Buddha's desires roused?"
"His desires are aroused for all sentient beings."
"How does he get rid of them, then?"
"What is the use of getting rid of them?" answered the master.
Joshii's crystal is Saichi's "Namu-Amida-Butsu." All of Saichi is rellccted in this Name. If a stranger comes, a stranger is reflected as such
if a Chinese comes, he is reflected as such. We may view the Chines~
und the stranger as bonno, we may view them as the world of discrimina~io~. There is nothing which cannot be illumined by this crystal (spiritual
111s1ght). The consciousness itself is one harmonious "Namu-AmidaBulsu," which becomes a blade of grass as well as a sixteen-foot Buddha.
Whereas a Zen-man uses many naturalistic and objective expressions,
Pure Land followers speak of the psychological phenomena of the individual self. They do not speak of Buddhas, or of grass, but of hate or
sweetness, wretchedness or wrongness, or, opposed to these, of love,
prayer, etc. The crystal is the all-seeing eye. It views both within and
without, sees Saichi and the Buddha. It sees wrong views and it also sees
enlightenment. Let me repeat: the crystal is "Namu-Amida-Butsu."

I received the eye from you,
The eye to see you,
"Namu-Amida-Butsu."
"The eye to see you" is none other than the eye that sees Saichi himself
nnd that is "Namu-Amida-Butsu." Therefore the Buddha's ignoranc~
(guchi) the ignorance of Saichi and the world's ignorance are all felt,
~nd the. fact of Buddha=bonno, bonno=Buddha is possible. If the eye
tfl one-sided, free and unobstructed intercommunion cannot come into
pluy. Thus bonno cannot be excluded. Bonno is the Buddha, the Buddha
1!1 the Buddha because he too has bonno. Because of his bonno the Buddha becomes aware of, appreciates, and experiences the guchi and bonno
(the ignorance and desires) of Saichi and all other living beings, and
druws from within them a purposeless work. This is the working
nf the Nlxtccn-foot Buddha. The function of the blmle of grass is to
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be blown and rustled about by the wind, for this body of egoism to
be accepted and embraced by the parent Oyasama. It is this body of
egoism which, becoming hungry, is embraced by Oya. It wants milk,
it is bothered by mosquitos, it itches.

The child held by Oya is here,
Embraced by Oya,
"Namu-Amida-Butsu."
The use of the phrase "the child is here" should be noted. It means the
child Saichi is here. Saichi who is here, is the blade of grass. And while
he makes his geta is he not working purposelessly for the salvation of
all beings as well?
In saying this I have no desire at all to join or fuse Pure Land thought
and Zen. Those who would do that are the professional educators and
scholars. Mine is only an attempt to compare their ways of expression
from the standpoint of Joshu's crystal and Saichi's "Nainu-Amida-Butsu"
themselves. To the end Zen is Zen and J6do is Jodo. Looking at their
differences, their similarities are not to be forgotten, and while looking at their points of similarity we are also to keep in mind the existence
of their differences. I simply wish to call attention to the existence in both
of what I feel deserves to be called the awakening of Japanese spirituality.

12.

Shaba and Jodo-The Corrupt World and the Pure Land

Passages such as the previously quoted "I am foolish, Amida is foolish
too," and "my thoughts are your thoughts," give us an understanding of
the relationship between Saichi and Amida, as well as a comprehension
of the general by corresponding relation of Shaba and Jodo.

Where is Saichi? In the Pure Land?
Here is the Pure Land, "Namu-Amida-Butsu."
His "Namu-Amida-Butsu" is the Pure Land. This is no doubt a matter
of course. Since Saichi is not found apart from "Namu-Amida-Butsu,"
where he is found-in the Sha/Ja world-there also must be Namu-AmidaButsu. There can be no Pure Lnn<l except for this. It must be that the
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Shaba world is the Pure Land, the Pure Land is the Shaba world. Only
Shaba is not the same as Jodo, for here there is "Namu-Amida-Butsu."
By means of it Shaba is the Pure Land, and by means of it the Pure
Land is removed to this world. The two are not simply one, it must be
the two are one, the one is two. That is "Namu-Amida-Butsu."
I go to and receive Paradise,
"Ncunu-Amida-Butsu."
In this Shaba world I receive itThe moon of the Believing Heart.

tinuation, what Shinran calls leaping or passing crossways. Thus stated
it might be interpreted as being spatial, as a continuum, leaping from
one point to another. But these are all notions of the discriminating intellect. This is where spiritual insight works. Without it the mcnning ol'
the Name cannot be grasped under any circumstances. Saichi docs not
speak of such complexities, but says simply,
This is the Buddha that becomes Saichi.
That Buddha is "Namu-Amida-Butsu."

which is a direct utterance of spiritual insight.
Though he states that he goes to and receives Paradise he does not say he
will go there after death. With the moon of the Believing Heart, Shaba
is illuminated and the Pure Land is received. Shaba and Gokuraku do
not separate and become completely disparate, but neither are they regarded as one. It is "Namu-Amida-Butsu" of the Shaba world, "NamuAmida-Butsu" of Gokuraku. Since Saichi exists in the Shaba world and
Buddha exists in Gokuraku, if Saichi becomes Buddha it is natural that
the Shaba world should become Paradise.
I hear the Name of Amida Buddha.

That is the Buddha who becomes Saichi;
That Buddha is "Namu-Amida-Butsu."

This darkness is caught by the bright moon
Of the six syllables;
While in a Shaba world, I live in the six syllables,
How joyful!

Saichi lives always in the moonlight of the six syllabled Name, though this
does not imply the darkness of the Shaba world has dissipated. Hence he
says, "While in a shaba world .... " He uncharacteristically fails to say
"Namu-Amida-Butsu," and says instead that he is "living in the six
syllables." The next poem quickly clarifies this point:
Shaba is the dawn, the dawn of the Pure Land.
It opens, it's my joy, "Namu-Amida-Butsu."

Again,
Oyasama makes Saichi Buddha;
The Amida of "Namu-Amida-Butsu."

The connection of Shaba and Gokuraku, joined by "Namu-Amida-Butsu,"
henrs no further repetition. Yet I would reiterate, in hope it should not
be forgotten, that the six syllables of the Name must not be thought to
intervene between two contradictory extremes, or that the Name is at some
position above, and connects them. The Name conforms to "is" (soku) in
"one is two, two is one." The Shaha world and Paradise arc not spatially
connected. The mcnning of this "non-connection" is usually difficult to
µrnsr. 110 I like to rut it nnother wny: it is the continuation of non-con-
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It might be speculated that the dawn of Shaba is the Pure Land, but
that is not right, it is the dawn of the Pure Land. The joy at the dawning
is no other than the awakening of "Namu-Amida-Butsu." Without the
realization of "living in the six syllables" there can be no joy or happiness
and hence no wretchedness. This realization is called ichinen hokki, the
awakening or arousing of the one thought. The next poem is a rare
instance when Saichi uses a technical term of the Pure Land tradition.

There is no eternity elsewhere,
This world is the world of eternity,
Jlt'rt• a.1· wt'!/ is khinl:n hokki,
2()1)

"Namu-Amida-Butsu."
We may say Shaba is the Pure Land, the Pure Land is this world, but
unless this is based on the experience of ichi'nen hokki it is only an
empty Nembutsu. One must run straight to the: truth of "Namu-AmidaButsu." That is the awakening of the one thought, and spiritual insight.
It is not possible to grasp this unless one has alre:ady experienced "the end
of the world." Only when the golden carp has broken through the net
will it know what to feed upon. He who would say Namu is ki and Amida
Buddha is ho, and that ki and ho together are "Namu-Amida-Butsu," is a
preacher, not a My6k6nin. The latter confines himself to "Namu-AmidaButsu" and nothing else, without paying the slightest attention to whether
it is the cause or condition of Pure Land Oja or the cause of a fall to Hell,
and he lives within its reality.

When Buddha's six syllables, six essences,
Come to me-"Namu-Amida-Butsu."
Oya, who informed me of this,
Is "Namu-Amida-Butsu."
The Saichi who is aware that "the six syllables come to me" is the
"Oya who informed me." Informing and being informed are experientially the same reality. Therefore,

If the eye that sees evil is the eye of Namu,
It is possessed by Amida Butsu;
That is the six syllables of "Namu-Amida-Butsu."
This has come before-the eye that see Saichi and the eye that sees the
Buddha are the same "Namu-Amida-Butsu." This eye does not only look
without or look within; like the "eye" of Eckhart, it looks both within and
without at the same time. The time you know is the time it is made
known to you. Ken ( 5l seeing) is sho ( tt nature), sho is ken. 13 I said
this is simultaneous, but in fact it does not have a temporal nature. And
it is not to be understood as a spatial sameness of place either. The I Saichi--who "rccciws Amida San from Amida San" is this wondrous
nnd incomprehensible eye.
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If Saichi's verses were taken as a whole and classified into groups according to ideas, they would help ascertain the contents of a splendid
Japanese spiritual insight. The next poem has been given before, but it
makes a fitting conclusion to this section.

This wretched one is now playing with Oyasama
In this Shaba world.
I will be taken into the Pure Land of Amida,
Playing with Oyasama.
13.

Emotional and Intellectual

What must be seen as Pure Land thought's most characteristic element is its view of Amida Buddha as Oyasama. Saichi's verses, in which
he is constantly in a parent-child relationship with Amida, reveal this.
The center of Pure Land thought is placed naturally within spirituality,
but its insight is manifested mainly through the emotions. It contrasts
in this respect with the intellect in Zen.

Amida SanYou . ..
You're eager to help me, aren't you?
Thank you.
This is not one of Saichi's poems. It was written by an elderly man in
a remote area of Aki, and is quoted in Rev. Fuji's book. As this verse
reveals, only in the Pure Land tradition is it possible to approach so
closely to Amida. We do not find the same familiar, congenial attitude
in Zen, which is invariably intellectual.

Joshu once said to the assembled monks:
"I do not like to hear the word 'Buddha'."
A monk asked,
"And yet do you work for the sake of men, or not?"
]{isha answer<'d immediately, "Buddha Buddha."
This laws of Chinl'Sl' grammar allow the words "Buddha Buddha,"
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to be interpreted in various ways. At any rate, J oshu said he did not
like even to hear the word "Buddha." When asked what he would do
to save all beings, the voice of "Buddha" was heard from J6shfl himself. He might have said, "If you are able to help others, that is the
Buddha." Or, "Call out the Buddha, 'Namu-Amida-Butsu' 'NamuAmida-Butsu." The fact remains, one must not be captured by Buddha,
or by No-Buddha. Existence and non-existence must be left as they are,
and one must free himself from them. One must go on living within
the contradiction, that is, one must become Buddha itself. Though Pure
Land and Zen are here the same, in Zen negation comes first. Thus
Zen speaks of prajiiii that is not prajiiii. The way of the Pure Land is to
walk forward from the affirmation that follows this negation. Then it
becomes natural for man to walk along as parent and child hand in hand
with Amida. The intellect always wants to separate itself from things,
the emotions live together with them. Here a surface difference between
Zen and J6do appears. When it is fully understood that this is only a
surface difference, then either affirmation or negation will depend only
upon one's own particular tendency or insight.

But among Pure Land followers themselves there seems little concern
with this aspect.
Saichi's poem here has a Zen flavor. I would emphasize how unusual
it is to find this expression "the mirror within a mirror," among the
usual Compassion, parent and child, gratitude, thankfulness, etc. Anyhow, it deserves special note when we find it in Saichi, with his "taste of
'Namu-Amida-Butsu'."

Joy, joy's abundance is WY.etchedness too.
This wretchedness is illuminated by the mirror of Compassion.
Now it is a mirror within a mirror.

Some points here are obscure, but I think the: overall meaning is this:
mere bounding excess of joy is not yet sufficiently separated from the
consciousness of self. When this joy becomes genuine and pure it is
embraced completely within Amida's Compassion. At that very moment
it attains to the supra-individual Person, and the mirror of the individual
self is received within the mirror of Amida so as to be like two facing
mirrors with no image between them. And the joy in the consciousness
of the individual self leads immediately to the Great Mirror Wisdom,
where there is neither joy nor anxiety.
The line " ... mirror within a mirror" is not often seen in Pure Land
thought. The Sutra of Eternal Life, one of the three main Pure Land
texts, has n simile in which something is likened to seeing one's face in a
hrlght mirror. In the snmc sutrn we also find allusion to the Pure Land
nnd tho corrupt Shalm world fncing like mirrors reflecting one nnothcr.
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NOTES
10
1

2

Rennyo i'l!:l!JJ (1414-1499). The great Shin teacher and restorer of the sect of
the Middle Ages. The eighth chief priest of the Hongan-ji Temple. His works
include the Ofwni (Gobunsho; jf!Jl)tl=), his letters edited by his grandson Ennyo,
and the Goichidaiki-Kikigaki ji!IJ-{~~e l'l:l'l 'i!f (literally, "The Writing of Things
Heard during a Life"), the records of his lectures compiled by his disciples.
~JIU~**

11

12
13

myogo as "Namu-Amida-Butsu," the Shin devotee attains anjin, "peace of mind."
lppen -jjjji (1239-1289) is the founder of the Ji Sect of Japanese Pure Land
Buddhism. His Sayings are noted for their Zen-like trenchancy. Trans.
Fraud; bakemono, "something unreal," "something temporarily assuming a
certain shape but not at all genuine."
Joshii tt!Ni (C. Chao-chou; 788-897), Chinese Zen master.
Ken-sho-Iiterally "seeing into one's nature"; satori.

15.

Yuge sammai-a conception describing the life of a Bodhisattva which is free
from every kind of constraint and restraint. It is like the fowls of the air and
the lilies of the field, and yet there is in him a great compassionate heart functioning all the time freely and self-sufficiently.
4 Dahrani-a Sanskrit term which comes from the root dhri, meaning "to hold."
In Buddhist phraseology, it is a collection, sometimes short, sometimes long, of
exclamatory sentences which are not translated into other languages. It is not
therefore at all intelligible when it is read by the monks as it is supposed to "hold"
in it in some mysterious way something that is most meritorious and has the
power to keep evil ones away. Later, dharanis a nd mantrams have grown confused with one another.
Mantra-a formula to be recited. Both dharanis and man/rams have an
esoteric character, though when compared with the dharani the mantra holds a
relatively greater esoteric quality, the mantra being comparatively more exoteric.
5 Anjin $;1C," literally, "mind pacified," meaning "faith confirmed."
6 Bombu is the unenlightened man and stands in contrast to Buddha, with "Bombuhood" in contrast to Buddhahood.
7 Of this "favor" or "gift" (on ,@) as he sometimes called it, Dr. Suzuki commented, "The Favor or Gift coming from Amida is a free one, for he never
asks anything in exchange or in compensation. When the sinner (ki) utters
"Namu-Amida-Butsu" in all sincerity he is at once made conscious of his being
from the first with Amida and in Amida. There has never been any sort of
alienation or estrangement between Amida and the sinner. It was all due to the
latter's illusive ideas cherished about himself." Mysticism: Christian and Buddhist (New York, 1957), p. 198. Trans.
s Oya has no English equivalent. It is both motherhood and fatherhood, not in
their biological sense but as the symbol of loving-kindness. Sama, an honorific
particle, is sometimes shortened to San, which is less formal and more friendly
and intimate. Oya or Oya Sama is the title give n to Amida by Shin devotees.
n l/D yl; is the dharma and ki j~ the recipient of the dharma. Ki, originally
meaning "hinge," means in Shin especially the devotee who approaches Amida
in the alli!ude or uependcm;c. He stands as far as hi); Self-power is concerned
111-1ainsl An1ida. /hi is "dharnw," "Reality," "Amida," and the "Other-power."
This opposition appcnrs lo 011r in!elle<.:l ns contrndktion and lo 011r will as 11 sil11ation in1plyi1111 nn~il·ty, f1•11r, nnd ins1·rnrity. When kl nnd /iii 111"1.! 11nill•d in ll1l~
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GLOSSARY OF SELECT TERMS
AWARE
BELIEVING HEART
BOMBU
BUSH!
FAVOR

<IOKURAKU
<IRACE
G UClll
llELL

//()

l/OKKAI ENG/

HOLY PATH
JI/UK/
.J()f)()

.lciDOMON
KANNAGARA
Kl
I .A'ITl\R-DAY

MAI'/'()
MONO NO AWAIW
MY()O()

See MONO NO AWARE.
Faith; heart or mind which receives without doubting.
The ordinary, unenlighten1~d man in contrast to Buddha.
Samurai.
[Amida's] favor, free gift, grace. The principle of Shin
teaching is "just ask and you will be saved," and not
do this and salvation will be its reward." Nothing is
imposed on one as the price of salvation. Amida's gift
has no conditions attached to it. The believer and his
mortal weaknesses just as they are absorbed in the infinite grace of Amida.
See JoDO.
See FAVOR.
Ignorance (the ignorant), folly, in contrast to enlightenment.
The Buddhist Hell (Jigoku; Naraka or Nirriti) is divided
into compartments. Unlike the Christian Hell, sinners
undergo suffering herein only as long as their karma is
effective.
The dharma, Reality, Amida, the Other-power. Note
9, Ch. 4.
The Law of Dependent Origination in the Phenomenal
Universe. The idea that the phenomenal world is produced by the mutual influence of all things.
See SH<5D<5MON.
Self-power salvation through self-effort. Note 9, Introduction.
The Pure Land; the Land of Bliss, Paradise, Gokuraku .
The Path Land Path. See SH<5D<5MON .
The Way of the Gods; Shinto.
The recipient of the dharma, the devotee who utters
Nembutsu.
Ma.1·.vc, the world of the latter period of the Buddha's
teaching (mappu), when the doctrine alone is still alive,
but there is neither practice nor enlightenment. Note
13, Ch. I.
Sec LA1TER DAY.
"The thin~s around us that make ns feel the pathos
oC thin11N." Nole I!, Ch. I.

See NAMJI..

2Hi

NAME

NAMU-AMIDA-BUTSU
NEMBUTSU

NEMBUTSU SENJU
NEMBUTSU S<5ZOKU
6CH6

6GEN-NIS<5-EK<5

616
ONE THOUGHT
ORDINARY MAN
ORIGINAL PRAYER

OYA-SAMA
PRAYER
PURE LAND
REBIRTH
SE/SHIN
SENJU
SI/A/IA WORLD

The Name of Amida Buddha; often intcrchangcublc with
Nembutsu. Both refer to the six syllables "Na-11111-ami-da-butsu."
See NEMBUTSU.
Nembutsu literally means "to think of Buddha." Ncn
(nien in Chinese and smriti in Sanskrit) is "to keep in
memory." In Shin, however, it is more than a mere remembering of Buddha, it is thinking his Name, holding it in mind. The Name consists of six characters or
syllables, na-mu-a-mi-da-butsu. In actuality, the Name
contains more than Buddha's Name, for Namu is added
to it. Namu is namas (or namo) in Sanskrit and means
"adoration" or "salutation." The Name therefore is
"Adoration for Amida Buddha," and this is made to
stand for Amida's "Name." In the Japanese Pure Land
schools, Nembutsu usually refers to invoking the Name,
"Namu-Amida-Butsu."
Exclusive practice of Nembutsu; Nembutsu done to the
exclusion of all other practices.
Continuous repetition of Nembutsu.
"Side-wise leap." The experience by which, according
to Shinran, one's rebirth in the Pure Land is absolutely
assured. Note 8, Introduction.
The two aspects of merit-transference, going and coming, (genso-eko and oso-eko) as taught by Shinran. Note
16, Ch. 2.
"To go and be reborn," i.e., assurance of rebirth in the
Pure Land. Note 15, Ch. 1.
"One Thought" or "One Calling" represents the one instant of faith-establishment. Note 4, Ch. 3.
See BOMBU.
The eighteenth of Amida's forty-eight prayers or vows,
which sets forth Amida's strong resolve to save all beings without exception, if they call upon his name even
only once in sincerity of heart.
The title, bespeaking informality and friendliness, by
which Shin devotees refer to Amida. Note 8, Ch. 4.
See ORIGINAL PRAYER.
See JODO.
See <5J<5.
Spirit, mind.
Sec Ncmbutsu senju.
"This world" as opposed to Hell, and to Jodo, the Pure
I.and.
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SHIN SECT
SHINSHU

SH6D6MON

Sll6MY6

TAR/Kl

See Shinshii.
The popular name for the J6do-Shin Sect of Japanese
Pure Land Buddhism. The Shin sect of Buddhism
founded by Shinran. Note 10, Introduction.
The "Holy Path," as distinguished from the J6domon, or
Pure Land Path. The H oly Path leads to salvation
through self-help; the Pure Land Path brings salvation
through Amida's grace.
Pronouncing or uttering the Name of Amida Buddha.
Note 1, Ch. 3.
Other-power, salvation through Amida's power or grace.
Note 9, Introduction.
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INDEX
Absolute Compassion: see Compassion
Absolute Love: 109, 111, 116
Absolute One: see Amida
Amakasu Taro Tadatsuna : 51, 150, 151
Amida: 20, 21, 39, 51, 77, 79, 81, 83,
90, 93, 119, 136, 151, 154, 156, 15715~ 161, 175, 17~ 180, 18~ 183,
184, 185, 186, 190
ancestor worship: 64
asagao: see morning-glory
A sahara Saichi ~JJlttm : 167, 177 passim
A njin Ketsujo shO: "On the Attainment
of Spiritual Peace" 156, 195, 197
Avatamsaka Sutra: (J. Kegon-ky6) 69
Awanosuke, diviner: 147
Believing Heart (faith): 173, 191-192,
1:97, 201, 208
Birth (in the Pure Land): see Amida
Boundless Compassion: see Compassion
Buddha-wisdom: 184
Bukko Kokushi, Zen master {.l7C~flili: 21
bombu (ordinary man): 181
Catholicism: 122, 124
Central Asia: 61, 67
Chiie (C. Chih-yung): 157
Chih-i (J. Chigi): 66, 79
Chokushu goden: see Honen's Life
Christian mystics: 174
Christianity: 61, 100
chrysanthemums: 60
Chuangtzean: 104
Churan: 68
Compassion (Amida's Great): 21, 50,
53, 54, 155, 175, 176, 181, 182, 190,
203, 212
Compassionate One: see Amida
Confucianism: 22, 35, 103, 105
courtiers: 37, 71, 86, ·129
daltrani: 172
Daij1I Siitl m1 Chi ("A 1.nn<l Suited for
the Mahnyl\1111"): 177

Dait6 Kokushi: 198, 20()
Dannoura: 128
Dengy5 D aishi: see Saich5
Diamond Sutra: 171
Discussion at Ohara: 139
Dogen: 119-122, 124
Doshaku (C. Tao-ch'o): 139
Doshfi of Akao $~0)~*: 167-174
Eckhart: 210
Eight Sage Drinkers: 30
Elegies: 30
F a-tsang (J. H6z6): 66, 79
favor, Amida's: 83 , 156, 157, 159, 163,
182, 183, 204
feminine culture: 72, 73, 85, 128
Fuji Shiisui, Rev.: 177, 178, 188, 197,
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Fujii Yosbizane: 86
Fujiwara Kanezane, ex-Regent (Tsukinowa no Zenk6): 147
filial piety: 64, 65
Five Classics: 69
Five Confucian Filial Piety Relationship: 69
Five Confucian Virtues: 69
Four Books: 69
Gandhi: 65
Genji monogatari: 37
Genshin i!i.lH~ : 51, 89, 100
genso eko: see ogen niso eko
Go-daigo, Emperor: 168
Goichidaikikikigaki: 156, 167, 169
gokuraku: see Pure Land
grace, Amida's: see favor, Amida's
guchi (ignorant): 140
Gutei (Chu-chih), "One-Finger Zen" of
Zen master: 91, 195
gutoku (bald-headed, simple-hearted man):
82, 86
Hakuin: 161, 199
I latakeya111a Kagcsuc: 96
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I/ earl Sutra: 162
Heike, the: 128
lfrike monogatari: 127-129, 130
llekiganroku (C.Pi-yen tu): 76
Hell: 53, 77, 81, 87, 92, 93, 121, 132,
142, 204, 210
certain Hell: 53, 83
hiragana syllabary : 37
ho it: 119, 191, 200, 210
H6j6 Tokimune ~t~lfif* : 21
lwkkai engi i*W~~ : (Law of Dependent
Origination in the Dharma-world): 114,
123, 172
l loly Path : see Sh6d6mon
mmen 7*~: 14, 15, 16, 19, 55, 56, 91,
92, 94-97, 103, 104, 106-110, 121,
132, 142, 145, 152, 153, 158, 161,
165-169, 171-173, 195, 198, 206-207,
210, 214, 255
ll<i11e11 '.1· Life: 52, 93, 145, 147, 149'
1longan-ji Temples: 86
/w11ji suijaku (traces of descent from the
original soil): 117
h1i.\'.\'hi11 seppo (the Dharma-body preaches the Law): 78
I lslian-tsang: 162
Hui-k'o (J. Eka): 171
/ly11k11jti ktiwa zuimonki: 88
/d1i111aikislu3mon ("One Page Testament"): 89, 138, 152, 155
i<'liilll'll lwkki: 209, 210
l11ari (the Shinto diety): 32
i11g11 (rctrihulion): 66
Ippm (S11yi11g.1·): J97
lwmi Shikihu: 71
.l11pa11CSl'IH.:SS : 5<J, 104
ji11<'11 h<i11i (naturalness): JOO
Ji111111 Shri/1/ki: IJ7
Jiriki (Self-Power): 119
Jl\do: sec Pure Land
.lodon1011 (Pure Land Path): 83, 183, 188
Jn1ha 111~·!+1 (C. Chuo-chou): 205, 211
joy, l'l'Pl't1t11111.:c: I RO -I82
knml N1 : 2R, 32, 33, 34, 3S, 36, 49, 118

Kaian koku go ("Words from Dreamland"): 199
Kakunyo Sh6nin: 191
kana literature: 72
kannagara: see Way of the gods, the
Kannon: 102
Kashiwadebe, Prince: 31
Kegon 1!jl[Jl&: 22, 65, 67, 79, 114
Kenreimon'in: 127
Kenshin: 139
ki Wt: l 19, 191, 193, 194, 200
Kichibei, My6k6nin : 213
Kimmei, Emperor: 18, 38
Kitabatake Chikafusa: 116
K6b6 Daishi: see Kiikai
Kokinshu: 37
kokoro 1G : 11, 12, 14
kompaku i.)i~~ : 11, 12
kontai ryo mandara: 113
Kiikai ?1!,$ (Kob6 Daishi): 38, 43, 46, 69,
79, 89
Kumagai Naozane: see Rensh6b6
Kusakabe, Crown Prince: 35
Kusha: 67
Kusunoki Masashige TifJ JERJ(; : 21
Ky6gy6shinsh6
("Teaching,
Practice,
Faith, Attainment"): 80, 82, 85
Kyorai, haiku poet: 109
Ky6shin: 82, 109
Land of Bliss: see Pure Land
Laotzean: 104
Latter-day (masse; mappo): 48-49, 51,
140, 145
Lectures on National Morality: 95
Lotus Sutra: 200
Love songs: 29
love poems: 29, 34
Mahabharata: 69
mantra: 173
111anyii-ga11a: 72
Manyiis/117: 28, 29. 3 l, 33, 34, 36, 37,
38, 88
Mnnzci, Buddhist novil.:c: 31
11111p1•<i: sec Latter-day
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masse: see Latter-day
Minamoto Yoshiie: 96
Minki §!3:@i (Zen master): 22
Mongol Invasions: 40, 70, 74
monogatari: 37, 39, 42, 44, 49
mono no aware: 39, 73, 74, 95
morning-glory: 60, 65
Motooti Norinaga /.f>:la'~* : 23
Mu-ch'i (J. Mokkei): 22
Murasaki Shikibu: 71
Murata Josho Waj6: 155, 157-161
myogo: see N ame, the
My6k6nin: 86, 141, 210
Name, Arnida's (myogo): 51, 90, 135,
136, 141, 151, 153, 154, 157, 158,
159, 182, 183-186, 190, 208
Namu-Amida-Butsu: see Nembutsu
Namumy6h6rengeky6: 162
Nansen (Nan-ch'uan): 76, 113
'National Learning' (Kokugaku): 71
Negusari: 158, 161
Nembutsu: 44, 53, 66, 69, 77, 80, 8187, 91, 92-93, 109-111
Nichiren: 47, 54, 75
Nimaikishomon ("Two-Page Testament"):
154-155
Nirvana: 32, 195
obedience: 120, 124
ochO ;{jl\Jm (leaping sideways): 20, 101
Ofumi (Gobunslzo): 170
ogen niso eko: 88
Ojo (birth in the Pure Land): 50, 53, 82,
88, 93, 134, 135, 136, 138, 139, 140,
141, 142, 143, 148, 149-151 , 153,
158, 160, 170, 172, 17~ 188, 19~
210
OjoyDshii (The Essentials of Salvation):
89
Okisome Azumabito: 34, 35
One Great Matter: 174-176
"One Page Testament": see Jchimaikis/u3111011
"One Thought" lhc 11w11kc11ing of (i<"hi11r11 hokki--·:.'t~~'~): 136, 174, 176, 191,

209, 210
onna-moji (woman's writing): 71
Original Prayer (Vow): 51, 7K KO, HI,
84, 86, 92-93, 116, 135, 1.n. l·ltl,
144, 146, 150, 153, 154, 156, I HK, 204
oso eko: see ogen niso eko
Other-Power: see Tariki
Oxford Movement: 159
Oyasama: 183, 186, 187, 189, 205, 207,
208, 211
Oyomei :EM!§J3 (Wang Yang-ming): 22
Person, supra-individual: 76, 85, 86, 8889, 90, 101, 102, 108, 114, 173, 180,
182, 183
Pillow Book, The (Makura no S6shi): 37
prajfia-wisdom: 32, 50, 212
Prayer: see Original Prayer
psyche: see seishin
Pure Land (J6do): 17, 19, 22, 27, 46,
49, 50-52, 53, 65, 71, 77, 79, 82, 85,
93, 103 , 107, 110, 129, 135, 137, 138,
144, 147, 148, 157, 158, 207, 212
Pure Land Path: see Jodomon
raigo: 51
rebirth: see Amida
reisei: 11, 14, 15, 55, 59, 68, 69, 70,
71, 73 , 75, 76, 79, 85, 86, 88, 94,
99, 102, 103, 107, 111, 112, 127, 129
religious consciousness: 16, 17, 28, 38,
42, 75, 78, 91, 100, 116, 118
Rennyo :il'AO: 156, 167-171, 173
Rensh6b6 Kumagai Naozane: 96, 133134, 149, 152
repentance: 180-182
Right Mindfulness: 136, 192, 195
Rikk6 (C. Lu Keng): 113
Rinzai (C. Lin-chi): 77, 141, 179, 195
Roankyo ("Donkey-Saddle Bridge"): 84,
141, 159, 160
Ryiikan, priest: 153
Saich6 (Dengy6 Daishi): 38, 43, 48, 69,
80, 89
Saint Fran<.:is: 122
salv11tio11 or living beings: 190
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samadhi: 177
Nembutsu samadhi: 177, 191, 200
samurai (bushi): 23, 42, 45, 46, 70, 87,
96, 132, 133, 145, 149, 150, 163, 168
Sanron: 65, 67
sarpirmanda: 69
scholars of Mt. Hiei and Nara: 82, 89,
90, 139, 143
School of Reason ~"¢ (Li-hslieh): 22
Sei Shonagon: 71
seishin: 11-15, 17, 19, 27, 47, 48, 118
self, individual: 76-78, 99, 119, 182
self, supra-individual: 78, 101, 119
"Seven Article Pledge": 145
Seven Wise Men of the Bamboo Grove:
30
Shaba world: 188-189, 193, 207-208,
212
Shichiri Gojun: 155
shimo (thusness): 100
Shin Sect: see Shinshii
Shingon (C. Hua-yen): 64, 65, 66, 69,
78, 82
Shinra Saburo: 96
Shinshii (Shin Sect): 19, 20, 46, 50, 53,
54, 77, 88, 101
Shinshii experience: 20, 21
Shinshii faith: 20
Shinran: 19-23, 51-53, 77, 78-82, 84-:-90,
100--103, 104, 107, 113-115, 119, 121,
122, 123, 127, 137, 147, 151, 152,
169, 179, 202
Shinto {ljl:@:: 18-19, 23, 35, 36, 39, 47, 48,
54, 104-106, 107-109, 112, 114, 118
Ancient Shinto: 18
Five Classics Shinto (Gobugaki Shinto):
47-48, 54
Ise Shinto: 32, 103-104
R yi5bu (Dual-Aspect Shinto): 47
Sectarian Shinto: 108
Shrine Shinto: 18, 108
Shi5bi5genzi5 zuimonki: 119
Shodi5mon (Holy Path): 83, 153, 183,
189

Shokob6: 147
shi5myi5 (vocal) Nembutsu: 127, 129, 135,
136, 154-156, 162, 163
Shotoku Prince: 16, 21, 75
Shoslzoku shii: 52
Shugendo: 69
yamabushi
Shiijisho ("A Tract on Steadily Holding
to the Faith"): 191
"shut out all your thoughts!": 21, 23
six paths of transmigration: 30
Sojo (Seng-chao): 113
soku-hi, the logic of: 50
si5monka: 31
Songoshinzi5meimon: 157
spirit, supra-individual: 115
spiritual awakening: 114, 120
spiritual insight: 72, 87, 108, 109, 111116, 118, 121-123
spirituality, Chinese: 66
spirituality, Japanese: 11, 17-19, 20-23,
36, 38, 49, 50, 53, 61, 66, 67, 69, 71,
73, 77, 78, 79-80, 83, 87, 88, 89, 91,
92, 93-95, 99-103, 104, 106, 112, 114116, 127, 128, 139, 142-144, 147, 151,
163, 167, 200, 207
Suzuki, Shosan: 84, 137, 141, 142, 143,
144, 159, 161, 163, 172
taigi meibun: 97
Taira Shigehira: 130, 132, 149
Taira Kiyomori: 127-128
Taira Atsumori: 96
Taira Tadanori: 95
Takakura, Emperor: 127
tamashii: 12, 13
Tannisho ("Tract Deploring the Heterodoxies"): 80, 81, 119
Taoism: 35, 103
Tariki (Other-power): 20, 21, 46, 50-52,
53, 54, 83, 119, 123, 124, 170, 188
Temmu, Emperor: 34, 35
Teishin-ni: 155
Tendai ;J;.~ (C. T'ien-t'ai): 20, 22, 65, 66,
67, 69, 79, 82, 116, 139, 145

tenri-6-no-mikoto: 162
Three Pure Land Sutras, The: see Pure
Tso Chuan: 11
"unborn'', Bankei on the: 201
Upanishads: 69
Upiiya: 117
Vedas: 69
Vimalakirti (J. Yuima): 205
Wasan (Buddhism Hymns): 80
woman's literature: 72
Yamabe Akahito: 28
Yuge, Prince: 34, 35
Yuishiki llfE~ : 22, 65, 67
Yuishikiron: 68
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Warrior: see samurai
Way, natural accordance with the: 121,
122, 123
Way of the Gods, the (km11wRara): 23,
74, 76, 100, 101, 110
will: 98, 99, 124
will power: 11, 15
wine: 29
Zen: 17, 18, 21 , 22-23, 46, 54, 64, 66,
69, 70, 77, 84, 87, 88, 97, 122, 137,
141, 142, 160, 161, 198, 207, 211, 212
Zenda: 139, 141, 157
ZenshObo: 152, 153
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